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250 commercial street - suite 3011 - manchester, new hampshire 03101

603/627-7383      fax 603/627-7384        www.amoskeagauction.com

jason & melissa devine - nh license no. 2555

Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. does not warranty the safety of any article it
sells.  Therefore, we recommend that, before you use any firearm, purchased here
or anywhere else, you have it examined by a qualified gunsmith to determine
whether or not it is safe to use.

WARNING

•   The Silent Auction is by absentee bidding only. Absentee bidders must register by filling out and
signing an absentee bid sheet.

•   The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer shall become the owner upon the fall of the
hammer. The auctioneer has sole discretion in the case of a dispute among bidders.

•   Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. has taken great care in the preparation of the descriptions in
this catalog. Although we believe everything in the descriptions to be true, we do not guarantee
any part of any description.  We recommend that the bidders view the items in person and form
their own opinions as to condition, originality, origin, etc. Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will
consider all requests for refunds. If a customer is unhappy with a purchase we will be happy to
discuss a remedy with them.

•   Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. reserves the right to reject any bid in order to protect our con-
signors interests.

•   Bidding on any item in the sale indicates the bidder’s full acceptance and understanding of all
terms and conditions of sale.

GENERAL STATEMENTS

•   Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will accept cash, check, MasterCard, Visa, and American
Express as payment for items purchased by those customers who attend the sale. Amoskeag
Auction Company, Inc. reserves the right to demand cash or hold merchandise until funds are
collected in full.   THERE WILL BE A $35.00 CHARGE FOR ALL RETURNED CHECKS.

•   There will be a Buyer’s Premium of 17.5% added to all purchases.  A discounted Buyer’s
Premium of 15% will apply to all purchases paid by cash or check. 

PAYMENT POLICY

•   All Federal, State and Local firearms laws will be observed. FFL holders may take possession of any
firearm on day of sale when they present a signed copy of their Federal Firearms License. New
Hampshire residents over the age of 21 may take possession of any firearm on day of sale providing the
proper paperwork is filled out and the transfer has been approved either through the NH State Police
or the FBI NICS System. While most NICS and State approvals are immediate, approvals could take up
to 3 days. Most non-residents may take possession of long guns on day of sale after completing the
proper forms and successfully completing a NICS check; modern handguns will need to be shipped to
an FFL holder in the buyer’s home state. Buyer is responsible for any and all shipping charges and all
items must be paid for on day of sale. Bidders should be familiar with their local and state laws.

GUIDELINES FOR FIREARM PURCHASES

Firearms are marked as follows:

ANTIQUE - no paperwork required

C&R - for firearms that fall under the ATF Curio & Relics licensing and if purchased by a person
with a “C&R License” no paperwork is required.  NOTE: Items that meet the age requirements but
have been altered from their original configuration may NOT be delivered on a C&R License.

Firearms that are not marked with one of these notations are considered to be “MODERN” and
all proper paperwork is required unless you are an FFL Dealer.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
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NOTE: ALL BIDS ARE DUE BY 2:00PM, JUNE 6, 2015. IF YOU ARE BIDDING ON AN EXCESSIVE AMOUNT 
OF ITEMS  WE REQUEST THAT YOU SUBMIT YOUR BID SHEETS BY FRIDAY, JUNE 5, 2015.

RESULTS FOR THE SILENT AUCTION WILL BE AVAILABLE JUNE 10, 2015 .

1300. SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 1/2 FIRST
ISSUE REVOLVER serial #51, 32 RF, 3 1/2”
ribbed octagon barrel with a bright about excellent
bore which shows some sparse remnants of some
very light pinprick pitting.  The metal surfaces retain
about 98% later, excellent quality nickel plate.  At first
glance the metal finish appears to be original but
close inspection reveals remnants of light pinprick pit-
ting beneath.  The smooth rosewood grips rate very
good plus with some minor flaking, more prominent
along the sharp edge at the butt, they are pencil-
numbered to the gun.  The gun seems to time well
and lockup mechanically with good barrel-to-frame
fit, all of the assembly numbers are matching.  Really
a very nice as-refinished example overall.  (37063-4)
{ANTIQUE}                                               (400/600)

1301. LONDON SIDE HAMMER PERCUSSION BOOT PISTOL BY WADSWORTH
About .45 cal., 4 1/8” octagon barrel with an oxidized bore.  The barrel is a dull brown and pewter pati-

na showing some remnants of twist pattern and light engraving
at the muzzle, also with scattered oxidation and some tool
marks nearer the breech.  The nickel silver frame shows light
engraving and is marked “J Wadsworth/London” in oval on top
of the frame plate.  The hammer shows light engraving and is a
pleasing plum brown patina.  There are some additional vise
bite marks on the frame, the barrel is currently rather crooked

in the frame and the tool marks on frame and barrel may be an attempt to either straighten or remove
the barrel from the frame.  The bag shaped English walnut grip rates about very good showing some shrinking from the years,

the metal slightly proud in spots.  There is a crack from the lower tang to the trapdoor cap compartment on the butt of the pis-
tol.  There is a shield-shaped silver monogram plate atop the wrist which is un-engraved.  The mechanism will function however
the hammer has no tension on it and it would appear as of the mainspring is broken.  A rather nice pistol in its day, now needing
a bit of professional attention.  (36965-40) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1302. SINGER MANUFACTURING COMPANY 1911A1 BARREL This is a stripped, completely in-the-white barrel from the Singer
Manufacturing Company, unused, unfired, unfitted.  The barrel has extremely light oxidation over all of its surfaces with an area of heavier
oxidation and light pitting on its left top radius for about 1 1/2”; it is completely unmarked.  The barrel is consigned by a gentleman who was
employed at the Singer Manufacturing Company at 321 First St. in Elizabethport, New Jersey from September 1963 until August 1965.  One
day while employed there, he was having a conversation with a man named Joe Schild, Foreman of “Department 28”, who reached in his
desk drawer and pulled out this 1911A1 barrel and gave it to the consignor and said it was from the time when they were making 1911 pis-
tols there and had been in his desk ever since.  The consignor has put this story in a narrative on paper and has signed and notarized the
document.  Really an interesting unused 1911 barrel overall, all the more interesting that it is from Singer Manufacturing.  (37131-9) 

1303. EARLY GERMAN HARD-SIDED P.08 LUGER PISTOL FLAP HOLSTER  This is a brown leather flap holster for the P.08 pis-
tol made by FR.&K. Voegels  Koln-Deutz (Cologne), and is so-marked on its rear and dated 1938 with a Waffenamt WaA387 acceptance
mark.  The holster shows light scuffing over much of its surfaces however the seam stitching is intact around its entire periphery and the
buckle shows some remnants of black japanning.  The right-most belt loop billet on the rear of the holster came un-stitched at some point
and was re-affixed, just slightly right of the original holes.  Included in the holster is an unmarked stamped steel takedown-loading tool which
has toned now to a dark gray and pewter patina.  Overall a nice, very respectable early holster with some very good markings.  (37106-17A)

1304. EARLY GERMAN HARD-SIDED P.08 LUGER PISTOL FLAP HOLSTER  This is a black leather flap holster for the P.08
pistol made by Hans Romer of Neu Ulm (in Bavaria) and is so-marked and double-stamped on its rear, showing both 1937 and 1938 dates
with a Waffenamt WaA 455 acceptance mark.  The holster shows some very light scuffing and some light edge crackling, primarily on the
flap.  Its stitching is intact around its entire periphery and shows some edge wear along its rear surfaces; there is strong trace black japan-
ning on the buckle.  Included in the interior flap pouch is a stamped steel, blued takedown tool which is unmarked and was actually buffed
slightly before being blued.  Also included is a blued-body steel magazine with unmarked wooden base and a plastic follower.  The base
is held on with two roll pins and the magazine rates excellent to as-new, appearing unused (it is contemporary).  The rear face of the hol-
ster has “Bruggar” lightly scratched-in and “Fields” has penciled his name on the inside of the flap.  Overall a very good, early holster, with
an interesting double-stamped makers mark.  (37131-11)

1305. GERMAN P.08 LUGER MAGAZINE   This is a bright-bodied magazine for the Luger pistol.  It features a wood base which is
numbered “8122” with remnants of what appears to be “2880” beneath it, it is also marked with a small “+”.  The magazine rates very good
plus overall retaining nearly all its original nickel with only light wear along the top edges around the throat and at the magazine catch; it
is otherwise unmarked.  (37106-17B)

1306. LOT OF COLT GRIPS  This lot consists of three synthetic grips for the Colt 1911 series of automatic pistol.  The first two are a matched
pair of “Coltwood” grips with crisp checkering and well-defined Rampant Colts rating very good plus overall, the rear of the right grip was
slightly relieved adjacent to the upper grip screw, no doubt for a Swenson-style ambidextrous safety, it is very unobtrusive and would not
be readily noticed installed on a gun.  The third grip is a Keyes Fiber Company plastic right hand grip panel, rating near very good with
some compressed and worn points showing a drying crack on its interior which is not visible from the exterior, the crack is stable and does
not readily flex.  A very good set of grips overall, these “Coltwood” grips are getting difficult to find. (37131-10)

1307. LOT OF M1 CARBINE ACCESSORIES   This lot consists of two M1 Carbine 15 round magazines and a green canvas magazine
pouch.  The magazine pouch is made by B.A.B.Co. and so marked on the inner flap and dated 1945.  It rates very good plus overall with
a strong “U.S.” stamping in black ink on its face and intact seam stitching, the “Klikit pull” snap still positive.  There are two blued steel M1
Carbine magazines present, one polish-blued, the other a somewhat satin, almost bead-blasted blued.  Both rate very good with lightly
scattered, extremely light oxidation and some light wear marks from insertion in the gun.  The blued steel is marked on its rear “SS” and
was made by Seymour Smith while the other is marked “G-Q” and made by Quality Hardware.  A very good lot of M1 carbine accessories
overall.  (35766-1A)
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1308. SAVAGE FOUR-TENNER SHOTGUN CHAMBER ADAPTER  This is a Savage Arms Company blued steel Four-Tenner
adapter for firing .410 bore shotshells in 12 ga.-chambered shotguns.  The all blued unit rates very good plus to excellent and will cham-
ber 2 1/2” and 3” shotshells and shows a bright excellent bore with some minor wad residue.  These are designed for single and double
barrel shotguns and not repeating magazine arms.  (36977-3)

1309. SAVAGE FOUR-TENNER SHOTGUN CHAMBER ADAPTER  This is a Savage Arms Company blued steel Four-Tenner
adapter for firing .410 bore shotshells in 12 ga.-chambered shotguns.  The all blued unit rates very good plus to excellent and will cham-
ber 2 1/2” and 3” shotshells and shows a bright excellent bore with some minor wad residue.  These are designed for single and double
barrel shotguns and not repeating magazine arms.  (36977-3A)

1310. UNMARKED MEDITERRANEAN OR NORTH AFRICAN TOURIST “FLINTLOCK” PISTOL   This is a non-firing local
craftsman-produced (modern) example of a North African or perhaps Asian “flintlock” pistol, normally marketed to the tourist trade.  The
“barrel” is about 10 3/4” long with a somewhat flared muzzle.  It is a brown and gray patina.  The “lock” is very rudimentarily constructed
and is a dark gray-brown as well, it is non-functional and amusingly the “touchole” is drilled in the right a diagonal flat, rather than the right
side flat that lines up with the pan.  There is a triggerguard, side plate and dual-strapped buttcap of rudimentarily cast brass, they are unfin-
ished and as-cast with indecipherable cast-in-relief decoration.  The Mediterranean or Asian hardwood stock rates good and shows some
areas of purposeful scorching to imitate age.  It is overall embellished with rudimentary flat silver-toned wire inlay, showing green verdigris
in spots, likely a local “nickel silver” alloy.  An interesting example for the wall of the den.  (36710-1)

1311. PAIR OF MEDITERRANEAN FLINTLOCK PISTOLS This is an interesting
pair of blunderbuss-style flintlock pistols likely from the Mediterranean region.
They are about 58 caliber, flaring to nearly 1 1/4” at the muzzles.  The bar-
rels, indeed all hardware, is a soft brown, lightly oxidized patina.  The
barrels have a large cast-in-relief foliate decoration at their rear
and the locks show some light engraving along with an unde-
cipherable name, with lightly chiseled pans.  The brass
tailpipe, triggerguard, dual-strapped buttcap and sideplates
are all chiseled, loosely in foliate or geometric decorations
and are a goldenrod patina; one triggerguard has its front
extension missing.  The European hardwood stocks rate
about very good showing some minor chipping or cracks
here and there, the gun with the missing front extension
shows more moderate damage with some large cracks and
repaired chips at the tang.  They showed extensive silver
wire inlay most of which is no longer present.  The lock does
not fit well on one gun, the barrel is retained with wrapped
copper wire, the lock screws missing from the other pistol, it’s bar-
rel retained with copper wire front and rear.  The locks seem to
function mechanically.  (36710-2,3) {ANTIQUE}      (300/500)

1312. PAIR OF BRITISH PERCUSSION BELT PISTOLS BY
DEANE & CO .52 cal. smoothbore, 4 1/2” octagon barrels with oxi-
dized bores.  Most of the metal surfaces are a dull gunmetal gray with over-
all light oxidation staining and scattered light pinprick pitting, one gun
has more moderate pitting at the muzzle and some areas of heavy pit-
ting along its right barrel flat.  The top flat is marked “Dean & Co
London Bridge” and has a small bead front sight in a small dual-
eared rear sight, one of which is damaged.  The frames, hammers,
triggerguards and the buttcap compartments all show nice quality

tight scroll engrav-
ing.  The English
walnut grips rate
very good show-
ing light shrinkage
at their junction with the frame,
they are each near overall
checkered with small
uncheckered diamonds atop
the wrists, each with an un-
engraved silver monogram
plate.  One gun has a belt clip affixed to the left
side of the frame, the other belt clip is broken off and that gun has its hammer spur broken off.
The guns feature captive swiveling ramrods and the locks seem to function well.  A somewhat
tired pair of pistols that could likely be resurrected by a talented craftsman.  (36020-195,235)
{ANTIQUE}                              (400/600)

1313. GERMAN LUFTWAFFE OFFICERS SWORD BY SOLINGEN METALLWAREN
FABRIK  28 1/4” blade with the “SMF” seated King trademark with “Solingen” beneath, also
showing a Luftwaffe acceptance mark above the trademark.  The blade retains trace original bright
nickel but has been sharpened on both sides, along both edges, its full-length, rather crudely so
with an electric grinder which has left tool marks the full length of the blade, also with a number of
nicks present, more prominent ahead of the point of percussion.  The guard and pommel with son-
nenrad swastikas are heavily tarnished and are likely the earlier nickel silver rather than aluminum,
based on the color and style of tarnish.  The grip wrap is intact however the blue Moroccan leather
covering the grip shows moderate scuffs front and back.  Included with the sword is its original
scabbard.  The throat and tip chape also show dark gray tarnishing with the Moroccan leather cov-
ering the body rating about very good with numerous minor scuffs, the rear with a couple of cuts
and a small flaked spot near the tip.  The blue leather suspension hanger is present, it rates good
with some drying and crackling.  This may be a good candidate for restoration by an ambitious and
patient craftsman or an excellent parts candidate.  (35626-2) (350/550)
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1314. GERMAN SECOND WORLD WAR PARADE BAYONET BY ROBERT KLASS  This is an army private purchase parade
bayonet made by Robert Klass, the ricasso is so marked with his “kissing cranes” trademark and name.  The Karabiner-Klinge or carbine-
blade is 7 7/8” in length and rates very good plus with minor lengthwise scratches and some light staining but it is on sharpened and on
abused.  The nickelled guard shows some light oxidation and flaking, the metal beneath a dull gray patina.  The checkered scales rate very
good to excellent and are unblemished.  There is some minor flaking and chipping along the edges of the pommel and the press-stud
catch works well.  Included is a black enameled scabbard.  It rates good at this point with only trace amounts of original enamel, the bal-
ance has flaked to a dull amber-hue with light oxidation scattering.  And about very good example over all.  (37129-14) (75/100)

1315. U.S. MODEL 1850 FOOT OFFICERS SWORD This is a regulation pattern U.S. model 1850 foot officers sword, likely an import
as it is unmarked.  30 1/2” blade with three-quarter-length Fuller, rating very good plus showing nearly all its original nickel plate but with
a few spots of flaking and light oxidation on the obverse, the reverse showing a few more spots of flaking and an area of pitting and brown
oxidation just ahead of the point of percussion, showing a light cleaning in this area.  The hilt shows a typical pierced floral decoration with
the quillon very slightly bent inward, now a dull goldenrod patina with some areas of light oxidation.  The wooden handle rates about very
good, there is no grip wrap present.  There is no scabbard.  (37129-11) (200/400)

1316. KNIGHTS TEMPLAR FRATERNAL SWORD BY HENDERSON AMES CO This is a Knights Templar sword with 29” blade
showing etched decorations front and rear.  The blade rates excellent overall, the front with a previous owners name “Howard L
Fenderson”, the obverse with typical decoration and makers name “The Henderson/Ames Co/Kalamazoo Mich”.  The crossguard shows
wear to the brass finish beneath with some traces of original gilt plate, the grip rating excellent, the knights head pommel showing per-
haps a bit more of the trace gilt plate; the chain guard is in place.  The scabbard is included and rates very good plus overall with the front
showing some light tarnishing and oxidation with the high edges worn to the brass beneath, the throat with some nice cloissonned dec-
oration, Mr. Fenderson’s name is on the scabbard between the suspension rings.  The tip chape shows some strong remnants of original
gilt and is numbered “Y65” on its rear.  A very respectable example overall.  (37129-12) (50/100)

1317. REPRODUCTION CASE V-42 STILETTO  This knife measures 12 3/8" overall with a 7 3/8" double edge blade.   The blade
remains unsharpened and retains 99% original blue toning to purple; the ricasso is marked "U.S. / 0008" on one side and crossed arrows
under thumb serrations on the other ricasso.  The thin oval guard retains 95% flaking black enamel, the commando shaped stacked leather
washer rates excellent and is centered between a black painted washer spacer and a blued steel pointed pommel.  Included is an
unmarked reproduction long leather scabbard. (56020-K36)

1318. U.S. MODEL 1880 HUNTING KNIFE  This brass guard type II knife measures 13 1/2" overall with an 8 1/2" double edge steel
blade.  The blade remains unsharpened and is toning to a pewter patina with some scattered oxidation and a few light scuffs. The brass
guard has a nice goldenrod patina and is marked "U.S. / SPRINGFIELD" on the obverse side and "2526" on the reverse side.  The turned
maple handle rates excellent with a few light handling marks on the butt.  No scabbard present.  (56020-K40)

1319. A.G. RUSSELL GOOSEWING AXE  This older A.G. Russell axe measures 15" overall with a full tang stainless steel blade equipped
with a slightly curved 6 3/4" cutting edge.  The axe remains bright and unsharpened and is marked "A.G. Russell - USA" along the obverse
back edge.  The black micarta handles rate excellent and are equipped with lanyard holes and are fastened by three large brass rivets.
Included is a leather head cover with plastic hanging rings.  (56020-K202)

1320. A.G. RUSSELL SAFETY AXE  This handy little axe measures 10 5/8" overall with a 4 1/2" high carbon steel head equipped with a
2 1/8" cutting edge.  The axe head remains unsharpened and bright overall with a few specks of light oxidation staining and is horizon-
tally marked "AG Russell / Solingen Germany" on the left side of the head.  The steel guard remains bright and the hinge strong.  The
hickory handle rates very good with some modest chipping along the bottom right edge.  (56020-K203)

1321. KERSHAW MODEL 1099 BLADE TRADER KNIFE SET  This a rather neat interchangeable blade knife set composed of a
rosewood handle and a steel tip-up tang and six interchangeable Kai-steel blades consisting of a cooks blade, frozen food blade, carving blade,
saw blade, bread blade and boning blade.  The blades remain bright and unsharpened and the rosewood handle rates excellent, is equipped
with a hole in the end of the handle for either hanging or thong provision and is fastened to the tang with two large bright steel pins.  The han-
dle and blades are housed in a plastic roll with zippered vinyl case and include a lightly worn factory cardboard box.  (56020-K224)

1322. MARTO EXPLORER SURVIVAL KNIFE This "all-in-one" knife measures 11 1/8" overall with a 5 5/8" stainless steel blade
equipped with sawtooth top edge and auxiliary cut-out in the midsection of the blade.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is
etched with a clinometer on the obverse side of the blade and land-to-air signal codes on the reverse side of the blade.  The matte alu-
minum finger grip hollow handle rates excellent and is equipped with a D-shaped guard and threaded aluminum pommel.  Inside the han-
dle is a plastic container with fishing kit, compass and other items.  Included with knife is a synthetic sheath with signal mirror, sharpen-
ing hone, auxiliary harpoon, screwdriver and instruction booklet.  (56020-K227)

1323. REPRODUCTION FAIRBAIRN-SYKES COMMANDO KNIFE BY COOPER  This is a modern commando knife measuring
11 5/8" overall with a 6 7/8" double sided carbon steel blade.  The blade and oval steel guard retain 98% original blue with a few light scuffs
and spots of light oxidation at the guard.  The grooved aluminum handle with finial tip pommel rates excellent retaining 99% black anodized
finish.  The reproduction scabbard with anodized brass tip rates excellent with a few light scuffs and specks of flaking.  (56020-K5)

1324. GERBER M2 FIGHTING KNIFE  This knife measures 11 3/4" overall with a 6 3/4" smooth double edge blade.  The blade remains
unsharpened and bright with scattered areas of thin oxidation staining and is maker marked on one ricasso and numbered on the other
ricasso.  The matte black anodized aluminum handle and guard rate excellent and is equipped with a wrist thong.  Knife includes a facto-
ry black leather sheath with wire belt hook and auxiliary pocket with sharpening steel.  (56020-K216)

1325. LOT OF GERBER TOUCHE BELT BUCKLE KNIVES  Three total: (2) Slim line buckles measuring 2 7/8” overall with black ABS
plastic clips, 2” drop point stainless steel blades and ivory micarta handles.  The blades remain bright and unsharpened. One handle reads
“AIR FORCE” in bold block letters and the other shows a brown bear in wooded forest stream scrimshawed and signed by Boucher; (1)
wood inlay buckle measuring 1 3/4” X 2 3/4” with black ABS plastic clip having angular walnut inlays, 2” drop point stainless steel blade
and an ivory micarta handle showing a strutting tom turkey also scrimshawed and signed by Boucher.  Knives include original display
boxes one of which is to a different model knife. (56020-K195)

1326. LOT OF TOMAHAWKS  Two total: (1) contemporary Indian tomahawk, haft measuring 17 3/8" and the loose fitting head measuring
8" from the edge of the bit to the end of the pick.  The haft has a light olive brown finish with exposed wood under the head and is dec-
orated with light carvings, inlaid nickel silver escutcheons and beads and felt wrapped leather thongs and feathers at the knob.  There is
a leaf engraved nickel silver plate on the head and an oval plate marked "MORGAN" tacked on the back of the haft at the shoulder.  The
cast steel head has light pitting with a brightly sharpened bit and modest light oxidation on the cheek and pick; (1) Mountain Treasures
reproduction trade pipehawk with a 19 1/8" wood haft with a tapered knob and drilled center for smoking provision and a 7 1/2" head
with bowl.  The silicon bronze head has a tarnished patina with light handling marks and is equipped with an inlaid plow steel bit toning
to gray with light sharpening marks and spots of verdigris at the edge of the bronze.  (56020-K54,214)
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1327. GERBER MODEL 2P PAUL
KNIFE  This all stainless steel
construction knife measures 6"
overall with a 2 3/8" blade and is
equipped with a push-button lock-
back release.  There are a couple
minor light scratches on the handle
and the knife is in otherwise excel-
lent condition with included hinged
case and outer cardboard sleeve.
(56020-K220)

1328. CUSTOM FIXED BLADE
KNIFE   This knife measures 10
3/8" overall with a 5 5/8" full tang
double edge stainless steel blade.
The blade remains bright and
unsharpened with a reversed
"BITTIE" over knife through skull maker’s marks etched in the rear center of the obverse blade.  The nickel silver dou-
ble guard remains bright and is fastened to the tang by two ground steel pins.  The coffin shaped ivory micarta grips
are fastened to the tang by six small bright steel pins and rate fine overall with thin hairline cracks at the rear pins.  The
obverse scale is decorated with a scrimshawed topless female gladiator and is signed "B 85/60" by the schrimshan-
der at the guard.  Knife includes a black leather belt sheath with handle strap.  (56020-K39)

1329. HANDCRAFTED FIXED BLADE KNIFE BY POTGEITER  This skinning knife crafted by Niels Potgeiter of South Africa mea-
sures 9" overall with a 4 5/16" stainless steel, full tapered tang, drop point blade.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is
marked with an "NP" inside of circle and numbered "128" on the obverse ricasso and a knife through circle on the reverse side.  The sin-
gle brass guard has a tarnished ocher patina and the curved single finger rosewood grips rate fine with a light scratch in the reverse scale
and are equipped with a brass lined lanyard hole, are separated by thin red liners and are fastened by two large brass pins.  Knife includes
an open throat maroon dyed fitted leather sheath with clamshell bordered stitching, circled "NP" maker’s mark and matching number on
front of sheath.  (56020-K251)

1330. HANDCRAFTED BOWIE KNIFE BY CARMON  Handcrafted by Durrell Carmon John of Sparr Florida This massive knife mea-
sures 15" overall with a 9 3/8" full tang, clip point, bowie style blade forged from 5/16" 440C stainless steel stock.  The blade remains bright
and unsharpened and is maker marked "CARMON"
along the rear top edge of the obverse side of the
blade.  The angled oval brass guard and radial shaped
brass pommel have a lightly softened goldenrod pati-
na.  The bright crown stag handle rates excellent and
the scales are fastened by three small brass pins.  A
great looking knife crafted by a well-known Knife
Makers Guild member.  (56020-K204)

1331. GIL HIBBEN ELMER KEITH SKINNER  This rather
unique knife measures 9 1/4" overall with a 5" modified clip
point 440C stainless steel blade forged from 3/8" stock
equipped with a 2 3/8" false edge and thumb serrations.  The
blade remains unsharpened and bright retaining all of its high
polish finish with Hibben Knives maker’s mark and facsimile
Gil Hibben signature on the obverse side of the blade.  The
double quillon stainless steel guard and pommel remain
bright as well.  The stabilized box elder handle rates excellent
having a nice reddish-purple color and is centered between
black, stainless steel and red spacers.  Knife includes a hand
tooled leather sheath with handle strap and facsimile signa-
ture on the snap.  An excellent example Gil Hibben Elmer
Keith knife.  (56020-K206)                                 (400/600)

1332. HANDCRAFTED LIMITED EDITION ENGRAVED
DAGGER BY WILSON   This dagger is numbered 1/100
and measures 13" overall with a 8" double edged stainless
steel blade.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened with
loose scroll engraving along the obverse center spine and ric-
asso which is also maker marked.  The German silver double
guard shows loose scroll and remains bright as does the oval
shaped pommel.  The commando shaped curly maple handle
rates excellent with inlaid German silver escutcheons in the centers and is separated by red and aluminum spacers.  There is no sheath pre-
sent, a nice limited edition Wilson dagger.  (56020-K209)

1333. HANDCRAFTED FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This knife measures 9 1/4" overall with a 4 1/4" full tang hollow ground drop point blade.
The blade remains bright and unsharpened with a lightly scratch engraved Itchthys and "004" along the upper rear edge of the obverse
blade.  The single brass guard has mellowed to a light goldenrod with spots of light tarnish and sheath staining.  The border patrol shaped
pau ferro handle rates very good plus with a few light dings and dents, primarily on the reverse scale, which bears an oval brass mono-
gram plate.  The handle is also equipped with a brass lined lanyard hole and the scale are fastened by eight small brass pins.  Knife includes
an open throat black exotic game skin covered leather sheath.  (56020-K229)

1334. HANDCRAFTED SAMBAR HUNTER KNIFE BY JOHNSON  Handcrafted by William Johnson of Ohio this well-constructed
hunting knife measures 9" overall with a 4 1/2" stainless steel drop point blade equipped with deep filework thumb serrations and is maker
marked on the reverse ricasso.  The blade remains unsharpened and bright as does the nickel silver single guard and filework flat pom-
mel.  The curved Sambar stag handle rates excellent with its natural grooved matching the pommel and is separated by a brass, black and
nickel silver spacer collar.  Knife includes a nice open throat fitted leather sheath having a few light scuffs and marks.  (56020-K235)
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1335. DAMASCUS SKINNING KNIFE BY
KNICKMEYER  Handcrafted by Hank Knickmeyer of
Missouri, this one piece damascus steel knife measures 5
1/4" overall with a 2 1/4" drop point style skinning blade and
large lanyard hole in rear of the handle.  The blade remains
unsharpened and the metal has a soft black color with a flow-
ing mosaic damascus pattern with bright butterfly highlights.
Knife includes a lovely stitched leather cover sheath with
wrap-around handle strap and snap and "SCHRAY" nicely
stamped on the bottom of the belt loop.  (56020-K210)

1336. BON VIVANT KNIFE AND FORK SET BY
STAPLE  One of the "Bon Vivant" variants this two-piece
set crafted by Chuck Staple of Los Angeles Ca., the knife
measures 6 1/2" overall with a 2 7/8" stainless steel blade.
The blade remains bright and unsharpened with
Staple/U.S.A. maker’s mark on the obverse blade.  The
tapered, slightly curved cherry handle rates excellent and is
separated from the reduced brass bolster by a black and tar-
nished copper spacer collar.  The matching fork measures 6 1/2" overall with a 2 7/8" three-prong fork.  Included with the set is a zip-
pered black vinyl protective case.  (56020-K213)

1337. HANDCRAFTED DESK KNIFE BY LEITCH  Handcrafted by John Leitch this knife measures 8 1/16" overall with a 4" full tang
drop point stainless steel blade.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened having an etched faux-damascus pattern with maker’s marks
in the obverse side of the blade.  The brass bolster has a nice goldenrod patina and matches up perfectly with the tapered rosewood han-
dle.  The scales rate excellent and are fastened by one large decorative pin and one small brass pin.  Included with the knife is a brown
leather desk sheath with a brass medallion of Julius Caesar.  (56020-K223)

1338. HANDCRAFTED FOLDING LOCKBACK KNIFE  This is a rather nice folding knife measuring 3 7/8" with 3 3/8" stainless steel
blade.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is marked with a small "t" inside of a large "V" on the reverse ricasso.  The top
edge of the blade shows flowing vine-like filework that continues on the lanyard hole equipped back spring which shows some light oxi-
dation around the hole.  The stainless steel bolster remains bright and the dark ironwood handles rate very good plus showing minor scuffs
and handling marks and fastened by two small bright pins.  Knife includes a black nylon belt pouch.  (56020-K230)

1339. HANDCRAFTED FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This attractive knife measures 11 1/2" with 6 1/2" tapered full tang stainless steel blade.
The blade remains bright and unsharpened and has a "BATES / CA" in flying eagle maker’s mark along the rear top edge of the obverse
side of the blade.  The stainless steel bolsters show a sharp engraved floral motif on a black shaded background and are signed "Reb"
on the bottom of the obverse bolster.  The coffin shaped ebony handle rates fine overall and are fastened by ten small bright steel pins.
The obverse scale has a nice relief carved floral motif and a thin hairline crack through the middle three pin holes.  Knife includes an ebony
sheath decorated with 23 bright stainless steel pins and a white accented throat.  (56020-K207)

1340. CUSTOM STAG HANDLE FIXED BLADE
KNIFE  Akihisa Kawasaki in appearance, this fixed
blade knife measures 9 3/4” overall with a 3 3/4” high
carbon steel blade.  The blade remains bright,
unsharpened and is engraved with what appears to be
an “A.K.5” under a half quill feather maker’s marked on
the obverse blade.  The hilt is composed of a nickel sil-
ver bolster and a curved stag handle fastened by a sin-
gle small bright pin and is equipped with what appears
to be a pivoting lanyard ring in the middle of the han-
dle.  Knife includes a natural colored leather sheath
with thong handle strap.  (56020-K180)

1341. UNMARKED FARRIER KNIFE This unusual
looking knife measures 10 1/8" overall with a 5 1/4"
curved point tool steel blade equipped with a beveled
cutting edge and rudimentarily filed thumb serrations
on both sides of the blade at the handle.  The oval
shaped soft hardwood handle rates excellent having a brownish-blonde color and is fastened by three small brass pins.  Knife includes a
hand laced natural leather pocket sheath.  (56020-K217)

1342. EARLY OLSEN KITCHEN/HUNTING KNIFE  This is an early Lee Olsen Jr. knife measuring 9 5/8" overall with a 5 3/8" full tang
upswept, almost clip point style, stainless steel blade.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is marked "LEE JR / H.C. MICH"
on the obverse ricasso.  The curved walnut handle rates fine overall with the scales fastened by three large ground brass rivets.  Knife
includes a tooled leather sheath with double snap handle strap and tight stitched seams.  (56161-18AC)

1343. SHEFFIELD HUNTING KNIFE BY CROOKES This Jonathan Crookes knife measures 8 5/8" overall with a 4 3/8" saber point
steel blade.  The blade remains unsharpened and is toning to pewter with scattered fine pitting and staining and is marked "JONATHAN
/ CROOKES" above a horizontal heart and pistol on the ricasso and a matching heart and pistol in the center of the blade on the obverse
side. The German silver has mellowed and loosened slightly and the checkered black plastic handle rates very good plus with a few light
chips along the turned tapered pommel.  Knife includes an open throat black leather sheath with light crazing and flaking but intact seams
and belt loop.  (56020-K211)

1344. DAMASCUS DAGGER/LETTER OPENER  This is a rather neat looking solid one-piece knife measuring 6 7/8" overall with a 4"
double edge blade beveled on one side and completely flat on the other.  The blade remains unsharpened and the metal having a dull
gray wavy damascus pattern with some light fading and silvering along the edges and high spots.  Although unmarked a still well-made
example nonetheless.  (56020-K221)
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1345. LOT OF KNIVES  Three total:  (1) Henry boot knife, solid stainless steel construction measuring 7 7/8" overall with a 3 3/8" double
edged blade with thumb rest guard and ventilated handle on one side and black G-10 handle on opposite side.  Unsharpened and bright,
black plastic boot clip is included; (1) H. G. Long & Co. Sheffield cross dagger, one-piece stainless steel construction measuring 7" over-
all with a 3 5/8" cruciform shaped blade and reduced oval shaped pommel.  The blade shows scuffs from being sharpened otherwise knife
remains bright overall with maker’s mark on the top of the handle.  Included is a dual strap black nylon arm/wrist sheath; (1) Choate Tool
Corp. Executive Letter Opener II, one-piece olive drab glass filled plastic boot style knife measuring 8 3/4" overall with a 3 3/4" dual edged
blade and lanyard hole equipped handle in excellent condition.  (56020-K222)

1346. HUNTING KNIFE AND LEATHER STROP LOT  Three items total: (1) early Iver Johnson fixed blade hunting knife measuring 8
5/8" overall with a 4 1/8" carbon steel clip point blade.  The blade has toned to a dull gray brown with light scratches and scuffing along
the edge from years of sharpening.  The obverse ricasso is marked "IVER / JOHNSON / S.G. CO. / BOSTON".  The nickel silver collar has
faded to a softened gray patina with faint traces of verdigris along the edges.  The checkered ebony handle with turned pommel rates fine
overall with a couple light handling marks, strong points and is secured by a single bright pin.  Knife includes an Iver Johnson marked
black leather sheath with light scuffs and a crazed belt loop but remains supple and intact; (1) A.G. Russell Green River Works hunting
knife measuring 8 3/4" overall with a 4 3/8" carbon steel clip point blade.  The blade has faded to gun metal with a covering of fine pin-
prick pitting and staining along with a slightly rounded tip and scuffs along the edges from sharpening through the years.  The obverse
ricasso is marked with a fading but still legible "USSELL / GREEN RIVER / WORKS" above double diamond logo.  The nickel silver has
a faded patina with a shallow dent along the reverse edge and the checkered walnut handle with turned pommel rates very good with
lightly softened points, a thin crack through the reverse retention pin and a scratch engraved cross in the butt that caused a hairline crack
in the pommel.  Included is a crazed and flaking leather sheath with belt loop and seam starting to separate at the tip; (1) 13 3/4" red and
gray leather strop with wood handle and red leather outer sleeve with gold embossed "ROYAL CUSHION / Dame, Stoddard & Co.
Boston, Mass".  The leather shows light scuffs and wear marks from years of use but remains supple and intact.  (56020-K237)

1347. LOT OF POCKET AND SOUVENIR KNIVES Nine knives total: (1) Case two blade pocket knife measuring 3 3/8", equipped with
jigged scales and pocket chain, blades showing light scuffing and staining; (1) three blade Scout Knife measuring 3 5/8" with jigged scales
and missing lanyard ring, blades show light staining and sharpening marks; (1) 4 3/4" fixed blade peeling knife with stainless steel blade,
cracked green plastic handle and protective vinyl sleeve; (6) assorted knives of various number blades and designs ranging in length from
2 1/8" to 3", scale materials consisting of plastic, metal and wood all showing various degrees of wear, light cracks tarnish and fading
blades with scuffs and oxidation staining.  (56020-K225)

1348. JAPANESE WOODWORKING KNIFE  This
"fish-shaped" knife measures 8 3/8" overall some-
what resembling a Mokume knife.  The metal is acid
etched leaving a wavy almost damascus type texture
with a bright angled cutting edge on the top side and
a bright point on the bottom side also equipped with
a thumb indention and two Japanese characters in
the center of the blade.  The knife includes a two
piece wood case with maroon felt interior, two
Japanese symbols on the top of the lid and "Ten sho"
written in black ink on the bottom of the case.
(56020-K41)

1349. JAPANESE WOODWORKING KNIFE  This
"bamboo" shaped knife measures 11" overall and
appears to be a cross between a Mokume and
Kogatana knife.  The knife is an overall pewter gray
with a segmented bamboo appearance to the handle
and three Japanese characters at the throat of the
blade.  The top of the blade has a 1 13/16" angle
sharpened edge and the underside of the blade is
bright with a ground thumb indentation.  The knife
includes a two piece wood box with black and red
Japanese characters on the lid and "Iyoroi" written in
black in on the bottom of the case.  (56020-K208)

1350. RANDALL RKSA-1 SPECIAL FIGHTER KNIFE  This limited edition knife made for the Randall Knife Society of America mea-
sures 9 5/8” overall with a 5” tool steel drop point blade with a 3” sharpened false edge.  The blade remains unsharpened and bright as
does the brass double hilt and shaped flat butt.  The handle is an attractive Sambar stag separated by a bright brass and black spacer
collar.  Knife includes a Sullivan's model A leather sheath with hone in pocket, plain snaps and "RKSA" stamping on back of sheath .
(56020-R483) (500/700)

1351. RANDALL JACK CRIDER "POOR MAN'S FIGHTER" KNIFE  This larger version dealer special knife measures 11 3/4" over-
all with a 7" stainless steel blade equipped with a 2" sharpened false edge, sawtooth top edge and upper and lower thumb and finger
serrations.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened.  The finger groove maroon micarta scales rate excellent and is equipped with a
brass lined lanyard hole and are fastened by two small brass pins.  Knife includes a Johnson roughback model B leather sheath with plain
snap and Jack Crider Special/Randall maker’s mark logo.  A nice large Crider Special knife.  (56020-R282) (350/550)

1352. RANDALL JACK CRIDER "POOR MAN'S FIGHTER" KNIFE  This smaller version dealer special knife measures 9 3/8" over-
all with a 4 5/8" stainless steel blade equipped with a 1 3/8" sharpened false edge, sawtooth top edge and upper and lower thumb and
finger serrations.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened.  The finger groove walnut scales rate excellent, equipped with a lanyard
hole, and are fastened by a single brass pin.  Knife includes a Johnson roughback model B leather sheath with plain snap and Jack Crider
Special/Randall maker’s mark logo.  A nice variation of the smaller Crider Special knife.  (56020-R449) (350/550)

1353. RANDALL MODEL 4 BIG GAME AND SKINNER FIXED BLADE KNIFE   This knife measures 10 3/4" overall with a 6
1/4" tool steel blade.  The blade shows modest scuffs and scratches from being sharpened and the top of the marker’s mark is slightly
faded.  The brass single hilt has a nice tarnished patina with a few light stains from sheath storage and the exposed nut Duralumin buttcap
remains bright with a few light scuffs and scratches.  The stacked leather washer handle rates near excellent and is centered between red,
white and black spacers.  Knife includes an early Johnson roughback model A leather sheath with brown plastic Randall Made snaps and
a gray combination crystolon hone in pocket having a couple light scuffs and stains.  (56020-R303) (300/500)
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1354. EARLY RANDALL MODEL 3-6 HUNTER
FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This knife measures 11"
overall with a 6" tool steel blade.  The blade remains
unsharpened and has toned to a dull pewter with
scattered oxidation staining and a few spots of slight-
ly more modest oxidation and pitting on the reverse
side of the blade which is also etched with a previous
owners name.  The single brass hilt has a nice tar-
nished patina with light solder on the face of the hilt
and tang of the blade.  The stag handle is fastened by
a single brass pin and has acquired a nice yellowish
tobacco color with age and is separated by a fading
red, white and blue spacer color.  Knife includes a
H.H. Heiser roughback model A leather sheath with
brown plastic Randall Made snaps and a Norton combination hone in pocket.  The sheath shows some light scuffs and wrinkles but
remains supple with intact seams.  A very good example early Bo Randall era "Hunter".  (56020-R247) (400/600)

1355. RANDALL MODEL 1-7 ALL-PURPOSE FIGHTING KNIFE  This knife measures 11 5/8" overall with a 5" tool steel blade.
The blade shows a light professional sharpening and has a pewter patina with a few light scratches and scattered fine pinprick pitting and
oxidation staining and previous owners name etched in the reverse side of the blade.  The single brass hilt a tarnished patina and the red,
white and black seven spacer color has faded over time with a slight gap in the last two spacers.  The stag handle is fastened with a sin-
gle brass pin, has an inlaid black face compass in the butt and has acquired a nice yellow color with age.  There is no sheath present.  A
very good condition honest older model 1 Randall.  (56020-R139) (400/600) 

1356. RANDALL MODEL 15 AIRMAN FIXED
BLADE KNIFE  This special order Airman mea-
sures 10 3/8" overall with a 5 5/8" stainless steel
blade equipped with a 1 5/8" sharpened false edge
and sawtooth top edge.  The blade remains bright
and unsharpened and the nickel silver oval double hilt
remains bright with a couple light stains from sheath
storage.  The singer grip black micarta handle rates
excellent and is equipped with an aluminum lined lan-
yard hole.  Knife includes a Johnson roughback
model A leather sheath with plain snaps and hone in
pocket with a few light stains and verdigris forming on
the hardware.  (56020-R413) (400/600)

1357. RANDALL MODEL 1-7 ALL-PURPOSE  FIGHTING KNIFE  This knife measures 11 3/8" overall with a 6 7/8" tool steel
blade.  The blade remains unsharpened and bright except for a few minor light scuffs from sheath storage.  The nickel silver double hilt
remains bright with a few light scuffs and handling marks as does the exposed nut Duralumin buttcap.  The stacked leather washer han-
dle rates very good showing minor wear, a few light handling marks and is centered between faded red, white and black spacers, one
of which is missing at the butt leaving the handle a bit loose.  Knife includes a Johnson roughback model A dark brown leather sheath
with plain snaps and combination crystolon hone in pocket.  The leather shows light to modest scuffing and crazing but remains supple
and intact.  (56020-R297) (300/500)

1358. RANDALL MODEL 16 DIVERS KNIFE  This
knife measures 11 1/2" overall with a 7" stainless
steel blade equipped with thumb serrations.  The
blade remains bright and unsharpened and the brass
single hilt has a tarnished patina  and a couple light
stains from sheath storage.  The black micarta finger
grip handle rates excellent and is equipped with a
brass lined lanyard hole.  Knife includes a model B
leather sheath with a few light handling marks, stains
and spots of verdigris.  (56020-R174)       (400/600)

1359. RANDALL MODEL 7 FISHERMAN-
HUNTER FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This knife
measures 9 1/2" overall with a 5" tool steel blade.
The blade remains unsharpened and bright with pre-
vious owners name etched in the reverse side of the
blade.  The brass single hilt has toned to goldenrod
with spots of tarnish and staining from sheath storage and the bright exposed nut Duralumin buttcap has light oxidation staining along
the edge of the spacer.  The stacked leather washer handle rates very good showing areas of light wear and centered between red, white
and black spacers.  Knife includes a Johnson roughback model A leather sheath with plain snaps and hone in pocket showing some light
stains and ingrained dirt.  (56020-R348) (350/550)

1360. RANDALL MODEL 11-5 ALASKAN SKINNER FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This fixed blade knife measures 9 5/8" overall with
a 5" tool steel special drop point blade equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened.  The brass single
hilt remains bright except for some light stains from sheath storage and the exposed nut Duralumin buttcap remains bright with a few
minor scuffs and scratches.  The stacked leather washer handle rates fine with a couple light handlings marks and is centered between
red, white and black spacers.  Knife includes a Johnson roughback leather model A leather sheath with hone in pocket, plain snaps, a
couple light stains and verdigris starting to form on the hardware.  (56020-R280) (400/600)

1361. RANDALL MODEL 7 FISHERMAN-HUNTER FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This knife measures 9 1/2" overall with a 5" tool steel
blade.  The blade shows some light scuffs and scratches from being carefully sharpened. The brass single hilt has a tarnished brass pati-
na and a few spots of light staining and pits from sheath storage.  The lightly curved genuine stag handle rates excellent and is separat-
ed by a red, white and black spacer collar.  Knife includes a Johnson roughback model A leather sheath with a white soft Arkansas hone
with a couple light stains in pocket, plain snaps and some light staining along the throat and belt loop.  (56020-R310) (300/500)
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1362. RANDALL MODEL 26-4 L.L. BEAN KNIFE
This is one of 375 made for L.L. Bean.  The knife mea-
sures 8 1/2" overall with a 4 1/8" tool steel drop point
blade.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened
and is etched "L.L. Bean 064" on the reverse side of
the blade.  The brass single hilt remains bright and the
genuine Sambar stag handle is separated by a red,
white and blue spacer collar.  Knife includes a
Sullivan's model E leather concealment sheath.
(56020-R354)                                            (400/600)

1363. RANDALL MODEL 5-5 CAMP AND TRAIL
KNIFE  This knife measures 9 3/8" overall with a 5"
stainless steel blade equipped with thumb serrations.
The blade remains bright and unsharpened and the
nickel silver single hilt remains bright as well.  The

black micarta handle rates excellent and is equipped with an
aluminum lined lanyard hole, an inlaid white face compass
and is separated by a red, white and blue spacer collar.
Knife includes a Johnson roughback model A leather sheath
with hone in pocket, plain snaps and a few light stains.
(56020-R308) (400/600)
1364. RANDALL SOLINGEN MODEL 15
AIRMAN FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This knife mea-
sures 9 1/2" overall with a 5 1/4" Solingen steel blade.  The
blade remains unsharpened and is an overall dull gunmetal
with some light scratches and scattered fine oxidation stain-
ing, the obverse ricasso is marked with a vertical "RAN-
DALL MADE / SOLINGEN-GERMANY".  The brass oval
double hilt is a tarnished goldenrod with some light handling
marks and areas of sheath staining.  The green plastic resin
finger grip handle is equipped with a lanyard hole and

shows a thin line of adhesive along the tang along with some light scratches and handling marks and was most likely replaced at a later
time.  No sheath present, a solid good condition Randall for utility or camp use.  (56020-R365) (300/500)

1365. RANDALL MODEL 3-7 WITH MODEL 6 GRIND  This is an early special order model 3 knife measuring 11 1/2" overall with
a 7" tool steel blade with a grind similar to a model 6 carving knife.  The blade has softened slightly with a thinning maker’s mark and
numerous light vertical scratches from being sharpened.  The nickel silver single hilt still remains bright overall with a few light handling
marks and spots of light tarnish.  The curved stag handle has darkened lightly with age, is fastened by a single brass pin and has a small
pin size hole in the part and a faded red, white and faded blue (black) spacer collar.  No sheath present a good solid special order "Hunter"
which has seen years of light honest use.  (56020-R387) (275/375)

1366. RANDALL GTR SPECIAL FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This non-cataloged knife measures 7 5/8" overall with a 3 5/8" stainless steel
blade equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is etched with previous owners name in the
reverse side of the blade.  The brass single hilt remains bright overall with a few spots of light staining from sheath storage.  The walnut
handle rates excellent and is equipped with a brass lined lanyard hole and a red, white, olive and black spacer collar.  Knife includes a
Johnson roughback model B leather sheath.  (56020-R330) (350/550)

1367. RANDALL TRIATHLETE UTILITY/BOOT KNIFE  This one-piece all stainless steel construction knife measures 6 9/16" overall
with a 3 3/16" spear point blade equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened and the drilled tang handle
has a duller satin finish.  Knife includes a Sullivan's black leather model G style sheath with belt/boot clip.  An excellent low profile con-
cealment knife.  (56020-R311) (200/400)

1368. RANDALL TAILOR/SEAMSTRESS KNIFE  This non-cataloged all stainless steel construction knife measures 6" overall with a
2 7/8" angled blade for separating hems and cutting fabric.  The knife remains bright and unsharpened and includes a Mini-Maglite black
nylon sheath.  (56020-R366) (100/200)

1369. EARLY RANDALL MODEL 6 CARVING KNIFE  This knife measures 13 7/8" overall with a 9" tool steel blade.  The blade is
slowly toning to pewter with scattered specks of fine staining, modest light scuffs and scratches from being sharpened and a previous
owners name and date of 1949 etched in the reverse side of the blade.  The nickel silver circular hilt has a pleasing tarnished patina and
the finger grip stag handle has darkened nicely with age, is fastened by a single brass pin and is separated by a fading red, white and blue
(black) spacer collar.  No sheath present, a nice "Bo" Randall era carving knife.  (56020-R450) (300/500)

1370. RANDALL MODEL 12-6 KIT KNIFE  This Little Bear Bowie measures 11" overall with a 6" tool steel clip point bowie style blade.
The blade shows light scuffs and scratches from being sharpened along with a few specks of light oxidation staining and is marked "KIT"
in front of the maker’s mark. The flared guard single finger broad fishing/utility rosewood handle rates fine having a few light handling marks
and is accented with a black micarta butt.  No sheath present an overall very good condition unique kit knife.  (56020-R205) (300/500)

1371. CUSTOM RANDALL MINIATURE MODEL 11 ALASKAN SKINNER  This custom built knife measures 6 1/2" overall with a 2
3/4" drop point blade with notched thumb serrations
very similar in design to a larger Alaskan Skinner blade.
The blade remains bright and unsharpened and the
brass single hilt is a pleasing goldenrod with a couple
spots of light tarnish.  The curved antler tip handle rates
excellent and is separated by a three thin red spacer
collar.  No sheath present, a great looking little custom
Randall.  (56020-R270)                              (400/600)
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1372. RANDALL MODEL 19 SALT FISHERMAN FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This knife measures 11 1/2" overall with a 7" full tang
stainless steel blade equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened and the single finger groove walnut
scales rate excellent and are fastened by two small brass pins.  Knife includes a custom dual compartment non-Randall sheath containing
a pair of Sargent fisherman's pliers and an unmarked telescoping cylindrical hone.  The pliers show flaking nickel with spots of oxidation;
the hone rates excellent showing little use and the unmarked sheath shows some light marks and stains.  (56020-R224) (300/500)

1373. RANDALL MODEL 10-3 SALT FISHERMAN-UTILITY FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This handy little knife measures 6 1/8"
overall with a 3 1/8" full tang stainless steel blade equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened and the
two-piece single finger groove black micarta handles rate excellent and are fastened by two small brass pins.  Knife includes a Johnson
roughback model B leather sheath.  (56020-R313) (275/375)

1374. LOT OF RANDALL MODEL 18 BUTTCAPS  Two threaded brass buttcaps for the Randall model 18 Attack-Survival knife. Both caps
are in excellent condition overall, the brass lightly toning to goldenrod with clean threads and rubber O-rings present and supple.  (56020-K32)

1375. RANDALL HEISER KNIFE SHEATH  This lot
contains a H.H. Heiser brown leather sheath for a 7"
Randall knife.  The roughback leather sheath is in very
good plus condition overall with a few light stains and
scuffs and tight stitched seams.  The sheath features two
lightly fading Randall Made marked brown plastic snaps,
a gray combination crystolon hone in pocket and a "7"
above circular H.H. Heiser maker’s mark on the back of
the belt loop.  (56020-R1C)

1376. HEISER KNIFE SHEATH  This lot contains a H.H.
Heiser brown leather sheath for a 5" knife.  The roughback leather sheath is in fine condition
having some minor light stains and tight stitched seams with two small copper rivets.  The
sheath features two lightly fading black colored plain brass snaps and a white Norton soft Arkansas hone
in pocket and a "5" below a circular H.H. Heiser maker’s mark on the rear of the belt loop.  (56020-R1D)

1377. RANDALL KNIFE SHEATH  This lot contains a leather cover sheath for a Randall 4" Grizzly folder.  The
sheath is in excellent condition with a single plain snap and maker’s mark above G4 on belt loop.  (56020-R1A)

1378. RANDALL KNIFE SHEATH  This lot contains an early Johnson roughback model C leather sheath for a
Randall model 18 attack knife with a 5 1/2" blade.  The sheath is in very good plus condition with a few light stains
to the leather and light verdigris forming on the seven brass rivets also present on some of the stitching.  The sheath
is equipped with two plain snaps, a lightly stained Norton white soft Arkansas hone in the pocket and original tan cord attached at the tip.
(56020-R1B)

1379. RANDALL KNIFE SHEATH  This lot contains a Johnson roughback model A black leather sheath for a Randall model 12 Smithsonian
Bowie.  The sheath is in fine condition with a few light handling marks, verdigris and oxidation stains. The sheath features two plain snaps
and a hone in pocket.  (56020-R1E)

1380. CUSTOM FIGHTING KNIFE BY MORGAN  This knife measures 14" overall with an 8 7/8" stainless steel clip point blade
equipped with an angled line and dot pattern filework top edge.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is marked "440C" on
the obverse ricasso and "MORGAN" on the reverse ricasso.  The brass double guard has a pleasing goldenrod patina and the two-piece
slightly curved stag handle rates excellent and is separated by thin black, white, red and brass spacers and are fastened by two small dec-
orative brass pins.  Knife includes a hand tooled and stitched brown leather sheath with decorative steel concho and  leather diamond
front and "MORGAN" marked back.  A nice looking custom fighting knife.  (56020-K205)

1381. HANDCRAFTED HUNTING KNIFE BY GRIFFIN  Hand crafted by David Griffin former Randall shop foreman this knife mea-
sures 10 5/8" overall with a 6" full tang special drop
point stainless steel blade equipped with a 2 1/4"
sharpened false edge.  The blade remains bright and
unsharpened and is marked "Griffin / 001" along the
rear top edge of the obverse blade.  The brass dou-
ble hilt is a pleasing goldenrod with a couple spots
of tarnish and old prior sheath storage.  The single
finger black micarta grips rate excellent and are fas-
tened by three small brass pins and equipped with a
brass lined lanyard hole.  No sheath present, a great
looking Griffin hunting knife.  (56020-R332)

1382. ETHAN ALLEN 32 SIDEHAMMER REVOLVER  serial #128, 32 RF, 4" octagon barrel with a good bore showing modest pit-
ting and oxidation.  The metal surfaces on this third model short cylinder revolver have toned to gun metal with generous amounts of flak-
ing nickel on the barrel and cylinder, the rear of the cylinder having a covering of light surface rust also present in some of the chambers.
The walnut grips rate about very good with modest light handling marks and much original varnish.  The frame, barrel and cylinder are all
numbered alike, the grips are unnumbered.  The hammer remains strong and the cylinder advances nicely.  An overall very good exam-
ple larger caliber Allen Sidehammer revolver.  (56020-245) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1383. PAIR OF BRITISH CENTER HAMMER FLINTLOCK PISTOLS BY SHARPE  45 cal. flint, 2 1/4" barrels with dark oxidized
bores.  The brass barrels and frames have a lightly mellowed goldenrod patina with spots of light tarnish and handling marks; the frame
flats are lightly engraved with flags and arrows and read "LONDON" on the right side and "SHARPE" on the left side. The iron lock, trig-
ger and guard bear an overall pewter and brown patina with scattered oxidation staining, sparse pitting and handling marks and light strike
marks on the frizzens.  The walnut grips rate about very good with light handling marks and a missing chip in the lower left front corner
on one of the pistols.  The rear tang screws are missing on both pistols and the internal mechanism on one of pistols is broken prohibit-
ing the cock from functioning properly.  (56020-200) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1384. SHARPS MODEL 1A PEPPERBOX PISTOL  serial #53615,  22 RF, 2 1/2" four barrel cluster with pitted oxidized bores.  The
barrels, hammer and trigger are a dull gray brown with faint traces of original blue in protected areas of the barrel along with scattered
pinprick pitting, oxidation staining and a few light handling marks.  The brass frame has a nice ochre patina with traces of original silver
plate and scattered pinprick pitting.  The floral carved gutta-percha grips rate very good showing light wear and a couple light chips along
the edges.  (56020-241) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
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1385. UNMARKED BELGIAN PINFIRE REVOLVER  8mm Pinfire, 2 1/4" six barrel cluster with oxidized bores.  The cylinder retain
about 80% original blue toning to brown with scattered light scuffs and scratches.  The frame has faded to gunmetal and brown with scat-
tered handling marks and oxidation staining.  The plain walnut grips rate about very good with numerous light handling marks and flaking
varnish.  The cylinder and action still time and advance properly.  (56020-231) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1386. ALLEN & THURBER CENTER HAMMER PERCUSSION PISTOL  serial #85, 36 cal., 6" part round part octagon barrel with
an oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces have a gray brown patina with scattered pinprick pitting, fine oxidation staining and handling marks
with more moderate pitting around the breech, action and sideplate.  The bag shaped walnut grips rate very good showing light wear and
handling marks.  The hammer remains strong and functions mechanically.  (56020-261) (200/400)

1387. ALLEN & THURBER BAR HAMMER PEPPERBOX PISTOL  31 cal., 3" six barrel cluster with dark bores.  The metal surfaces
on this Worcester pepperbox have an overall pewter patina with scattered fine oxidation, pinprick pitting and numerous light dents and
handling marks.  The frame, sideplate and nipple shield have loose decorative scroll engraving.  The bag shape walnut grips rate good over-
all with all the original varnish removed and a thin hairline crack 2" crack in the left panel.  The barrels do not advance properly all the time
and some of nipple show chips and wear.  (56020-197) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)  

1388. UNMARKED BRITISH CENTER HAMMER PERCUSSION COAT PISTOL  .48 cal., 2" round barrel with an oxidized bore.
The metal surfaces are pewter patina with some fine oxidation staining and pinprick pitting mainly along the breech and hammer as well
as a couple light scratches and impact marks.  The sides of the frame and rear tang show loose scroll engraving and British proofs are
present in the underside of the barrel and breech.  The curved walnut grips rate very good with light handling marks and an inlaid German
silver monogram plate in the top of the grip.  The hammer and folding trigger remain strong, the half cock notch is worn.  (56020-207)
{ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1389. BRUCE & DAVIS PERCUSSION DOUBLE BARREL PISTOL  .36 cal., 3 1/2" round barrels with oxidized bores.  The metal
surfaces are brown and gray patina with scattered pinprick pitting and oxidation with more modest oxidation and surface rust around the
nipple area.  The top of the barrels are marked "BRUCE & DAVIS  CAST STEEL" and the sideplates are lightly hand engraved with a wav-
ing American flag and cannon.  The bag shape walnut grips rate about very good with light handling marks and what appears to be an
added light varnish.  The triggerguard and ramrod thimbles have been removed and the right hammer does not stay cocked all the time.
(56020-260) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1390. FEDERAL LABORATORIES "TEAR GAS BILLIE" BATON  8 3/4" overall with a small 32 cal. muzzle removable leather
wrapped brass tear gas compartment and a brass handle equipped with a sliding cover to prevent accidental discharge.  The leather
remains fully intact with light scuffs, the brass has toned to a dull brown patina with patches of light oxidation.  Rear of unit must be
removed to cock.  The wrist sling swivel is no longer present.  An overall very good early tear gas baton(56935-16)

1391. FEDERAL LABORATORIES MODEL M29 "TEAR GAS BILLIE" BATON  serial #B3512,  9" overall with small 32 cal. muz-
zle, breech face is marked "MODEL /M29".  The removable leather wrapped brass tear gas compartment rates near excellent with a few
light scuffs.  The brass handle retains about 97-98% bright chromium and is equipped with a sliding cover to prevent accidental discharge
and a leather carry strap. An excellent condition newer tear gas baton.  (56935-17)

1392. UNMARKED EUROPEAN DOUBLE BARREL PERCUSSION PISTOL 45 cal., 3" octagon barrels with oxidized bores.  The
metal surfaces are primarily dull gray and brown with scattered pinprick pitting and oxidation more moderated around the nipple area; the
frame and top plate showing lightly fading etched scroll and is slight bowed not fitting flush against the frame.  The smooth walnut bag
shaped grip rates fair with thin cracks in the right wrist and has shrunken with age with moderate gaps along the frame and top plate.
The right nipple is missing and the left nipple does not seat properly.  (56020-199) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1393. EK MODEL 4 FIGHTING KNIFE  This special order second generation fighting knife measures 12 3/8" overall with a 6 1/2" extend-
ed tang double edge stainless steel blade.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened with etched short double banner maker’s mark
and Richmond markings at the hilt on the obverse side of the blade.  The brass crossguard remains bright and the grooved black micar-
ta with poured lead rivets rate excellent.  Knife includes a maker’s marked black leather sheath with single handle strap.  (57059-9)

1394. EK MODEL 2 FIGHTING KNIFE  This special order second generation fighting knife measures 12 1/2" overall with a 6 5/8" extend-
ed tang double edge stainless steel blade.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened with etched short double banner maker’s mark
and Richmond markings at the hilt on the obverse side of the blade.  The grooved micarta grips with poured lead rivets rate excellent.
Knife includes a maker’s marked black leather sheath with single handle strap.  (57059-11)

1395. EK MODEL 5 BOWIE KNIFE  This second generation bowie measures 12 5/8" overall with a 6 3/4" extended full tang stainless
steel blade equipped with a 2 5/8" unsharpened false edge.  The blade remains unsharpened and bright with a few light scratches from
sheath storage and has an etched short double banner maker’s mark at the obverse hilt.  The brass crossguard remains bright and the
smooth antique gold micarta grips rate excellent and are fastened by three machined brass X-nut screws.  Knife includes an unmarked
brown nylon sheath with wrapped para-cord.  (57059-5)

1396. EK MODEL 4 GUNNER MODEL LIMITED EDITION FIGHTING KNIFE  This second generation fighting knife measures
12 1/2" overall with a 6 1/2" extended full tang double edge stainless steel blade.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened and the
obverse is etched "GUNNER MODEL-FIRST 500-LIMITED EDITION" along the blade flat, short double banner maker’s mark with
Richmond markings at the hilt and is numbered "043/500".  The brass crossguard remains bright and the checkered walnut grips rate
excellent and are fastened by three machined brass X-nut screws.  There is no sheath present.  (57059-7)

1397. EK MODEL 3 FIGHTING KNIFE  This second generation knife measures 12 1/2" overall with a 6 1/2" extended full tang stainless
steel blade equipped with a 4" sharpened top edge.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened with etched short double banner maker’s
mark and Richmond markings.  The brass double crossguard remains bright and the grooved black micarta grips rate excellent and are
fastened by three machined brass X-nut screws.  There is no sheath present.  (57059-3) 

1398. EK MODEL 2 FIGHTING KNIFE This second generation knife measures 12 3/8" overall with a 6 3/4" extended tang double edge
stainless steel blade equipped with thumb serrations on either side of the hilt.  The blade remains unsharpened and bright except for some
light scratches along the edges from sheath storage.  The checkered dark walnut grips rate excellent with a couple light scuffs and are fas-
tened by three machined brass X-bolt screws.  Knife includes a factory black nylon sheath and a lightly worn cardboard box.  (57059-1)

1399. LEUPOLD VARI-X III RIFLE SCOPE  This 3.5-10x40 mm scope measures 12 2/8" overall and is equipped with a duplex reticle and
clear optics.  The scope is in excellent condition retaining 98% original gloss blue finish with some very light ring markings.  (57087-28A)

1400. LEUPOLD VARI-X COMPACT RIFLE SCOPE  This 3-9x33 mm scope measures 11" overall and is equipped with a duplex ret-
icle and clear optics.  The scope is in excellent condition retaining 99% original silver finish.  (57087-31A)

1401. LEUPOLD VARI-X III RIFLE SCOPE  This 2.5-8x36 mm scope measures 11 5/8" overall and is equipped with a duplex reticle and
clear optics.  The scope is in near excellent condition retaining 98% original gloss blue finish with some very light ring markings.  (57087-35A)
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1402. LEUPOLD VARI-X II RIFLE SCOPE  This 2-7x28 mm scope measures 10 3/4" overall and is equipped with a duplex reticle and
clear optics.  The scope is in excellent condition overall retaining 98% overall with a few very light ring marks.  (57087-48A)

1403. LYMAN ALL-AMERICAN RIFLE SCOPE  This 10x38 mm scope measures 15 1/4" overall and is equipped with a fine crosshair
reticle and clear optics.  The scope is in excellent condition retaining 98% plus original blue with a couple pin size specks of silvering on
the bottom of the objective bell.  (57087-37A)

1404. WEAVER V 12-A RIFLE SCOPE  This 3-9x38 mm scope measures 13" overall and is equipped with a fine crosshair reticle and
clear optics.  The scope is in near excellent condition retaining 98% original blue with a few light nicks and handling marks.  (57087-41A)

1405. LOT OF BUSHNELL BANNER RIFLE SCOPES  Two total: (1) 2-8x28 mm scope measuring 9 1/2" overall and is equipped with
a clear optics; (1) 1.5-4x20 mm scope measuring 10 5/8" overall and is equipped with a duplex reticle and clear optics.  Both scopes are
in near excellent condition retaining about 98% original gloss blue with a few light scuffs and ring marks.  (57087-138)

1406. U.S. MODEL 1860 LIGHT CAVALRY SABER BY MANSFIELD & LAMB  34 3/4" blade with wide and narrow fullers 41"
overall length.  The blade is toning to gray with overall oxidation staining with scattered patches being slightly more moderate.  The reverse
ricasso is marked "MANSFIELD / & / LAMB / FORESTDALE RI" in circle with the beginning letters starting to fade while the obverse is
marked "U.S. / J.M. / 1864" with the "1" only slightly visible.  The leather washer shows modest wear but remains intact and the brass
branched guard with sweeping quillion and Phrygian pommel has a tarnished ochre patina.  The brown leather cover handle remains intact
and the braided wire wrapping is present loosening only slightly.  The steel scabbard is dark brown with overall moderate pitting and oxi-
dation and a few dents and impressions.  (56816-4D) (200/400)

1407. UNMARKED U.S. MODEL 1850 FOOT OFFICER’S SWORD  30 3/8" single fuller blade, 36" overall length.  The sword is
unmarked and most likely a French contract musket.  The blade has toned to gun metal gray with overall fine oxidation staining.  The leather
washer is no longer present and the pierced brass hilt has a tarnished ochre patina with light foliate engravings on the pommel and quil-
lion.  The brown leather wrapped grip shows light scuffing but remains intact as does the braided wire wrap.  There is no scabbard pre-
sent.  (56519-413) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1408. JAPANESE PATTERN 1875 PARADE SABER  32 1/2" narrow single fuller blade, 37 1/2" overall length.  The blade retains about
95% original chrome plate with acid etched tempered line, loss due to flaking at the tip more so on the reverse side along with scattered
scuffs and patches of oxidation staining.  The pierced brass hilt retains generous amounts of original gilt with the backstrap and pommel
a tarnished ochre patina decorated with blooms on the ears of the backstrap and pommel.  The black lacquered horn grip shows a few
light nicks and the braided wrapped copper wire has loosened and started to unravel.  The tubular steel scabbard retains about 90% orig-
inal chrome plate with scattered scuffing and oxidation staining and modest flaking on both sides of the drag.  (56519-414) [Richard
"Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (200/400) 

1409. INDONESIAN ARMY DRESS SWORD  27 3/8" single edge blade, 32 3/8" overall length.  The blade retains nearly all its bright
chrome finish with light scuffs from scabbard storage; the reverse side of the blade is etched with simple foliate scroll beneath "EKA PAKSI
CAKTI".  The eagle pommel and guard and P-shaped knucklebow retain all its bright chrome finish.  The black plastic grip rates excellent
and is decorated with a bright metal band wrap and a royal blue portepee is attached to a hanging ring at the rear of the pommel.  The
brass scabbard retains most of its bright chrome finish with a number of light dents, scuffs and minor fading at the tip.  The scabbard is
decorated with a talon shaped drag and a slightly loose eagle escutcheon between the single hanger and throat.  (56242-14) (200/400)

1410. REPRODUCTION MODEL 1850 FOOT OFFICER’S SWORD  29 1/2" stainless steel blade equipped with a 10 5/8" false
edge, 35" overall length.  The blade remains bright and is etched "China" on the obverse ricasso and "Stainless / Steel" on the reverse ric-
asso.  The pierced brass hilt and Phrygian pommel have a bright polished finish and the leather wrapped grip remains intact as does the
braided wire wrap.  The leather wrapped steel scabbard rates excellent and is accented with a polished brass drag and throat with frog
stud.  (56417-11) (100/200)

1411. EUROPEAN AUTOMATIC KNIFE   This pocket knife was purchased in Belarus and may possibly be from a surrounding country.  The
knife measures 4 1/2" with a 3 1/2" clip point steel blade.  The blade is unmarked and remains bright overall with scuffs from being lightly sharp-
ened. The black plastic grips rate very good plus with a few light scuffs and are fastened by two slotted screws.  The blade is opened by a rec-
tangular spring button in the obverse panel.  Please note: Automatic knives can be sold to New Hampshire residents only.  (57125-1)

1412. LEUPOLD VARI-X II I RIFLE SCOPE serial #227414C, 1.75-6 x 32mm, 11 1/4" overall length equipped with a duplex reticle and
crisp optics.  Metal surfaces retain 99% original matte blue with very light ring marks.  (57176-40) [Dr. Thomas E. Murphy Collection]

1413. LEUPOLD RIFLEMAN SCOPE serial #343080M, 3-9 x 40mm, 12 1/2" overall length equipped with a duplex reticle and crisp
optics.  Metal surfaces retain 99% original matte finish with light ring marks.  (57176-18) [Dr. Thomas E. Murphy Collection]

1414. LEUPOLD VARI-X II I RIFLE SCOPE serial #193750G, 1.75-6E x 32mm, 11 1/4" overall length equipped with a duplex reticle and
crisp optics.  Metal surfaces retain 98% original matte blue with a handful of light nicks; the elevation adjustment cover is missing.  (57176-
29) [Dr. Thomas E. Murphy Collection]

1415. LEUPOLD VARI-X II I RIFLE SCOPE serial #228921L, 1.75-6E x 32mm, 11 1/4" overall length equipped with a duplex reticle and
crisp optics. Metal surfaces retain 99% original matte blue with light ring marks and a few light scuffs on the objective bell.  (57176-32)
[Dr. Thomas E. Murphy Collection]

1416. LEUPOLD VX-III COMPACT RIFLE SCOPE serial #145488N, 1.5-5 x 20mm, 9 1/2" overall length equipped with a duplex ret-
icle and crisp optics.  Metal surfaces retain 98% original matte blue with faint rings marks and a lightly dented and scuffed elevation adjust-
ment cover.  (57176-34) [Dr. Thomas E. Murphy Collection]

1417. LEUPOLD VX-II COMPACT RIFLE SCOPE serial #338962N, 1.5-5 x 20mm, 9 1/2" overall length equipped with a fine duplex
reticle with crisp optics.  Metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with light ring marks and modest silvering in front of the magnification dial.
(57176-5) [Dr. Thomas E. Murphy Collection]

1418. LEUPOLD VARI-XIII RIFLE SCOPE serial #172578K, 6.5-20 x 40mm, 14 3/8" overall length equipped with a Mil-Dot crosshair
reticle with crisp optics.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% original matte blue with ring marks and scattered light nicks and scuffs.
(57176-8) [Dr. Thomas E. Murphy Collection]

1419. LEUPOLD VARI-X III RIFLE SCOPE serial #183424B, 6.5-20 x 40mm, 14 1/4" overall length equipped with a fine duplex reticle and
crisp optics.  Metal surfaces retain 98% original matte blue with some minor light ring marks.  (57176-24) [Dr. Thomas E. Murphy Collection]

1420. BASS PRO SHOPS OCULUS RIFLE SCOPE 4-16 x 42mm, 14 1/8" overall length equipped with a duplex reticle and crisp optics.
Metal surfaces retain 98% original matte blue with ring marks and a couple light nicks.  (57176-11) [Dr. Thomas E. Murphy Collection]

1421. KARL KAHLES HELIA S RIFLE SCOPE 1.5-6 x 42 mm, 12 5/8" overall length equipped with a duplex reticle and clear optics.
Metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with light rings and light silvering along the edges and serrations.  (57176-38) [Dr.
Thomas E. Murphy Collection]
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1422. PERPLEX MODEL 2 OVER UNDER FLARE PISTOL  serial #17, 12mm, 2"
barrels with very good bores which show light pitting and frosting.  The metal surfaces
retain about 95-97% original blue toning to brown with light silvering along the edges
and a few light impact marks and specks of pinprick pitting and oxidation staining.  The
checkered hard rubber grips rate excellent.  Lock remains tight and action function
functions properly.  (57079-6) {Non-Gun}                                              (150/250)

1423. REMINGTON NEW MODEL NO. 4 REVOLVER serial #18666, 38 CF, 2 1/2"
round barrel with a very good bore showing pitting and rifling the entire length.  The metal sur-
faces retains about 98% original nickel toing to a cloudy gray with light flaking along the edges.
The checkered hard rubber grips rate very good showing light wear.  The action advances lightly.
(57136-17) {ANTIQUE}                                                                                          (175/275)

1424. U.S. MODEL 1855-70 SOCKET BAYONET  The blade measure 18" overall with full face
flutes and a shallow back flute measuring 16 3/4" ending at a large "U.S.".  The socket measures
3" in length with a 3/4" diameter bore.  The metal is a mottled gray patina with some scattered
patches of light oxidation, the socket and shank are a darker brown patina.  The mortise ring is present and intact.  Bayonet
includes a black leather scabbard with curved folded leather belt loop and a brass tip.  The leather shows modest crazing
and flaking but remains supple with intact seams.  The finial brass tip has a lightly tarnished ochre patina and is bent in its
center.  A very good Model 1955-70 socket bayonet.  (57217-2)

1425. SWAMP FOX HAND FORGED DAG-
GER  This Tim Ridge knife measures 9 3/8" overall with a 5 1/2"
double edged forged steel blade.  The blade has been polished to
a dull pewter with remnants for forge scale purposely left towards
the guard and light forged pits along the center line of the blade
and is maker marked along the center of the obverse side.  The iron
serpentine style double guard, collar and endcap have a nice gray
patina and the round tapered tiger maple handle rates excellent.
Knife includes a Ridge hand sewn open throat leather sheath.
(57193-7) (200/400)

1426. SWAMP FOX HAND FORGED FRENCH STYLE
BELT KNIFE  This knife measures 11 1/4" overall with a
6 1/2" full tang hand forged blade.  The blade remains
unsharpened and is a dull pewter with remnants of forge
scale towards the handle with maker’s mark on the obverse
blade.  The pistolgrip hickory handle rates excellent and the
scales are fastened by three small brass pins.  Knife includes a Ridge hand sewn open throat leather sheath.  (57193-3)                 (175/275)

1427. SWAMP FOX HAND FORGED BELT KNIFE  This
Ridge creation measures 11 1/4" overall with a 6 1/4" shallow clip
point blade.  The blade remains unsharpened and has a dull pewter
finish with forged brush marks, scale and pitting purposely left in
the blade and is maker marked on the obverse side of the blade.
The iron collar and endcap have a matching pewter finish and the
tapered circular tiger maple handle rates excellent.  Knife includes
a Ridge hand sewn leather sheath with fold down leather throat
and handle thong.  (57193-4)                                   (175/275)

1428. SWAMP FOX HAND FORGED MINI-RIFLEMAN
BELT KNIFE  This neat little knife measures 8 3/4" overall with
a 5 1/4" hand forged blade.  The bladed remains unsharpened
and has a dull gray finish with remnants of forge scale and pitting
purposely left in the finish and is maker marked on the obverse
side of the blade. The decorative iron double curled guard and
endcap rate excellent as does the genuine stag handle.  No
sheath included.  (57193-8)                                     (200/400)

1429. SWAMP FOX HAND FORGED MINI SCALPER  This
small knife measures 6 7/8" overall with a 3 7/8" hand forged
steel blade with familiar Tim Ridge maker’s mark on the obverse
side of the blade.  The blade has been polished to dull gray with
light forged hammer marks pitting and scale purposely left on the
blade for a nice rustic appeal.  The nickel silver collar is finished
bright and the curved handle has a nice russet brown color and
is equipped with a circular iron endcap with a pleasing tarnished pewter patina with added small hammer marks.  Knife includes a Ridge
hand stitched open throat leather pocket sheath.  A great little hunting knife perfect for dressing game.  (57193-10) (175/275)
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1430. SWAMP FOX HAND FORGED PATCH/SKIN-
NING KNIFE This handy little Tim Ridge knife measures 6
1/2" overall with a 3 1/2" hand forged full tapered tang clip
point blade.  The blade remains unsharpened with maker’s
mark on the obverse blade and has a polished dull gray finish
with light pitting and forged scale purposely left behind  The
tiger maple handle rates excellent and the panels fastened by
three small iron pins.  Knife includes a Ridge hand stitched
open throat leather belt sheath.  (57193-9)            (150/250) 

1431. LOT OF FOX FISHING REELS   This lot consists of two Fox fishing reels.  The first is
marked “FOX CO. PHILA. PA. U.S.A. 250 YD FREE SPOOL” on its foot.  It is in very good
condition with the bakelite sides showing some crazing and having a small chip and a cou-
ple of tiny handling marks.  The nickel-plated brass surfaces are flaking and tarnished with
some spotty discoloration.  The black wood handle is flaking with about 50% painted finish
left.  This reel appears to function fully.  Second reel is marked “A. H. FOX GUN CO. PHILADELPHIA, PA. 250 YD FREE SPOOL” on its
foot.  It is good condition with a few light handling marks on its bakelite sides.  The nickel-plated brass surfaces show some light tarnish
with the center of the spool showing the bulk.  The black wood handle is in near excellent condition with some fading to the painted sur-
face.  This reel does not function fully and will require some repair before using.  (127034-76C,E)

1432. FOX FISHING REEL LOT   This lot consists of a Fox fishing reel marked “A. H. FOX GUN CO. PHILADELPHIA, PA. 250 YD FREE
SPOOL” on its foot.  It is in about excellent condition with one small ding and several light handling marks on the bakelite sides.  The nickel-
plated surfaces show a little mild tarnish and the black wood handle has some light wear.  This reel appears to function fully.  (127034-76B)

1433. FOX FISHING REEL LOT   This lot consists of a Fox fishing reel marked “FOX CO. PHILA. PA. U.S.A. 250 YD FREE SPOOL” on its
foot.  It is in very good to near excellent condition with a few light handling marks on the bakelite sides.  The nickel-plated brass surfaces
are flaking and tarnished with about 80% nickel still intact.  The black wood knob rates about very good with some crazing and flaking fin-
ish.  This reel appears to function fully.  (127034-76A)

1434. FOX FISHING REEL LOT   This lot consists of a Fox fishing reel marked “FOX CO. PHILA. PA. U.S.A. 250 YD FREE SPOOL” on its
foot.  It is in near excellent condition with several light scratches and dings on the bakelite sides.  The nickel-plated brass surfaces are near
excellent with a few light tarnishes and some worn finish on the foot.  The black wood knob show some wear with about 70% paint left.
This reel appears to function fully and comes with an almost full spool of line.  (127034-76)

1435. FOX FISHING REEL LOT   This lot consists of a Fox fishing reel marked “FOX CO. PHILA. PA. U.S.A. 250 YD FREE SPOOL” on its
foot.  It is in about excellent condition showing a single tiny chip on the edge of one of the bakelite sides.  The nickel-plated brass sur-
faces have some scattered tiny spots of superficial tarnish with the foot showing some flaking and wear.  The brown wood knob rates
about excellent with a couple of small rub marks.  This reel appears to function fully.  (127034-76D)

1436. FRENCH BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a French Model 1886/93 Lebel bayonet with scabbard.  The bayonet measures about
25" long with a 20 1/2" cruciform blade.  The metal surfaces have light to minor surface oxidation and staining throughout.  The silver alloy
grip has a moderate tarnish as well.  The scabbard has more moderate surface oxidation and staining and the throat is malformed pre-
venting the bayonet from seating properly.  An about good example overall.  (46998-6)
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1437. LOT OF NAMBU CARTRIDGES  This lot includes two boxes of early Japanese-manufactured 8mm Nambu cartridges.  The boxes
are complete with each having a few apologies.  The first box has minor ingrained dirt staining, moisture spots, separating seams with one
endflap attached along one side and is missing one cartridge.  The second box has spots of ingrained dirt staining with detached but pre-
sent topflat and both endflaps attached along one edge only, all cartridges are present.  The stenciling remains clear and cartridges appear
to be in very good condition overall.  (106520-4501A)

1438. LOT OF COLLECTOR AMMUNITION   This is a pair of 50 rd. size boxes from the United States Cartridge Co. with the Lowell,
Mass. address and blue backgrounds and orange oval logos.  First is a one-piece with a top logo that reads “50 .22
Calibre/Winchester/Rim Fire/(company name and address)” and front and rear including “Winchester/Lesmok Rim Fire”.  The box has sep-
arated seams, the left end flap is separated but present and the right is missing and has been replaced with a strip of darkened cellophane
tape that extends well onto the front rear and bottom.  The box also shows scattered edge scuffing and contains about 45 correct and
excellent cartridges.  The second one is a full two-piece with a top logo that includes “50 .22 Calibre/Long Rifle/Rim Fire” and side and
rear panels read “22 NRA Long Rifle Lesmok”.  The top label remains about 70% intact with loss at the lower portion and the lower right
is peeling back up to the “22” of the logo.  The side wraparound label is fully present with one corner peeling back a bit.  The edges remain
sharp overall and the graphics are still bold as are the inspector stamps on the bottom.  Enclosed are two company-issued red caution
slips, a U.S. Shot-Shells chart and very good ammunition with some oxidation on tips.  (76679-49AF)

1439. AMMUNITION LOT Consists of four boxes of 9mm ammo.  The first box includes 50 rounds of Independence 115gr FMJ.  The sec-
ond box includes 50 rounds of Fiocchi 115gr FMJ.  The third box includes 50 rounds of American Eagle 124gr FMJ.  The final box includes
50 rounds of American Eagle 115gr FMJ.  All ammunition remains in excellent condition overall.  (176600-9J) 

1440. SMITH & WESSON 38 DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #420124, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a lightly
frosted bore.  This 4th model revolver retains about 30% original blue finish with the remainder a mix of gunmetal gray and brown inter-
spersed with oxidation blemishes, pits and handling marks.  Most of the finish remains at the rear of the barrel and the triggerguard.  The
diamond checkered hard rubber grips are in very good to excellent condition with only light wear.  The grips and all appropriate parts are
correctly numbered to the gun.  There is some play between the barrel and frame and the bolt is in need of attention.  (86520-1407) {C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

1441. SMITH & WESSON HAND EJECTOR MODEL 22/32 HEAVY FRAME TARGET REVOLVER serial #472307, 22 LR, 6”
pinned barrel with an excellent bore.  This revolver retains about 80% original blue finish with the front strap having flaked to brown, sil-
vering along the muzzle, high edge wear, a turn ring on the non-recessed cylinder and general handling wear.  The hammer and trigger
retain strong case-hardened colors with some light wear on the trigger along with scattered light oxidation blemishes and operation marks.
The un-numbered diamond checkered extended walnut factory grips are in very good condition with scattered light dents, scratches and
some worn finish on the butt.  All appropriate parts have correct matching numbers.  The rear adjustable sight has a blued square notch
rear sight and the front blade has been replaced with a thicker blade with ivory bead insert.  (86520-1169) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1442. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #B61390, 32 S&W, 3”
barrel with a very good, mostly bright bore which displays some light scattered pits throughout the length of the barrel.  The metal sur-
faces rate very good and retain about 90% of their
factory original nickel plated finish, exhibiting some
flaking around of the barrel as well as some wear
along the grips straps.  The checkered black hard
rubber “Owl Head” grips rate very good plus and
exhibit no discernible handling marks.  The revolver
features a half-moon front and notch rear set of fixed
iron sights.  The revolver requires some mechanical
attention, as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder
in place.  Included with the revolver is a non-original
factory box which rates about very good exhibiting
modest wear with separated corners and seams rein-
forced with cellophane tape; in addition, the cover has
separated from the rest of the box.  The box displays
a worn surcharge which states that “This Revolver is
Not Adapted for SMOKELESS POWDER”.  (136940-
176) {C&R}                                             (200/400)

1443. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL
SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK
REVOLVER serial #27595, 38 S&W, 3” barrel with
a very good plus, mostly bright bore which displays
some light oxidation toward the cylinder.  The metal
surfaces rate very good and retain about 85% of their
factory original nickel plated finish, exhibiting a few
light scratches as well as some flaking along the left
side of the barrel.  The checkered black hard rubber
“Owl Head” grips rate very good but do exhibit worn
checkering and some minor light handling marks
along the base of right grip panel.  The revolver fea-
tures a half-moon front and notch rear set of fixed iron
sights.  The revolver requires some mechanical atten-
tion, as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in
place.  Included with the revolver is a factory box
which rates very good and exhibits scuffed separating
edges, ingrained dirt and drops of colored paint on
the top of the lid; in addition, the front side of the lid
is no longer present.  The box displays a worn sur-
charge which states that “This revolver is Not
Adapted for SMOKELESS POWDER”.  (136940-56)
{C&R}                                                     (200/400)
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1444. AUSTRIAN MODEL 1854 LORENZ PERCUSSION MUSKET CONVERTED TO FOWLER  About 20 ga. smoothbore,
37 1/4" barrel with a poor bore.  Metal surfaces are a deep brown oxidized patina under a flaking coat of old black enamel.  Stock has
been shortened 3" ahead of rear band.  Stock rates about good showing an old cleaning and refinishing and is now an overall red russet
patina.  A ramrod is included.  There are no legible markings.  Lock is mechanically functional.  (3607-67) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1445. COLT ARMY SPECIAL MODEL REVOLVER serial #352795, 38 Special, 4” barrel with an excellent bore.  This 1913 made
revolver retains considerable finish but the front sight was modified in the past.  It retains about 85% original blue finish with slightly thin-
ning grip frame and finish flaking to brown intermittently on the cylinder and barrel.  There is an odd series of deep scratches in the relief
cut at the rear of the topstrap probably an effort to distort reflected light.  The hard rubber grips are correct this period of manufacture
and remain in near excellent condition.  The numbers on the grips are too difficult to read.  There is a ramp style sight base installed on
the barrel with a tapered Patridge style front sight.  Timing and lock up are as tight as the day it left Colt.  (87058-4) {C&R} (300/500)

1446. COLT POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #133010, 38 Special, 4” barrel with a slightly frosted bore.  Overall this
1916 era revolver retains about 80% re-applied blue finish with the backstrap thinning to brown, high edge wear, limited pitting and oxi-
dation blemishes.  The hard rubber grips are correct for this revolver and are numbered to it.  They are in good condition with few han-
dling marks but the heel of the left panel is missing a 1/8” x 1” long chip.  Metal preparation has thinned the markings and old pitting is
visible under the new finish.  Timing and lock up remain correct.  (87076-D30297) {C&R} (125/225)

1447. COLT POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #204410, 38 Special, 4” barrel with a near excellent bore with several
minor pits.  Overall this 1920 era revolver retains about 25% factory blue finish with most of the metal surfaces having flaked to a brown
hue.  The hard rubber grips are correct for this revolver but are not correctly numbered to it.  They are in near excellent condition with few
faint handling marks.  Timing and lock up remain tight and correct.  (87052-10) {C&R} (150/250)

1448. COLT POLICE POSITIVE REVOLVER serial #133010, 38 Special, 4” barrel with a slightly frosted bore.  Overall this 1916 era
revolver retains about 80% re-applied blue finish with the backstrap thinning to brown, high edge wear, limited pitting and oxidation blem-
ishes.  The hard rubber grips are correct for this revolver and are numbered to it.  They are in good condition with few handling marks but
the heel of the left panel is missing a 1/8” x 1” long chip.  Metal preparation has thinned the markings and old pitting is visible under the
new finish.  Timing and lock up remain correct.  (87076-D30297) {C&R} (125/225)

1449. COPY OF THE SINGLE ACTION ARMY REVOLVER serial #6428, 44 Russian, 4 3/8” barrel with a moderately oxidized bore.
This revolver retains about 15% original nickel plating finish with most of the remaining finish found in the protected areas of the firearm.
The smooth walnut grips are in near excellent condition but there is a small gap at the frame juncture and the butt is slightly proud to the
wood.  The Colt patent dates are reproduced on the left side of the frame and a partial caliber is marking is present on the right.  The
action and mainspring are in need of professional attention.  (86980-6) (50/100)

1450. RUGER LC9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #321-00892, 9mm, 3 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore.  The pistol retains about 99%
original black finish on the metal surfaces with light operation wear present and the polymer frame remains in excellent condition.  This
pistol includes a pair of magazines with finger extension bases.  This pistol has not seen much use and will make an excellent concealed
carry gun.  (87075-S18328) (250/350)

1451. COLT POLICE POSITIVE TARGET REVOLVER serial #163, 22 W.R.F., 6” barrel with a lightly oxidized and pitted bore.  This first
year production gun has seen some use and holster wear but still functions.  The revolver retains about 10% original blue finish which is
present mostly in the protected areas.  The metal surfaces are now a fairly even brown hue with scattered handling marks.  The checkered
hard rubber grips with stylized “C” in the center are in very good condition with light handling wear seen and a repair to heel of the left
panel.  The grips are correctly hand numbered to the gun.  The revolver still times and locks up correctly.  (86940-295) {C&R} (250/350)

1452. COLT MODEL 1908 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #33985, 380 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a near
excellent bore with traces of frosting.  The pistol retains about 96% re-applied blue finish with some scattered freckling seen on the back-
strap and other metal surfaces.  There are light pits visible under the re-applied finish with the markings moderately washed out from the
metal preparation.  The checkered walnut stocks with silver Colt medallions are in excellent condition.  The slide is correctly numbered to
the gun and a single correctly marked magazine is included.  The rear sight appears to be an oversized homemade version of the origi-
nal.  If you want a shooter this is a prime candidate.  (87087-107) {C&R} (250/450)

1453. CUSTOM CROWN CITY ARMS GOVERNMENT MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A01639, 45 ACP, 6” Mag-na-
ported barrel with an excellent bore.  This pistol retains about 95% of the poorly executed blue finish which is predominately a dull purple
gray color with several parts still display some original rich blue color.  There is some light silvering of the high edges, a few oxidation blem-
ishes and light wear to the grip safety.  The pistol is equipped with very good condition Pachmayr checkered rubber grip panels and a
rubber coated arched mainspring housing.  The pistol is fitted with an Essex Arms slide with integral rail mounting a Millett adjustable
white outline rear sight and a Patridge front sight that is not fully seated.  Additionally the pistol is fitted with an ambidextrous Colt style
thumb safety, extended slide stop polished and left in-the-white, and a long trigger to name the more pronounced features.  No maga-
zine is included.  The gun has potential and should make a nice project gun.  (87078-127) (300/500)

1454. RUGER MARK II TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #216-85302, 22 LR, 5 1/2” bull barrel with an excellent bore.  This pis-
tol retains about 97% original blue finish with most of the loss to handling wear on the grip frame and some scattered light freckling.   The
checkered black Delrin grips with single silver Ruger Phoenix are in excellent condition.  This pistol features an undercut front sight and
adjustable rear sight.  The gun includes a factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, a single magazine and paper-
work.  It is pretty hard to beat these Target Models for formal or informal target shooting. (87087-85) (250/350)

1455. RUGER NEW MODEL SINGLE SIX CONVERTIBLE REVOLVER serial #261-46398, 22 LR / 22 W.M.R.F., 6 1/2” barrel with
an excellent bore.  This is a lightly used well cared for revolver.  It retains about 98% original blue and anodized finishes exhibiting some
faint wear on the forward edge of the barrel and cylinder.  The spare 22 Magnum cylinder appears unused.  The smooth walnut factory
grips with silver Ruger Phoenix are in near excellent condition with light handling wear.   This revolver includes a factory box correctly end
labeled to the gun containing the aforementioned spare 22 Magnum cylinder, manual and paperwork.  Informal target shooting, trainer,
woods gun, the single six does it all.  (87087-89) (250/350)

1456. A.M.T. OMC BACK UP MODEL PISTOL serial #EO2142, 380 ACP, 2 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore.  The stainless steel sur-
faces of this pistol are in good to very good condition with scattered light scratches and oxidation blemishes present.  The checkered black
synthetic factory grips are in near excellent condition with a few light blemishes.  The pistol includes a factory box that is correctly end
labeled to the gun, a single magazine, manual and paperwork.  (87087-123) (200/400)

1457. SEECAMP LWS 25 ACP MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #3019, 25 ACP, 2” barrel with an excellent bore.  The satin and
brushed stainless steel surfaces of this pistol are in very good to excellent condition with scattered light scratches visible.  The black syn-
thetic grips remain in near excellent condition with a few light handling marks.  This little pocket pistol includes a factory box that is cor-
rectly end labeled and numbered to the gun, a single magazine, manual and paperwork.  “Seecamps” are highly regarded for their quali-
ty and reliability.  (87087-65) (300/500)
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1458. A.M.T. SKIPPER MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #D00347, 45 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore containing sev-
eral factory chatter marks.  The stainless steel surfaces are in very good condition with scattered light oxidation blemishes, scratches and
scuff marks.  The fully checkered walnut grips are in very good to excellent condition with some light handling wear mostly on the right
panel.  This pistol features fully adjustable rear sight, Patridge front sight, welded up extended slide stop and Government style hammer
and grip safety.  The pistol includes a factory box correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, Allen wrench, manual and paperwork.
No magazine is provided but 1911 magazines are easily obtained.  (87087-104) (300/500)

1459. GLOCK MODEL 17 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BB282US, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  This “Gen 1” pistol retains
about 90% plus original Tenifer finish with some high edge wear and the polymer frame rates very good to excellent with light handling wear.
This firearm has a white outline windage adjustable rear sight and white dot front sight.  The pistol includes a factory “Tupperware box” that
is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, magazine loader and a single magazine.  (87087-95) (300/500)

1460. RUGER VAQUERO REVOLVER serial #55-59141, 44-40 W.C.F., 4 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore.  This pistol retains about 98%
original blue and anodized finishes on the metal parts with some scattered light scratches and a turn ring present on the cylinder.  The frame
retains about 60% original case-hardened colors with scattered light surface oxidation for an overall rating of about 80%.   A beautiful set
of hand filling Ajax #31 Stag grips are fitted to the gun giving the revolver a classic Old West look and they remain in excellent condition.
The front sight of the revolver has been filed to “regulate” the gun to the previous owner’s ammunition.  (87087-79) (250/350)

1461. RUGER VAQUERO REVOLVER serial #55-01624, 45 Colt, 4 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore.  This pistol retains about 97% orig-
inal blue and anodized finishes on the metal parts with some scattered light scratches, high edge wear and a turn ring present on the
cylinder.  The frame has flaked to a brown color from oxidation with some silvering mixed for an overall rating of about 60%.   A beautiful
set of hand filling Ajax #31 Stag grips are fitted to the gun and they remain in excellent condition.  “It ain’t purdy” but it is still fully func-
tional.   (87087-80) (150/250)

1462. RUGER OLD MODEL BLACKHAWK REVOLVER serial #138679, 357 Magnum, 6 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  This
revolver retains about 90% plus original blue and anodized finishes with a few scattered scratches, limited high edge wear and oxidation
blemishes on the cylinder between two chambers and on the loading gate.  The smooth walnut factory stocks with silver Ruger Phoenix
medallion are in near excellent condition with a few minor handling marks.  The transfer bar safety update has not been done to this
revolver.  (87087-131) (300/500)

1463. PISTOL SCOPE LOT This lot consist of a single Leupold M8-4X extended eye relief scope serial #U170109 with scope cover.  The
scope retains about 99% anodized finish with some ring marks on the tube and light handling blemishes.  The scope has clear optics and
is equipped with Leupold duplex reticle.  Also included is a Bikini scope cover in excellent condition.  (87087-133A)

1464. THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #313649, 7-30 Waters, 14” “Super 14” barrel with an
excellent bore.  Overall, about 99% original finish remains on the metal surfaces.  The walnut forend and pistolgrip stock with rubber back-
strap insert are in excellent condition.  This model Contender is equipped a hammer mounted selector / safety switch, Contender front
sight assembly on the barrel and Leupold dual dovetail handgun scope rings and base.  (87087-133) (300/500)

1465. PISTOL SCOPE LOT This lot consist of a single Leupold M8-4X extended eye relief scope serial #U119010 with scope cover.  The
scope retains about 99% anodized finish with faint ring marks on the tube and light handling blemishes.  The scope has clear optics and
is equipped with Leupold duplex reticle.  Also included is a Bikini scope cover in excellent condition.  (87087-133C)

1466. CONTENDER BARREL LOT This lot consists of a single Thompson Center “Super 14”, 14” barrel chambered for 223 Remington with
an excellent bore and equipped with scope rings and mount.  This barrel retains about 99% original blue finish and has the original fac-
tory front sight assembly.  Also included are Leupold dual dovetail handgun scope rings and base.  (87087-133B)

1467. ENCORE BARREL LOT This lot consist of a single Thompson Center Custom Shop 209 X 50 muzzleloading barrel.  This 15” barrel
has an excellent bore with factory two dot fiber-optic adjustable rear sight and fiber optic front sight.  The barrel also includes a factory
ramrod and is designed to use #209 shotgun primers.  This barrel has seen little use.  (87092-3A)

1468. ROMANIAN MODEL TTC TOKAREV SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #XR1591, 7.62X25mm Tokarev, 4 9/16” barrel with an
excellent bore.  This 1953 dated importer marked pistol has an added manual safety and retains about 98% black finish with some light
operation marks on the bottom of the slide.  The synthetic grips with vertical grooves and embossed five point star are in very good to
excellent condition with light handling marks.  The pistol includes a single magazine with lanyard loop on the bottom and all appropriate
parts have correct matching numbers.  (87076-D29946) (200/400)

1469. RUSSIAN MODEL TT33 TOKAREV SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY IZHEVSK serial #GTS928, 7.62X25mm Tokarev, 4 9/16”
barrel with a lightly frosted bore.  This 1948 dated, non importer marked pistol retains about 90% re-applied nickel finish with scattered
light wear on the grip frame, barrel chamber areas, triggerguard and other metal areas.  The synthetic grips with vertical grooves and
embossed five point star are in very good condition with light handling marks.  The pistol includes a single magazine with lanyard loop on
the bottom and all appropriate parts have correct matching numbers.  (87015-9) (200/400)

1470. BERETTA MODEL 950B JETFIRE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #G29623, 25 ACP, 2 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore.  This sin-
gle action pistol retains about 98% original blue and anodized finishes with a few slight oxidation blemishes.  The checkered black plastic grips
are in near excellent condition with a few light handling marks.  The pistol includes a single aftermarket magazine.  (87087-63) (150/250)

1471. COLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #229692, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a
lightly frosted bore.  This 1919 has seen some use over the years.  It retains about 50% original blue finish with most of the loss on the
slide which is a mottled mix of gunmetal gray, blue and brown.  There is some pitting on the slide and the grip safety has flaked to gray.
The case-hardened parts have worn to predominately gunmetal gray color with some faint colors still seen intermittently.  The checkered
hard rubber grips are in near excellent condition.  A single magazine is included and the numbers on the slide correctly match the gun.
(87087-106) {C&R} (200/400)

1472. SMITH & WESSON 2ND MODEL SINGLE SHOT TARGET PISTOL serial #14751, 22 LR, 10” first model barrel with an
excellent bore.  This gun has had a few custom alterations to the sights and frame.  The pistol retains about 85% original blue finish with
the forestrap flaking to silver, high edge wear on the metal surfaces as well as pitting and oxidation blemishes at the muzzle.  The hammer
and triggerguard have flaked to mostly silver with some oxidation blemishes present and faint colors still visible.  The trigger has crisp
checkering on the face and strong straw colors on the back. The extended diamond checkered walnut factory grips are un-numbered and
remain in very good condition with some light scuffs on the right panel.  The face of the receiver has been crudely machined and a metal
plate installed to take up the headspace, the front sight has been replaced with a custom Patridge style sight and the rear sight has an
added custom made square notch blade.  (87029-1) {C&R} (350/550)

1473. A.M.T. AUTOMAG II SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #M18012, 22 W.M.R.F., 6” barrel with an excellent bore.  The stainless steel
surfaces are in good to very good condition with scattered light oxidation blemishes on the metal surfaces of the frame and slide.  The hor-
izontally grooved synthetic grips are in excellent condition.  The pistol features white outline Millett adjustable rear sight and red painted
ramp front sight.  The pistol includes a single magazine.  (87087-128) (350/550)
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1474. COLT JUNIOR SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #59249CC, 22 Short, 2 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore.  This 1966 vintage pistol
retains about 98% original blue finish with some faint high edge wear visible.  The checkered factory walnut stocks with silver Rampant
Colt medallions are in excellent condition.  The slide and barrel are correctly numbered to the gun.  The pistol includes an original two piece
factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, a single magazine, paperwork and manual.  (86520-3953) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1475. COLT MODEL 1908 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #55236, 380 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an
excellent bore.  This pistol retains about 60% original blue finish with most of the loss to the grip frame and top of the slide which have
worn to a dull gunmetal gray.  Light scratches, dents and dings are also observed on the metal surfaces.  The checkered walnut fac-
tory stocks with silver Rampant Colt medallions are in fair condition with moderate wear on the left panel and heavy wear on the right.
There is a vertical crack running the length of the right panel in line with the grip screw escutcheon.  The pistol includes a factory box
that is correctly end labeled to the gun but not correctly numbered.  Also included is a single magazine.  (86520-2426) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

1476. IVER JOHNSON BULLDOG REVOLVER serial #K50257, 22 LR, 2 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore.  This pull pin revolver is in
excellent condition.  The double action solid frame revolver retains about 99% original blue finish.  The hammer and trigger have strong
case-hardened colors with light operation marks.  The checkered black synthetic factory grips with “IJ” monogram are in like new condi-
tion.  A hinged factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun with light inventory markings is included along with
paperwork and an official “Jonhson Jecto” for ejecting casings from the cylinder without removing it.  This gun has seen little if any use.
(86940-279) (250/350)

1477. CZECHOSLOVAKIA MODEL CZ-52 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY C.Z. serial #S14644, 7.62X25mm Tokarev, 4 3/4” barrel with
an excellent bore.  This 1953 dated and importer marked pistol retains about 99% re-applied arsenal type Parkerize finish with scattered
light wear marks and scratches.  The horizontally grooved synthetic grips are in excellent condition.  All appropriate parts have correct
matching numbers.  This pistol includes a pair of magazines and a flap holster with spare magazine pouch.   (87017-12) {C&R}(125/225)

1478. LOT OF HIGH STANDARD PARTS This lot consist of a four piece High Standard caliber conversion.  The 7 1/4” fluted 22 LR cham-
bered barrel has an excellent bore, light silvering at the muzzle and some high edge wear as well as some scattered light scratches.  The
removable Patridge front sight and lock screw are present.  The steel slide retains about 99% blue finish with a few light wear marks on the
edges.  The kit also includes a pair of magazines with blue finished base plates.  Overall, the kit is in near excellent condition.  (7105-24A)

1479. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #116298, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a near excellent bore with light traces
of oxidation.  The metal surfaces retain about 65% original blue finish with the grip frame thinning to silver, high edge wear and silvering
at the muzzle.  The case-hardened colors on the trigger are strong and the checkered hard rubber factory grips are in very good condi-
tion with light handling wear.  The pistol comes with a pair of magazines, cleaning brush and an original factory box that is correctly end
labeled to the gun.  The front lip of the cover is missing and the sides are wearing or torn.  (87105-23) {C&R} (150/250)

1480. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-7 MILITARY &
POLICE REVOLVER serial #8D40587, 38 Special, 4” pinned
and tapered barrel with an excellent bore.  This is a fine revolver
with plenty of condition.  The gun retains about 99% original nick-
el finish with a faint turn ring on the cylinder.  The Magna trigger
and standard hammer retains bright case-hardened colors.  The
checkered walnut factory stocks are in excellent condition.  The
number stamped on the stocks is two digits off (40589) and is
probably a typo.  The revolver includes an original factory box that
is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, cleaning kit,
manual and paperwork.  (87115-25)                                   (400/600)

1481. COLT OFFICIAL POLICE REVOLVER serial #601899, 38
Special, 5” barrel with an excellent bore.  This 1936 revolver has
seen light to moderate use but remains mechanically sound.  The
revolver retains about 80% original blue finish with most of the
loss on the barrel and cylinder along with high edge wear and
scattered light oxidation blemishes.  The un-numbered checkered
walnut factory stocks with silver Rampant Colt are in very good
condition with some compressed diamond points and a few light dents.  The revolver includes a hinged purple factory box that is correctly
end labeled and numbered to the gun, an original Colt “Shooting Suggestions” and a bore brush.  If you are looking for a shooter this is
a prime candidate.  (87115-24) {C&R} (300/500)

1482. BRITISH MARK IV 38/200 REVOLVER BY WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD. serial #93873, 38 S&W, 5” barrel with a near excel-
lent bore exhibiting light frosting on the tops of the lands.  This “war finished” marked revolver retains about 85% original dull blue finish
with the grip frame starting to thin to silver as well as the remaining metal surfaces having faint scattered oxidation blemishes which have
flaked to brown.  The diamond checkered factory synthetic grips are in near excellent condition with light handling marks.  The revolver
includes pistol rug and 24 rounds of mixed brand 38 S&W ammunition with a dilapidated box.  (87124-5) {C&R} (350/550)

1483. MERRIMACK ARMS MANUFACTURING COMPANY SOUTHERNER DERINGER serial #1101, 41 RF, 2 1/2” octa-
gon barrel with lightly pitted and oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces of the barrel and hammer have been lightly cleaned to silver with
a few light pinprick pits visible.  The brass frame is a pleasant ochre color with no plating.  The smooth un-numbered and unmarked
ivory grips remain in excellent condition but are poorly fitted to the frame.  The barrel, extractor and frame have matching assembly
numbers (#33).  The deringer is still mechanically functional but there is slight play between the frame and barrel, and there is a small
drilled into the butt.   (86229-432) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott
Riggs Collection]                                          (300/500)

1484. CUSTOM RUGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-
AUTO PISTOL serial #98349, 22 LR, custom 12 1/2”
tapered barrel with an excellent bore.  The pistol retains about 85% reapplied
blue finish with high edge wear, scattered scratches, oxidation blemishes and freckling.  The checkered facto-
ry synthetic grips with black Ruger Phoenix medallion are in very good condition with light handling marks.  In addi-
tion to the custom barrel the gun is equipped with a Lyman rifle ramp with Marble white bead front sight and a
Redfield receiver sight with Williams twilight aperture.  Aside from the factory markings the barrel is marked “Morrison
Bangor, Maine” with a circled P proof mark on top.  Looks like this pistol might have been set up for the metallic silhouette
game.  A single magazine comes with the pistol.  (86520-3806) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]                (200/400)
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1485. ROGUE RIFLE COMPANY CHIPMUNK SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION PISTOL serial #14446, 22 LR, 12 1/4” barrel with
an excellent bore.  This pistol retains about 97% original blue finish with oxidation blemishes present on the barrel.  The in-the-white bolt
remains in excellent condition with light operation marks.  The green/red/gray laminated wood stock is in excellent condition.  This right hand
pistol utilizes a left hand bolt for easier loading/unloading and manual cocking/de-cocking with the support hand.  The gun also features
fiber optic bead front sight and two dot fiber optic adjustable rear sight.   (86520-3273) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

1486. COLT SINGLE ACTION BUNTLINE SCOUT REVOLVER serial #183734F, 22 W.M.R.F., 9 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  This
1965 era revolver has seen light use and holster wear.  The gun retains about 90% plus original painted and blue finishes with high edge
wear, turn ring on the cylinder and a thin line of silvering running half the length of the barrel’s left side.  The checkered black synthetic grips
are in very good to excellent condition with light handling wear.  (86520-3876) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/450)

1487. COLT MODEL 1903 NEW ARMY WELLS
FARGO MARKED REVOLVER serial #269528, 38
Special, 4 1/2” barrel with a near excellent bore with one
small area of pitting present.  This re-chambered revolver
retains little finish but is factory lettered to the Wells Fargo
Company.  The metal surfaces are primarily gray with some splashes of
brown interspersed and traces of original blue in the protected areas.  Also present is
pinprick pitting and lighter pitting on the sideplate.  Army Special hard rubber grips
replace the originals and are not correctly numbered to the gun (459411) remain in
good condition.  The right panel has a repaired crack on the toe along with light han-
dling marks present on both panels.  The last patent date on the barrel is March 5, ’95, “W.F.
& Co. A122” is roll stamped on the butt and correct matching
assembly number appear on the crane, frame and cylinder
release. None appear on the barrel and the cylinder number
is incorrect (362).  The forward cylinder stop is in need of
professional attention but the gun still times and locks up cor-
rectly when cocked.  A factory letter dated February 22, 1978
indicates this gun was shipped on December 6, 1906 to Wells
Fargo Company, W.M. Ashton Purchasing Agent New York, New York.   The revolver was shipped with a 4 1/2” barrel in caliber 38, blue
finish, factory engraved with W.F. & Co. A122 but stock types are not provided.  This is an interesting piece of history that probably spent
many years protecting precious cargo for Wells Fargo.  (87052-9) (200/400)

1488.  COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #147221, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a light-
ly frosted bore.  This 1913 made pistol has seen some honest use but retains strong finish.  Overall, about 75% original blue finish
remains with the grip frame thinning to gray, high edge wear and scattered handling marks.  The checkered walnut stocks with silver
Colt medallions are in good condition with worn diamond points, handling marks and a small crack running from the top of the right
panel to the medallion.  A single two tone magazine is included and it should make a nice shooter.  (86520-3365) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

1489. COLT WOODSMAN SPORT MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #132604, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  This
1939 made pistol has been refinished, is mechanically sound but the grips need a minor repair.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% reap-
plied blue finish with the grip frame thinning to gray, high edge wear and some scattered handling marks.  The checkered walnut stocks
are in very good condition with light scratches, dents and light wear to the diamond points but the right panel’s escutcheon grip screw
threads are stripped and needs to be repaired.  The pistol includes a single correctly marked magazine.  This is the ideal candidate for the
collector who likes to shoot the old timers without worrying about hurting the collectors value with the added bonus that post 1931 guns
are rated for high speed ammunition.  (86520-2915) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1490. MANHATTAN FIREARMS POCKET MODEL PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #3900, .31 cal., 4” octagon barrel with
a moderately oxidized and pitted bore.  This six shot, twelve stop revolver has been cleaned and given a translucent finish.  The little
gun retains about 99% of the new finish which gives the gunmetal gray base metal varying hues of purple and red with some minor
surface oxidation present and old pitting is still visible.  The un-numbered walnut grips are in very good condition with scattered light
handling marks.  All appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the frame.   The pistol does not properly time.   (86229-5) {ANTIQUE}
[Elliott Riggs Collection] (250/350)

1491. BACON MANUFACTURING COMPANY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #1071, .31 cal., 4” round barrel with a moder-
ately oxidized and pitted bore.  The barrel retains about 30% original blue with the remainder toning to gray.  The five shot fluted cylinder
has about 50% blue finish remaining with the rest flaking to brown.  The frame retains strong engraving highlighted in blue finish.  Slightly
muted case-hardened colors remain on the loading lever but the hammer is mostly gunmetal gray.  The stocks are correctly numbered to
the gun and rate very good with light handling marks and a small chip missing from the toe of the right panel.  All appropriate parts have
correct matching serial numbers.  The gun is missing the hand.   (86229-21) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (300/500)

1492. HIGH STANDARD MODEL D-100 DERRINGER PISTOL serial #1277439, 22 LR, 3 5/8” barrels with excellent bores.  This
pistol retains about 95% plus original blue and painted finishes on the metal surfaces with most of the loss to high edge wear.  The ivory
colored synthetic grips are in near excellent condition.  The barrel to frame fit has slight play but the little gun includes a pair of near excel-
lent condition holsters.  The first holster is a DeSantis open top inside the waistband holster with two slots for spare ammunition.  The sec-
ond holster is a Safariland Model 57 open top outside the waistband holster with two cartridge loops on the front.  Both holsters utilize
nickel plated clips to secure them to the belt.  (87150-2) (150/250)

1493. PIETTA MODEL 1861 NAVY REVOLVER serial #52398, .36 cal., 8” barrel with an excellent bore.  This Colt style Navy revolver retains
about 95% original blue finish on the barrel and cylinder with a few areas of oxidation and pitting.  The frame and other case-hardened parts
retain robust colors with light operation marks on the hammer.  The brass grip frame is a nice straw color with limited tarnishing visible.  The
one piece walnut grip rates near excellent with a few light dents and scuffs.  The revolver still times and locks up correctly with one nipple
missing which the owner removed to allow a safe hammer down carry on an empty chamber.  (87150-4) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1494. COLT MID-RANGE 38 SPECIAL MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of a single magazine.  This magazine has “Colt 38 Spec.”
marked on the base plate and is designed for use in the Colt National Match Mid-Range pistol.  The magazine is in near excellent condi-
tion with faint handling and operation marks. It is always wise to have spare magazines for your favorite pistol, especially hard to find mod-
els such as this one.  (87105-15A)

1495. COLT MID-RANGE 38 SPECIAL MAGAZINE LOT This lot consist of a single magazine.  This magazine has “Colt 38 Spec.”
marked on the base plate and is designed for use in the Colt National Match Mid-Range pistol.  The magazine is in near excellent condi-
tion with faint handling and operation marks. It is desirable to have spare magazines for your pistol especially hard to find models such as
this one.  (87105-15B)
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1496. PIETTA MODEL 1858 NEW ARMY REVOLVER serial #R257385, .44 cal., 8 1/8” octagon barrel with a near excellent bore with
light traces of oxidation.  The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue finish with a few light oxidation blemishes, scratches and oper-
ation marks present.  The brass triggerguard frame has mellowed to a nice straw color.  The two piece smooth walnut grips are in near
excellent condition with a few light handling marks.  This Remington clone includes a spare cylinder with six nipples and retains about 97%
original blue finish with light operation wear and oxidation blemishing to the face and rear of the cylinder.  The chambers remain in excel-
lent condition.  This will be a fine shooter with a “19th century version of a speed loader”.  (87150-5) {ANTIQUE} (150/250) 

1497. WESSON & HARRINGTON BUFFALO CLASSIC SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #WH711889, 45-70 Government, 32” barrel
with a near excellent bore exhibiting a few spots of oxidation at the muzzle.  This H&R 1871 made rifle retains about 98% original blue fin-
ish and case-hardened colors with a few light scratches seen on the frame and butt plate.  The case-hardened colors on the frame and
buttplate remain bold.  The walnut buttstock and forend are in near excellent condition with a few light scratches.  The rifle is factory
equipped with Willams receiver sight and globe front sight with one circular insert.  The rifle includes a factory hard case that is not marked
or numbered to the gun.  Also included are paperwork and a Wesson & Harrington marked gunsock.  (87150-3) (300/400)

1498. MORGAN & CLAPP SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #181, 30 RF, 3 3/8” octagon barrel with a lightly frosted bore.  This pistol retains
strong traces of finish on the frame.  The barrel has flaked to brown with mild silvering on the high edges.  The frame retains generous rem-
nants of thinning silver plate on the predominately ochre brass surfaces.  The smooth rosewood grips are correctly numbered to the gun and
remain in near excellent condition with a few light handling marks.  (86229-498) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (300/500)

1499. PHANTOM SCOPE LOT This lot consist of a scope and two piece mount.  The scope is a near excellent condition Bushnell Phantom
2.5x long eye relief pistol scope with clear optics.  There are a few light scratches on the ribbed body and it is equipped with standard
crosshairs.  Also included are a mount for attaching the scope to the base and the base.  The base has two mounting screws included and
is designed for a Colt Python revolver.  (87151-7A)

1500. LOT OF JAPANESE TYPE 14 NAMBU PARTS This lot consist of eleven separate parts and/or assemblies.  All the parts are heav-
ily corroded and rate poor to fair in condition.  Parts include: (1) barrel and barrel extension with front sight; (1) triggerguard assembly
containing a triggerguard, hinge pin, trigger, sear spring, sear and sear pin, (1) bolt with striker frozen in place, (1) locking block spring,
(2) recoil springs, (1) striker spring guide and bolt lock, (1) striker spring, (1) cocking knob, (1) locking block and (1) magazine latch.  The
only legible markings are the #960 on the triggerguard.  (85194-5)

1501. COLT OFFICIAL POLICE REVOLVER serial #927426, 38 Special, 4” barrel with an excellent bore.  This 1969 made revolver retains
about 85% original blue finish with silvering from holster wear and handling on the cylinder, barrel and frame.  The checkered walnut fac-
tory stocks with silver Colt medallions are in good to very good condition with crisp diamonds on the left panel and compressed points on
the right along with light handling marks.  Lock up remains tight but the timing is in need of attention.  Should be a great shooter with the
timing issue resolved.  (86842-3) (250/350)

1502. HOPKINS & ALLEN NEW MODEL SINGLE SHOT TARGET PISTOL serial #2423, 22 LR, 10” barrel with an excellent bore.
This pistol has seen moderate use but remains in fine condition.  The pistol retains about 90% plus original blue finish with most of the loss
to the frontstrap and frame.  The frontstrap has worn to gunmetal gray the frame has scattered brown oxidation stains.  Case-hardened
colors on the hammer remain robust but the trigger has worn predominately to silver.  The smooth extended walnut factory grips with gold
H&K medallions have been lightly refinished and remain in near excellent condition but are not correctly numbered to the gun (#2700).
Numbers on the frame, extractor and barrel correctly match.  The pistol is equipped with a white bead front sight and adjustable rear sight.
(6651-109) {C&R} (300/500)

1503. COLT WOODSMAN MATCH TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #3703-S, 22 LR, 6” heavy barrel with an excellent bore.
This 1948 pistol has seen some heavy use over the years.  The metal surfaces retain about 60% original blue finish with the rest having
worn to a gunmetal gray with wear to the high edges and the grip frame.  The top of the barrel and slide have thinned to a bluish gray,
and the bottom now mostly gunmetal gray that is spilling over to the sides of the frame.  The checkered synthetic thumbrest grips are in
very good to excellent condition with light handling marks.  This pistol has the early Coltmaster rear sight and undercut Patridge front sight.
An aftermarket detachable muzzle brake similar in appearance to the S&W model 41 has been fitted to the gun.  The safety lever tab has
been ground off and is still fully functional but with a little more difficulty.  A single magazine with correct markings is included.  If you are
looking for a shooter, this is it.  (87136-6) {C&R} (250/350)

1504. COLT JUNIOR SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #59024CC, 22 Short, 2 3/16” barrel with an excellent bore.  The little Spanish made
vest pocket pistol has some light high edge wear, scattered light scratches and a few random nicks for an overall rating of about 97%.  The
checkered walnut factory grips with silver Colt medallions are in excellent condition.  The slide and barrel have correct matching numbers
to the gun.  A single Colt magazine is included.  (87136-11) (250/350)

1505. MANHATTAN POCKET REVOLVER serial #1449, 22 Long, 3 1/8” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.   This is an excellent condition
second model tip up revolver.  The metal surfaces retain about 98% original nickel plating with some light wear on the edges of the cylinder
and the frame around the sideplate.  The plating is starting to bubble around the lower frame under the cylinder.  The hammer has strong
but slightly muted case-hardened colors while the trigger has thinning blue finish.  The smooth walnut factory grips are in very good to excel-
lent condition with scattered light dents and some flaking finish.  All the appropriate parts and the grips are correctly numbered to the gun
with slight play between the barrel and frame.  The scroll engraving on the barrel and scenes on the seven shot, fourteen stop cylinder remain
crisp.  Overall a very nice example of a Manhattan.  (86229-503) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (300/400)

1506. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL CO. REVOLVER serial #16208, 22 Long, 3 1/8” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.   This is an
excellent condition Manhattan second model style tip up revolver.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% original nickel plating with some
light high edge wear plus flaking finish on the grip frame and around the sideplate.  The hammer has strong case-hardened colors while
the trigger has worn to pewter.  The smooth walnut factory grips are in good to very good condition with scattered light dents, flaking fin-
ish and scuff marks.  All the appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun but the grips are not numbered.  The scenes on the seven
shot, fourteen stop cylinder remain strong.  (86229-41) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (300/400)

1507. MANHATTAN FIREARMS NAVY TYPE REVOLVER serial #4431, .36 cal., 4” octagon barrel with a moderately frosted bore.  A
well-used but mechanically sound series II Manhattan.  The iron parts are a brown patina with scattered pinprick pitting and oxidation blem-
ishes.  The straps are a dull goldenrod with just a suggestion of silver plate in the protected areas.  The grips are replacements and remain
in overall excellent condition with a few light handling marks.  Correct numbers appear on all appropriate parts but the cylinder’s numbers
are no longer legible.  The barrel has a Newark address but is correctly numbered to the gun.  Several of the screws are replacements.
(86229-2) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (150/250)

1508. MANHATTAN FIREARMS POCKET REVOLVER serial #250, .31 cal., 4” octagon barrel with a lightly frosted bore.  This is a very
good condition series I revolver with scant traces of finish.  Overall, the metal surfaces are pewter with the barrel mostly brown.  The bot-
tom of the barrel has generous traces of blue finish with a few muted case-hardened colors on the loading lever.  The barrel has been light-
ly cleaned with a few scratches, oxidation blemishes and pinprick pitting present.  The engraving on the frame and the five shot, ten stop
cylinder has softened slightly with interspersed pinprick pitting and oxidation blemishes.  The smooth walnut grips rate about very good
with dents, dings, scuffs and random lightly flaking finish.  All the appropriate parts have correct matching numbers.   The rammer appears
to be a possible factory replacement as a number was ground out on the right side and the correct serial number stamped on the left side.
The gun still functions mechanically.  (86229-4) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (300/500)
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1509. MANHATTAN FIREARMS POCKET REVOLVER serial #333, .31 cal., 4” octagon barrel with a moderately oxidized and pitted
bore.  This is a very good condition series II revolver with six shot, twelve stop cylinder.  The metal surfaces are predominately gunmetal
gray with some light brown oxidation staining, scattered pitting and oxidation blemishes.  The barrel has been lightly cleaned with a few
traces of blue finish in the protected areas.  The cylinder scene and engraving have slightly softened and all appropriate parts are correctly
numbered to the gun.  The loading lever’s number could not be checked due to slot screw damage and the wedge screw is missing.  The
smooth walnut grips rate good with scattered light handling marks but the right panel has a 3/4” crack near the frame.  The cylinder
appears to lock up correctly but it no longer rotates. (86229-8) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (350/550)

1510. ENGRAVED MERRIMACK ARMS COMPANY SOUTHERNER DERINGER serial #1993, 41 RF Short, 2 1/2” octagon
barrel with a frosted bore.  This is a good condition pistol with an inscription on the butt.  The frame has some lovely loose foliate scroll
engraving on each side with sprig running up the backstrap for about three quarter coverage.  The butt is engraved “Steve from Uncle
Joe.”  The barrel and trigger are brown with scattered pitting and oxidation blemishes.  The hammer is a poorly executed replacement with
signs of heavy pitting in the past.  The frame is an even ochre with softened edges and engraving.  The rosewood grips rate good with a
chip missing out of right panel’s heel and scattered light handling marks are present. They have been lightly sanded leaving the frame
proud of the panels and the screws have heavy slot damage.  The barrel, extractor and grips are numbered to the gun with a slightly loose
barrel to frame fit.  (86229-448) {ANTIQUE} [Elliot Riggs Collection] (300/500)

1511. UNMARKED SOUTHERNER DERINGER serial #2, 41 RF Short, 2 1/2” octagon barrel with an excellent bore.  This is a low
number, fine condition Southerner.  The barrel has been lightly cleaned and is gunmetal gray with traces of original blue finish still pre-
sent.  The frame is an even ochre with scattered small casting defects and faint tool marks.  The hammer and trigger retain surprising-
ly strong case-hardened colors.  The smooth un-numbered rosewood grips are in excellent condition.  The barrel is slightly loose in the
frame but is numbered to the gun and the extractor is un-numbered (not uncommon on Southerners.)  (86229-461) {ANTIQUE} [Elliot
Riggs Collection] (300/500)

1512. REPLICA TIPPING & LAWDEN PEPPERBOX PISTOL, non-firing .19 cal., 2 3/4” partially bored four barrel cluster.  The bar-
rels are a black colored non ferrous metal that is starting to thin on the high edges.  The brass frame is engraved with natural finish and
black shading.  The foliate synthetic grips are in excellent condition.  There are no markings on the pistol.  (86229-344) {NON-GUN}
[Elliot Riggs Collection] (100/200)

1513. MANHATTAN FIREARMS NAVY TYPE REVOLVER serial #1600, .36 cal., 4” octagon barrel with a moderately frosted bore.
This is a very good condition series IV revolver.  The barrel is an even brown with a few remnants of blue finish on the bottom flats.  The
six shot, twelve stop cylinder is also a smooth brown with softened scenes.  The iron parts have scattered oxidation blemishes, pitting and
handling marks.  The case-hardened parts have flaked to brown but the straps retain surprisingly strong finish.  About 60% silver plate
remains with most of the loss on the triggerguard strap.  The grips rate about good with moderate scuffing on base, flaking finish and mod-
erate handling marks.  All appropriate parts including the grips are correctly numbered to the gun and it remains mechanically functional.
(86229-6) {ANTIQUE} [Elliot Riggs Collection] (300/500)

1514. BACON MANUFACTURING POCKET REVOLVER serial #380, .31 cal., 4” octagon barrel with a light to moderately oxidized
and pitted bore.  This is a very good condition first model revolver.  The barrels, hammer, loading lever and cylinder are overall brown with
some old remnants of reapplied blue on the cylinder.  The cylinder’s scenes are weak with evidence of light cleaning.  The frame is pewter
with softened engraving on the sides.  The metal surfaces have scattered oxidation blemishes, pitting and handling wear.  The un-num-
bered walnut grips are in good condition with scuffing on the upper right panel, a chip missing on the left panel’s toe and scattered light
handling marks.  The right escutcheon is loose and the screw a replacement.  The wedge and rear sideplate screws are replacements.
The numbers on the cylinder are no longer visible but the remaining appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun.  The gun needs
light mechanical attention.  (86229-48) {ANTIQUE} [Elliot Riggs Collection] (100/200)

1515. BACON MANUFACTURING POCKET REVOLVER serial #141, .31 cal., 4” octagon barrel with a light to moderately oxidized
and pitted bore.  This is a very good condition first model revolver.  The metal surfaces are overall pewter with some oxidation blem-
ishes, pitting and handling wear.  The cylinder scene has softened and the engraving on the frame shows light wear.  The barrel has a
series of small impact marks on both sides of the barrel.  The smooth walnut grips are numbered to the gun and rate about very good
with scattered light dents, scuffs and scratches.  The following parts are not numbered to the gun: rammer (#75) and wedge (#50975).
The forward side plate screw and wedge screw are replacements; and the gun is still mechanically functional.  (86229-47) {ANTIQUE}
[Elliot Riggs Collection] (200/300)

1516. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 258 HANDY GUN II COMBINATION GUN serial #AZ526327, 22 Hornet / 20
Gauge, 22” barrels with bright excellent bores, shotgun barrel is choked modified.  The metal surfaces retain about 98% electroless nickel
plating with a few light operation and handling marks.  The hardwood buttstock with hard rubber style buttplate rates about excellent with
a few very light handling marks.  The hardwood forend stock rates very good to excellent with a few light scattered scratches and scuffs.
The shotgun barrel is plain with a round brass bead and the rifle barrel has a folding elevation adjustable rear sight and blade front sight.
The combination gun has sling swivel studs and is drilled and tapped for scope base with one filler screw missing.  (87104-9) (250/350)

1517. MANHATTAN POCKET REVOLVER serial #2799, 22 Long, 3 1/8” octagon barrel with a frosted bore.   This is a good to very good
condition second model tip up revolver.  The metal surfaces of the barrel and cylinder are pewter with scattered light oxidation blemish-
es and pitting.  The scene on the seven shot, fourteen stop cylinder and the engraving on the barrel flats are muted.  The hammer and
trigger are an overall pewter with light operation marks.  The frame has worn to ochre with scattered light handling marks.  The smooth
walnut factory grips are in very good condition with scattered light dents and scratches.  All the appropriate parts, including the grips,
are correctly numbered to the gun.  The full cock notch is in need of mechanical attention and barrel to frame lock up has slight play.
(86229-67) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (75/150)

1518. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL COMPANY POCKET REVOLVER serial #31865, 22 Long, 3 1/8” octagon barrel with a
lightly frosted bore.  The barrel and seven shot, fourteen stop cylinder have flaked to pewter with brown overtones and scattered oxida-
tion blemishes and pitting.  The cylinder scene remains strong and the trigger has worn to silver.  The hammer retains bold case-hardened
colors with light operation marks.  The frame has strong traces of silver plate with about 10% remaining.  The un-numbered smooth wal-
nut grips are very good to excellent with scattered light dents, flaking finish and the right panel is slightly warped.  The cylinder is num-
bered to the gun and the gun still functions mechanically with slight movement between the barrel and frame.  (86229-43) {ANTIQUE}
[Elliott Riggs Collection] (75/150)

1519. MANHATTAN POCKET REVOLVER serial #4458, 22 Short, 3 1/8” octagon barrel with a near excellent three groove bore.  This
first model, second variation revolver is in good condition.  Overall, all the metal surfaces are worn to a smooth pewter with scattered oxi-
dation stains, pitting and handling marks.  The muzzle end of the barrel and the tip of the ejector rod are heavily pitted with signs of light
cleaning in the past.  The small brass sideplate is ochre with tiny dents.  The smooth walnut grips are numbered to the gun and rate near
excellent overall with a few light handling marks.  There is a small square decorative copper insert on the butt and a copper oval insert on
the top of the backstraps.  Barrel to frame fit is loose and the barrel has the arched Manhattan address.  The cylinder stop interferes with
the hammer release and cylinder lock up is in need of attention. The cylinder and barrel are numbered to the gun.  (86229-36) {ANTIQUE}
[Elliott Riggs Collection] (100/200)
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1520. HIGH STANDARD DM-101 DERINGER serial #2401418, 22 W.M.R.F., 3 1/2” two barrel cluster with excellent bores.  This is a nice
condition pocket pistol.  The pistol retains about 97% original blue finish and black paint with slight silvering at the muzzle and a few light
scratches.  The smooth faux ivory grips are in excellent condition.  The barrel to frame fit has a slight amount of play.  (87087-62) (150/250)

1521. RUGER MARK I SEMI-AUTO TARGET PISTOL serial #14-92131, 22 LR, 5 1/2” “bull” barrel with an excellent bore.  This is a
nice condition Mark I.  The pistol retains about 99% original blue finish.  The checkered Delrin grips are in excellent condition.  The pistol
features fully adjustable factory rear sight and undercut Patridge style factory front sight.   A single magazine is provided with the gun.
(87105-23) (200/300)

1522. HERO MANUFACTURING SINGLE SHOT DERINGER .34 cal., 4” smooth bore barrel with a lightly oxidized bore.  This
Manhattan Firearms made pistol is in very good condition.  The barrel, hammer and trigger have flaked to brown with intermittent pewter
and traces of original blue on the breech end of the screw off barrel.  The brass frame is ochre and the metal surfaces have light oxidation
blemishes, pinprick pitting, casting flaws and light handling marks as appropriate.  The smooth walnut grips are replacements and rate
about excellent and utilize a hardware store wood screw.  (86229-561) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (125/225)  

1523. MANHATTAN POCKET REVOLVER serial #6729, 22 Short, 3 1/8” octagon barrel with a lightly frosted three groove bore.  This
first model, third variation is in very good condition.  The metal surfaces have been lightly cleaned to a pleasing pewter with brown over-
tones and scattered light oxidation and handling blemishes, along with some light pitting.  The smooth walnut grips have later applied
varnish with scattered light dents and rate near excellent overall.  The engraving on the barrel flats remain strong and frame to barrel fit
is loose.  The frame has the later barrel release that does not overlap the frame and the gun is mechanically functional.  The revolver is
equipped with a seven shot, seven stop cylinder and all appropriate parts, including the grips, are correctly numbered to the gun.
(86229-28) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (200/300)

1524. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL COMPANY POCKET REVOLVER serial #22877, 22 Long, 3 1/8” octagon barrel with a frost-
ed bore.  This revolver is in fine condition.  The gun retains about 90% plus later applied nickel plated finish with most of the loss to flak-
ing on the frame.  There is some light bubbling, oxidation blemishes and pinprick pitting also present.  The smooth un-numbered walnut
grips are in very good condition with scattered light wear.  The gun has a seven shot, fourteen stop cylinder and the barrel to frame fit is
loose.  The barrel and cylinder have correct matching numbers.   (86229-39) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (75/150)

1525. STAR MODEL BM SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1729743, 9mm, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore.  This is a very good to excel-
lent condition pistol.  The nickel plated surfaces have light scattered oxidation blemishes, pinprick pitting, scratches and operation marks
for an overall rating of about 97%.  The faux mother-of-pearl grips are in near excellent condition with several light scuffs on the right grip
panel.  This pistol was made in 1985 and is importer marked.  A single magazine is included.  (87076-D30316) (200/300)

1526. SMITH & WESSON MODEL NO. 1 TIP UP REVOLVER serial #53068, 22 Short, 3 1/8” barrel with frosted bore.  This is a fine
condition second issue revolver with a lot of condition left on the frame.  The barrel and cylinder are brown with oxidation blemishes and
pinprick pitting.  The frame retains about 96% original silver plating with some high edge and operation wear.  The smooth walnut factory
grips rate about excellent with flaking finish, a few dents and later applied varnish.  The barrel, cylinder and frame have correct matching
assembly numbers and the grips are serial numbered to the gun.  Frame to barrel fit remains fairly tight with a hint of movement but the
gun no longer properly locks up.   (86229-31) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (200/300)

1527. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL COMPANY POCKET REVOLVER serial #27622, 22 Long, 3 1/8” octagon barrel with a mod-
erately frosted bore. This is a good condition revolver.  The barrel has been glass bead blasted to pewter with some old pits and oxidation
blemishes visible.  The seven shot, fourteen stop cylinder is gunmetal gray and was lightly cleaned with pits and oxidation stains still visi-
ble.  The hammer and trigger are worn to gray with oxidation stains and operation marks.  The frame is ochre with light powder corrosion
around the window and hammer slot.  The un-numbered smooth walnut grips are in very good plus condition with some light scuffs, dents
and dings.  The barrel to frame lock up has minor play and the gun is mechanically functional with the timing needing slight attention.  The
frame, barrel and cylinder all correctly match.  (86229-45) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (50/100)

1528. U.S. REVOLVER COMPANY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #C32144, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a slightly frosted bore.
About 40% original blue finish remains on this Iver Johnson made revolver.  The finish has thinned to brown in many areas with gunmetal
gray showing on the barrel and cylinder.  Scattered light oxidation staining and pitting is also present.  The hammer and trigger retains
robust case-hardened colors with operation blemishes present.  The checkered hard rubber grips are marked U.S. with several light nicks
and dents for an overall rating of about very good.  The revolver remains functional with the extractor in need of attention.  (86229-155)
{C&R} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (50/100)

1529. MANHATTAN FIREARMS POCKET MODEL REVOLVER serial #1334, 22 Long, 3 1/8” barrel with a moderately oxidized and
pitted bore.  This second model gun remains in very good condition.  The barrel, seven shot, fourteen slot cylinder and other iron parts
are mostly gunmetal gray with the cylinder a brownish purple.  The cylinder scene and barrel engraving are worn but visible and the
remaining metal surfaces also have light oxidation stains, scuffs and pitting.  The frame is pleasing ochre with light scratches and dents.
The un-numbered walnut grips are in very good to excellent condition with light handling marks and a tiny chip missing from the toe of
the right panel.  Barrel to frame fit is “tight as a drum” but the cylinder lock up is in need of attention.  (86229-66) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott
Riggs Collection] (200/300)

1530. MANHATTAN FIREARMS POCKET MODEL
REVOLVER serial #7047, 22 Short, 3 1/8” barrel with
a lightly oxidized a pitted bore.  This first model, fourth
variation gun remains in very good condition.  The metal
surfaces retain about 60% later applied nickel finish
that is starting to cloud with most of the loss on the rear
grip frame and straps.  The finish is starting to flake in a
few areas, in addition to scattered light oxidation blem-
ishes and random pinprick pitting.  The circular side-
plate is still nickel finished with some brass showing on
the edges.  The light engraving on the barrel flats are
slightly muted, as is the address on the barrel.  The
smooth walnut grips rate very good to excellent with
lightly flaking finish and handling marks.  All appropri-
ate parts and the grips are correctly numbered to the
gun plus the little tip up is still fully functional with a
loose barrel to frame lock up.  (86229-32) {ANTIQUE}
[Elliott Riggs Collection]                              (100/200)
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1531. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL COMPANY POCKET REVOLVER serial #9774, 22 Long, 3 1/8” octagon barrel with a mod-
erately frosted bore. This is a very good condition revolver.  The barrel is overall a smoky gray and the front sight blade has been replaced
with a pin.  The seven shot, fourteen stop cylinder is gray with blue tints having a lightly worn scene and scattered pitting on the face.  The
hammer has strong case-hardened colors with brown overtones but the trigger is worn to pewter.  The frame is even ochre with light han-
dling marks and a few traces of silver finish by the hammer slot.  The un-numbered smooth walnut grips are very good to excellent with
light dents and dings.  Barrel and cylinder are correctly numbered to the gun and the barrel to frame fit is loose.  (86229-42) {ANTIQUE}
[Elliott Riggs Collection] (100/200)

1532. STAR SPORT MODEL F TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #510261, 22 LR, 5 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore.  This
1956 era, third variation pistol retains about 90% plus original blue finish with some thinning finish on the grip frame, a few scratches
and high edge wear.  The hammer has bold case-hardened colors but the straw parts have faded to silver.  The checkered synthetic
thumbrest grips are in near excellent condition with a few light handling marks.  The butt of the frame is milled flat unlike earlier pistols
and it has the U.S. Patent number on the slide.  The pistol is equipped with adjustable sights: the rear for windage and the front for ele-
vation.  A single, correct magazine is included that is equipped with the larger serrated toe steel butt plate.  This should make a dandy
little plinker.  (87136-3) {C&R} (200/300)

1533. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL COMPANY POCKET REVOLVER serial #6310, 22 Long, 3 1/8” octagon barrel with a light-
ly frosted bore. This is a very good condition revolver.  The barrel has flaked to gunmetal gray with brown oxidation staining and the seven
shot, fourteen stop cylinder is in the same condition.  These metal parts have scattered pitting and oxidation stains, and only remnants
of the scene on the cylinder remain.  The frame is ochre with some splashes of original silver plating in the protected corners.  The ham-
mer and trigger are smooth gunmetal gray with a few light operation marks.  The un-numbered smooth wood grips are good with flak-
ing finish and handling marks plus the right panel shows evidence of escutcheon pulling through the rear.  The cylinder pin has been
removed or lost at some point and a bolt has been installed on the cylinder to take its place.  The ad hoc repair allows the little revolver
to still fully function.  The barrel and cylinder are correctly numbered to the gun and the barrel to frame fit is loose.  (86229-37)
{ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (75/150)

1534. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL COMPANY POCKET REVOLVER serial #7957, 22 Long, 3 1/8” octagon barrel with a light-
ly frosted bore. This is a fine condition revolver.  The iron parts have flaked to pewter with brown overtones along with scattered oxidation
blemishes and pitting.  The scene on the seven shot, fourteen stop cylinder is strong but there are a series of light impact marks visible.
The frame has an incredible amount of original silver plate with about 50-55% remaining.  The remaining surfaces of the frame are ochre
with light handling marks, and flaking and bubbling finish.  The very good condition smooth walnut factory grips are un-numbered with
light handling marks and flaking finish.  The barrel and cylinder are correctly numbered to the gun and the barrel to frame fit is tight.
(86229-40) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (200/300)

1535. MANHATTAN FIREARMS POCKET MODEL REVOLVER serial #5810, 22 Long, 3 1/8” octagon barrel with a lightly frosted
bore. This is a very good condition second model revolver.  The iron parts have flaked to brown with scattered oxidation blemishes and
pitting.  The scene on the seven shot, fourteen stop cylinder remains strong.  The frame has encouraging remnants of original silver plat-
ing remaining on the top strap and recoil shield.  The remaining surfaces of the frame are ochre with a few light scratches and dents.  The
smooth walnut factory grips rate very good to excellent with a few light handling marks.  The barrel, grips and cylinder are correctly num-
bered to the gun and the barrel to frame fit is loose.  The sideplate is a quality replacement as is the screw and the action is in need of
attention.  (86229-35) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (75/150)

1536. MANHATTAN FIREARMS POCKET MODEL REVOLVER serial #7329, 22 Short, 3 1/8” octagon barrel with a moderately oxi-
dized and pitted bore.  This is a very good condition first model, fourth variation revolver.  The metal surfaces are a pleasing pewter with
some scattered light oxidation blemishes and pitting.  The hammer and trigger are gunmetal gray with a few oxidation blemishes.  The
smooth factory walnut grips are correctly numbered to the gun and rate very good to excellent with light scratches.  The barrel and cylin-
der has correct matching numbers, the gun remains mechanically functional and the barrel to frame fit is loose.  (86229-29) {ANTIQUE}
[Elliott Riggs Collection] (200/300)

1537. RUGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #17449, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore.  This third year
production (1951) retains about 95% original blue finish with high edge wear, thinning finish on the grip frame and scratches.  There are
a series of fine assembly and holster wear scratches present on the backstrap.  The checkered Delrin grips with lightly worn Ruger Phoenix
medallion with red background are in near excellent condition with scattered and lightly compressed diamond points.  The top of the rear
sight has light impact marks present.  The pistol includes a single magazine, Smith & Wesson model 21 / 36 leather holster and a manu-
al.  The holster has light surface scratches but remains near excellent overall.  (87185-3) {C&R} (300/500)

1538. LOVELY MANHATTAN FIREARMS COMPANY
POCKET MODEL REVOLVER serial #33, 22 Long,
3 1/8” octagon barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting
a few minor oxidation blemishes.  This is a lovely second
model revolver with a lot of condition.  The barrel is a light
brown hue with strips of the original deep blue finish pre-
sent on the bottom and two top flats, and the barrel engraving remains
crisp.  The case-hardened, seven shot, fourteen stop cylinder has crisp scenes
with bold wisps of color swirling around the circumference.  The hammer and trigger
also have strong case-hardened colors with light operation marks.  The frame is ochre with
solid silver plate finish on the butt and strong display of finish around the protected areas of the win-
dow and straps.  The smooth walnut factory grips are in excellent condition.  All appropriate parts and
the grips are correctly numbered to the gun.  The gun is mechanically functional with slight play in the frame to barrel
fit.  (86229-120A) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection]                                                                           (350/550)

1539. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL COMPANY POCKET REVOLVER serial #23956, 22 Long, 3 1/8” octagon barrel with a
moderately frosted bore. This is a good condition revolver.  The barrel and seven shot, fourteen stop cylinder are now brown with scat-
tered light pitting and oxidation blemishes.  The hammer and trigger are gunmetal gray and there are only remnants of the cylinder scene
remaining.  The frame is ochre with a few wisp of silver plating found on the sides of the hammer slot and other protected areas along
with light dents, dings and scratches.  The un-numbered smooth walnut factory grips rate very good with light dents, dings and scratch-
es.  Barrel to frame fit is slightly loose, the gun is in need of mechanical attention and the cylinder pin is loose which, may be part of the
reason for the mechanical issues.  (86229-38) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (50/100)
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1540. BACON ARMS COMPANY POCKET
REVOLVER serial #399, 32 RF Long, 4” barrel with
a lightly frosted bore.  This is a very good condition
Bacon revolver.  The revolver retains about 95% origi-
nal nickel plating with most of the loss on the frame
around the window and on the partially fluted cylinder.
There are also light oxidation blemishes and pinprick
pitting scattered on the metal surfaces.  The smooth
un-numbered walnut birds head factory grips are in
near excellent condition with a few light handling
marks and loose escutcheons.  The bolt is in need of
attention and the removable ejector rod is missing but
all numbers correctly match.  This variation has “Cast
Steel” on the barrel and utilizes “Ct.” abbreviation for
Connecticut.  This is a fine example of a Pocket
Revolver.   (86229-138) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs
Collection]                                               (700/900)

1541. MANHATTAN FIREARMS COMPANY POCKET REVOLVER serial #6787, 22 Short, 3 1/8” barrel with a moderately oxidized
and pitted bore.  This is a very good condition first model, third variation transitional revolver.  The revolver has fine wave pattern engrav-
ing on the butt and an oval shaped copper insert on the backstrap.  The iron surfaces are pewter with signs of light cleaning and exhibits
oxidation staining, pitting and light scratches.  The brass sideplate is a dark straw with the engraving on the barrel flats showing signs of
light wear.  The smooth walnut factory grips are correctly numbered to the gun and remain in very good condition with lightly flaking fin-
ish and handling wear.  The barrel and cylinder are correctly numbered to the gun and the gun still functions but the barrel to frame lock
up is loose.  This may have been a transitional pistol as it is equipped with the flush barrel latch of the fourth variation.  (86229-34)
{ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (200/300)

1542. MANHATTAN FIREARMS COMPANY POCKET MODEL REVOLVER serial #3223, 22 Long, 3 1/8” octagon barrel with a
poor bore exhibiting heavy oxidation and pitting with traces of rifling left.  This is a fair to good condition second model revolver.  The iron
metal parts are worn to gunmetal gray with scattered oxidation and pitting.  The seven shot, fourteen stop cylinder has a muted scene and
the engraving on the barrel flats is lightly worn.  The frame is dark ochre that has been lightly cleaned and exhibits scattered dents, dings
and scratches from handling.  The un-numbered walnut factory grips rate good to very good with scattered light dents, dings and scratch-
es.  The numbers on the barrel are no longer legible but the cylinder is correctly numbered to the gun.  The cylinder stop is in need of atten-
tion and the frame to barrel lock up is loose with a replacement hinge screw.  (86229-70) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (75/150)

1543. VIDEO GAME CONSOLE LOT  This lot consists of a white Xbox 360 gaming console with 60 GB hard drive and appropriate cordage.
The console is in good working condition and comes with 9 games, including: Madden NFL 10, Dragon Age Origins, Guitar Hero 2, Guitar
Hero 3: Legends of Rock, Guitar Hero 5, Guitar Hero World Tour, Guitar Hero Aerosmith, NCAA Football 12 and Battlefield 2 Modern Combat.
A wireless adapter is also included that occasionally works but would most likely need to be replaced.  There is no controller included.  A
great, working Xbox 360 that would be a great gift for the kids or could substitute as your next DVD player.  (157216-1)

1544. REMINGTON MODEL 17 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #55946, 20 ga, 28" matted rib barrel choked full with a bright
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 97% reapplied blue with slight operational loss on the magazine tube, scattered oxidation stain-
ing and sparse pinprick pitting.  The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock and ribbed forend rate very good to near excellent showing
lightly added finish with a couple of dings and dents from the years.  (157192-56) (150/250)

1545. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X III 4.5-14x scope with a 40mm adjustable objective lens and bright excellent optics.  Scope
features a duplex reticle and the outer surfaces retain 99% high gloss blue with a pair of faint ring marks on the body tube. (156520-2737A)

1546. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Redfield Tracker 2-7x scope with a 36mm objective lens and very good optics.  The scope features a
duplex reticle and a pair of rings are currently affixed to the body tube.  The scope shows an even dark coating on the outer surfaces as
well as around the edge of the objective lens.  (157192-11A)

1547. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Lyman All-American 3x scope with a 1" diameter objective lens and bright excellent optics.  Scope
features a post and crosshair reticle and the outer surfaces retain 97-98% gloss blue finish with some light ring marks on the body tube.
(156520-1837A)

1548. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold M8-6x scope with a 36mm adjustable objective lens and bright excellent optics.  Scope fea-
tures a duplex reticle and retains 99% matte black finish. (157107-25A)

1549. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X II 3-9x scope with a 40mm objective lens and bright excellent optics.  Scope features
a duplex reticle and retains 98% high gloss blue finish with a couple of small scratches on the eyebell.  (157176-20)

1550. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Redfield Widefield 3-9x scope with a 36mm objective lens and bright excellent optics.  Scope features
standard crosshairs and retains 98% original blue finish with a pair of minor ring marks on the body tube. (7192-13A)

1551. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Burris 4x Mini scope with a 1" diameter objective lens and bright excellent optics.  Scope features a
duplex reticle and retains 99% high gloss blue finish.  (157210-9A)

1552. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Redfield Widefield 2-7x scope with a squared objective lens and very good optics.  Scope features a duplex
reticle and retains about 98% blue finish with some dark staining on the body and a pair of rings are affixed to the scope.  (157192-22A)

1553. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold M8-4x scope with a 36mm objective lens and bright excellent optics.  Scope features a duplex
reticle and retains 98-99% matte black finish with some light staining here and there and faint ring marks.  A single Butler Creek lens cap
is present on the objective lens.  (157149-5A)

1554. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a K. Kahles Helia 39 S2 3-9x scope with a 40mm objective lens and bright excellent optics.  Scope fea-
tures fine crosshairs and retains about 90-92% blue with silvering on the high edges, light wear marks from a previous scope mount and
some light scratches here and there.  (156894-6A)

1555. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Redfield 2-7x scope with a 36mm objective and bright excellent optics.  Scope features a post and crosshair
reticle and retains 98% high gloss blue with some light ring marks on the body tube.  Included are E. D. Vissing Co. lens covers. (157075-S18256A)

1556. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Redfield 4x scope with a 1" diameter objective lens and bright excellent optics.  Scope features a post
and crosshair reticle and retains 98% original blue finish and includes a pair of tip-off rings.  (157034-44A) 
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1557. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X II 4-12x scope with a 40mm adjustable objective lens and bright excellent optics.
Scope features a duplex reticle and retains about 98% gloss finish with some light silvering on the edges and minor scratches.  A pair of
rings is affixed to the body tube.  (157194-23A)

1558. AR-15 SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Colt 3x20 scope with carry handle mount and bright excellent optics.  Scope features a duplex
reticle and retains 97-98% original finish with a few light scratches here and there.  A nice, Japan-made Colt AR-15 scope.  (156520-560A)

1559. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Pentax Lightseeker XL 3-9x scope with 40mm objective lens and bright excellent optics.  Scope fea-
tures a duplex reticle and 98% original gloss black finish with some light ring wear.  (157195-3)

1560. THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDER CARBINE serial #SG2549, 223 Rem, 23" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The stainless steel
surfaces rate excellent displaying a few light scattered handling marks.  The black synthetic Monte Carlo buttstock and forend rate excellent dis-
playing a few light handling marks.   The gun does not come equipped with rifle sights but included is a Weaver base. (177093-2) (300/500)

1561. U.S. MODEL 1812 PERCUSSION RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY .71 cal 35" barrel with a good moderately pitted and
oxidized bore.  The barrel has toned to a dark brown patina having moderate areas of surface oxidation and pitting primarily towards the nip-
ple area and muzzle.  The walnut straight grip stock rates good displaying light chips missing around the lock and buttplate, also displaying
light cracks and dings over a dark oiled varnish.  The stock also has an anchor on the right side of the buttstock and a star and the letter "J"
carved in the wood behind the upper tang.  This rifle was converted to a percussion rifle long ago.  (176623-31) {ANTIQUE} (25/100)

1562. UNMARKED HALF STOCK PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE 45 cal., 34" heavy octagon barrel with a very good bore hav-
ing light oxidation but strong rifling the entire length.  The barrel is overall brown patina with silvering along the high edges and breech with
light handling marks and spots of pitting and oxidation staining on and around the bolster area.  The barrel is turned for a false muzzle and
there is a globe front sight and a sporting rear sight installed on the upper tang.  There is also a bench rest attached to the underside of the
barrel.  The walnut straight grip buttstock with a pewter forend cap rates very good displaying a light crack around the entire wrist and a
few light impact marks.  The gun features a fancy tang and the gun function well mechanically. (176623-40) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

1563. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #161957, 12 ga, 29" plain shortened barrel choked cylinder with
a very good lightly pitted bore.  The barrel retains 75% original blue finish displaying scattered surface oxidation; there has been some light
added finish towards the muzzle.  The frame retains about 50% original blue finish having moderate areas of surface oxidation.  The smooth
walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rates very good displaying a few light handling marks over a dull flaking varnish.  The butt-
stock wears its original buttplate which has a small chip missing on the heel of the plate which provides a length of pull of 13 3/4".
(176855-13) (100/200)

1564. SAVAGE MODEL 24 OVER UNDER COMBINATION GUN, 22 LR and 20 ga, 24" barrels with bright excellent bores, the 20
ga barrel is choked full.  The barrels retains 85% original blue finish displaying areas of surfaces oxidation and a few light scratches.  The
frame retains 85% of its original case-hardened colors having areas of light scattered surface oxidation.  The smooth walnut pistolgrip butt-
stock and forend rate excellent with the exception of a few light handling marks. (176855-9) (200/300)

1565. WESTERNFIELD SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #CHFT, 16 ga, 28" matted rib barrel choked full with a bright excellent
bore.  The barrel retains about 90% original blue finish displaying light scratches and some light areas of the slight finish loss.  The frame
retains about 80% of its original case-hardened colors displaying light areas of surface oxidation.  The checkered walnut pistolgrip butt-
stock and schnabel style forend rate very good to excellent displaying a few light handling marks, unfortunately the buttplate is not pre-
sent on the buttstock. (176940-95) (50/150)

1566. STOEGER UPLANDER BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #255661, 28 Ga, 26" matted rib barrel choked improved cylin-
der and modified with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish.  The checkered walnut pistolgrip butt-
stock and beavertail forend rate excellent with the exception of a few light handling marks.  The gun features an automatic safety, double
triggers and extractors. (177087-45) (300/500)

1567. HARRINGTON AND RICHARDSON HUNTSMAN SHOTGUN serial #AJ293997, 12 ga muzzleloader, 28" plain barrel
choked improved cylinder with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish.  The frame retains 99% of its
original case-hardened colors.  The walnut straight grip buttstock and forend rate excellent overall.  The gun wears its original sights and
an adjustable ramrod. (177015-5) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1568. BROWNING BPS SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #02047PV162, 20 ga, 26" ventilated rib barrel Invector plus choked of
modified with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish having a few light handling marks and a small area
of surface oxidation on the top rib.  The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying a few light dings and
handling marks.  The gun wears its original hard rubber buttplate providing a length of pull of 14 1/4". (177087-60) (350/550)

1569. REMINGTON MODEL 541-T BOLT ACTION RIFE serial #A1093757, 22 LR, 24" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue finish.  The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock rates excellent displaying a few light handling marks.
Included with the gun is a set of Redfield rings and base and a single factory magazine.  This rifle is in excellent overall condition.
(177210-5) (350/500)

1570. ROSSI SIDELOCK DOUBLE HAMMERGUN serial #S27064, .410 bore, 26" barrels with bright excellent bores.  The barrels
retain 98% original blue finish displaying some light traces of surface oxidation primarily around the forend area.  The frame and locks retain
98% original blue finish displaying very light blemishes of surface oxidation.  The hammers, triggers and top lever display some light traces
of original case-hardened colors.   The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and beavertail forend rate excellent displaying a few light han-
dling marks over a high gloss finish.  The buttstock wears a hard rubber buttplate providing a length of pull of 14" with drops of 1 7/8"
and 2 5/8".  The gun will require mechanical attention as the right hammer does not cock into place. (177165-23) (300/500)

1571. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #P399755, 12 ga, 20" plain barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish having loss on the magazine tube from operational use and a few light spots of surface
oxidation.  The black synthetic pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate excellent displaying a few light handling marks.  There has
been an added recoil to the buttstock which provides a length of pull of 14".  Included is a black nylon sling.  (177165-51) (350/550)

1572. REMINGTON MODEL 700 ML BOLT ACTION MUZZLELOADER serial #ML005304, 50 cal., 24" barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% of its original matte black finish having a few small spots of surfaces oxidation.  The black synthetic
pistolgrip stock rates excellent displaying a few light handling marks.  Included is ADCO red dot scope. (177192-7) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1573. REMINGTON MODEL 870 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #T558795X, 20 ga, 28" ventilated rib barrel choked modified with
a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish having scattered blemishes in the bluing likely from a contami-
nate.  The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying a few light handling marks. (177192-43) (350/550)

1574. IVER JOHNSON MODEL CHAMPION SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #THUR, 16 ga, 28" plain barrel choked full with
a bright excellent bore.  The barrel retains 98% original blue finish having light finish loss at the muzzle and a few light scratches.  The
frame retains 90% of its original case-hardened colors displaying some light handling marks.  The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and
forend rate excellent displaying a few light handling marks.  The buttstock wears a hard rubber recoil pad which provides a length of pull
of 13 3/4".  This shotgun is in very good condition.  (176940-4) (100/200)
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1575. SAVAGE MODEL 24V OVER UNDER COMBINATION GUN serial #6912, .222 rem/20 ga, 24" barrels with bright excellent
bores, 20 ga barrel choked full.  The barrels retain 99% original blue finish displaying a few light handling marks.  The frame is lightly engraved
with a fox scene on the left and a partridge on the right.  The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying a
few light handling marks.  Included is a Savage 4x scope with a duplex reticle that has bright excellent optics.  (177192-58) (350/550)

1576. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #371226109, 12 ga, 28" plain barrel with a bright
excellent bore.  The barrel retains 95% evenly thinning original blue finish.  The frame is embellished is a light scroll engraving of a dog and
bird scenes and retains 99% original blue finish.  The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying a few light
handling marks.  The buttstock wears a hard rubber recoil pad which provides a length of pull of 14 1/4". (177201-3) (300/500)

1577. ERA BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #155468, .410 bore, 24" barrels with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 80%
original blue finish displaying loss from a contaminate.  The boxlock frame retains 95% original blue having a few light handling marks.  The
checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying a few light dings and dents over a glossy varnish.  The gun
wears a hard rubber recoil pad which provides a length of pull of 14 1/2".  The gun features double triggers, extractors and an automatic
safety. (177192-49) (100/200)

1578. STEVENS MODEL 1915 "FAVORITE" FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #W38, 22 LR, 24" octagon barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore.  The barrel retains 90% original blue finish displaying loss on the edges that are slightly toning to brown.  The frame and under-
lever are an overall mottled brown patina with traces of original blue in the protected areas.  The walnut straight grip buttstock and forend
rate very good displaying light dings and scratches over a strong original finish.  (177167-10) {C&R} (200/300)

1579. WINCHESTER MODEL 1200 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L918904, 12 ga, 28" plain barrel with a bright excellent
bore, there is no choke tube present.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish displaying a few light handling marks and a few
light spots of surface oxidation.  The walnut checkered pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying a few light handling marks.
The gun wears its original factory buttplate which provides a length of pull of 14". The shotgun features a single bead front sight. (177201-
4) (200/300)

1580. J.C. HIGGINS SEARS ROEBUCK MODEL 583.20 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN, 12 ga, 28" plain barrel choked full with a
bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 95% evenly thinning original blue finish displaying light traces of surface oxidation.  The
smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates excellent displaying a few light handling marks.  The buttstock wears a hard rubber recoil pad which
provides a length of pull of 13 3/4". This shotgun is in excellent working condition. (177104-10) (75/150)

1581. REMINGTON MODEL 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #T790303W, 12 ga, 28" ventilated rib bar-
rel choked modified with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue finish having scattered freckling and finish
loss likely from a contaminate.  The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying a few light handling marks
and having a small 3/4" crack on the left side there the wood meets the metal.  The buttstock wears a ventilated hard rubber recoil pad
which provides a length of pull of 14 3/8". (177192-44) (300/500)

1582. SAVAGE MODEL 64 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #1635691, 22 LR, 21" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 99% original blue finish.  The checkered black synthetic pistolgrip stock rates excellent overall displaying a few light scratches.  The
gun wears a Tasco 4x15 scope with a duplex reticle that has bright excellent optics.  Included is a factory ten round magazine and manu-
al. (177154-18) (150/250) 

1583. REMINGTON MODEL 597 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #2924741M, 22 Win Mag, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 99% original matte black finish.  The black synthetic pistolgrip stock rates excellent with the exception of a few light
handling marks.  Included is a Millett red dot scope that is in excellent condition overall, unfortunately the factory magazine is not present
(177192-1) (150/250)

1584. NEW ENGLAND FIREARMS PARDNER SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #NM356691, 12 ga, 27 1/2" plain barrel choked
modified with a bright excellent bore.   The barrel retains 99% original blue finish having a few light handling marks present.  The frame
retains 99% original case-hardened colors. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying a few light han-
dling marks.  The buttstock wears its original hard rubber buttplate which provides a length of pull of 14 1/8".  This shotgun is in excellent
condition overall. (177111-18) (75/150)

1585. MARLIN MODEL 25MG BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN serial #99325023, 22 WMRF shotshell, 22" smooth bore barrel with a
bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain 99% plus original blue finish.  The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock
rates excellent with the exception of a few light handling marks.  Included is a factory 10 round magazine.  This garden gun is in excellent,
as new condition. (177111-24) (150/250) 

1586. REMINGTON MODEL 521T JUNIOR BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 LR, 25" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces have toned to pleasing brown patina mixing to gray on the bottom of the barrel with traces of original blue in the protected areas.
The triggerguard and floorplate are a mottled gray brown patina with light traces of original blue.  The hardwood pistolgrip target stock
rates very good with some scratches, light impact marks, and the letters "FLO" lightly engraved in the bottom of the pistolgrip. This rifle
features a Lyman 57 rear sight and a front post sight and a factory magazine is included. (177111-2) (250/350)

1587. ARGONAUT ARMS OVER UNDER SHOTGUN serial #E9488, 12 ga, 28" ventilated rib barrels choked full and improved modi-
fied with bright excellent bores.  The barrels retain 98% original blue finish displaying a few light handling marks and a few light spots of
surface oxidation.  The frame is lightly engraved in a floral scroll and retains 99% original blue finish displaying a light scuff marks right of
the top lever.  The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying handling marks and a full length crack on
the left side of the forearm that is very light and has been repaired.  The gun wears a hard rubber buttplate which provides a length of pull
of 14 1/8".  This gun features double triggers, ejectors and an automatic safety. (1771524-2) (200/300)

1588. LEFEVER BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #293815, 12 ga, 28" matted rib barrels choked full and modified with bright
excellent bores.  The barrels retain 85% evenly thinning reapplied blue finish having light scattered pits, surfaces oxidation and light han-
dling marks.  The boxlock frame retains 50% of its original case-hardened colors with the balance toning to a brown patina.  The check-
ered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying scattered dings, scratches and handling marks from years of use, there is also
a very thin 1" crack at the upper tang.  The buttstock wears a hard rubber recoil pad which provides a length of pull of 14" with drops of
1 7/8" and 3 1/8".  The gun features double triggers, extractors and an automatic safety.  (177105-3) {C&R} (200/400) 

1589. WINCHESTER MODEL 70 SUPER SHADOW BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #G2529137, 7mm W.S.M., 24" barrel with an
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% of the original matte blue finish with a few light handling marks present.  The mod-
ern black composite stock rates excellent and features the oval shaped textured grips and a solid rubber recoil pad.  Mounted to the receiv-
er is a Simmons 3-9X40 riflescope that features a duplex reticle and has excellent optics.  An excellent example of these modern Model
70 rifles.  (47165-30) (350/550)
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1590. WEATHERBY VANGUARD BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #VS98871, 300 Weatherby Mag, 24" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 90% original polished blue with fading and minor handling marks throughout.  The black composite stock
rates very good and has similar wear and light abrasions, a small hole has been tapped at the heel.  Mounted to the receiver is a Bushnell
Banner 6-18X50 adjustable objective riflescope.  The scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent optics.  The rubber gasket on the
eye lens is missing and included and flip-up lens cover on the objective lens.  A black padded leather sling is included.  A very good to
near excellent example that has seen some use but should still perform just fine in any shooting situation.  (47165-15) (350/550)

1591. ROMARM SAR-1 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #S1-62881-2002, 7.62x39, 16 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain about 95% of an arsenal type finish with light handling and edge wear present throughout.  The hardwood stocks and com-
posite pistolgrip rate excellent and have some light dings.  A nylon sling and a cleaning rod are included, there is no magazine present.  A
near excellent example overall.  Imported by Century Arms.  (47165-41) (300/500)

1592. ITALIAN MODEL 1891 CARCANO CAVALRY CARBINE  serial #XI7207, 6.5 Carcano, 18" barrel with an excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain about 75% original blue finish that is flaking to brown and mixing with gray and areas of light surface oxidation.  The bolt
remains a mottled gray.  The hardwood stocks rate very good and have several light dings and small divots.  The buttstock has some minor
flaking to the varnish and a small crack at the heel, but retains a visible roundel and is numbered receiver on the left side and has a small oval
brass disc at the toe marked "29".  The carbine is missing the folding bayonet and the rear sight adjustment arm.  A canvas sling is included
and carbine does not appear to be importer marked.  A very good to near excellent example overall.  (46983-56) {C&R} (75/150)

1593. AUSTRIAN MODEL 1890 MANNLICHER CARBINE  serial #9088G, 8x50R, 19 12 1/2" barrel with an about good, gray bore
that is lightly pitted throughout.  The metal surfaces retain little original finish and are mostly a mottled gray and brown with areas of light
pitting and fine oxidation blending in.  The walnut stock rates very good and has several dings and other assorted handling marks from a
lifetime of service use.  There are a handful of initials carved into the wood in various spots and a small brass oval disc marked "69" is installed
at the toe.  The rear most sling swivel has been removed.  The carbine appears to be complete and in working order although the parts are
mismatched.  No importer markings are present and carbine is in about very good condition overall.  (46983-59) {C&R} (100/200)

1594. ITALIAN MODEL 1938 CARCANO SHORT RIFLE  serial #S3617, 7.35 Carcano, 21" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain about 90% of an arsenal blue finish with light handling wear and some areas of light oxidation present.  The hardwood stocks
rate very good and have light dings and a few small chips.  The buttstock has a faint roundel on the left side and there is a small brass oval
disc marked "7" installed at the toe.   Rifle appears complete and is in near excellent condition overall.  (46983-57) {C&R} (75/150)

1595. ITALIAN MODEL 1870/87 VETTERLI-VITALI RIFLE  serial #XZ.2805, 10.35x47R, 34" barrel with a near excellent bore that
is lightly freckled throughout.  The 1880 dated barrel retains about 95% of an arsenal blue that is lightly flaking to brown and mixing with
areas of light surface oxidation.  The remaining metal surfaces are mottled brown and gray with areas of light staining.  The walnut stock
rates about very good and has several light dings and other minor handling marks associated with service use.  The stock also has a few
small divots and chips and there is a small brass oval disc installed at the toe marked "65".  The cleaning rod and stacking swivel are miss-
ing and rifle is in very good condition overall.  (46983-37) {ANTIQUE} (250/450)

1596. ITALIAN MODEL 1870/87/15 VETTERLI-VITALI RIFLE  serial #KII4915, 6.5 Carcano, 34" arsenal sleeved barrel with an
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces are mostly a mottled brown and gray with traces of original blue still present.  The walnut stock rates
about very good and has several dings and other handling marks associated with service use.  The butt has been numbered to the receiv-
er on the right side and there is a small brass oval disc installed at the toe marked "25".  The cleaning rod and the stacking swivel are
missing and this rifle is in about very good condition overall.  (46983-38) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

1597. CUSTOM FN MAUSER 98 BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #7014, 30 C.F., 21" unmarked barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain about 99% original blue with a few light handling marks and specks of light surface oxidation mingling about.  The bolt has
some minor gray patina and light staining.  The checkered walnut Bishop Monte Carlo stock rates excellent and has a few light dings.  The
stock features a checkered hard rubber grip cap and is equipped with sling swivels.  Rifle is also equipped with a sporting ramp front sight
and a Lyman adjustable rear aperture sight that is mounted to the rear of the receiver.  The commercial FN receiver is dated "1953" and
is also factory tapped for scope mounts.  An excellent condition all-purpose sporting rifle, that appears to accept 30-06 cartridges, but the
actual caliber should be checked by a qualified gunsmith prior to use.  (46983-48) (300/500)

1598. UNMARKED BOLT ACTION GARDEN GUN  serial #542, 9mm RF Shotshell, 23" smoothbore barrel with a very good bore that
has areas of light oxidation and pitting present.  The metal surfaces retain about 75% original blue that is flaking to a mottled brown with
areas of light handling wear and light oxidation and staining throughout.  The smooth walnut stock rates near excellent and has added fin-
ish over light dings and other small handling marks.  The barrel is equipped with a simple bead front sight.  The bolt and barrel are num-
bered to the receiver.  The firing pin is missing but it appears that this quaint garden gun is otherwise operational and with the correct part
could be made to function correctly.  A near excellent example overall.  (46983-27) (200/400)

1599. ARGENTINE MODEL 1879 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE BY REMINGTON  serial #10312, 43 Spanish, 36" barrel with a seem-
ingly excellent bore that is partially packed in grease.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% of an arsenal type blue mixing with areas of light
surface oxidation.  The walnut stocks rate near excellent, the forearm has a few small chips along the cleaning rod channel.  The markings
appear to have been polished off the frame and barrel, the upper tang markings remain crisp.  The rifle appears complete and includes the
cleaning rod, the mainspring however has been removed and is not present.  The buttstock has been drilled through from the tang cutout
to the buttplate.  The modification, with the exception of the mainspring being removed, does not appear to affect the function of the rifle,
and if the correct parts were again installed it is very likely the rifle will function at 100%.  (46900-39) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1600. SPANISH MODEL 1870 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE BY REMINGTON  serial #20166, 43 Spanish, 35" barrel with a very
good lightly pitted bore.  The metal surfaces are overall a mottled gray and brown with areas of minor pitting and oxidation staining.  There
are a few light handling and minor tool marks present as well.  The hardwood stock rates from good to about very good and are quite
faded with some light added finish over dings, divots, small chips and cracks.  The forearm is missing a 3" sliver along the ramrod chan-
nel.  The sling swivels and a tulip head cleaning rod are present and what appear to be the original sights are intact.  An about good con-
dition example overall.  (46889-177) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1601. U.S. SPRINGFIELD MODEL 1873 TRAPDOOR
RIFLE  serial #243225, 45-70, 32 1/2" barrel with a very good bore with areas of light oxidation and

minor pitting.  The metal surfaces are a rich brown with minor oxidation and light pitting throughout.  The factory mark-
ings are very light but still mostly visible.  The near full-length walnut stock rates very good and has light handling marks,

dings and a few very small cracks.  The stock appears to have been sanded with finish added and there are no arsenal markings visible.  Rifle
appears to be complete including a slotted head cleaning rod.  A good to about very good example overall.  (46900-34) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)
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1602. U.S. MODEL 1870 TRAPDOOR RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY seri-
al #38311, 45-70, 32 1/2" barrel with a very good bore with areas of light oxidation and is lightly pitted

throughout.  The metal surfaces are a mottled brown with areas of light staining and oxidation, the buttplate has moder-
ate pitting.  The markings are light but still quite readable; there are light tool marks along the edges of the block.  The walnut

stock rates about very good and has been lightly sanded with finish added.  The stock has areas of minor staining and light handling marks,
there are a few small divots, small cracks and two small holes drilled on the right side just forward the "1863" dated lock.  There is a faint
inspector's cartouche still visible, the firing proof is not.  Rifle appears to be complete and operational and includes a slotted head clean-
ing rod.  An about good example overall.  (46892-32) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1603. SIAMESE MODEL 1903 TYPE 45 MAUSER RIFLE  serial #36127, 8x50R, 29" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain about 85% of an arsenal blue finish that is flaking to brown with areas of light surface oxidation and some light pitting blend-
ing in.  The hardwood stocks rate good and have several light dings, divots and other service type handling marks.  There is a small gap
between the two pieces of the buttstock.  The markings all appear crisp and there are no visible importer markings present.  The cleaning
rod is not present but rifle appears otherwise complete.  A very good condition example overall.  (46965-53) {C&R} (200/400)

1604. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.1 MK III RIFLE BY B.S.A.  serial #L94503, 303 British, 25" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain about 80% of an arsenal blue finish that is flaking to brown the balance fading to gray.  The walnut stocks rate about very good
and have added finish over light dings and handling marks.  The handguards have a couple of minor arsenal repairs and the disc is missing
from the right side of the buttstock.  The sights, sling swivels and magazine are intact, the stacking swivel and magazine cutoff have been
removed.  A very good to near excellent example overall that does not appear to be importer marked.  (46842-19) {C&R} (200/400)

1605. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.5 MK I CARBINE  serial #BB9962,
303 British, 19" barrel with fixed flash hider and a bright, excellent bore.  The metal

surfaces retain about 95-97% of an arsenal black enamel finish with a few areas of light handling wear.  The hard-
wood stocks rate excellent and have been lightly sanded with finish added.  The wood has a few light dings and dents and

there is a small arsenal repair on the right side by the receiver.  The receiver is dated "1945" and carbine appears to be complete includ-
ing a detachable magazine.  A near excellent example overall.  (46869-17) {C&R} (400/600)

1606. CHINESE SKS TYPE 56 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE BY NORINCO  serial #750099, 7.62x39, 20 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent,
chromed lined bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 97-98% of an arsenal blue finish with a few light handling marks along the edges and
some light surface oxidation along the side of the magazine box and on the buttplate.  The hardwood stocks rate excellent, the buttstock
has some light handling marks around the wrist and some light fill on the left side but is numbered to the receiver.  The side of the receiv-
er is marked with a boxed "0141" indicating the manufacturing arsenal.  The numbers are all matching and rifle is complete with a clean-
ing rod and folding spike bayonet.  An excellent example that was imported be Century Arms.  (47087-55) (350/550)

1607. CHINESE SKS TYPE 56 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE BY NORINCO  serial #24006037, 7.62x39, 20 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% of an arsenal blue finish with some light edge wear present.  The hardwood stocks rate excellent and
have a few light dings, the buttstock is numbered to the receiver.  The left side of the receiver is marked with a three stacked "6" (trian-
gles) with "3" in center indicating the rifle was made in factory "6636".  Rifle is complete and all matching and includes a folding spike bay-
onet, cleaning rod, canvas sling and cleaning kit.  An excellent example overall that was imported Century Arms.  (47017-13) (350/550)

1608. CHINESE SKS TYPE 56 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE BY NORINCO  serial #21045902, 7.62x39, 20 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 75% original blue that is flaking to brown the balance is fading to gray and mixing with areas of light
surface oxidation.  The bolt assembly has some minor oxidation staining.  The left side of the receiver is marked "(triangle)636" and the
bolt assembly is numbered to the receiver.  The hardwood stocks have minor to moderate flaking and dings throughout.  The handguard
rates excellent while the buttstock rates fair to good and is cracked through the left side along the receiver and has several cracks near
the wrist on the right side.  There is no magazine assembly but an NcStar 4X30 riflescope is mounted to the receiver by a Leapers replace-
ment top cover.   The scope features a mil-dot style reticle and has excellent optics, the eye piece rubber edge gasket is cracked and miss-
ing a small portion.  A cleaning rod and canvas sling are also included.  An about good example overall that was imported by Century Arms
and should make a good shooter with a correct magazine assembly, or would be a good restoration project.  (47006-11) (150/250)

1609. RUSSIAN SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #CCCP01181/TK2228, 7.62x39, 20 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain about 99% of a matte black finish.  The laminate hardwood stocks rate excellent and have a few very light handling marks, the
buttstock is numbered to the receiver.  Rifle is complete including a cleaning rod, folding blade bayonet, canvas sling and cleaning kit and
the numbers appear to be all matching.  The top cover is dated "1950" and rifle is in excellent condition overall.  The original shipping box
is also included and rifle was imported by C.D.I. in VT.  (47015-2) {C&R} (350/550)

1610. RUSSIAN SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #CCCP02146/LT478, 7.62x39, 20 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain about 99% of a matte black finish.  The laminate hardwood stocks rate excellent and have a few very light handling marks, the
buttstock is numbered to the receiver.  Rifle is complete including a cleaning rod, folding blade bayonet, canvas sling and cleaning kit and
the numbers appear to be all matching.  The top cover is dated "1954" and rifle is in excellent condition overall.  Rifle was imported by
C.D.I. in VT.  (47015-1) {C&R} (350/550)

1611. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.4 MK I RIFLE  serial #PF45130, 303 British, 25" barrel with a bright, excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain about 90% of an arsenal black finish with minor flaking and edge wear and a few specks of light surface oxidation are scattered
about.  The hardwood stocks rate very good and have several light handling marks and other dings and small divots.  Rifle is complete and
operational, the bolt is numbered to the "9/48" dated receiver.  Rifle was imported by I.A.C. in VA and is in near excellent condition over-
all.  (46903-2) {C&R} (300/500)
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1612. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.4 MK II RIFLE  serial #PF107323, 303 British, 25" barrel with a dark, lightly pitted bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain about 80% of a moderately flaking black arsenal finish.  The hardwood stocks rate very good and have light dings and other
minor handling marks associated with service use.  Rifle appears to be complete including a matching numbered magazine, the bolt num-
ber has been ground.  Receiver is dated "9/49".  Rifle was imported by I.A.C. in VA and is in very good condition overall.  (47067-20)
{C&R} (250/450)

1613. CZECH VZ.24 MAUSER RIFLE BY BRNO  serial #P53326, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/2" barrel with a very good bore that is mostly
bright but has some areas of light pitting.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% of an arsenal blue finish mixing with areas of light surface
oxidation and very light pitting.  The handguard is missing and the buttstock rates very good with added finish over light dings and han-
dling marks.  The stock is numbered and it appears to be numbered to the receiver but is very faint.  The sling swivels are intact, the clean-
ing rod is missing.  The top of the receiver is dated "1937" and no importer marks are present.  An about very good example overall.
(46965-51) {C&R} (150/250)

1614. GERMAN MODEL 98K MAUSER RIFLE BY J.P. SAUER  serial #635c, 8mm Mauser, 24" barrel with a dark, oxidized bore.
The metal surfaces are mottled gray with a few areas of applied black finish.  The receiver is "S/147" coded and dated "1937", German
Military Waffenamts and proofs have been stippled out.  The walnut stocks have thick added finish over several light dings and other han-
dling marks and rate very good overall.  The parts are not all matching but the rifle is not importer marked either.  No cleaning rod or front
sight blade are present but the rifle appears otherwise complete.  An about very good example overall.  (47073-7) {C&R} (200/400)

1615. SPANISH MODEL 1916 MAUSER SHORT RIFLE BY OVIEDO  serial #X1653, , 21 3/4" barrel with a very good bore that
has areas of light pitting present.  The metal surfaces retain about 75-80% of an arsenal blue that is flaking to brown and mixing with areas
of fine pinprick pitting.  The bottom metal and buttplate show more loss and have several light tool marks and some light oxidation.  The
walnut stock has been modified for sporting use and shortened, the handguard has been removed.  The wood has added finish over light
dings and rates very good, the buttplate is proud at the toe.  An overall very good condition example that should make a handy sporting
rifle.  (46965-52) (75/125)

1616. AUSTRIAN MODEL 1895 MANNLICHER RIFLE  serial #7820F, 8x50R, 20" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain about 80% of an arsenal type blue finish with areas of light surface oxidation and some light handling marks.  The walnut
stock has been modified for sporting use, the handguard has been removed and there are several light to minor dings and small divots.
There is a name lightly carved into the left side of the butt which is also numbered to the receiver.  A very good sporter with shooter
potential.  (47014-36) (50/75)

1617. RUSSIAN MODEL 91/30 MOSIN-NAGANT BOLT RIFLE  serial #3806, 7.62x54R, 21" modified barrel with a dark, lightly
pitted bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% of an arsenal type black enamel finish with areas of minor flaking and some light han-
dling wear present.  The hardwood stock has been modified for sporting use as well and rates very good as refinished.  The stock has a
few minor dings and the buttplate is proud at the toe.  The bolt handle has been swept back and rifle is equipped with a sporting front
sight and original factory rear sight.  The numbers are not matching, nor is the rifle import marked, and it may make a decent shooter
still.  (47067-11) (75/125)

1618. RUSSIAN MODEL 1891 MOSIN-NAGANT RIFLE  serial #148934F, 7.62x54R, 31 1/2" barrel with a very good lightly pitted
and oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% of an arsenal blue finish with light edge wear and a few handling marks through-
out.  The hardwood stocks rate near excellent and have added lacquer over light dings and other minor handling marks.  The stocks are
the later style with handguard which has a few small cracks at the rivets.  The floorplate is not matching but the bolt and buttplate are
numbered to the "1899" dated receiver.  A cleaning rod is included.  A very good to near excellent example that was imported by Century
Arms.  (47017-23) {C&R} (250/450)

1619. RUSSIAN MODEL 1891 MOSIN-NAGANT RIFLE BY REMINGTON  serial #353899, 7.62x54R, 31 1/2" barrel with a dark,
oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 75% of the arsenal blue finish, the magazine and buttplate are a mottled gray and there
are areas of light surface oxidation throughout.  The hardwood stocks rate very good and have lightly flaking added lacquer and some light
dings.  The stocks are the later style with handguard and bear no arsenal markings.  The numbers are not matching and included is a non-
correct cleaning rod.  An about very good example overall.  (46855-21) {C&R} (200/400)

1620. RUSSIAN MODEL 91/30 MOSIN-NAGANT RIFLE BY TULA  serial #48993, 7.62x54R, 28 1/2" barrel with a dark, oxidized
bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 85% of an arsenal blue that is mixing with areas of light surface oxidation.  The hardwood stocks
rate near excellent and have added light finish over light dings and handling marks.  The Tula markings are faintly visible on the left side of
the butt, there is some minor chipping at the toe and the buttplate remains proud.  The numbers appear to be matching and rifle has no
visible importer markings.  A cleaning rod is included.  A very good example overall that is dated "1937".  (46903-3) {C&R} (100/200)

1621. RUSSIAN MODEL 1891 MOSIN-NAGANT DRAGOON RIFLE BY TULA  serial #37489, 7.62x54R, 28 3/4" barrel with
an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 80% of an arsenal blue finish that is fading to gray and mixing with a few areas of light
surface oxidation.  There are a few light handling and tool marks present and a few areas of very light pitting as well.  The hardwood stocks
rate very good and have added finish over light dings, scratches and other minor handling marks.  A cleaning rod, spike bayonet and
leather sling are included.  The rifle does not appear to be importer marked but does have a the early Tula factory (star) marking, a date
of "1928" and has a small boxed "SA" on the lower left side.  A very good condition example overall.  (47015-4) {C&R} (300/500)

1622. RUSSIAN MODEL 91/30 PU SNIPER RIFLE
BY IZHEVSK  serial #VG2290/82417, 7.62x54R, 28 1/2" barrel with an excellent

bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% of an arsenal blue finish with light edge wear.
The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have added finish over light dings.  The buttstock has been modified to accept the Russian side
mounted scope mount which has been scratch numbered to the receiver.  The mount holds an appropriate vintage 3.5X scope with excel-
lent optics and includes leather lens covers.  Also included are a cleaning rod and a canvas sling.  The numbers appear to be all match-
ing.  An excellent example of these popular sniper variant rifles that was imported by Mitchell's Mausers in CA and was likely assembled
by them during importation.  (46979-8) {C&R} (400/600)
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1623. ITALIAN MODEL 1891/41 CARCANO RIFLE  serial #M1462, 6.5 Carcano, 27" barrel with a dark oxidized bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain about 90% of an arsenal quality blue finish that is mixing with areas of light surface oxidation.  The hardwood stocks rate very
good and have a painted red finish with areas of light flaking.  The stock is numbered to the receiver and there is some minor chipping at
the heel.  The bolt is not matching and a cleaning rod is included.  Rifle does not have any visible importer markings and is in about very
good condition overall.  (46842-23) {C&R} (100/200)

1624. ITALIAN MODEL 1938 CARCANO SHORT RIFLE  serial #R8295, 7.35 Carcano, 21" barrel with a dark, oxidized bore.  The
metal surfaces retain about 75% of what appears to be original arsenal blue with light fading and handling wear and are mixing with areas
of light surface oxidation.  The hardwood stocks rate very good and have several light dings and other handling marks.  The bayonet chan-
nel has a minor chip with small sliver of wood missing, the left side of the butt is numbered to the receiver and has a faint but visible roundel.
Rifle is not importer marked and is in very good condition overall.  (47067-2) {C&R} (100/200)

1625. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA RIFLE BY KOKURA  serial #(series 20)13466, 7.7 Arisaka, 26" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 90% of an arsenal blue finish with light handling wear and areas of speckled light surface oxidation pre-
sent throughout.  The triggerguard and floorplate are faded to gray and the forward screw is a modern replacement, the remaining screws
have minor slot damage.  The receiver markings are mostly crisp, the mum has been lightly stippled but not ground as is typically seen and
remains intact.  The bolt is not matching and there is some light pitting along the extractor.  The hardwood stocks rate excellent with the
usual assortment of handling marks from service use.  Rifle does not have the cleaning rod, aircraft sight wings or monopod, but the mono-
pod block is present.  Included is a Type 30 Arisaka bayonet with scabbard with the same Kokura arsenal marking on the ricasso.  The
bayonet measures 20" long with a 15 1/2" blade.  The blade is mostly bright while the grip steel is more gray and has some areas of light
pitting, the pommel has been lightly polished.  The wood grips rate very good and have some light dings and a few small cracks, the steel
scabbard has some minor dents and light oxidation and pitting as well.  A very good to near excellent example overall with some good
markings.  (46925-1) {C&R} (300/500)

1626. JAPANESE TYPE I CARCANO RIFLE  serial #G2622, 6.5 Arisaka, 30 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces have
been polished and are overall a gunmetal gray, the floorplate is polished blue.  There are areas of light pitting and light oxidation scattered
about.  The hardwood stocks rate very good and have added finish over light dings and divots.  The rifle appears complete though the rear
sight sits loose.  An about very good example overall.  (46842-28) {C&R} (150/250)

1627. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA RIFLE BY NAGOYA  serial #(series 5)43938, 7.7 Arisaka, 26" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 85% arsenal blue finish that is mixing with areas of light to minor surface oxidation and light pitting.  The
mum has been ground however the remaining receiver markings are crisp, the bolt is matching.  The hardwood stocks rate about very good
and have added finish over light dings and small divots.  Rifle is equipped with a cleaning rod and the aircraft sight wings.  Some of the
screws have minor slot damage.  A good condition example overall.  (47017-26) {C&R} (200/300)

1628. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA RIFLE BY KOKURA  serial #(series 20)15562, 7.7 Arisaka, 26" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 90% of an arsenal blue finish with even fading and areas of light oxidation present, the floorplate has faded
to a mottled gray.  The mum has been ground and the bolt is not matching, the remaining markings are crisp.  The hardwood stocks rate
very good and have added finish with areas of minor flaking and fading and covering light dings and other handling marks.  A cleaning rod
is included.  A very good example overall.  (46869-26) {C&R} (200/400)

1629. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA RIFLE BY NAGOYA  serial #(series 2)17861, 7.7 Arisaka, 26" barrel with an excellent bore that
has remnants of packing grease throughout.  The metal surfaces are a rich mottled brown with areas of light oxidation and applied grease
remaining.  The mum has been ground but the remaining markings are crisp and the bolt is matching.  The hardwood stocks rate excel-
lent and have a few light dings.  The cleaning rod and aircraft sight wings are not present but rifle is in otherwise near excellent overall con-
dition.  (46869-6) {C&R} (200/400)

1630. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA RIFLE BY NAGOYA  serial #(series 5)33427, 7.7 Arisaka, 26" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 95% of an arsenal blue finish with areas of speckled light oxidation blending throughout.  The mum has
been ground however the remaining receiver markings are crisp and the bolt is matching.  The hardwood stocks rate very good and have
the usual assortment of wear and handling marks associated with service use.  The rear sight has the aircraft wings, the cleaning rod is not
present.  A very good example overall.  (46869-18) {C&R} (200/400)

1631. CUSTOM JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA CARBINE BY NAGOYA  serial #(series 4)53881, 6.5 Arisaka, 19" barrel with a
very good bore that has a few areas of light pitting.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% arsenal blue, the triggerguard and floorplate are
a mottled brown-gray and there are areas of light pitting throughout.  The military hardwood stocks have been modified for sporting use
and rate very good with finish added over light dings and handling marks.  The original sights are intact and the receiver mum has not been
molested, the markings remain crisp.  The bolt is not matching.  An about very good condition sporter that should make a good shooter.
(46976-1) (150/250)

1632. BREN TRIPOD LOT  This lot consists of a World War II vintage tripod mount for the Bren machinegun.  The tripod features an artic-
ulating rear mount and can be used during aircraft or sustained fire operations.  The metal surfaces retain most of a dark green finish with
minor to moderate flaking.  The unit appears complete and is in very good overall condition.  (46946-2)

1633. FN TRIPOD LOT  This lot consists of a FN MAG 58 tripod with mount system for the earlier Model Browning 1919 and similar machine-
guns.  The tripod has a OD green finish with areas of light to minor flaking.  An excellent example of these sturdy and versatile mounts.
(46946-2A)

1634. TRIPOD LOT  This lot consists of a MG42 AA tripod adapted for use with the 1919 Browning machinegun.  The tripod has a thick coat
of OD green paint with some areas of light flaking and scattered surface oxidation.  A green canvas sling is included and tripod is in excel-
lent working condition.  (47111-47F)

1635. U.S. 1919 ACCESSORY LOT  This lot consists of three items for the Browning 1919A6 rifles.  Included are an Israeli marked fold-
ing bipod which mounts to the barrel shroud, and unmarked pistolgrip and an Israeli marked shoulder stock assembly.  The items are all
in excellent condition and have most of their original parkerized finish.  (47111-47A)

1636. FN FAL LOT  This lot consists of 17 metric magazines for the FAL style rifle.  Included are sixteen 20 round magazines (most are
unmarked - some have Israeli markings), one unmarked 30 round magazine and two loading tools.  The magazines all come in an OD green
metal IMI 7.62 ammo can and all are in excellent condition.  (47111-49)

1637. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of about 450 rounds of 7.62 NATO FMJ assorted military surplus ball ammunition in links.  The
ammunition is in excellent condition and comes in an OD green IMI metal ammo can.  (47111-48A)

1638. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of about 650 rounds of 7.62 NATO FMJ surplus ball in links.  The ammunition is in excellent con-
dition and comes in an OD green IMI metal ammo can.  (47111-48B)
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1639. SUOMI LOT  This lot consists of a 71 round drum magazine for the Suomi 9mm carbine.  The magazine is in very good condition but has a
minor dent near the top that does not affect the function.  The magazine retains most of its original finish with minor fading and area of light pit-
ting and oxidation blending throughout.  The numbers are not matching but the magazine appears to be in good working order.  (47111-47B)

1640. GALIL LOT  This lot consists of six 30 round 5.56/223 magazines for the AR/ARM series rifles.  The mags are all in near excellent con-
dition, some having some minor oxidation and light dents.  (47111-50)

1641. GALIL LOT  This lot consists of six 308 Win Galil magazines.  Included are four 25 round IMI marked magazines and two of what appear
to be five round unmarked magazines.  All are in excellent condition.  (47111-41A)

1642. LINK LOT  This lot consists of a seemingly full case of about 2000 7.62 machinegun links.  The case and individual packages each with
20 links are Israeli marked and are in as-new condition.  The top of the case has been removed but the contents appear to be intact.
(47111-47C)

1643. 1919 LOT  This lot consists of a Browning 1919 link loader for 7.62 NATO cartridges.  Capable of linking 18 rounds per set, this loader
is comprised of a heavy bronze base with steel tray and handle.  The top portion is marked "MCT / Browning 1919 7.62 NATO" and despite
a few areas of light surface oxidation and tarnish is in excellent condition overall.  (47111-47D)

1644. MAXIM LOT  This lot consists of two Finnish ammo cans for use with the Maxim Model 1910 machineguns.  The cans are "SA" marked
and retain the leather carry straps and most of their green military finish with some minor flaking.  Each can contains an empty linked belt
for 7.62x54R cartridges and are in very good condition overall.  (47111-47E)

1645. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a baby Redfield 4X rimfire 3/4" riflescope is excellent condition.  The scope includes the
factory rings which fit a grooved receiver and features a duplex reticle with bright, excellent optics.  A terrific rimfire scope ideal for any
classic 22.  (47112-3A)

1646. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Leupold VX-II 3-9X40 gloss finish riflescope.  The scope features a duplex reticle and
has bright, excellent optics.  The tube has a few light ring marks from having been mounted and included are a set of Butler Creek flip-up
lens covers.  (47034-45A)

1647. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-XIII 1.5-5 gloss finish riflescope.  The scope features a duplex reticle and
has bright, excellent optics.  The tube has some minor ring marks and leftover adhesive from having been mounted, but rates otherwise
near excellent.  A neoprene scope cover is included.  (4)

1648. TASCO SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Tasco 4-16X40 adjustable objective riflescope.  The scope features a duplex reticle and
has excellent optics.  The scope has light ring marks from having been mounted but remains in excellent condition overall.  Included are
a set of factory lens covers.  (47087-22A)

1649. NIKON SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Nikon P-223 tactical AR series matte finish riflescope.  The scope features Nikon's BDC
600 reticle and has bright, excellent optics and precision 1/4 MOA raised Zero-Reset turrets.  The scope includes a set of P series raised
picatinny mounts and has the factory lens covers.    (47092-1A)

1650. GERMAN FLAG LOT  This lot consists of a World War II vintage German flag that measures 98" X 46".  The faded red flag has black
swastikas on a white circular background stitched on either side and has mounting clips on the upper and lower corners on one side.  The
opposite side has a few newer repairs and the flag is in about good to very good condition overall.  (44747-35)

1651. AR UPPER LOT  This lot consists of a Colt AR-15 A3 style upper receiver assembly in 7.26x39.  Assembly includes a 16" barrel with
flash hider and a bright excellent bore, but no bayonet lug.  The barrel features a 1/12" rate of twist and has a round Zytel carbine hand-
guard.  Included are a detachable carry handle, forward mounting pin, forward assist, charging handle, a complete bolt carrier group and
a detachable magazine.  An excellent example overall.  (46519-657)

1652. AR UPPER LOT  This lot consists of an unmarked upper receiver chambered in 45 ACP.  The barrel measures 16" long and has a fixed
CAR style flash hider and an excellent bore.  This is an A1 style upper with a black Zytel carbine forearm, forward assist and bayonet lug.
Included are a complete bolt carrier group, charging handle and a magazine adapter block.  No magazine is present.  An excellent exam-
ple overall.  (46519-656)

1653. WASR LOT  This lot consists of a single stack AK style ten round magazine for a WASR-10 rifle.  Developed to meet period govern-
ment restrictions this magazine will fit the narrow opening on afflicted AK style rifles.  An excellent example overall.  (47006-11A)

1654. AR-15 LOT  This lot consists of a single MAGPUL 30 round AR/M4 PMAG.  This black polymer magazine is in as-new condition and
is sealed in the original factory packaging.  (47111-50A)

1655. M14 LOT  This lot consists of four parkerized 20 round magazines for the M14/M1A rifles.  The magazines have light handling wear but
are in otherwise excellent condition.  (47106-60A)

1656. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of a brown metal ammo can containing 400 rounds of British made 7.62 NATO ball ammuni-
tion.  The FMJ brass cased ammunition is in like-new condition and has "RG 83" headstamps.  (46191-1)

1657. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of a full case of 500 Federal American Eagle 223 Rem 55 grain FMJ (AE223BL).  The case con-
tains five sealed boxes of 100 rounds and are in excellent condition.  (46191-2)

1658. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of four full boxes of rifle ammunition.  First are two boxes of 20 Federal Premium 308 Win 168
grain Matchking BTHP.  Next is a box of Federal Premium 300 Weatherby Magnum 180 grain Nosler Solid Base also containing 20 rounds.
Lastly is a sealed box of British Military 303 Mk.7 containing 32 rounds.  All are in as-new condition.  (46191-3)

1659. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of 20 boxes of Dynamit Nobel Rottweil Brenneke 12 gauge 2 3/4" slugs.  Each box contains five
of the 1 1/8 oz. magnum load slugs that can be utilized in both smooth bore and rifled barrels.  All are in as-new condition.  (46154-4A)

1660. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of 23 boxes of Dynamit Nobel Rottweil Brenneke 12 gauge 2 3/4" slugs.  Each box contains five
of the 1 1/8 oz. magnum load slugs that can be utilized in both smooth bore and rifled barrels.  All are in as-new condition.  (46154-4B)

1661. AMMUNITION LOT   This lot consists of 29 boxes of Dynamit Nobel Rottweil Brenneke 20 gauge 3" slugs.  Each box contains five
rounds of the 1 oz. magnum loads that can be fired in both rifled and smooth bore barrels.  All are in as-new condition.  (46154-4C)

1662. AMMUNITION LOT   This lot consists of 10 boxes of Dynamit Nobel Rottweil Brenneke 20 gauge 2 3/4" slugs.  Each box contains five
rounds of the 7/8 oz. magnum loads that can be fired in both rifled and smooth bore barrels.  All are in as-new condition.  (46154-4D)

1663. AMMUNITION LOT   This lot consists of 4 boxes of Dynamit Nobel Rottweil Brenneke 16 gauge 2 3/4" slugs.  Each box contains
five rounds of the 1 oz. magnum loads that can be fired in both rifled and smooth bore barrels.  All are in as-new condition.  (46154-4E)

1664. COMMEMORATIVE AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of two limited edition Winchester coffee mugs by Aladdin.  The mugs
are white with red caps and have the Winchester Rider logo.  Each mug comes with three full boxes of 50 Winchester Super-X 22 LR
(X22LR) ammunition.  All are in excellent condition.  (46154-4F)
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1665. COMMEMORATIVE AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of two limited edition Winchester coffee mugs by Aladdin.  The mugs
are white with red caps and have the Winchester Rider logo.  Each mug comes with three full boxes of 50 Winchester Super-X 22 LR
(X22LR) ammunition.  All are in excellent condition.  (46154-4G)

1666. COMMEMORATIVE AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of three limited edition Winchester coffee mugs by Aladdin.  The
mugs are white with red caps and have the Winchester Rider logo.  Each mug comes with three full boxes of 50 Winchester Super-X 22
LR (X22LR) ammunition.  All are in excellent condition.  (46154-4H)

1667. COMMEMORATIVE AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of a commemorative Remington "Bullet" NASCAR #75 racecar tin
containing seven assorted boxes of Remington 22 LR ammunition totaling 350 rounds.  The tin is factory sealed and the outer box is in
excellent condition with some light flaking and creasing at the corners.  (46154-4I)

1668. COMMEMORATIVE AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of a commemorative Remington "Bullet" NASCAR #75 racecar tin con-
taining seven assorted boxes of Remington 22 LR ammunition totaling 350 rounds.  The tin is factory sealed and the outer box is in excellent
condition with some light flaking and creasing at the corners.  The glue in one corner has dried and the corner is delaminating.  (46154-4J)

1669. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of four boxes of assorted ammunition.  First is a partial box of Remington 38 S&W 146 gr lead
round nose (2338) containing 28 rounds.  The box is green with white end labels and underside and has some light flaking along the
edges and corners.  Next is a partial box of PMC 38 SPL 158 gr RN containing 25 rounds and eight assorted other 38 SPL rounds.  The
camo pattern box has minor flaking along the edges as well.  Third is a mixed box of Remington 45 ACP 230 gr FMJ containing 18 fac-
tory loads, seven WWII vintage GI rounds, 12 newer Remington loads and one CCI HP round.  The ammunition is in excellent condition,
some have minor tarnish, the green Remington box has minor flaking and edge wear.  Lastly is a partial box of Remington Kleanbore 30-
40 ammunition containing 17 rounds of hollow point ammunition (R98XK).  The ammunition rates excellent with some having light tarnish.
The green box is quite faded but has the dog-bone label.  The box is missing the end flaps on both sides and has some minor tearing on
the edges and corners.  (46154-4K)

1670. COLT MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of a single magazine for Colt 1st series Woodsman pistol.  The all blued magazine rates
excellent and has some light fading.  The baseplate reads "COLT WOODSMAN / CAL. 22 L.R.".  (46154-2A)

1671. 1911 LOT  This lot consists of seven unmarked 1911 magazines.  The magazines are in various states of condition with four having blue
finish, two parkerized and one is a mottled gray with some light oxidation.  All have light to minor handling wear as well.  (46154-2B)

1672. 1911 LOT  This lot consists of two unmarked, two-tone GI issue 1911 magazines.  The magazines are faded and more mottled gray at
this point but some of the original blue and the demarcation line are still present.  The magazines rate very good and have some areas of
light surface oxidation scattered about.  Both magazines are housed in a "F.S.F." marked tan canvas magazine pouch.  The pouch rates
excellent and is also marked "CO A / 101st".  (46154-2C)

1673. MILITARY LOT  This lot consists of four items.  First is a Boyt "U.S.M.C." marked M1 Carbine dual magazine pouch for the 15 round
magazine.  The pouch is in very good condition and is dated "44".  Next is a single 20 round AR-15/M-16 magazine by Universal
Industries/Simmonds.  The magazine is in very good condition and has some moderate flaking and fading.  Next is an unmarked green
canvas pouch with drawstring closure.  Lastly is an in adjustable green canvas cartridge belt with elastic loops to fit large rifle cartridges
or 410 shotshells.  (46154-2)

1674. RELOADING LOT  This lot consists of two items.  First is a MEC Steel Shot and Large Size Lead Shot reloader kit #858112 in the
original box.  The kit contains a manual, steel shot bottle, drop tube, rammer tube, wad guide and stop, spring and allen wrench.  All that
is needed is a correct charge bar and this kit can be utilized with the 650 and Grabber progressive presses.  Second is a Lee single cav-
ity roundball mold with handles #90461 for .575 diameter 285 grain roundballs.  The mold features a sprue cutter and comes in the orig-
inal box.  All are in excellent to as-new condition, the Lee box has some minor damage, flaking and tearing.  (46154-6)

1675. SHOOTERS LOT  This lot consists of five items in total.  First is a set of checkered walnut grips for the Colt revolvers, which are unmarked
but appear to be for an "I" frame.  The grips rate excellent with a few light dings and scuffs and feature silver Rampant Colt medallions.
Second is a brown leather belt holster by Lawrence #120 LB for a 5 1/2" SA revolver.  The holster has a basket weave pattern and is in
excellent condition.  Third is a brown leather Hunter holster for a similar revolver but is plain leather.  Fourth is a black leather Lawrence belt
holster #120 DC with a Bucheimer B52 cartridge belt size XL with loops for 38/357 cartridges.  Holster and belt are in excellent condition.
Last is a tan leather Safariland series #1001 shoulder holster to fit a 6"-6 1/2" revolver, also in excellent condition.  (46154-3)

1676. SIMMONS SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Simmons 4X32 riflescope in excellent condition.  The matte blue finish scope features
a duplex reticle and excellent optics.  The bottom portion of the original box, the manual, a set of 1" rings and a set of lens covers are
included.  (46191-5B)

1677. SPRINGFIELD ARMORY SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Springfield Armory 6.5-20X56 adjustable objective Government
Model riflescope.  This matte finish tactical scope features a mil-dot lighted reticle and has bright, excellent optics.  The scope is in excel-
lent condition and includes the original box a set of rings and two sets of lens covers.  (46191-5A)

1678. AR-15 LOT  This lot consists of three AR-15/M-16 style magazines.  Included are a 20 round Colt magazine, a ten round Bushmaster
magazine and an unmarked 20 round magazine in its original sales wrapper.  All are in excellent condition.  (46191-4A)

1679. M1A LOT  This lot consists of five magazines for the M1A/M-14 style rifles.  Included are four 20 round magazines and one 10 round.
The magazines are unmarked and in excellent condition.  One magazine comes in a green canvas magazine pouch.  (46191-4)

1680. MINI-14 LOT  This lot consists of a single 30 round magazine for the Ruger Mini-14 rifle.  The magazine is unmarked but is in very
good condition with some light fading and specks of light surface oxidation present.  (46191-4B)

1681. WESTERN HOLSTER LOT  This lot consists of a unmarked quality leather drop leg western holster rig.  The foliate pattern tooled
tan leather rig is set up to accommodate a 5 1/2" single action revolver.  The belt is labeled size 40 (though it fits tight on a size 38 waist)
and has loops for 45 caliber cartridges.  The belt is stamped "MEXICO" and the quality appears to be similar to Viking leather goods.  An
excellent example overall.  Included is a cast metal replica of a Colt Single Action Army revolver.  (46191-7A)

1682. GI HOLSTER LOT  This lot consists of a Boyt M1916 GI flap holster for the 1911 pistol.  The brown leather holster rates very good
with some minor flaking, creases and light fading and is dated "42".  The holster is attached to a GI green canvas web belt which also
holds a green canvas M14 magazine pouch.  (46191-7B)

1683. FRENCH BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a French Model 1874 Gras bayonet with scabbard.  The bayonet measures 25 1/2"
long with a 20 1/2" blade marked St. Etienne arsenal and dated "1878".  The metal surfaces have some mottled brown patina and light
staining, the brass butt has light tarnish.  The wood grips rate excellent and have some light dings.  The included blue steel scabbard has
some areas of light oxidation and is not numbered to the guard.  A near excellent example overall.  (46154-5B)
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1684. CZECH BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a Mauser bayonet with scabbard, likely a Czech made export.  The bayonet measures
17" long with an 11 3/4" blade and has minor pitting throughout.  The tip portion of the blade is slightly bent and there are no visible mark-
ings along the ricasso.  The guard bears some light markings but they are mostly faded and not discernible.  The wood grips are quite
faded and rate fair overall, one panel has a large chip missing at the base with a crack running its entire length.  The included steel scab-
bard is in similar condition and was light oxidation throughout.  A fair to good example overall.  (46154-5A)

1685. U.S. FIGHTING KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of a U.S. M3 fighting knife by Kinfolks with scabbard.  The knife measures 11 1/2"
long with a 6 1/2" blade that is lightly sharpened and has a few light nicks along the edge.  The metal surfaces retain some original blue
but are mostly mottled gray at this point and have a few areas of light oxidation staining and pitting.  The leather washer grip has the ini-
tials "SH" carved in them along with a design near the base but otherwise rate excellent.  The included M8 series scabbard has some
specks of light oxidation, but rates excellent overall.  (46191-8A)

1686. GERMAN DRESS BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a German Police dress bayonet By PAWECO (Paul Weyerberg Co) with scab-
bard and frog.  This long, faux bayonet measures 20 1/2" long with a 15 1/2" blade bearing the encircled PAWECO logo on the ricasso.
The metal surfaces retain much of the original bright nickel finish, much of the loss is seen on the grip which is fading to brown and there
are light handling marks on the blade.  The grip features stag grip panels and has the NAZI eagle emblem on one side.  The guard is
marked "S.T.r.70"on one side.  The included blue steel scabbard retains nearly all of its original blue finish and has some light scattered
oxidation and a few small dents.  The black leather frog has some minor to moderate flaking and a few small tears, the stitching has some
apart on one side.  A very good example overall.  (46191-8C)

1687. GERMAN DRESS BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a German Army dress bayonet by Alcoso with scabbard and frog.  The bay-
onet measures 14 3/4" with a 9 3/4" blade that has the Alcoso (scale) logo on the ricasso.  This faux bayonet retains nearly all of its orig-
inal bright nickel finish with a few areas of very light flaking.  The grip features black checkered composite panels that rate excellent and
the red felt fill remains in the groove.  The included steel scabbard retains much of its original black enamel finish with areas of light flak-
ing throughout.  The black leather frog has some minor flaking crazing throughout.  An excellent example of these decorative blades.  Also
included is a decorative knot that is in poor condition, having become separated and is in need of extensive repair.  (16191-8B)

1688. ARCHERY LOT  This lot consists of a Browning Magnum Reflex compound bow with accessories.  The bow’s gray/green woodland camo
and has minor flaking and abrasions around the grip area, the string stabilizing arm has light surface oxidation.  The draw weight is factory set
at 50 lbs but it’s adjustable from 40-70 lbs and has a string length of 39" with and adjustable draw length between 29"-32".  The bow is
equipped with a set of string silencers, a Pinnacle quiver with six Easton 2216 Gamegetter aluminum arrows with broadheads and a Martin
four pin adjustable hi-viz sight.  Some of the fletchings have become separated.  The bow comes in a Bow Guard hard case which includes
six additional Easton 2216 arrows - some with practice field point tips and a box with assorted parts including: case locks, a Tru Fire trigger,
tools, spare brass sight pins, replacement razors and field points.  A very good assortment overall for the budding archer.  (46154-1)

1689. CHOATE STOCK LOT  This lot consists of an OD green "The Ultimate Sniper" tactical stock by Choate for the Remington 700 short
action rifle.  The stock has some light handling wear and features aluminum bedding blocks, a Dragunov style butt and modern design
forend with adjustable rail.  The butt has an adjustable cheek rest, with a spare included.  The ultimate accessory to build your own "tac-
ticool" model 700 sniper.  (47167-17A)

1690. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of five boxes of Barrett 50 BMG ammunition, each containing ten rounds of factory 661 grain
FMJ M33 cartridges.  The ammunition is in as-new condition and the boxes all retain their factory labels.  (47176-52A)

1691. SIMMONS SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Simmons Whitetail Classic 6.5-20X50 adjustable objective riflescope.  The scope fea-
tures a duplex reticle with excellent optics and has a black japanned finish with some light ring marks from having been previously mount-
ed.  A near excellent condition example overall looking for a home on your long range target or varmint rifle.  (47167-17B)

1692. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Leupold VX-I 2-7X33 riflescope in excellent condition.  The scope features a duplex
reticle and has bright excellent optics.  Included are a set of rings to fit Weaver style bases and a neoprene scope cover.  (47144-6A)

1693. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Redfield Widefield 3-9X riflescope.  The scope features a "TV view" duplex reticle and
has excellent optics.  The matte finish tube has a few light ring marks from having been mounted, but this newer production scope is in
otherwise excellent condition.  (47165-32A)

1694. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Redfield Lo-Pro Widefield 2-7X series riflescope.  The scope features an Accu-trac
range finding reticle and has excellent optics.  The tube has a few light ring marks for having been mounted but the scope is in otherwise
excellent condition.  A set of Uncle Mike's lens covers are included.  (47087-53A)

1695. SIMMONS SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Simmons Aetec 3.8-12X44 adjustable objective riflescope.  The scope features a
duplex reticle and has excellent optics.  The matte finish tube has light ring marks from having been mounted and light handling marks
and is in very good condition overall.  (47165-13A)

1696. IVER JOHNSON AMERICAN BULLDOG SECOND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #6636, 32 S&W, 2
7/16” octagon barrel with a very good bore which exhibits light oxidation throughout.  The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain
about 85% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but do exhibit several faint scratches as well as moderate light oxidation develop-
ment, with minor brownish-gray patina along the triggerguard.  The black hard rubber grips feature an eagle design and rate near excel-
lent, exhibit only some light signs of previous handling and light fading of the left panel.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention,
as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-298) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1697. IVER JOHNSON AMERICAN BULLDOG SECOND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #8428, 32 S&W, 2
7/16” octagon barrel with a very good bore which exhibits light oxidation throughout.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain
about 90% of their factory original plated finish, exhibiting numerous minor light scratches with some minor brownish-gray patina along
the triggerguard.  The black hard rubber grips feature an eagle design and rate excellent, exhibiting no discernible signs of handling.  The
revolver requires some mechanical attention, as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place; in addition, the takedown-pin is frozen
in the revolver.  The hammer will not remain cocked in single action. (136940-299) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

1698. IVER JOHNSON AMERICAN BULLDOG FIRST MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #1116, 32 S&W, 2
7/16” barrel with a near very good bore which exhibits moderate oxidation throughout.  The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain
about 80% of their factory original nickel plated finish, exhibiting some fading and light oxidation marks along the right sides as well as
several minor light scratches.  The black hard rubber grips feature an eagle design and rate near excellent, exhibit only extremely negligi-
ble signs of previous handling.  The cylinder exhibits some play, but largely locks up as it should. (136940-301) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)
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1699. IVER JOHNSON “U.S. REVOLVER CO.”
DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #E46384,
32 S&W, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.
The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain
about 98% of their factory original blued finish, but do
exhibit some minor faint scratches and light silvering
along the edges of the frame, as well as a couple of
minor light scratches and a faint turn ring along the
cylinder.  The revolver features a set of checkered
black synthetic grips.  The right side panel rates excel-
lent and exhibits no discernible signs of handling,
while the left panel exhibits a considerable chip miss-
ing from the butt of the grip.  The revolver requires
some mechanical attention, as the cylinder stop fails to
lock the cylinder in place.  Included with the revolver
is a factory box.  The box rates very good but exhibits wear along the edges; in addition, the box is missing the entirety of one of its sides.
(136940-252) {C&R} (200/300)

1700. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 1900 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #8907, 22 LR, 2 1/4" octagon barrel with a near very
good bore which exhibits a moderate area of dark oxidation.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 98% of their facto-
ry original nickel plated finish, but do exhibit some minor light scratches.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate near excel-
lent, although the right panel has faded slightly.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention, as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylin-
der in place. (136940-98) {C&R} (100/200)

1701. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 1900 TARGET LARGE FRAME DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #20966 / 9, 22 LR, 10”
octagon replacement barrel with a very good bore which displays darkened grooves.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about
95% of their blued finish, but do exhibit numerous light dings and scratches predominantly along the barrel as well as some slight silver-
ing around the muzzle.  The checkered walnut target grips rate very good but do exhibit several scratches and some minor light dings; in
addition, there is a chip missing from the right side adjacent to the frontstrap.  (136940-159) {C&R} (150/250)

1702. IVER JOHNSON FIRST MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER ser-
ial #62318, 32 S&W, 2” barrel with a near excellent, bright bore which exhibits some isolated instances of light oxidation.  The metal sur-
faces rate very good plus and retain about 98% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but do exhibit some minor faint to light scratch-
es.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate excellent and exhibit only extremely negligible signs of previous handling.  The
revolver requires some mechanical attention, as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-102) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1703. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER
serial #I5787, 32 S&W, 2” barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 90% of their factory
original blued finish, but exhibit some silvering around the muzzle and along edges, general minor fading, a few minor light scratches, and
a pair of light turn rings.  In addition, the grip displays a developing brownish-gray patina.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips
rate excellent and exhibit only extremely negligible signs of previous handling. (136940-104) {C&R} (100/200)

1704. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #C86810,
38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a near very good bore which exhibits areas of dark oxidation.  The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain
about 60% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but do exhibit moderate flaking and oxidation along the cylinder and surrounding bar-
rel areas.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate excellent and exhibit only negligible signs of previous handling.  The revolver
requires some mechanical attention, as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-212) {C&R} (75/150)

1705. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 1900 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #16682, 32 S&W, 6” octagon barrel with a near very
good bore which exhibits moderate oxidation throughout.  The metal surfaces rate good and retain about 40% of their factory original nick-
el plated finish, but exhibit significant flaking and oxidation.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate excellent and exhibit only
negligible signs of previous handling.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention, as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in
place. (136940-189) {C&R} (75/150)

1706. IVER JOHNSON SNUB NOSE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #K51047, 22 Mag, 2 3/8” barrel with an excellent, bright
bore.  The stainless steel surfaces rate near excellent and exhibit only a few minor light marks.  The checkered black synthetic grips rate excel-
lent and exhibit no discernible handling marks.  The cylinder exhibits some play, but largely locks up as it should. (136940-163) (100/200)

1707. IVER JOHNSON SNUB NOSE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #H96071, 22 Mag, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent, bright
bore.  The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 95% of their factory original blued finish, although exhibiting several light
scratches.  The checkered black synthetic grips rate excellent and exhibit no discernible handling marks. (136940-164) (100/200)

1708. IVER JOHNSON CADET MODEL 55-SA DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #H92526, 22 LR, 2 3/8” barrel with a very
good bore which exhibits light oxidation throughout.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 90% of their factory origi-
nal blued finish, but exhibit general light fading as well as several minor light handling marks.  The smooth brown synthetic grips rate very
good plus but do exhibit some minor faint to light handling marks. (136940-165) (100/200)

1709. IVER JOHNSON TARGET SEALED EIGHT SECOND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #N44398, 22 LR,
6” barrel with a near excellent, most bright bore which displays some darkened areas in the grooves.  The metal surfaces rate near excel-
lent and retain about 98% of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting only a couple of minor light scratches.  The checkered walnut tar-
get grips rate very good but exhibit several light scratches as well as some chips missing from the left side around the frontstrap and frame.
(136940-210) {C&R} (150/250)

1710. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 50 SIDEWINDER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #E29754, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with a near
excellent, mostly bright bore which exhibits some instances of minor light oxidation in the grooves.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus
and retain about 97% of their factory original blued finish, but do exhibit light silvering around the muzzle and along edges, as well as some
minor light marks from handling and wear.  The plastic imitation stag grips rate very good, but exhibit noticeable wear along the right side as
well as several scratches along the backstrap.  The cylinder exhibits some play, but largely locks up as it should. (136940-160) (150/250)

1711. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #P66672,
32 S&W, 3” barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate excellent to like-new and retain about 99% of their factory origi-
nal nickel plated finish.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate excellent and exhibit no discernible signs of previous handling.
The revolver requires some mechanical attention, as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-39) {C&R} (200/300)
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1712. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #G13297, 32
S&W, 3” barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 98% of their factory original nickel plat-
ed finish, but do exhibit a few minor light scratches and some slight fading as well as a slight turn ring along the cylinder.  The checkered black
synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate near excellent but do exhibit some minor light handling-related wear. (136940-36) {C&R} (150/250)

1713. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #B76225, 32 S&W, 3” bar-
rel with a near very good bore which exhibits areas of moderate oxidation throughout.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about
95% of their factory original nickel plated finish, exhibiting numerous light scratches along the frame, barrel and cylinder, as well as flak-
ing around the muzzle and areas of the barrel adjacent to the cylinder.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate near excel-
lent and exhibit only negligible handling marks. (136940-29) {C&R} (100/200)

1714. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #U3213, 32 S&W, 3” bar-
rel with a near excellent, mostly bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain 97% plus of their factory original nickel plat-
ed finish, but do exhibit some light flaking along the cylinder and around the muzzle.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate
excellent and exhibit only extremely negligible signs of previous handling.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention, as the cylin-
der stop fails to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-47) {C&R} (150/250)

1715. IVER JOHNSON AMERICAN BULLDOG SECOND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #3759, 32 S&W, 2 1/2"
octagon barrel with a near very good bore which exhibits moderate oxidation throughout.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain
about 96% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit numerous minor light scratches.  The black hard rubber grips feature an
eagle design and rate excellent, exhibiting only extremely negligible signs of previous handling.  The revolver requires some mechanical atten-
tion, as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place; the hammer will not cock in single action. (136940-122) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1716. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 1900 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #4880, 38 S&W, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with a very
good plus, mostly bright bore which exhibits some slightly darkened areas in the grooves.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and
retain about 98% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but do exhibit numerous minor light scratches.  The checkered black syn-
thetic grips feature a bulldog design and rate excellent, exhibiting no discernible signs of handling marks.  The revolver requires some
mechanical attention, as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-121) {C&R} (75/150)

1717. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 1900 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #4731, 32 S&W, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with a very good
bore which exhibits light oxidation throughout.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 90% of their factory original nickel plat-
ed finish, but exhibit noticeable flaking of areas forward of the cylinder as well as around the muzzle.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl
Head” grips rate excellent and exhibit no discernible signs of previous handling.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention, as the
cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place; in addition, the hammer will not cock in single action. (136940-99) {C&R} (50/100)

1718. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 1900 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #25205, 22 LR, 2 1/2” octagon barrel with a very good,
lightly oxidized bore which exhibits dark grooves.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain 90% plus of their factory original blued fin-
ish, but do exhibit moderate flaking of areas forward of the cylinder, as well as an isolated spot along the left side of the barrel.  The check-
ered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate very good plus and exhibit only minor light signs of previous handling.  The revolver requires
some mechanical attention, as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-100) {C&R} (50/100)

1719. IVER JOHNSON SEALED EIGHT DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #N32023, 22 LR, 2 1/2" barrel with a very good plus
bore which exhibits some slightly darkened grooves.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 90% of their factory origi-
nal blued finish, but do exhibit some minor light fading as well as silvering along the cylinder and lighter around the muzzle and edges.
The smooth walnut grips rate very good but do exhibit noticeable light handling related wear. (136940-211) {C&R} (100/200)

1720. IVER JOHNSON TARGET SEALED EIGHT SECOND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #M99754, 22 LR,
4” barrel with a near excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 95% of their factory original blued fin-
ish, but do exhibit some minor light wear-related marks along the cylinder as well as a few such marks along the barrel.  A series of num-
bers has also been DC-penciled along the frontstrap.  The checkered walnut target grips rate very good plus but do exhibit some minor
light handling and wear-related marks. (136940-194) {C&R} (150/250)

1721. IVER JOHNSON TARGET SEALED EIGHT SECOND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #M71274, 22 LR,
6” barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 85% of their factory original blued finish,
but do exhibit some minor light fading; the cylinder has adopted a brown patina.  The checkered walnut target grips rate very good plus
but do exhibit some minor light handling marks. (136940-198) {C&R} (150/250)

1722. IVER JOHNSON TARGET SEALED EIGHT SECOND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #M86062, 22 LR,
6” barrel with a very good bore which exhibits somewhat darkened grooves.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 70%
of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit light silvering along the barrel and cylinder.  The checkered walnut target grips rate good
but exhibit considerable damage from scratching along the left side.  Additionally, the butt of the grip has had a section of wood removed
and replaced by a metal slab with a non-gun screw; the butt section also exhibits a semi-repaired crack measuring 3/4" running toward
the muzzle.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place; the takedown-pin
appears to be a replacement part and is frozen in the revolver. (136940-204) (50/75)

1723. IVER JOHNSON TARGET SEALED EIGHT SECOND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #M79746, 22 LR,
6” barrel with an a very good plus, mostly bright bore which exhibits some areas of light oxidation in the grooves.  The metal surfaces rate
very good plus and retain about 60% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit light silvering along the barrel and cylinder.  The check-
ered walnut target grip rates very good but exhibits several minor light handling marks along the butt, as well as noticeable handling-relat-
ed wear. (136940-200) {C&R} (100/200)

1724. IVER JOHNSON TARGET SEALED EIGHT SECOND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #M60532, 22 LR,
6” barrel with a very good plus bore which exhibits some areas of light oxidation in the grooves.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus
and retain about 96% of their factory original blued finish, but do exhibit some light silvering around the muzzle and portions of the cylin-
der; in addition, the right side of the barrel displays some minor oxidation blemishing.  The checkered walnut target grips rate very good
plus and exhibit only some minor light handling marks. (136940-196) {C&R} (150/250)

1725. IVER JOHNSON TARGET SEALED EIGHT SECOND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #M39437, 22 LR,
6” barrel with a near excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 80% of their blued finish, but do exhib-
it fading along the barrel and some light silvering around the muzzle, as well as a slight brownish patina to the cylinder.  The checkered
walnut target grips rate very good, but exhibit some light handling marks. (136940-173) {C&R} (100/200)

1726. IVER JOHNSON TARGET SEALED EIGHT SECOND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #M45144, 22 LR,
6” barrel with a near excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 70% of their blued finish, but do exhib-
it general fading as well as some light discoloration along the frame.  The checkered walnut target grips rate a few minor light handling
marks. (136940-199) {C&R} (100/200)
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1727. IVER JOHNSON TARGET SEALED EIGHT SECOND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #M28218, 22 LR,
6” barrel with a very good plus bore which exhibits some darkened grooves.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain 90% plus
of their factory original blued finish, but do exhibit general light fading, as well as some minor silvering around the muzzle.  The checkered
walnut target grips rate very good plus and feature nice grain, but do exhibit a few minor light scratches. (136940-195) {C&R}(100/200)

1728. IVER JOHNSON TARGET SEALED EIGHT SECOND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #N35652, 22 LR,
6” barrel with a near excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain 90% plus of their factory original blued fin-
ish, but do exhibit considerable fading along the cylinder and some minor light silvering around the muzzle.  The checkered walnut target
grips rate very good, but exhibit numerous handling marks along the butt, as well as an approximately 1 3/4" crack running downward
along the back of the grip; the right side exhibits a missing section of wood that had chipped off. (136940-197) {C&R} (100/200)

1729. IVER JOHNSON 22 SUPERSHOT THIRD MODEL (MODEL 844) TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A2951, 22 LR, 5
7/8” barrel with a very good plus bore which exhibits some areas of light oxidation in the grooves.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus
and retain about 90% of their factory original blued finish, but are subject to general noticeable fading, silvering along the non-fluted cylin-
der and around the muzzle, and a few light handling marks.  The checkered walnut target grips rate very good plus, although exhibiting
several minor dings and light scratches.  The original grip screw has since been lost, with a non-gun screw currently serving as its replace-
ment. (136940-187) {C&R} (150/250)

1730. IVER JOHNSON 22 SUPERSHOT SEALED EIGHT DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #L4370, 22 LR, 6” barrel with
a near excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 40% of their factory original blued finish but exhibit con-
siderable general fading.  Additionally, the cylinder exhibits several light scratches and a pair of turn rings.  The checkered walnut target
grips rate very good plus, but exhibit noticeable handling-related wear.  The revolver requires mechanical attention as bolt will not drop
and thus prevents the cylinder from turning, nor will the hammer index. (136940-223) {C&R} (50/100)

1731. IVER JOHNSON 22 SUPERSHOT SEALED EIGHT DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #24541, 22
LR, 6” barrel with a very good plus, mostly bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good but have lost most of their factory original blued
finish and exhibit numerous scratches along the cylinder as well as an area of minor light oxidation along the right side of the barrel.  The
checkered walnut target grips rate very good but exhibit a crack running downward along the back of the grip and branching into three
sections, the longest of which measures approximately 1 1/2".  Additionally, there are several minor light scratches and other signs of pre-
vious handling. (136940-201) {C&R} (75/150)

1732. IVER JOHNSON 22 SUPERSHOT DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #K16103, 22 LR, 6” barrel with a near excellent, bright
bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good but have lost most of their factory original blued finish and exhibit a significant degree of pinprick pit-
ting, predominantly along the barrel.  Additionally, the cylinder exhibits several scratches as well as a light turn ring.  The checkered walnut
target grips rate very good but exhibit numerous handling marks as well as some handling-related wear. (136940-193) {C&R} (75/150)

1733. IVER JOHNSON TARGET SEALED EIGHT FIRST MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #4285, 22 LR, 6”
octagon barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 50% of their factory original blued
finish, but exhibit general fading as well as silvering on the high edges and the cylinder, with more prominent loss displayed along the
frontstrap.  The checkered walnut target grips rate very good, but exhibit minor chips missing from either side of the frontstrap, as well as
other general light wear and handling marks. (136940-203) {C&R} (75/150)

1734. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 1900 TARGET LARGE FRAME DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #C14359, 22 LR, 10”
octagon barrel with a near excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 40% of their factory original blued
finish, exhibiting considerable fading as well as silvering along edges.  Additionally, the right side of the barrel exhibits a few isolated areas
of pinprick pitting.  The most prominent loss of finish is displayed along the frontstrap.  The checkered walnut target grips rate very good,
but exhibit minor chips missing from either side of the frontstrap, as well as a some other general light handling marks. (136940-156)
{C&R} (100/200)

1735. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 1900 TARGET LARGE FRAME DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #C11527, 22 LR, 6”
octagon barrel with a near excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good but retain little of their factory original blued finish,
exhibiting numerous light scratches as well as silvering along edges and around the muzzle.  The checkered walnut target grips rate very
good plus, but do exhibit several minor light scratches as well as general light signs of wear.  The revolver requires mechanical attention
as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-220) {C&R} (75/150)

1736. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 1900 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #4529, 32 S&W, 2 1/2” octagon barrel with a very
good bore which exhibits oxidation throughout.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 95% of their factory original nickel
plated finish, but do exhibit extensive light scratching as well as some areas of light oxidation along the frame and a few instances of minor
flaking along the barrel.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate very good plus, but do exhibit signs of handling-related
wear.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place; the takedown pin is frozen
in the revolver. (136940-109) {C&R} (75/150)

1737. IVER JOHNSON FIRST MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER ser-
ial #B46133, 32 S&W, 5” barrel with a very good plus bore which exhibits light oxidation throughout.  The metal surfaces rate very good
and retain about 80% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit flaking along areas around the cylinder as well as the grip.
The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate excellent and exhibit no discernible signs of handling.  The revolver requires mechan-
ical attention as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-55) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1738. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial
#M11970, 38 S&W, 6” barrel with a very good plus bore which exhibits some areas of light oxidation.  The metal surfaces rate near very
good but have lost much of their factory original blued finish, subject to considerable fading and beginning to develop a brownish-gray
patina; the fluted cylinder exhibits a light turn ring.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate very good plus but exhibit a few
light handling marks along of the base of the panels.    The revolver requires mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to lock the
cylinder in place. (136940-202) {C&R} (75/150)

1739. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #Q5230, 38 S&W, 6” barrel with
a near excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate near very good but retain little of their factory original blued finish, subject to con-
siderable fading and beginning to develop a brownish-gray patina; there are general light marks from handling and wear as well as some
instances of minor oxidation predominantly along the barrel.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate very good plus but
exhibit a few light handling marks along of the base of the panels.  The revolver requires mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to
lock the cylinder in place. (136940-188) {C&R} (75/150)
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1740. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #G53502, 32 S&W, 6” barrel with
a very good, mostly bright bore which exhibits some minor oxidation.  The metal surfaces rate good but retain very little of their factory
original blued finish, subject to considerable fading and having acquired silver-gray hue; in addition, there are scattered instances of minor
oxidation and pitting.  Additionally, the fluted cylinder exhibits a bright turn ring and a heavy concentration of scratches.  The checkered
black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate good, but the Iver Johnson owl head design has been scratch-removed from both sides.  In addi-
tion, there are some minor light handling marks; the left panel’s base exhibits a 7/8” crack which split a section off from the panel, but this
area has since been repaired and reattached. (136940-218) {C&R} (50/75)

1741. IVER JOHNSON TARGET SEALED EIGHT DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #18231, 22 LR, 6” octagon barrel with a
near excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate near very good but retain little of their factory original blued finish, subject to consid-
erable fading and having acquired gray hue; in addition, the barrel exhibits some minor dings.  The checkered walnut grips rate good but
exhibit missing chips on either side of the frontstrap.  Additionally, the left side panel exhibits a 1 1/8” repaired crack running downward
from the frame, as well as a pair of 1 1/8” cracks running upward from the butt. (136940-215) {C&R} (75/150)

1742. IVER JOHNSON TARGET SEALED EIGHT DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #M3078, 22 LR, 10” octagon barrel with
a near excellent, mostly bright bore which exhibits a slightly darkened area at about the mid-length of the barrel.  The metal surfaces rate
near very good but have lost much of their factory original blued finish, subject to considerable fading and converting to a brownish-gray
patina along the frame, with a more silver tone along the barrel.  The checkered walnut target grips rate good, but the main body of the
checkering has largely been well-worn from both sides. (136940-158) {C&R} (100/200)

1743. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 1900 TARGET SMALL FRAME DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #A33321, 22 LR, 6”
octagon barrel with a very good plus, mostly bright bore which exhibits some minor oxidation in the grooves.  The metal surfaces rate near
very good but retain very little of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting significant fading and loss with some silvering around the muz-
zle and along edges as well as a bright turn ring along the cylinder and some general light handling marks.  The checkered walnut target
grips rate very good plus, but do exhibit some minor light handling marks including a small chip in the base of the right panel and the let-
ters “RY” crudely carved into the butt of the grips.  The revolver requires mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylin-
der in place. (136940-190) {C&R} (75/150)

1744. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 1900 TARGET SMALL FRAME DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #A33920, 22 LR, 6”
octagon barrel with a very good plus, mostly bright bore which exhibits some minor oxidation in the grooves.  The metal surfaces rate near
very good but retain very little of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting significant fading and loss of finish with some silvering around
the muzzle and along edges as well as some scratches along the frontstrap.  The checkered walnut target grips rate very good plus but
exhibit several light scratches and other general light marks from handling and wear.  The revolver requires mechanical attention as the
cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-191) {C&R} (75/150)

1745. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #H92074, 38 S&W, 4” barrel with
an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 90% of their factory original blued finish, but do exhib-
it light fading and some light scratches and set of turn rings along the cylinder; there is a minor isolated area of faint oxidation staining
along the right side of the frame.  The smooth walnut target grips rate very good plus, but do exhibit some minor faint to light wear and
handling-related marks. (136940-222) {C&R} (150/250)

1746. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #H16786, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel
with a near excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 85% of their factory original blued finish, but
do exhibit general fading as well as some minor silvering around the muzzle and along edges; the cylinder exhibits some light scratches
and extremely fine pinprick pitting.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips very good plus but exhibit some minor marks as well
as areas of wear along the right side panel. (136940-152) {C&R} (100/200)

1747. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #O83792, 32 S&W, 3”
barrel with a near excellent, most bright bore which exhibits some instances of minor light oxidation.  The metal surfaces rate very good
plus and retain about 90% of their factory original blued finish but do exhibit some light oxidation blemishing along the right side of the
frame and considerable loss of finish along the grip surfaces; the cylinder exhibits some minor oxidation staining and minor light scratch-
es.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate near excellent and exhibit only a couple of minor light scratches.  The revolver
requires mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-32) {C&R} (150/250)

1748. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #L30599, 32 S&W, 3”
barrel with a near very good bore which exhibits areas of heavy dark oxidation.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain 90%
plus of their factory original nickel plated finish, but do exhibit some flaking along the cylinder and scattered minor light oxidation.  The
checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips near excellent, exhibiting only negligible signs of previous handling.  The revolver requires
mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-186) {C&R} (50/100)

1749. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER “BICYCLE MODEL” TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial
#H43462, 38 S&W, 2” barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 85% of their factory orig-
inal nickel plated finish, but exhibit extensive light scratches along the frame as well as a bright turn ring along the cylinder and some minor
flaking along the grip surfaces.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate very good plus, but do exhibit light signs of previ-
ous handling.  The revolver requires mechanical attention as the trigger will occasionally fail to reset. (136940-151) {C&R} (150/250)

1750. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #H36608, 38 S&W, 4” barrel with a
near excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate near very good but have lost most of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting signif-
icant fading throughout as well as several light scratches and a pair of turn rings along the cylinder.  In addition, the hammer spur has been
noticeably ground down.  The genuine mother-of-pearl grips rate very good but do exhibit several light dings and scratches, as well as a
chip missing from the right side panel.  The backstrap displays a stamping which identifies the revolver as having been in service with the
American Railway Express Company, as well as displaying the company issued rack number 8616. (136940-207) {C&R} (150/250)

1751. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #B61988, 32 S&W, 3”
barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 95% of their factory original blue finish, but
do exhibit spattering of faint oxidation along the left side of barrel as well as some light oxidation staining along the rear left side of the
frame.  In addition, the cylinder also exhibits a slight turn ring.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate very good plus but
do exhibit some minor light signs of previous handling. (136940-57) {C&R} (150/250)

1752. IVER JOHNSON FAVORITE NO. 3 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #1404, 38 Rimfire, 3” octagon barrel with a near very
good bore which exhibits moderate oxidation throughout.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 95% of their factory orig-
inal nickel plated finish, exhibiting some instances of light scratching along the frame and hammer.  The smooth walnut grips rate very good,
but exhibit several light scratches and some minor wear; the right panel exhibits a repaired crack. (136940-117) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)
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1753. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A89602, 32 S&W, 2” barrel
with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate near very good but have lost most of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting
significant fading throughout as well as extensive pinprick pitting along the frame and grip straps.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl
Head” grips rate near very, but do exhibit some worn checkering as well as an approximately 5/8” crack in the right panel; a portion of the
right panel’s butt has chipped off and been lost.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to lock the
cylinder in place; the trigger is occasional subject to binding. (136940-107) {C&R} (50/75)

1754. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #N54579, 32 S&W, 3” barrel
with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate near very good but have lost almost all of their factory original blued finish, con-
verting to a more silver color.  The revolver is largely free of handling marks, but does exhibits some light oxidation development along the
left side of the barrel and along the cylinder.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate excellent and exhibit no discernible
handling marks.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place, and the trigger
will fail to reset from time to time. (136940-180) {C&R} (50/100)

1755. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A88966, 32 S&W, 3” barrel
with a near very good bore which exhibits moderate oxidation throughout.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 70%
of their factory original nickel plated finish but do exhibit moderate flaking and oxidation around the cylinder, areas around the muzzle also
exhibit some light oxidation.  In addition, the frame exhibits some light scratches.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate
very good plus and exhibit only some light fading from wear.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to
lock the cylinder in place. (136940-182) {C&R} (50/150)

1756. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #B96595, 32 ACP, 3” bar-
rel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 60% of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting
general light fading and some areas of minor light oxidation staining along the barrel as well as a light turn ring and some light scratches
along the cylinder; the edges display light silvering and the grip straps exhibit the most pronounced fading.  The checkered black syn-
thetic “Owl Head” grips rate very good plus but have dulled slightly over time. (136940-59) {C&R} (100/200)

1757. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #C52205, 38 S&W, 4” barrel
with a very good bore which exhibits minor light oxidation throughout.  The metal surfaces rate near very good but retain almost none of
their factory original blued finish, giving way to a gunmetal gray color with some minor light scratches.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl
Head” grips rate good, but exhibiting substantial worn checkering as well as a chip missing from each panel, with the right side being more
pronounced.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place, and the trigger will
occasionally fail to reset. (136940-214) {C&R} (50/100)

1758. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS “U.S. REVOLVER CO.” TOP BREAK REVOLVER
serial #3755, 5” barrel with a good bore which exhibits moderate dark oxidation throughout.  The metal surfaces rate near very good and
retain about 70% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit considerable areas of flaking and oxidation along the barrel and
cylinder.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate very good, but exhibit some noticeable worn checkering.  The revolver
requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-208) {C&R} (75/150)

1759. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #H1616, 38 S&W, 3” barrel with a
very good, mostly bright bore which exhibits some minor light oxidation toward the muzzle.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain
about 80% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but do exhibit some flaking and minor light oxidation along the cylinder and right
side of the barrel; the cylinder exhibits several light scratches.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate very good plus but
exhibit visible signs of previous handling. (136940-44) {C&R} (75/150)

1760. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #J48238 / 1163, 38
S&W, 5” barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate near very good having lost much of their factory original blued fin-
ish, exhibiting noticeable oxidation staining.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate very good, but exhibit considerably worn
checkering as well as a few minor light handling marks along the bases.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder
stop fails to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-224) {C&R} (75/150)

1761. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #E87023, 32 S&W, 5” barrel with
a very good bore which exhibits light oxidation throughout.  The metal surfaces rate very good but exhibit considerable light fading of their
factory original blued finish, with some areas of pinprick pitting along the frame and cylinder; the cylinder also exhibits a faint turn ring.  The
checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate very good plus and exhibit only negligible faint signs of previous handling, but the left panel
does exhibit a minor crack along the butt.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in
place; the trigger occasionally fails to reset and the hammer refuses to cock using single action. (136940-221) {C&R} (50/100)

1762. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #G7787,
38 S&W, 3” barrel with a good bore which exhibits heavy dark oxidation throughout.  The metal surfaces rate near very good but retain
very little of their factory original blued finish, having converted to a gunmetal gray color.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips
rate very good but exhibits considerable worn checkering as well as some minor light handling marks. The revolver requires some mechan-
ical attention as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place; the trigger is occasional subject to binding, the hammer refuses to cock
using single action, and the cylinder is not secured to the revolver. (136940-213) {C&R} (50/75)

1763. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY REVOLVER serial #L39580, 32
S&W, 2” barrel with a good bore which exhibits heavy dark oxidation.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 60% of their fac-
tory original blued finish, exhibiting general light fading and fading and some areas of minor light oxidation staining as well as some light
scratches along the cylinder.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate excellent and exhibit only negligible faint marks along the
butts.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-103) {C&R}(75/150)

1764. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #H56694, 38 S&W, 3” barrel with a
very good, mostly bright bore which exhibits a few areas of light oxidation.  The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 30% of
their factory original blued finish, exhibiting general fading most pronounced along the frame and grip straps, as well as slight silvering around
the muzzle and along edges, and a pair of light turn rings along the cylinder.  The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate near excel-
lent and exhibit only some faint signs of previous handling as well as a few light scratches along the butts. (136940-219) {C&R} (50/100)

1765. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #B25463, 32 S&W, 3"
barrel with a near excellent, bright bore which exhibits an isolated area of light oxidation in one of the grooves.  The metal surfaces rate
very good and retain about 70% of their factory original blued finish with grip surfaces having acquired a brown patina. The metal surfaces
exhibit moderate fading of the barrel as well as general light oxidation staining throughout; some light silvering is present around the muz-
zle and the cylinder displays a pair of light turn rings.  The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good plus and exhibit
only some light signs of previous handling. (136940-43) {C&R} (100/200)
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1766. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #B45168, 32 S&W, 3" bar-
rel with a very good plus bore which exhibits minor light oxidation throughout.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 60%
of their factory original blued finish, but do exhibit some light fading and silvering along the barrel and cylinder, as well as moderate oxi-
dation blemishing along the frame; the cylinder exhibits numerous minor light scratches and a pair of light turn rings.  The checkered black
synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good plus and exhibit only some light signs of previous handling as well as a few minor faint handling
marks along the bases. (136940-31) {C&R} (75/150)

1767. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A62252, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with
a near very good bore which exhibits areas of heavier oxidation.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 50% of their factory
original blued finish, but exhibit considerable loss of finish from the frame and grip, coupled with light oxidation blemishing along the frame.
The barrel exhibits some minor fading and instances of light silvering, as well as faint oxidation development; the fluted cylinder exhibits a
pair of light turn rings and a few minor light scratches, as well several bright silver streaks.  The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head"
grips rate very good plus and exhibit only a few minor light handling marks along the bases. (136940-34) {C&R} (75/150)

1768. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #K9507, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with
a near very good bore which exhibits areas of heavier oxidation.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 80% of their factory
original blued finish, exhibiting extensive coverage by light oxidation staining, with the grip surfaces developing a brown patina.  The check-
ered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate near excellent and exhibit only minor light signs of previous handling.  The revolver requires
some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-179) {C&R} (75/150)

1769. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #658324, 32 S&W, 3"
barrel with a near excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 70% of their factory original blued, but exhib-
it some light fading along the frame as well as some light oxidation staining; the barrel also exhibits some instances of faint oxidation stain-
ing.  The backstrap also displays considerable fading to more brownish-gray color, with the butt exhibiting several light scratches.  The
checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate near excellent and exhibit only minor light signs of previous handling.  The revolver
requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-283) {C&R} (75/150)

1770. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #P24518, 32 S&W, 3" barrel
with an oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 80% of their factory original nickel plated finish, with some areas
of flaking giving-way to dark oxidation predominantly along the barrel.  The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good
plus but do exhibit some light signs of previous handling as well as a few minor faint handling marks along the bases.  The revolver requires
some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-181) {C&R} (50/100)

1771. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A74369, 32 S&W, 5" barrel
with a very good plus bore which exhibits some minor light oxidation.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 70% of their
factory original nickel plated finish, exhibiting some flaking predominantly along the barrel, and displaying gray to brownish-gray color.  The
checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good plus, but do exhibit a few minor light handling marks along the bases as well
as some general light signs of previous handling.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to lock the
cylinder in place, nor will the hammer cock in single action. (136940-192) {C&R} (50/100)

1772. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #R42737, 38 S&W, 3 1/2"
barrel with a heavily oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces rate good but retain an extremely little amount of factory original nickel plated fin-
ish, having since acquired a mottled-gray complexion with some oxidation along the barrel.  The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head"
grips rate very good plus but exhibit obvious worn checkering.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails
to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-60) {C&R} (50/75)

1773. CHICAGO ARMS COMPANY DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #28059, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a heav-
ily oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 85% of their factory original nickel plated finish, exhibiting
some flaking of the barrel around the cylinder which has since oxidized.  The checkered black synthetic grips rate near excellent and
exhibit only faint signs of previous handling.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylin-
der in place and the trigger will not reset itself.  In addition, the grip screw is missing from the revolver and a replacement will need to
be procured. (136940-320) {C&R} (25/75)

1774. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #T34808, 38 S&W, 3 1/2" bar-
rel with a very good plus bore which exhibits minor light oxidation.  The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 40% of the
factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit significant flaking and associated light oxidation along the cylinder, with more extensive flak-
ing and oxidation present along the barrel.  The checkered black synthetic over-sized "Owl Head" grips rate very good but exhibit notice-
able signs of previous handling as well as a few light handling marks along the bases, and numerous scratches along the butt.  The revolver
requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-41) {C&R} (50/100)

1775. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #G33455, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel
with a very good bore which exhibits oxidation throughout.  The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 30% of their factory
original nickel plated finish, exhibiting considerable flaking and subsequent general oxidation.  The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head"
grips rate near very good, but exhibit what appear to be paint stains, some light handling marks, and residue from previous handling.  The
revolver requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-216) {C&R} (50/75)

1776. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A4692, 32 S&W, 2" barrel with
a very good bore which exhibits oxidation throughout.  The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 40% of their factory orig-
inal nickel plated finish, but exhibit considerable fading and flaking, presenting significant light oxidation with heavier areas along the cylin-
der.  The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good but display light residue, as well as chips missing from the upper-
right portion of the right panel and the base of the right panel.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails
to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-106) {C&R} (50/75)

1777. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 1900 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #A14063, 22 LR, 2" octagon barrel with an oxidized
bore.  The metal surfaces rate good but have lost most of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting areas of light pitting throughout.  The
checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good, but exhibit chips in the Iver Johnson owl logos as well as gouges along the
butts and bases of the panels.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place; the
takedown-pin is frozen in the revolver. (136940-108) {C&R} (50/75)

1778. IVER JOHNSON "U.S. REVOLVER COMPANY" TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #64506, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a very
good bore which exhibits light oxidation throughout.  The metal surfaces rate near good but have lost most of their factory original nickel
plated finish, exhibiting extensive flaking and heavy dark oxidation throughout.  The checkered black synthetic grips rate near good but
exhibit noticeable chips, with a significant section missing from the lower right portion of the left panel, as well as a crack in the butt of the
right panel and general light residue from previous handling.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to
lock the cylinder in place. (136940-206) {C&R} (25/50)
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1779. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A26477, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a
dark, oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces rate good but have lost much of their factory original nickel plated finish, exhibiting widespread flak-
ing and heavy oxidation.  The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate good but exhibit significant heavy wear from previous han-
dling.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-178) {C&R} (25/75)

1780. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #D78547, 38 S&W, 3 1/4"
barrel with a near very good bore which exhibits oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces rate near very good but have lost most of their
factory original nickel plated finish, exhibiting a mottled-gray color with a brownish-gray patina having developed along the grip straps and
butt.  The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good plus, exhibiting only some minor light signs of previous handling.
The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-217) {C&R} (50/100)

1781. SEDGLEY BABY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY REVOLVER serial #304, 22 Short, 1 1/2" barrel with a very
good bore which exhibits some light oxidation throughout.  The metal surfaces rate very good but retain little of their factory original blued
finish, having faded to a grayish-brown patina.  The checkered black synthetic grips rate near excellent and exhibit only some negligible
light signs of previous handling.  The revolver features a folding trigger.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder
stop fails to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-303) {C&R} (50/150)

1782. GUN PARTS LOT Consists of components for a Chiappa Model 1911-22 Custom semi-auto pistol.  The lot includes a frame and inte-
gral 5" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The frame displays serial #13E69252 and features a picatinny rail section forward of the trig-
gerguard for mounting lights and laser units.  The other parts include the slide, slide stop, grip safety, trigger, hammer, thumb safety, recoil
spring guide rod, recoil spring, barrel bushing, magazine well, single-stack magazine, pair of checkered grips, and all necessary small parts.
The parts come stored in a factory black hardcase. (137113-9)

1783. INTRATEC MODEL TEC-DC9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #D042686, 9mm, 5 1/2" shrouded barrel with an excellent, bright
bore.  The matte stainless steel metal surfaces rate very good plus but do exhibit some minor light handling marks.  The black synthetic
frame features integral checkered grips which rate near excellent, exhibiting very few signs of handling save for a few light marks along
the front-strap.  The pistol features a charging handle which pushes inward to lock the chamber.  Included with the pistol are a single stick
magazine and factory black hardcase. (137113-10) (350/550)

1784. RUGER "ALL-WEATHER" 77/22-RP BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #701-46910, 22 LR, 20" barrel with an excellent, bright
bore.  The stainless steel surfaces rate near excellent and exhibit only a few minor light handling blemishes.  The black synthetic Ruger
skeleton stock rates very good plus but does exhibit some minor light scratches and fading from handling.  The rifle features a set of sling
swivels but does not feature any iron sights, although a set of stainless steel scope rings are mounted atop the receiver.  Also included
with the rifle are a single box magazine, papers, and the factory original box. (137087-7) (300/500)

1785. TAURUS MODEL 94 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #MH65736, 22 LR, 4" barrel with a near excellent, bright bore.  The
stainless steel surfaces rate near excellent but do exhibit some minor light marks from handling.  The checkered walnut grips feature Taurus
medallions and rate near excellent, with only a few negligible handling marks.  The revolver features a ramp front and adjustable rear sight,
however, the rear sight is missing its insert. (137137-1) (150/250)

1786. TAURUS MODEL 627 SS TRACKER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #ZC380160, 357 Magnum, 4" ported barrel
with a very good plus bore.  The matte stainless steel surfaces rate very good but do exhibit some scratches, particularly heavy along the
left side of the barrel; the cylinder exhibits a bright turn ring.  The dimpled black rubber grips rate very good plus but do exhibit some
minor light signs of handling-related wear. (137170-1) (250/450)

1787. HIGH STANDARD MODEL R-106 SENTINEL DELUXE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #1549575, 22 LR, 6" bar-
rel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 97% of their factory original blued finish, but
exhibit some silvering around the muzzle as well as a few isolated spots of minor faint oxidation along the underside of the barrel and a
divot along the backstrap; the cylinder exhibits a light turn ring.  The plastic-infused wood grips rate excellent and exhibit no signs of dam-
age or handling. (137170-4) (150/250)

1788. RUGER NEW MODEL SINGLE-SIX BISLEY SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #263-54308, 22 LR, 6 1/2" barrel with
an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 97% of their factory original blued finish but do exhibit
a few isolated areas of minor light silvering along the right side, likely caused by holster wear.  The unfluted cylinder features factory roll-
marks and exhibits only a faint turn ring.  The wood grips feature Ruger medallions but have been lightly cleaned, retaining only light signs
of finish.  The revolver features a set of adjustable sights and includes the factory original hardcase.  Ruger factory records indicate that
this particular New Model Single-Six was produced in 1998. (137173-4) (250/450)

1789. RUGER OLD MODEL BEARCAT SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #95779, 22 LR, 4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.
The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 98% of their factory original blued and gold anodized finishes, but do exhibit some
minor light silvering around the muzzles and isolated faint wear marks along certain edges.  The smooth walnut grips rate near excellent
but do exhibit some faint handling marks.  The revolver has not been updated with the transfer bar safety mechanism.  Included with the
revolver are a red cloth pouch, manual, and a factory box which is numbered to the firearm.  Ruger factory records indicate that this par-
ticular Bearcat was produced in 1968. (137136-21) (300/500)

1790. RUGER MK. I I 50TH ANNIVERSARY COMMEMORATIVE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #223-09260, 22 LR, 4 3/4" bar-
rel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate like-new and retain 99% plus of their factory original blued finish.  The check-
ered black synthetic grips rate like-new and exhibit no discernible signs of damage.  The receiver displays a factory "50 Year" commem-
orative rollmark stamped over the chamber.  The checkered black synthetic grips feature Ruger medallions with red backgrounds and rate
excellent.  The gun features the Ruger eagle on the rear of the stainless steel bolt and a 50th anniversary Ruger rollmark on the top of the
frame.  Included with the pistol are two 10 round magazines, lock, manual, and its factory original red hardcase. (137177-32) (250/350)

1791. BERETTA MODEL 84B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #B95257Y, 380 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal
surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 95% of their factory original blued finish, but do exhibit some isolated instances of minor
light silvering as well as a few minor light handling marks.  The smooth walnut grips rate very good plus but exhibit several minor light
dings and scratches; the beretta medallion has been lost from the right panel.  The pistol features an ambidextrous slide-stop safety and
includes a single 13 round blued magazine. (137184-2) (200/300)

1792. INTRATEC MODEL AB-10 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A059326, 9mm, 3 1/2" barrel with a near excellent, bright bore.  The
metal surface rates very good plus and retain about 95% of their matte black finish, but do exhibit numerous minor faint to light scratch-
es.  The checkered black synthetic grips rate excellent and exhibit no signs of handling or damage.  No magazine is included with this par-
ticular pistol. (137165-16) (150/250)
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1793. RUGER NEW MODEL SINGLE SIX CONVERTIBLE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #263-08570, 22 LR / 22
Magnum, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 97% of their factory origi-
nal blued finish, but do exhibit some minor light handling marks as well as a faint turn ring along the cylinder.  The smooth rosewood grips
rate excellent to like-new and exhibit no signs of damage.  The revolver features a ramp front and adjustable rear set of iron sights.  Included
with the pistol are an additional unfluted cylinder for 22 Magnum which is scratch-numbered to match, manual and papers, and un-num-
bered factory box. (137176-2) (250/450)

1794. IVER JOHNSON CATTLEMAN SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER BY UBERTI serial #19061, 45 LC, 5 1/2" barrel with an
excellent, bright bore.  The blued metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 97% of their finish, but exhibit an area of extremely
sparse oxidation along the underside of the ejector housing as well as a light turn ring along the cylinder.  The factory case-hardened frame
rates excellent and retains practically all of its vibrant original colors.  The brass grip strap and triggerguard rate very good plus, but have
dulled slightly from their original luster.  The smooth laminated walnut grips rate very good plus but exhibits several minor light dings and
other handling marks.  Included with the revolver is the factory-numbered original box with red interior. (137167-6) (250/450)

1795. MARLIN MODEL 336 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #69122383, 35 Rem, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue showing several light scratches and minor handling marks, a few spots of light freckling and a small spot
or two of superficial oxidation. The pistolgrip walnut stock and forearm rate about excellent showing several minor dings and scratches.
The right side of the buttstock is fitted with a Marlin 1870-1970 anniversary medallion.  Overall an excellent gun that is missing its front
sight hood.  (127087-21) (300/500)

1796. MARLIN MODEL 336 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #24008178, 30-30, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue with a few very minor handing marks.  The pistolgrip walnut stock and forearm rate near excellent show-
ing several light handling blemishes.  There is a hole in the stock where the rear sling swivel stud should be.    (127104-3) (300/500)

1797. SMITH & WESSON 32 DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #225213, 32 S&W, 6” barrel with a bright near
excellent bore showing a couple of spots of very light superficial oxidation.  The nickel finish on this fourth model top break revolver rates
very good to near excellent showing some thinning towards brown on the gripstrap and the grip area on right side of the frame.  There are
also several scattered tiny spots of light oxidation, a few light freckles and scratches and a couple of scratches on the tip-up release latch.
The case colors on the trigger and hammer rate near excellent with some thinning towards gray on their high contact areas.  The diamond
checkered black hard rubber grips are numbered to the gun and rate about excellent showing some fading towards brown.  All the appro-
priate parts are numbered alike.  (127107-3) (250/350)

1798. SPRINGFIELD MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of a single magazine for a 22 cal Model 1922 M1 Springfield rifle.  The maga-
zine is a fading blue turning to gray with a few scattered light freckles and is in overall very good condition.  (126384-3A)

1799. WINCHESTER MODEL 1894 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #76974, 32-40, 21 1/2” shortened barrel with a gray moderately
pitted bore.  The metal surfaces have likely been cleaned leaving a gray patina with some spotty oxidation staining, multiple little dings and
scratches, and some scattered small areas of light pitting.  The walnut stock and forearm have been refinished leaving the surrounding
metal slightly proud of the wood and rating about very good as refinished with multiple old dings still present.  The crescent buttplate has
some lacquer over a 50% oxidized surface.  The gun is fitted with a Marble’s No. 2 front sight that is set in a dovetail 3/4” from the muz-
zle and a later style rear leaf sight with an adjustable sighting notch.  One of the screws in the receiver is a replacement machine screw.
(126892-25) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1800. RUGER BLACKHAWK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #138892, 357 Magnum, 6 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a couple of minor scratches, a faint turn ring on the cylinder, a small spot or two of silvering
on the rear gripstrap, and a little bit of oxidation on the hammer.  The walnut grips rate good to very good with a piece missing from the right
side and a few minor handling marks overall.  This revolver is fitted with an aluminum ejector rod housing and is overall a very nice Blackhawk
showing little signs of use but in need of a new grip.  The transfer bar update has not been done to this gun.  (127177-19) (350/550)

1801. RUGER SINGLE-SIX CONVERTIBLE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #362178, 22 LR/Magnum, 6 1/2” barrel with a
bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a couple of minor handling marks and a small spot of thinning on
the bottom of the aluminum gripstrap.  The walnut grips with inlaid Phoenix medallions rate about excellent with a few minor dings and
scratches.  A 22 Magnum cylinder that is numbered to the gun is included.  The transfer bar safety update has not been completed on
this revolver.  (127177-4) {C&R} (300/500)

1802. MARLIN MODEL 336SC LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #H56349, 35 Rem, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces on this 1951 production rifle retain 90% original blue with some fading to gray on the lever, bottom of the receiver and on
the barrel towards the muzzle.  There is also a little fading towards brown on the magazine tube, a few tiny scattered freckles and tiny
spots of oxidation, and several minor handling marks.  The walnut pistolgrip stock and forearm are likely lightly cleaned with the receiver
hanging slightly proud of the buttstock.  They rate about excellent as is with a small chip by the gripcap and a few light scratches and
dings.  The white line insert has shrunk a little on the buttplate and gripcap.  An overall very good condition gun that should make a great
shooter.  (127192-28) {C&R} (300/500)

1803. WINCHESTER MODEL 100 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #A216079, 308 Win, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue with the receiver faded to a dark plum, a few scattered minor handling marks, and a couple of scratch-
es and dings on the aluminum triggerguard.  The press checkered pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with several scratches, dings and
scuffs, a small chip by the heel, and a couple of spots of fading and flaking finish.  The front sight has nail polish added to its post.  Overall
a nice rifle that comes without a magazine.  (127142-10) (350/550)

1804. REMINGTON MODEL 760 GAMEMASTER SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #B7233543, 35 Rem, 22” barrel with a bright
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue.  The high-gloss press-checkered pistolgrip stock and forearm rate excellent
with a faint handling mark or two.  This rifle appears to have seen little if any use and comes with a single detachable magazine that has
some oxidation, light wear, and tool marks.  (127087-20) (300/500)

1805. MARLIN GOLDEN 39A LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #21257523, 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 95-97% original blue with a few light handling marks and a spot on the barrel and another on the side of the front sight
base that have thinned towards gray.  The walnut pistolgrip stock and forearm rate very good showing few light dings and scratches with
an added finish.  Some of the stock’s refinish has covered portions of the grip cap and buttpad.   The gun is fitted with a scope rail on the
receiver and a hammer extension.  (127192-34) (300/500)

1806. RUGER SINGLE SIX FLAT LOADING GATE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #21230, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with a
bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 70% original blue with areas thinning to gray and brown patinas, some scattered light
freckling, a few light scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder.  The aluminum gripstrap and triggerguard are fading to gray with multiple
light dings and scratches.  The checkered black plastic grips with Phoenix medallions are fading to brown and rate near excellent with
several minor handling marks, a ding in the butt, and a little flaking on the medallions.  The transfer bar update has not been done to this
gun.  (127177-1) {C&R} (200/400)
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1807. MARLIN 39A LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #G16625, 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain about 70% original blue fading towards brown with some scattered dings scratches and freckling.  The pistolgrip walnut stock and
forearm rate near excellent with several minor dings and scratches.  The buttstock appears refinished leaving the metal of the receiver
slightly proud of the wood.  The barrel has been drilled and tapped for a side mount scope base.  The front sight hood is not present.
(127192-27) {C&R} (300/500)

1808. RUGER SINGLE SIX FLAT LOADING GATE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #24471, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with a
bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 70% original blue with areas faded to gray, scattered spotty oxidation and light freckling,
and multiple light scratches.  The aluminum gripframe and triggerguard are an even, moderately light gray showing multiple light dings
and scratches and an impact mark in the corner of the butt.  The varnished walnut grips are two different colors and conditions and are
likely not an original pair showing multiple dings and scratches and some fading finish most prominent on the right side grip.  The trans-
fer bar update has not been done to this gun.  (127177-11) {C&R} (150/350)

1809. RUGER NEW MODEL SINGLE SIX CONVERTIBLE REVOLVER serial #64-92973, 22 LR / 22 Magnum, 9 1/2” barrel with
a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with some silvering by the muzzle, a light turn ring on both cylinders
and a couple of tiny spots of oxidation on the 22 Magnum cylinder.  The aluminum extractor rod housing is a very dark plum and the alu-
minum gripstrap and triggerguard show several small scratches and dings.  The oil finished walnut grips with inlaid Phoenix medallions
rate about excellent with a few minor blemishes primarily on its edges.  (127177-12) (300/500)

1810. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 19-2 COMBAT MAGNUM serial #K710590, 357 Magnum, 6” pinned and ribbed barrel with a
bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with silvering at the muzzle and front edge of the cylinder, some thin-
ning to gray and brown on the barrel, the right side of the frame and the triggerguard, and a turn ring on the recessed cylinder.  The trig-
ger and hammer show strong case colors.  The diamond checkered walnut target grips with silver S&W medallions have darkened with
age and show multiple minor dings and scratches.  The gun comes with adjustable rear sights and a trigger shoe.  Also included is a very
dark Hunter leather holster.  (127192-83) (300/500)

1811. RUGER SINGLE SIX SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #302226, 22 Magnum, 6 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with silvering at the muzzle and front edges of the cylinder, some thinning towards brown on
the ejector rod housing and right side of the frame, fading to gray-brown on the loading gate and a turn ring on the cylinder.  The alu-
minum gripstrap shows light wear on some of its edges and several minor light scratches.  The gloss finished walnut grips with inlaid
Phoenix medallions rate near excellent showing several minor handling marks.  The transfer bar update has not been done to this gun.
(127177-7) {C&R} (300/500)

1812. RUGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #43229, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 95% refinished blue with scattered light pitting, a few spots of oxidation and several minor handing marks.  The checkered
black plastic grips with Phoenix medallion rate near excellent with a few light handling marks.  (127177-23) (150/250)

1813. RUGER SINGLE SIX SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #67377, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright very good bore showing
a little corrosion towards the breech.  The metal surfaces retain 70% original blue with areas wearing/fading towards gray, the frame fad-
ing from plum toward brown, and some thinning to gray on the aluminum gripstrap and triggerguard.  The checkered walnut grips do not
appear original and rate very good overall.  The transfer bar safety update has been done to this gun.  The original parts are not included.
(127177-10) (150/250)

1814. RUGER BLACKHAWK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #83895, 357 Magnum, 4 5/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue with silvering on the muzzle and on other leading edges, some freckling and light pit-
ting mostly on the cylinder, a couple of scuffs and a few scattered scratches.  The oil finished walnut grips with Phoenix medallions rate
very good with several light scratches and dings and a large chip on the left side.  The transfer bar update has not been done to this gun.
(127177-14) (250/450)

1815. RUGER SINGLE SIX SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #84042, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 95% original blue with silvering at the muzzle and the front of the ejector rod housing, some rub wear on the left side of
the plum frame, some scattered spots of oxidation and light pitting, and several light scratches and other minor handling marks.  The wal-
nut grips with inlaid Phoenix medallions rate near excellent with a few minor handling blemishes and some fading finish.  The transfer bar
update has not been done to this gun.  (127177-22) {C&R} (250/450)

1816. RUGER SINGLE SIX SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #100736, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The bar-
rel has faded to a gray-brown patina with about 50% original blue still present and the plum frame has a spot of rub wear on the left recoil
shield.  There is some scattered freckling and a few tiny spots of oxidation and light pitting and multiple light scratches throughout.  The
aluminum gripstrap is fading toward gray with multiple light scratches and some rub wear on the corners and front of the triggerguard.
The walnut grips with Phoenix medallions rate very good plus with multiple light handling blemishes.  The transfer bar update has been
done to this revolver.  The original parts are not included.  (127177-8) {C&R} (100/200)

1817. RUGER SINGLE SIX SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #320305, 22 Magnum, 6 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original blue with holster wear at the muzzle, along the side of the ejector rod housing, on the recoil
shield of the plum frame and the front of the triggerguard.  There are also a couple of light scratches and minor handling marks.  The gloss
finished walnut grips with inlaid Phoenix medallions rate near excellent with several light scratches and dings.  The transfer bar update has
been done to this revolver.  The original parts are not included.  (127177-18) {C&R} (250/450)

1818. RUGER SINGLE SIX SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #73076, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 95% original blue with holster wear on the barrel, ejector rod housing, trigger plate and cylinder.  There is also a few minor
scratches, some scattered light freckling, some light oxidation and a few spots of pinprick pitting.  The frame is plum showing some fad-
ing toward gray and the aluminum gripframe shows several light scratches and dings.  The black plastic grips are fading to brown with a
couple of light scratches and minor handling marks.  The transfer bar update has not been done.  (127177-17) {C&R} (250/450)

1819. RUGER SINGLE SIX SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #94739, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright near excellent bore show-
ing a single small blemish about an inch from the muzzle.  This gun appears refinished with some freckling and spotty oxidation with some
holster wear and some light pitting under the refinished blue.  The hammer has been blued.  There is a flaking black enamel on the grip-
strap and triggerguard.  The Ruger grips have multiple dings and scratches with an added finish.  They do not fit the frame well.  The bar-
rel has been drilled and tapped and fitted with a non-original ramp front sight.  (127177-3) {C&R} (100/200)

1820. RUGER SINGLE SIX SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #103064, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  This
gun had been refinished with the barrel showing a mottled bright blue over light to moderate pitting.  The frame is a dark plum show-
ing some pitting with a few tiny spots of oxidation.  The cylinder also has a few tiny spots of oxidation.  The aluminum gripstrap has had
some added black enamel on the trigger baseplate with the bulk of the gripstrap fading towards gray.  There is a name and ID number
scratched into the butt of the gripframe.  The grips are not original and have been made to fit roughly to the frame with added Ruger
medallions.  (127177-2) {C&R} (100/200)
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1821. IVER JOHNSON SAFETY AUTOMATIC DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #28727, 32 CF, 3” ribbed barrel with a very
good bore showing a little pitting.  The nickel finish on this first model revolver rates about very good with areas of flaking, oxidation and
pitting leaving about 70% of the original nickel still intact.  The triggerguard has mostly faded to gray with remnants of original blue.  The
hard rubber grips with owl’s head logo rate about near excellent showing some light wear and multiple tiny scratches and handling marks.
The gun features a side mounted tip-up release latch and it comes with a correctly end labeled factory two piece box numbered to a dif-
ferent gun.  (127177-24) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1822. LOT OF RUGER SINGLE SIX CYLINDERS  This lot consist of two 22 S,L,LR cylinders for a Ruger Single Six revolver.  One shows
scattered spotty oxidation and a small area of oxidation with strong blue and numbered “888”.  The other is un-numbered with very good
blue that is fading a little and shows multiple light scratches and a small punch mark.  (127177-33)

1823. COLT POLICE POSITIVE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #34438, 38 CF, 4” barrel with a good bore showing some
light and a few moderate pits.  The metal surfaces on this early First Issue revolver retain 60% blue with areas fading to a brown and
gray, multiple scratches, scattered freckling and light oxidation, and some light pitting.  The hard rubber Colt grips are numbered to the
gun and beginning to fade towards brown.  They rate near excellent with multiple light scratches primarily on the lower edges.
(127177-5) {C&R} (200/400)

1824. EIG NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #2833, 36 Cal, 7 1/2” octagon barrel with a very good bore showing a little light oxi-
dation that should clean up real well.  The barrel and cylinder on this Italian made revolver retain 98% original blue with a few handling
marks, a turn ring and a few minor blemished on the cylinder.  The case colors on the loading lever and hammer are strong showing a lit-
tle light oxidation on the hammer.  The brass frame is in near excellent condition showing some light tarnish and a couple of spots of dis-
coloration.  This gun appears to have had minimal use and comes with a Hunter holster, an Ideal bullet mold, brass measure, powder flask,
dipper, weighted sight bar, a bag of lead balls and two partial tins of caps.  (126963-1) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1825. COLT 3RD MODEL DRAGOON PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #22994, 44 Cal, 7 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  The
revolver appears like new with 99% original blue on the barrel and engraved cylinder, excellent case colors on the frame, loading lever and
hammer, and an excellent condition brass gripstrap showing a little light tarnish.  The hardwood grips appear like new.  This revolver comes
with its original factory cardboard box with Styrofoam insert correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun that shows some tattered
edges.  (126520-70) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

1826. REMINGTON MODEL 513-T MATCHMASTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #3771, 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with a bright
excellent bore.  The barrel is primarily a fading blue toning to a gray-brown patina with some spotty oxidation staining.  The receiver shows
strong blue with spotty oxidation and oxidation staining.  The pistolgrip walnut target stock rates very good to near excellent with multiple
dings, scratches and other handling marks throughout.  The checkered metal buttplate has a couple of tiny spots of oxidation.  The gun
is fitted with sling swivels, scope blocks, front Lyman 17 style sight, Redfield rear aperture sight and comes with a single five shot maga-
zine.  This gun looks like it would make a great shooter.  (127192-24) {C&R} (200/400)

1827. RUGER NEW MODEL SINGLE SIX CONVERTIBLE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #260-23732, 22 LR/22
Magnum, 9 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a few faint handling marks and a cou-
ple of tiny dings on the aluminum gripframe.  Both cylinders are numbered to the gun and have a couple of light scratches and a faint turn
ring.  The blond hardwood grips with Phoenix medallions rate near excellent showing a couple of light scratches.  This revolver appears to
have been used very little.  (126520-3981) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1828. WALTHER MANURHIN PP SPORT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #62521L, 22 LR, 8 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces on this French made pistol retain 90% original blue with a few spots worn to silver on the right side of the barrel and
slide, multiple scratches and thinning to gray on the gripstrap.  The brown plastic Manurhin grips are in excellent condition but appear to
be from a PP model as it is evident that the original Sport grips were slightly larger by the silvering around that area.  The rear sight is miss-
ing from the sight frame.  It comes with one brown plastic based finger extension magazine.  (126520-3290) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection] (350/550)

1829. REMINGTON MODEL 552 BDL DELUXE SPEEDMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #D1400834, 22 S,L,LR, 21 1/2”
barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with a few scratches on the receiver and magazine tube
and the barrel showing some scattered oxidation staining and some freckles of oxidation.  The checkered pistolgrip Monte Carlo walnut
stock and forearm with glossy finish rates excellent.  (127192-59) (350/550)

1830. REMINGTON MODEL 514 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 85% original blue fading towards brown with a few small spots of oxidation and oxidation staining and several light scratches and
minor handling marks.  The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with an added finish showing multiple scratches and dings
and a few spots of flaking finish.  There is a small chip in the hard rubber buttplate.  (127192-17) {C&R} (100/200)

1831. REMINGTON MODEL 597 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #2691908, 22 LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 98% original blue with a couple of scattered freckles.  The synthetic pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a couple of light
scratches and minor handling marks.  The gun comes with a 3-9X Bushnell Sportview scope with a duplex reticle and clear optics mount-
ed to the aluminum receiver.  (127192-35) (100/200)

1832. MARLIN MODEL 15YN “LITTLE BUCKAROO” SINGLE SHOT BOLT RIFLE serial #01236140, 22 S,L,LR, 16 1/4” bar-
rel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue.  The press checkered pistolgrip hardwood stock rates excel-
lent with a couple of light handling marks. This rifle has a 12” length of pull and is made as a youth rifle and comes with a 3-9X Bushnell
scope mounted to the grooved receiver.  The scope has a duplex reticle and clear optics.  (127192-62) (100/200)

1833. REMINGTON MOHAWK-600 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #A6678492, 308 Win, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with a spot on the barrel that is fading toward gray-brown likely from storage.  The checkered
pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with a few minor handling marks, some light wear on the grip and some fading finish by the butt.  It
comes with a scope rail and rings mounted to the receiver.  (127192-8) (300/500)

1834. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X-III 1.5-5X rifle scope in near excellent condition.  It has gloss black fin-
ish that needs a little cleaning showing a little superficial soiling and a couple of faint ring marks.  The optics are clear and bright with a
duplex reticle.  (127192-8A)

1835. WARDS WESTERNFIELD NO. 46 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces are primarily gray and brown patinas with areas of thinning original blue still present, some spotty oxidation staining and a few spots
of oxidation.  The pistolgrip hardwood stock with finger grooved forend rates very good with a fading finish and multiple minor scuffs,
scratches and dings.  The metal buttplate hangs slightly proud of the wood showing most of its blue with some flaking to brown.   The
front sight hood is not present and it comes with sling swivels and a single detachable magazine.  (126841-4) {C&R} (50/100)
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1836. CUSTOM WINCHESTER MODEL 1892 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #255208, 32 WCF, 21” barrel with a gray, moderately
pitted bore.  The refinished metal surfaces show lots of light pitting on the receiver with some on the barrel, multiple scratches and dings
throughout and some spotty oxidation primarily on the barrel.  The barrel appears to have been originally an octagon barrel that was turned
partially round and shortened with a new dovetail cut for the front sight.  The stock and forearm have been refinished with multiple scratch-
es and dings and a repaired spot on the forearm.  The checkering on the buttstock is not original.  The crescent buttplate hangs proud of
the wood and is a mottled blue and brown with pitting.  The receiver is also slightly proud of the wood.  The buckhorn rear and brass blade
front sights are not original.  The end of the magazine tube is fitted with the head of a Rem-UMC 30 cal. cartridge.  (126892-3)(200/400)

1837. JGA KARABINER SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #401774, 22 LR, 23 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 90-95% original blue with some scattered freckles of light oxidation, multiple light scratches and some fading
towards gray.  The hardwood pistolgrip stock with checkering on the grip, a small right handed cheekpiece and a schnabel forend rates
very good with multiple dings and scratches.  The metallic buttplate is a brown patina with a gray toe and heel.  The gun comes with sling
swivels mounted on the barrel and stock.  (126900-D29803) (75/150)

1838. SEARS MODEL 25 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 97% origi-
nal blue with a few light freckles and a couple of faint handling marks.  The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with several
scratches and a few other minor handling marks.  The plastic buttplate hangs slightly proud of the wood.  Comes with a white canvas gun
sleeve.  (126901-S17991) (100/200)

1839. MARLIN MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #13504249, 22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 97% original blue with several small spots of light superficial oxidation, a little light freckling, and a couple of spots of silvering on
the aluminum receiver.  The hardwood pistolgrip Monte Carlo stock rates near excellent with several paint marks and a few light scratch-
es.  An original warning label is still attached to the stock.  (127165-2) (75/150)

1840. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 2X SELF COCKING SAFETY BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #50530, 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with
a lightly frosted bore.  The metal surfaces are a brown patina with some scattered pitting and spots of oxidation.  The refinished pistolgrip
hardwood stock rates very good with some scattered dings and scratches and a couple of spots of discoloration.  The metal buttplate
hangs slightly proud of the wood and is primarily a gray patina with some spots of oxidation staining.  (126940-144) {C&R} (75/150)

1841. REMINGTON MODEL 24 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #52731, 22 LR, 19 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 90% original blue that is beginning to fade towards brown showing some light freckling, multiple minor dings and scratches, and
a couple of tiny spots of oxidation.  The hardwood pistolgrip stock and schnabel tipped forearm have been refinished and rate near excellent
as refinished with multiple dings and scratches.  The metal buttplate is blue-gray with a couple of spots of oxidation and hangs slightly proud
of the wood.  This rifle features a Lyman No. 2 tang mounted target sight without an aperture disc.  (127015-3) {C&R} (350/550)

1842. WINCHESTER MODEL 1902 SINGLE SHOT BOLT RIFLE 22 RF, 18” barrel with a frosted bore showing a few pits.  The
metal surface are a mix of a brown patina and in-the-white bare metal with oxidation, oxidation staining and a little light pitting scattered
about.  The hardwood stock rates good with multiple dings, scratches and other handling marks.  (127014-12) {C&R} (50/100)

1843. MARLIN MODEL 100 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 RF, 24” barrel with a very good bore showing a little light frost-
ing.  The metal surfaces are a fading blue that have primarily turned to a brown patina showing some dings, scratches and spotty oxidation.
The hardwood pistolgrip stock has been refinished and rates near excellent as refinished with multiple light handling blemishes and a few
runs in the added finish.  The gripcap is not present.  It comes with tan canvas military style sling.  (127015-13) {C&R} (75/150)

1844. REMINGTON MODEL 552 SPEEDMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #1435046, 22 S,L,LR, 23” barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 90-95% original blue with scattered oxidation and light freckling, and several minor handling marks
on the receiver.  The hardwood stock and forearm have an added finish that is bubbling in a few places with multiple minor scratches and
dings throughout.  (127014-32) (100/200)

1845. MARLIN GLENFIELD MODEL 20 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #71381707, 22 S,L,LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few minor blemishes.  The press-checkered hardwood pistolgrip stock rates near excel-
lent with a few minor scratches and dings.  The stock appears lightly cleaned.  The plastic buttplate hangs slightly proud of the wood.  It
comes without a magazine.  (127018-4) (75/150)

1846. STEVENS SPRINGFIELD MODEL 87A SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 90% original blue beginning to fade towards brown and showing light oxidation, freckling and a few minor handling marks.
The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with a flaking and thinning finish showing multiple minor scratches and dings.
(127018-5) (50/100)

1847. DANISH MODEL 1889 KRAG BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #9158, 8x58R, 33" barrel with a gray bore that has light pitting and
soft rifling throughout.  The metal surfaces are mostly mottled gray with traces of blue still visible around the receiver.  There are areas of
light brown patina and some scattered light oxidation visible as well.  The near full length walnut stock rates very good and shows evidence
of having been lightly sanded.  The markings are still crisp, but the steel buttplate is proud around the edges and "KLI" has been carved
just forward the triggerguard.  A small brass disc with "20" has been installed at the toe.  The original sights are intact and a small target
block has been installed via a dovetail over the chamber just behind the rear sight.  The rear sight ladder has been cut with the upper por-
tion not present.  The numbers appear to be all matching and rifle appears otherwise complete and not import marked.  A very good exam-
ple overall.  (126983-51) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1848. RANGER MODEL 103-2 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
90% original blue showing some thinning towards gray with scattered oxidation and minor blemishes throughout.  The hardwood pistol-
grip stock rates about very good with multiple minor blemishes.  Comes without a magazine.  (127014-33) (40/80)

1849. MARLIN GLENFIELD MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel is gray with
a few remnants of original blue showing some oxidation, oxidation staining and light pitting throughout.  The magazine tube is primarily
blue with scattered oxidation and the aluminum receiver has a couple of spots worn to silver and a few spots of flaking finish.   The press-
checkered pistolgrip stock rates about very good with a few minor handling marks and a couple of spots of flaking finish.  The gun comes
with a Tasco 3-7X rifle scope mounted to the grooved receiver.  The scope has a duplex reticle and lightly cloudy optics.  The front and
rear sights are not present.  (127014-34) (50/100)

1850. MARLIN MODEL 39A LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #E17457, 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces are a fading blue turned primarily to a brown patina with spotty oxidation throughout.  The buttstock is cracked, fits loosely on the
receiver and is missing the buttplate.  The forearm is intact with multiple dings, scuffs and scratches, and a few paint marks.  This 1948
3rd model 39A is missing its front sight hood and is in rough condition, but the action works smoothly and it would likely fix up into a good
shooter.  (127014-30) (100/200)
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1851. STEVENS SPRINGFIELD MODEL 87A SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces are primarily a brown patina with a few remnants of blue, spots of oxidation and some minor handling marks.  The hardwood pistol-
grip stock is refinished with a low quality added finish, multiple minor scratches, dings and other blemishes.  (127015-17) (50/75)

1852. SAVAGE MODEL 340 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 30-30, 22” barrel with a light gray very good bore showing strong rifling.  The metal
surfaces are primarily a brown patina with light freckling and oxidation.  The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates about very good with multi-
ple minor dings and scratches, a couple of tiny chips at the toe, and a few other minor blemishes.  The rifle comes with an Uncle Mike’s
military style leather sling and a single detachable box magazine.  (127067-16) (75/150)

1853. MARLIN MODEL 81-DL BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces are fading
to a brown patina with some remnants of blue, some light oxidation and a few light handling marks.  The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates
about very good with a crack in the forend, sling swivel stud holes with no swivels, damaged bullseye in the toeline, and multiple dings
and scratches.  The stock appears to have been lightly cleaned with an added finish.  The hard rubber buttplate is broken with most of it
missing.  The rear sight is a modern replacement and the front sight hood is not present.  (127067-17) (50/100)

1854. THOMPSON CENTER RENEGADE FLINTLOCK RIFLE serial #153880, 54 Cal, 26” octagon barrel with an excellent bore
showing strong rifling and a couple of small spots of oxidation.  The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with a couple of tiny spots
of oxidation, a few scattered freckles, and a few scratches and minor handling marks.  The case colors on the lock and hammer rate
excellent with a little superficial oxidation.  The hardwood stock rates about excellent with a couple of light scratches and minor blem-
ishes.  The gun comes with a metal tipped wooden ramrod and features double set triggers and a front blade and rear adjustable sights.
(127132-3) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1855. REMINGTON NO 6 FALLING BLOCK RIFLE 32 RF, 20” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.  The metal surfaces are primarily a
brown patina with remnants of original blue and some spots of oxidation and light pitting.  The walnut stock and forearm rate very good
with multiple dings and scratches, an added finish, and the stock showing a couple of cracks by the upper and lower tangs and a repair
on its right side.  (127106-64) (200/300)

1856. REMINGTON MODEL 552 SPEEDMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with a few nicks and scratches, some scattered light freckling and a couple of tiny spots of oxida-
tion.  The walnut pistolgrip stock and forearm rate near excellent with a few light scratches.  (127142-27) {C&R} (150/250)

1857. STEVENS MODEL 325 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 30-30, 21” barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 97% original
blue with several scratches, some light freckling, and a few small spots of oxidation.  The hardwood stock appears lightly cleaned with an
added finish and rates very good as-is showing multiple minor scratches and dings and some spots of flaking finish.  The hard rubber
buttplate sits slightly proud of the wood.  (127142-18) {C&R} (200/300)

1858. STEVENS RANGER MODEL 101.5 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 410 bore, 24” barrel with a bright excellent smooth bore.  The
metal surfaces appear refinished and retain 98% blue as is with a few freckles and minor handling marks.  The hardwood pistolgrip stock
has an added finish with multiple minor dings and scratches and some flaking to the finish.  (127151-4) (100/200)

1859. REMINGTON MODEL 24 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #109747, 22 LR, 21” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain are a fading blue turning to a brown patina with scattered oxidation and freckling and minor handling blemishes.  The pistol-
grip stock and forearm appear refinished with multiple light handling marks and a repair and a couple cracks in the wrist.  The buttplate
and receiver sit slightly proud of the wood.  (127142-15) {C&R} (200/400)

1860. THOMPSON CENTER SENECA PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #57423, 36 cal, 27” octagon barrel with an excellent bore show-
ing strong rifling and a little superficial oxidation.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few light handling marks and a spot
or two of oxidation.  The hammer and lock exhibit excellent case colors with a couple of spots of oxidation on the hammer.  The walnut
stock rates about excellent with several light handling marks.  It features a right handed cheekpiece and is fitted with a brass patchbox
cover and buttplate.  The gun has a front blade and rear adjustable sights and comes with a brass tipped wooden ramrod.  (127149-6)
{ANTIQUE} (200/300)

1861. SQUIRES BINGHAM MODEL 20 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #836438, 22 LR, 20 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with scattered freckling and light oxidation.  The checkered hardwood pistolgrip stock rates about
very good with multiple scratches and dings and some flaking finish.  The hard rubber buttplate sits proud of the wood.  This rifle does
not come with a magazine.  (127151-15) (75/150)

1862. SMITH & WESSON MODEL A BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #325362, 30-06, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces on this Swedish made S&W rifle retain 85% original blue with the bulk of the loss due to a flaking and thinning towards gray along
the barrel.  The checkered pistolgrip Monte Carlo hardwood stock rates near excellent with several minor dings and scratches, several tiny
spots of discoloration, and a crack in the rosewood forend tip.  The bolt shows a little smoky gray discoloration on its exposed surfaces
and on the bolt handle.  The gun comes without a rear sight, is missing its front sight hood and is fitted with scope bases on the receiv-
er.  Also included is a military style leather sling.  (127192-21) (200/400)

1863. SAVAGE MODEL 24D OVER/UNDER COMBINATION GUN serial #C079932, 22LR / 410 bore, 24” barrels with bright
excellent bores.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a little scattered freckling on the barrel and some light oxidation on the
barrel band.  The case-hardened colors on the frame rate near excellent with a little light wear and some light freckling.  The press-check-
ered hardwood pistolgrip Monte Carlo stock and forend rate very good showing multiple scratches and dings.  (127165-1) (300/500)

1864. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  This lot consist of a Leupold M8-4X rifle scope with a duplex reticle and bright clear optics.  It measures 11
1/2” with a 35mm objective lens.  The gloss black finish shows multiple light scratches and minor handling marks rating very good over-
all and comes with a set of Weaver rings.  (127192-21A)

1865. LOT OF ACCESSORIES   This is a lot of a wide range of items beginning with four types of targets and two costume patterns consisting of
Indian War Shirt and the Capote. Next is a partially finished stock for an M1 Carbine that is sporterized and exhibits a chip at the upper left of
forend.  Next are two pair of Team Silence ear protectors and two suede bench rests.  Also included is a Browning gun cleaning pad, three pairs
of goggles, each apparently unused and in their original package, a hard plastic foam lined case for pistol, and about 18 rds. of 9 mm.   The bal-
ance of the lot includes but is not restricted to a size 16 Uncle Mike’s nylon Sidekick holster with shoulder strap and magazine pouch and a
hinged and collapsible wood pistol stand.  The overall condition is about very good with areas of dirt and some items unused.  (76301-8A)

1866. RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #123-23449, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  This
rifle appears like new with the metal surfaces retaining 99% plus original blue and the pistolgrip hardwood stock rating excellent.  It comes
with a Weaver D4 rifle scope that has a duplex reticle and clear optics, lens covers and a leather sling.  (127195-5) (100/200)

1867. FEINWERKBAU SPORT 124 AIR RIFLE serial #59820, 177 Cal, 18 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 99% original blue.  The checkered pistolgrip Monte Carlo walnut stock with slight cheekpiece and palm swell grip rates excellent.  This
rifle was imported by Beeman and marked with its San Rafael address.  It appears unused and features break barrel cocking, a globe front
and adjustable rear sights, a grooved receiver, a rubber buttpad and comes with a leather sling.  (127195-8) {NON GUN} (400/600)
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1868. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #85258, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
90% original blue with some thinning towards brown on the gripstrap, some high edge wear turning to a gray-brown, some scattered light
freckling and oxidation.  The case colors on the trigger and magazine release are thinning towards gray with a few spots of oxidation on the
trigger.  The black checkered hard rubber grips rate near excellent with a couple of minor scratches.  (126724-74) {C&R} (200/400)

1869. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #9759B, 380 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with a moderately frosted very good bore.
The refinished metal surface shows light pitting throughout and a few dings on the grip frame.  The case colors on the trigger and mag-
azine release have primarily faded to gray.  The black checkered hard rubber grips rate near excellent with several minor handling marks.
This pistol comes with a factory letter that acknowledges the refinishing by the factory.  (126724-43) {C&R} (200/400)

1870. SAVAGE MODEL 1917 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #252914, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel good bore showing light frosting for most of
its length and a little light pitting towards the breech.  The metal surfaces have been refinished showing some scattered pinprick pitting and
polishing marks under the new blue and some fading toward gray on some high edges and the backstrap.  The trigger shows a little light oxi-
dation and pitting with strong case colors on the flats.  The magazine release has faded to gray with some light pitting.  The trapezoidal black
hard rubber grips rate near excellent with a small chip on the left side and several minor handling marks.  (126724-73) {C&R} (150/250)

1871. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #212544, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a lightly frosted very good bore.  The
metal surfaces are refinished with a couple of areas of oxidation, a little light wear on some high edges, and a few spot of fading towards
gray and brown.  The trigger shows strong case colors while the magazine release has faded to gray.  The hard rubber grips are fading to
brown with a couple of mild handling marks.  (126724-45) {C&R} (100/200)

1872. SAVAGE MODEL 1915 HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #11371B, 380 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with a mildly frosted
bore showing some light pitting.  The metal surfaces retain about 60% original blue with areas worn and faded to gray and some oxida-
tion and pitting scattered about.  The trigger is mostly gray with some light case colors still showing.  The magazine release has faded to
gray.  The hard rubber grips have faded to brown showing handling wear most evident on the left side.  (126724-38) {C&R} (400/600)

1873. SAVAGE MODEL 1917 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #254963, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces have been refinished with some scattered freckles of oxidation coming through and a couple of edges fading to gray.  The trigger
has excellent case colors while the magazine release has faded to gray with a few spots of oxidized pitting.  The black trapezoidal hard
rubber grips rate very good with a few small chips on the right side and several minor scratches.  (126724-57) {C&R} (150/250)

1874. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #2403B, 380 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 90% original blue with areas fading toward gray and brown with multiple scratches and a few spots of oxidation.  The trigger
exhibits excellent case colors with a little fading towards gray.  The magazine release is gray with some pinprick pitting and a hint of the orig-
inal case colors still present.  The hard rubber grips rate about excellent with a few minor handling marks.  (126724-25) {C&R} (250/450)

1875. HAENEL MODEL II I AIR RIFLE 177 Cal, 19” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces are 80% blue fading towards
brown with scattered spots of light oxidation and a spot worn to silver on the top of the barrel.  The hardwood stock with finger groove
forend rates very good to near excellent showing multiple minor dings and scratches, a crack in the forend forward of the trigger, a small
repair on the toe, and a couple of tiny chips by the buttplate.  (127082-23) {NON-GUN} (100/200)

1876. LOT OF PERIODICALS   This lot consists of 59 volumes of the Double Gun Journal which is issued seasonally and each four vol-
ume year is contained in its respective and matching brown pebble grain and gold embossed covered cardboard sleeve.  The full years
are as follows: 1990, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, and 2003.  Also included are the following individual
issues: 1989 Winter; 1991 issue 2 (2 copies), issue 3 (2 copies), issue 4.  The last item is the Index & Reader 1990-1996 (Vols. One
through Seven), a 250 page hardcover that is book no. 1342 in a limited edition of 2000, and signed by Daniel Philip Cote, Founding
Publisher. The hardcover features matching pebble brown faux leather and gold embossed covering. The lot shows very little use or wear
and rates excellent overall.  (75901-5)

1877. LOT OF HEAD WEAR   This lot consists of two reproduction WWII German field caps.  These are gray wool caps in near excellent
condition, each featuring the skull bone and eagle badge and with crisp interior stamps of "56" and "57" respectively.  (74747-3)

1878. LOT OF WARM PACKS   This lot consists of 21 factory sealed disposable warm packs including six toe heaters.  The manufactur-
ers are Grabber Nycol, Kirabi, and Heat Factory.  (73880-3)

1879. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of three boxes: (1) containing 14 rds. including four on a stripper clip of Remington
Kleanbore .35 Remington Express 300 gr. Mushroom Core-Lokt; (1) full 20 rd. of Frankfort Arsenal .30 Match dated 1959; (1) full six rd.
box of Sparklet Devices, Inc. dated 1944.  The overall condition is very good with the Remington box showing moderate wear and miss-
ing flaps.  (4138-16G)

1880. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This is a lot of approximately 35 rds. of U.M.C. of .32 S&W blanks rating good to very good.  (73092-6C)
1881. KNIFE LOT   This is a vintage unmarked brass handled folding knife measuring 5 1/2" in overall length with the ochre shaded brass

showing a couple of minor scratches and the 4" steel blade showing mild edge wear, scattered dark spotting and moderate pitting at the
bolster. (74301-3)

1882. LOT OF BULLETS   This is a lot of five full or virtually full 100 rd. size boxes of Sierra 7 mm, .284 diameter Spitzer rifle bullets: (3) 120
gr.; (2) 140 gr. Pro-Hunter.  The bullets are in excellent overall condition.  (74529-2Q)

1883. LOT OF PINS AND MEDALS   This lot consists of a wide range of 20th century military pins and medals totaling about 20 pieces
including many pertaining to the Citizens Military Training Camps. The overall condition is about very good.  (73444-8B)

1884. LOT OF BRASS   This lot consists of a total of approximately 60 rds. of a mixture of primed and unprimed brass for rifles.  Most are
45-70 and the condition is about near very good overall with light tarnish and oxidation on many.  (74584-6F)

1885. HOLSTER LOT   This is a U.S. model 1911 holster with no discernible maker markings and retains a fairly pronounced U.S. logo.  The
mottled brown leather shows moderate creasing and mild scuffing.  The brass hardware and hanger are all present.  Also included is a
pair of spurs with leather straps and showing scattered light oxidation.  (75872-13A)

1886. HOLSTER LOT    This is an Uncle Mike's Sidekick size 0 black nylon belt holster showing minimal if any use and exhibiting a mild coat-
ing of light discoloration over most of the exterior surface.  (74281-5A)

1887. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of two boxes of .41 Swiss: (1) containing 18 rds. and one fired case of Italian manufac-
tured Leon Beaux .41 Swiss; (1) containing two rds. of Remington UMC Kleanbore.  The ammunition rates about near very good overall
with oxidized tips and the Leon Beaux box is separating at the top and bottom.  (75075-4)  

1888. LOT OF MILITARIA   This is a lot of a variety of ten reproduction pins and medals commemorating a wide range of endeavors includ-
ing several SS related.  The condition is about very good overall.  (74578-12)
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1889. LOT OF MILITARIA   This is a scale balsa kit WWII era Stearman PT-17 model airplane by Guillow’s.  When constructed it has a 28”
wingspan and appears to have all original balsa and plastic components as well as instruction sheets with all enclosed in original box. This
is an excellent condition unassembled model. (73727-14)

1890. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR   This is a lot of U.S. Army issued equipment consisting of four camo pattern field shirts, a field jacket, one pair
camo field trousers, a pair of extreme cold weather mittens with liners, a canteen with 1945 dated cover, and a lightweight service mask pouch.
The items are contained in a large U.S. issued duffle bag. This lot rates excellent with the clothing showing virtually no wear.  (74449-8)

1891. LOT OF BOOKS   Two total.  Winchester Shotguns, by Dennis Adler; c. 2006 Dennis Adler.  309 pages hardcover with jacket.  Winchester:
An American Legend, by R. L. Wilson; c. 1991 R. L. Wilson.  404 pages hardcover with jacket showing a corner with a little creasing and the
top section bowing back a bit. The books rate excellent and represent highly successful offerings in a single lot.  (76417-7A)

1892. BOOK LOT  The Winchester Book: 1 of 1000, by George Madis; c. 1961, 1969, 1971, 1977, 1979, 1981, 1984, 1985, George Madis.
655 pages pebble grained and gold embossed hardcover with raised image of frontiersman on horseback and illustrated frontispiece.  This
example of the accredited work by the world renown expert rates excellent with some creasing at the front corners and a couple of spots
of discoloration and shows little if any use.  (76417-7B)

1893. BOOK LOT   The History of Winchester Firearms: 1866-1980, by Duncan Barnes, George R. Watrous, James C. Rikhoff, Thomas H. Hall,
and Pete Kulhoff; c. 1966, 1975, 1980, Winchester Press.  237 pages pebble grain and gold embossed spine and embossed trademark image
on front.  The book shows light wear at some corners and the inside front cover has an ink stamp and a handwritten date.  It is enclosed in
its matching light brown colored and lightly worn original cardboard sleeve. This is a desirable book in near excellent condition.  (76417-7C)

1894. BOOK LOT   Winchester’s Finest: The Model 21, by Ned Schwing; c. 1990 Ned Schwing.  360 pages pebble grain hardcover with front
featuring gold embossed lettering and an outstanding photo of an engraved 1934 manufactured example.  This is a very collectible book
that appears unused.  (76417-7D)

1895. BOOK LOT   This is a wonderful hardcover reproduction of the Winchester catalog circa 1928 for sporting goods, hardware and
related equipment.  It features a navy blue pebble grain surface, the Winchester trademark logo in bold red over a gold embossed back-
drop and a title section that reads “World Standard Guns and Ammunition/Flashlights and Batteries/Fishing Tackle/Ice and Roller
Skates/Cutlery/Tools.  It consists of 233 pages printed on period style off-white stock.  A rare item that appears unused and rating
excellent plus.  (76417-7E)

1896. BOOK LOT   The Winchester Lever Legacy, by Clyde “Snooky” Williamson; c. 1988 Buffalo Press.  664 pages hardcover.  This is a very
beautifully designed offering featuring a cover with raised silver embossed lettering and images over a fancy grain blue surface.  The con-
dition is excellent with a few very minor spots of discoloration along the edges.  (76417-7F)

1897. LOT OF BOOKS   This is a complete five volume set of The Pitman Notes on U.S. Martial Small Arms and Ammunition 1776-1993 from
original materials drawn and collected by Brig. Gen. John Pitman: Vol. One Breech-loading Carbines of the United States Civil War Period;
c. 1987 Armory Productions.  94 pages hardcover.  Vol. Two Revolvers and Automatic Pistols; c. 1990 Paul E. Klatt.  174 pages hardcover.
Vol. Three U. S. Breech-loading Rifles and Carbines, Cal. .45; c. 1991 Paul E. Klatt.  186 pages hardcover.  Vol. Four U.S. Magazine Rifles
and Carbines, Cal. .30; c. 1992 Paul E. Klatt.  194 pages hardcover.  Vol. Five Miscellaneous Notes - Cals. .58, .50, .30, Confederate &
Foreign; c. 1992 Paul E. Klatt.  212 pages hardcover.  Each of the volumes features excellent condition jackets and exhibit a handwritten
note in pencil on the tops of their respective bag end paper.  This set is virtually blemish-free with the exception of Vol. five which has a
small area of dirt on the top edge.  A great compilation of historical manuscripts by the man who many consider to be the “father of
American arms and cartridge collecting”.  (76417-7G)

1898. LOT OF BOOKS   This is a complete two volume set written by Louis A. Garavaglia and Charles G. Worman with the following titles
and information: Firearms of the American West: 1803-1865; c. 1984 U. of New Mexico Press.  402 pages hardcover.  Firearms of the
American West: 1866-1894; c. 1985 U. of New Mexico Press.  413 pages hardcover.  Each comes with its original jacket protected by a
clear plastic sleeve and the books rate near excellent with minor fading and isolated dirt.  (76417-7H)

1899. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of five paperbacks.  Winchester Lever Action Repeating Firearms, by Arthur Pirkle: (complete three vol. set)
Vol. 1 The Models of 1866, 1873 & 1876; c. 1994 North Cape Publications.  202 pages.  Vol 2 The Models of 1886 and 1892; c. 1996 and
2001 North Cape Publications.  207 pages.  The Models of 1894 and 1895; c. 1998 North Cape Publications. Winchester Slide-Action
Rifles Vols. I & II, by Ned Schwing; c. 2004 Ned Schwing.  602 pages.  Winchester’s Finest: The Model 21, by Ned Schwing; c. 2005 Ned
Schwing.  360 pages.  Excellent condition lot with only a couple of minor blemishes overall.  (76417-7I)

1900. BOOK LOT    American Socket Bayonets and Scabbards, by Robert M. Reilly; c. 1990 Robert M. Reilly.  209 pages hardcover with jack-
et and rating excellent, showing little if any use. This is the popular reference work found to be indispensable to many a collector. (76417-7J)

1901. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of five.  From Foxholes and Flight Decks: Letters Home from World War II, by Rod Gragg; c. 2002 Rod Gragg.
64 pages hardcover.  Left for Dead: A Young Man’s Search for Justice for the USS Indianapolis, by Pete Nelson; c. 2002 Peter Nelson.
201 pages paperback.  1942: The Year that Tried Men’s Souls, by Winston Groom; c. 2005 Winston Groom.  459 pages hardcover with
jacket.  A Glimpse of Hell: The Explosion on the USS Iowa and its Cover-Up, by Charles C. Thompson; c. 1999 Charles C. Thompson III.
430 pages hardcover with jacket and a smudge of what might be the printer’s ink on the inside front end paper.  D-Days in the Pacific:
Guadalcanal, Tarawa, Saipan, Iwo Jima, Okinawa, by Donald L. Miller; c. 1945 Henry Steele Commager. Revisions and introduction c. 2001,
2005.  426 pages paperback with a couple of black marker lines across the top edge.  This is an excellent condition lot that has seen lit-
tle if any use.  (76417-7K)

1902. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of four.  Wahoo: The Patrols of America’s Most Famous Submarine, by Richard H. O’kane; c. 1987 Richard H.
O’kane. 345 pages hardcover with jacket and signed by the author.  Ship of Ghosts: The Story of the USS Houston, FDR’s Legendary Lost
Cruiser, and the Epic Saga of Her Survivors, by James D. Hornfischer; c. 2006 James D. Hornfischer.  530 pages hardcover with jacket.  Small
Arms of the Sea Services: A history of the firearms and edged weapons of the U.S. Navy Marine Corps and Coast Guard from the Revolution
to the present, by Colonel Robert H. Rankin, USMC; c. 1972 N. Flayderman.  227 pages hardcover with jacket and light wear and fading.  The
U-Boat War in the Atlantic: 1939-1945, facsimile edition of the British Ministry of Defence chronicle; c. 1989 Her Majesty’s Stationery Office.
151 pages hardcover.  Also included is matching folder containing Diagrams 1-32 from the original volumes.  Items are contained in the orig-
inal illustrated cardboard sleeve and show light wear.  Overall the conditions range from near excellent to excellent.  (76417-7L)

1903. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of five hardcovers with jackets.  Riverine: A Brown-Water Sailor in the Delta, 1967, by Don Sheppard; c. 1992
Don Sheppard.  326 pages.  American Spartans: The U.S. Marines A Combat History from Iwo Jima to Iraq, by James A. Warren; c. 2005
James A. Warren.  375 pages and dedicated by the author.  Flight of the Intruder: A Novel, by Stephen Coonts; c. 1986 U.S. Naval Institute.
329 pages of a story of naval aviators over Vietnam written by a veteran A6 Intruder pilot.  Voices of Courage: The Battle for KHE Sanh,
Vietnam, by Ronald J. Drez and Douglas Brinkley; c. 2005 Ronald J. Drez and Douglas Brinkley.  186 pages and includes two disk audio
recordings corresponding to chapters in the book.  White Feather: Carlos Hathcock USMC Scout Sniper, An Authorized Biographical
Memoir, by Roy F. Chandler and Norman A. Chandler; c. 1997 Norman A. Chandler.  277 pages hardcover signed by the authors as well
as the subject, Hathcock.  This is an excellent condition lot with a penciled in note on each front end paper.  (76417-7M)
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1904. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of six hardcovers with jackets.  In Irons: Britain’s Naval Supremacy and the American Revolutionary Economy,
by Richard Buel Jr.  397 pages.  Utmost Gallantry: The U.S. and Royal Navies at Sea in the War of 1812, by Kevin D. McCranie; c. 2011
Kevin D. McCranie.  365 pages.  Sailor: A Pictorial History, by Alan McGowan; c. 1977 Roxby Press Productions Limited.  175 pages.
Illustration oriented offering covering the 125 years prior to publishing.  The Marlinspike Sailor, by Hervey Garrett Smith; c. 1971 Hervey
Garrett Smith.  131 pages reissue of a book first published in 1956 providing lessons on operating small boats.  Small Arms of the Sea
Services: A history of the firearms and edged weapons of the U.S. Navy, Marine Corps and Coast Guard from the Revolution to the pre-
sent, by Colonel Robert H. Rankin, USMC; c. 1972 N. Flayderman and Co.  227 pages.  Armada: A celebration of the four hundredth
anniversary of the defeat of the Spanish Armada 1588-1988, by Peter Padfield.  c. 1988 Peter Padfield.  208 pages with illustrated fron-
tispiece.  The first two books in this lot rate excellent and are virtually blemish free and the balance rate very good to excellent with light
fading, foxing and wear.  (76417-7N)

1905. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of six.  The British Battle-Fleet: Its Inception and Growth throughout the Centuries, by Fred T. Jane; first pub-
lished 1912 S. W. Partridge & Co. Ltd., this edition c. Conway Maritime Press.  406 pages hardcover with jacket.  Seapower and Naval
Warfare: 1650-1830, Richard Harding; c. 1999 Richard Harding.  356 pages hardcover.  Nelson and the Nile: The Naval War against
Bonaparte 1798, by Brian Lavery; c. 1998 Brian Lavery.  318 pages hardcover with jacket and illustrated frontispiece. The History of the
British Navy, by Michael Lewis; first published 1957 Penguin Books, this edition 1959 Essential Books.  259 pages hardcover with jacket.
Battleship Bismarck: A Survivor’s Story, by Baron Burkard Von Mullenheim-Rechberg; c. 1980 U.S. Naval Institute.  290 pages hardcover
with jacket and illustrated frontispiece.  The Life of Captain James Cook, by J.C. Beaglehole; c. 1974 Timothy Beaglehole.  760 pages paper-
back with illustrated frontispiece and a personal note written in pencil on the front end paper.  The books in this lot rate excellent with
most having a price written in pencil on back end paper.  (76417-7P)

1906. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of six.  The Battlefield Dead: “The Restless Souls of Gettysburg”, by Elizabeth Matusiak; c. 2000 State of the
Art, LTD.  144 pages paperback discussing ghostly encounters.  All for the Union: A history of the 2nd Rhode Island Volunteer Infantry in
the War of the Great Rebellion, as told by the diary and letters of Elisha Hunt Rhodes, edited by Robert Hunt Rhodes.  Gettysburg: A
Testing of Courage, by Noah Andre Trudeau; c. 2002 Noah Andre Trudeau.  694 pages hardcover with jacket and appearing unused and
blemish free.  The Politically Incorrect Guide to the Civil War, by H.W. Crocker III; c. 2008 H. W. Crocker III.  370 pages paperback.  The
Complete Civil War: The Definitive Fact File of the Campaigns, Weapons, Tactics, Armies and Key Figures, by Philip Katcher; c. 1992 Philip
Katcher.  318 pages paperback with illustrated frontispiece.  The Civil War, by Robert Paul Jordan; c. 1969 National Geographic Society.
215 pages heavily illustrated hardcover with jacket and enclosed folding map.  Overall the lot rates excellent with maybe an isolated crease
or smudge.  (76417-7Q)  

1907. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of five hardcovers with jackets.  Admirals of American Empire: The Combined Story of George Dewey, Alfred
Thayer Mahan, Winfield Scott Schley and William Thomas Sampson, by Richard S. West, Jr.  c. 1948 Bobbs-Merrill Co.  354 pages.  A Ship
to Remember: The Maine and the Spanish-American War, by Michael Blow; c. 1992 Michael Blow.  496 pages.  U.S. Warships Since 1945,
by Paul H. Silverstone; c. 1987 Paul Silverstone.  240 pages.  Small Arms of the Sea Services: A history of the firearms and edged weapons
of the U.S. Navy, Marine Corps and Coast Guard from the Revolution to the present, by Colonel Robert H. Rankin, USMC. c. 1972 N.
Flayderman & Co.  227 pages.  The U.S. Navy: An Illustrated History, by Nathan Miller; c. 1977 U.S. Naval Institute.  416 thoroughly illus-
trated pages including index.  The lot rates very good to excellent overall with some showing light foxing, fading and/or dirt.  (76417-7R)

1908. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of six.  Chaining the Hudson: The Fight for the River in the American Revolution, by Lincoln Diamant; c. 1989, 1994
Lincoln Diamant.  233 pages paperback with a black ink mark along bottom edge near spine.  Battlegrounds of Freedom: A Historical Guide
to the Battlefields of the War of American Independence, by Norman Desmarais; c. 2005 by Norman Desmarais.  241 pages paperback
signed by the author.  The Politically Incorrect Guide to American History, by Thomas E. Woods, Jr., Ph.D.; c. 2004 Thomas E. Woods Jr. 269
pages hardcover with jacket.  The Revolutionary War, by Bart Mcdowell; c. 1967 National Geographic Society.  199 pages hardcover with
jacket.  Freedom: A History of US, by Joy Hakim; c. 2003 Joy Hakim.  406 pages hardcover with jacket.  George Washington: A Biography in
His Own Words, Vol. 1 of The Founding Fathers Series, edited by Ralph K. Andrist.  208 pages hardcover with jacket.  (76417-7S)

1909. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of five.  Soldier’s Heart: Being the Story of the Enlistment and Due Service of the Boy Charley Goddard in the
First Minnesota Volunteers, by Gary Paulsen; c. 1998 Gary Paulsen. 106 pages hardcover with jacket.  The Papers of George Washington,
W. W. Abbot, Editor, The Journal of the Proceedings of the President, 1793-1797, Dorothy Twohig, Editor; c. 1981 Rector and visitors of the
University of Virginia.  393 pages hardcover with jacket.  George Washington: Anguish and Farewell (1793-1799), by James Thomas
Flexner; c. 1969, 1972 James Thomas Flexner.  554 pages hardcover with jacket and a black ink mark along bottom edge.  Trafalgar:
Countdown to Battle 1803-1805, by Alan Schom; c. 1990 Alan Schom.  421 pages hardcover with jacket.  The Presidents: Their Lives,
Families and Great Decisions as Told by The Saturday Evening Post, c. 1989 The Curtis Publishing Company.  The books in this lot are in
excellent overall condition. (76417-7T)

1910. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of five hardcovers with jackets.  The First World War: A Complete History, by Martin Gilbert; c. 1994 Martin
Gilbert.  615 pages.  War Stories II: Heroism in the Pacific, by Oliver North with Joe Musser; c. 2004 Oliver L. North and Fox News Network,
LLC.  471 pages and included is a DVD also with this title.  Black Sheep: The Life of Pappy Boyington, by John F. Wukovits. c. 2011 John
F. Wukovits. 249 pages.  How the Battleship Maine Was Destroyed, by H. G. Rickover; c. 1976 H. G. Rickover.  178 pages.  The Marine
Book: A Portrait of America’s Military Elite, by Chuck Lawliss; c. 1988 Chuck Lawliss.  189 pages.  The overall condition of the lot is excel-
lent including the first three showing virtually no wear.  (76417-7U)

1911. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of seven.  We Thought We Were Going Home, as told by Rhode Island WWII Battle of the Bulge Veterans, com-
piled & written by Thomas B. Pirnie; c. 2000 Thomas B. Pirnie.  Approximately 70 page paperback with personal note written in ink on
inside front cover.  Bannerman Castle, by Thom Johnson and Barbara H. Gottlock; c. 2006 Thom Johnson and Barbara H. Gottlock.  127
pages paperback from the Images of America Series.  Regimental Book Rhode Island Regiment for 1781 &c., by Bruce C. MacGunnigle;
c. 2011 Rhode Island Society of the Sons of the American Revolution.  156 pages hardcover dedicated by the author.  Years of Infamy:
The Untold Story of America’s Concentration Camps, by Michi Weglyn; c. 1976 Michi Nishiura Weglyn.  351 pages hardcover with jacket.
Uncommon Valor: Decorations, badges and service medals of the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps, c. 1980 David L. Riley.  88 pages hard-
cover with gilted lettering and Navy seal.  The Book of Navy Songs, collected and edited by the Trident Society of the U.S. Naval Academy.
c. 1926, 1937 Doubleday, Doran & Co., 1948 U.S. Naval Institute, 1955 Joseph W. Crosley and U.S. Naval Institute.  159 pages hardcov-
er with scattered light staining to the blue fabric cover graced with gilted lettering and logos and an ink ID note on the front end paper.
The Navy, edited by Rear Admiral W. J. Holland Jr., USN; c. 2000 Naval Historical Foundation.  352 page table style padded white hard-
cover with raised and embossed U.S. Navy Seal forming an impressive focal point.  This is a prominently illustrated tribute to the past and
present associated with the U.S. Navy.  The conditions of the books in this lot range from very good to excellent.  (76417-7V)

1912. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of five hardcovers with jackets.  The Gun and Its Development, by W.W. Greener. Ninth edition published by
Bonanza books.  804 pages.  Pageant of the Gun: A Treasury of Stories of Firearms: their romance and lore, development and use through
ten centuries, by Harold L. Peterson; c. 1966, 1967 Maco Publishing. 352 pages.  The Story of the Gun: From Matchlock to M16, by Ian V.
Hogg. c. 1996 Ian Hogg. 192 pages.  From Flintlock to M1, by Joseph W. Shields, Jr.; c. 1954 Joseph W. Shields Jr.  220 pages.  The
Collecting of Guns, edited by James E. Serven; c. 1964 The Stackpole Co.  272 pages including one designated for the owner’s name, which
was applied in its appropriate location and in addition the inside front end paper exhibits a note proclaiming that the book was gifted in
1973.  The overall condition is very good to excellent with only isolated small jacket tears, handling marks, foxing, dirt or fading.  (76417-7W) 
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1913. LOT OF BOOKS    Total of five hardcovers with jackets.  The Shotgun Encyclopedia: A Comprehensive Reference Work on All Aspects
of Shotguns and Shotgun Shooting, by John M. T1976 Bob Brister.  321 pages.  The Sporting Shotgun: A User’s Handbook, 2nd Edition,
by Robin Marshall-Ball; c. 2003 Robin Marshall Ball.  192 pages.  Game Gun, by Richard S. Grozik; c. 1986, 1997, 2002 Richard S. Grozik.
203 pages.  Heyday of the Shotgun: The art of the gunmaker at the turn of the last century, by David J. Baker; c. 2000 David J. Baker.
156 pages.  This is an excellent condition lot with several showing virtually no use.  (76417-7X).

1914. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of eight. The American Shotgunner, by Francis E. Sell; c. 1962 Francis E. Sell.  301 pages hardcover with tat-
tered jacket and illustrated frontispiece.  The Shotgun: A Shooting Instructor’s Handbook, by Michael Yardley; c. 2001 Michael Yardley.
272 pages hardcover with jacket.  The Sporting Clays Handbook: A Thorough and Practical Introduction to America’s Fastest Growing and
Most Exciting Shotgun Game, by Jerry Meyer; c. 1990 Jerry Meyer.  163 pages paperback with a front cover folding back slightly at the
bottom right corner.  The Complete Book of Shotgunning Games, by Tom Migdalski; c. 1997 Tom Migdalski.  309 pages paperback.
Breaking Clays: Target Tactics, Tips & Techniques, by Chris Batha; c. 2005 Chris Batha.  188 pages hardcover with jacket.  Precision
Shooting: The Trapshooter’s Bible, by James Russel; c. 1996, 1998, 1999, 2000 James Russell.  219 pages paperback.  Trapshooting
Secrets, by James Russel; c. 1996, 1998, 1999, 2000 James Russell.  183 pages paperback.  The Gun Digest Book of Trap & Skeet
Shooting 3rd Edition, by Chris Christian; c. 1994 DBI books.  288 paperback.  The first book listed rates good plus to very good and the
balance rates excellent, showing minimal if any use and some with a penciled in note.  (76417-7Y)

1915. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of six.   Swords and Makers of England and Scotland, by Richard H. Bezdek; c. 2003 Richard Bezdek.  394
pages hardcover. London Silver-hilted Swords: Their makers, suppliers & allied traders with directory, by Leslie Southwick; c. 2001 Royal
Armouries.  302 pages and 33 color plates in this hardcover with jacket.  Renaissance Swordsmanship: The Illustrated Use of Rapiers and
Cut-and-Thrust Swords, by John Clements; c. 1997 John Clements. 143 pages.  Medieval Swordsmanship: Illustrated Methods and
Techniques, by John Clements; c. 1998 John Clements.  323 pages paperback.  Rules and Regulations for the Sword Exercise of Cavalry,
by His Majesty’s command originally published 1796, this edition 1970 Museum Restoration Service. Copy no. 639 of 700, 98 pages hard-
cover with jacket.  British Military Swords: From 1800 to the Present Day, c. 1966 John Wilkinson Latham.  91 pages hardcover with jack-
et  The lot rates excellent.  (76417-7Z)

1916. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of four.  The Ames Sword Company Catalog: An Exact Reprint of the Original 19th Century Military and Fraternal
Sword Catalog; c. 2003 Anthony Mowbray Publishing.  Approximately 125 pages hardcover.  Swords and Sabers of the Armory at
Springfield, by Burton A. Kellerstedt; c. 1998 Burton A. Kellerstedt.  Approximately 100 pages paperback. American Swords and Sword
Makers, by Richard H. Bezdek; c. 2003 Richard H. Bezdek.  627 pages hardcover with jacket.  The American Fraternal Sword: An Illustrated
Reference Guide, by John D. Hamilton, Joseph Marino and James Kaplan; c. 2008 Joseph Marino and James Kaplan.  247 pages.  This is
an excellent condition lot that appears unused.  (76417-7AA)

1917. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of three hardcovers with jackets.  U.S. Naval Officers: Their Swords and Dirks, by Peter Tuite; c. 2004 Peter
Tuite.  247 pages.  American Swords & Sword Makers Volume II, by Richard H. Bezdek; c. 1999 Richard Bezdek.  370 pages.  The American
Eagle Pommel Sword: The Early Years 1793-1830, by E. Andrew Mowbray.  244 pages. This is an excellent condition grouping and includes
prices written in pencil on back end papers.  (76417-7AB)

1918. LOT OF BOOKS   Two total.  Swords From Public Collections in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, edited by Bruce S. Bazelon. (no
c. date) 127 pages paperback.  Silver Mounted Swords:Family Collection: featuring silver hilts through the golden age, by Daniel Hartzler.
320 pages hardcover with jacket.  (76417-7AC)

1919. BOOK LOT  The Bowie Knife: Unsheathing an American Legend, by Norm Flayderman; c. 2004 Norman Flayderman.  512 pages hard-
cover with jacket and in excellent condition and apparently unused.  (76417-7AD)

1920. BOOK LOT   Randall Knives: A Reference Book, by Sheldon & Edna Wickersham; c. 2007 Sheldon and Edna Wickersham. 252 pages
hardcover with jacket and addendum sheet.  The book rates excellent and is apparently unused.  (76417-7AE)

1921. BOOK LOT   American Primitive Knives: 1770-1870, by Gordon B. Minnis; c. 1983 Museum Restoration Service.  100 pages hardcov-
er with jacket and penciled in price on back end paper.  Excellent condition and apparently unused.  (76417-7AF)

1922. LOT OF BOOKS   Two total.  The Complete Guide to Hunting Knives, by Durwood Hollis; c. 2001 Krause Publications.  224 pages
paperback.  Knifemakers of old San Francisco, by Bernard R. Levine; c. 1977, 1978, 1998 Bernard Robert Levine. 160 pages hardcover
with jacket and 1998 dated price guide.  The lot rates excellent appears to have not seen any use.  (76417-7AG)

1923. LOT OF BOOKS    Two hardcovers with jackets total.   American Polearms 1526-1865: The Lance, Halberd, Spontoon, Pike and Naval
Boarding Weapons, by Rodney Hilton Brown; c. 1967 Rodney Hilton Brown.  198 pages.  Cut and Thrust Weapons: A fascinating and illu-
minating study of European side-arms through the ages, by Eduard Wagner; c. 1967 Artia Prague, second impression 1969.  491 pages
hardcover.  The lot rates near excellent with light wear and fading.  (76417-7AH) 

1924. BOOK LOT   Civil War Cavalry & Artillery Sabers: A Study of United States Cavalry and Artillery Sabers, 1833-1865, by John H.
Thillmann; c. 2001 John H. Thillman.  519 pages hardcover with jacket and rating excellent, having seen minimal if any use.  (76417-7AI)

1925. LOT OF BOOKS  Three total.  Swords and Sabers of the Armory at Springfied, by Burton A. Kellerstedt; c. 1998 Burton A. Kellerstadt.
Approximately 100 pages paperback. Swords and Sword Makers of the War of 1812, by Richard Bezdik; c. 1997 Richard Bezdik.  98 pages
hardcover with jacket.  Swords & Blades of the American Revolution, by George C. Neuman; c. 1991 Rebel Publishing Co., Inc.  288 pages
hardcover with jacket and dedicated by the author.  Nearly half of the back end paper is missing and the bottom edge shows some black
staining.  The first two books listed rate excellent and show virtually no use.  (76417-7AJ) 

1926. LOT OF BOOKS   Three total.  Frederic Remington: The Masterworks, c. 1988 The Saint Louis Art Museum.  271 pages hardcover
with jacket and ID written on front end paper.  The Charles M. Russel Book, by Harold McCracken; c. 1957 Harold McCracken.  236 pages
hardcover with stamps adhered to and ink notes written on the front end paper and light wear and fading.  Frederic Remington, by Sophia
Craze; c. 2004 World Publications Group, Inc.  112 pages hardcover with jacket and in excellent condition.  (76417-7AK)

1927. LOT OF BOOKS   Six total.  The Shooter’s Guide to Classic Firearms, taken from Guns & Ammo magazine; c. 2006 Primedia Specialty
Group Inc.  160 pages hardcover.  Book of Pistols and Revolvers, by W.H.B. Smith Classic, updated by Joseph E. Smith; c. 1960, 1962,
1965, 1968 Stackpole Company.  816 pages hardcover with jacket and exhibiting light scattered wear and foxing on the top edge.
Encyclopedia of Rifles and Carbines, by A. E. Hartink; c. 1997 Rebo Productions.  315 pages hardcover with jacket.  The Anatomy of
Firearms, by L. R. Wallack; c. 1965 Maco Magazine Corp.  320 pages hardcover with jacket and showing mild foxing on top edge and a
lighter scattered amount on jacket.  The Book of Shooting for Sport and Skill, edited by Frederick Wilkinson; c. 1980.  351 pages hardcover
with jacket showing a small portion missing at upper front and price sticker residue.  The edge shows light foxing.  Guns, Introduction by
Jim Supica; c. 2005 Taj Books Inc.  240 pages paperback exhibiting a somewhat wavy profile.  Unless otherwise specified the books rate
excellent with minimal indication of usage.  (76417-7AL)
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1928. LOT OF BOOKS  Total of six. U.S. Army Combat Pistol Training Manual, from the Dept. of the Army; c. 2003 The Lyons Press.  100
pages hardcover with ink markings on the inside end paper.  The Combat Auto, by Bill Wilson; c. 1991 Bill Wilson, this edition 1994.  240
pages paperback.  The M1 Carbine: A Revolution in Gun Stocking, by Grafton and Barbara W. Cook; c. 2001 Grafton and Barbara W.
Cook.  207 pages paperback.  The Shooter’s Guide to the 1911 Pattern Pistol, by Stephen A. Camp; c. 2004 Stephen A. Camp.  164 pages
spiral bound paperback dedicated by the author.  Complete Guide to the M1 Garand and the M1 Carbine, by Bruce N. Canfield; c. 1998,
1999 Bruce Canfield.  295 pages hardcover.  U.S. Handguns of World War II: The Secondary Pistols and Revolvers, by Charles W. Pate; c.
1998, 1999 Charles W. Pate.  368 pages hardcover.   The books in this lot rate excellent and show essentially no usage.  (76417-7AM)

1929. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of five.  The American Krag Rifle and Carbine, by Joe Poyer; c. 2002 North Cape Publications; 299 pages paper-
back.  A Collector’s Guide to the ’03 Springfield, by Bruce N. Canfield; c. 1989 Bruce Canfield.  160 pages paperback.  The Krag Rifle
Story, by Franklin B. Mallory with Ludwig Olson; c. 1979, 2001 Springfield Research Center.  343 pages hardcover with jacket.  U. S.
Handguns of World War II: The Secondary Pistols and Revolvers, by Charles W. Pate; c. 1998 Charles W. Pate.  368 pages hardcover.  The
New Illustrated Encyclopedia of Firearms, by Ian V. Hogg; c. 1978 Quarto Publishing Ltd.  328 pages hardcover with jacket displaying minor
spotting.  The first four books in this lot rate excellent with little indication of usage.  (76417-7AN)

1930. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of six hardcovers with jackets.  Shotguns and Shooting, by Michael McIntosh; c. 1995 Michael McIntosh.  266
pages.  More Shotguns and Shooting, by Michael McIntosh; c. 1998 Michael McIntosh.  268 pages.  Best Guns, by Michael McIntosh;
c. 1989 Michael McIntosh, this edition c. 1999 Michael McIntosh.  418 pages.  The Double Shotgun: The history and development of the
world’s most classic sporting firearms, by Don Zutz; c. 1985, 1978 Don Zutz.  232 pages.  Spanish Best: The Fine Shotguns of Spain,
(revised second edition) by Terry Wieland; c. 2001 Terry Wieland. 332 pages. Shotgunning: The Art and the Science, by Bob Brister; c.
1976 Bob Brister.  321 pages. (76417-7AP)

1931. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of three.  Compliments of Col. Ruger; A Study of Factory Engraved Single Action Revolvers, by John C. Dougan;
c. 1991 John C. Dougan.  238 pages hardcover with jacket.  The Gun Digest Book of Ruger Pistols and Revolvers by Patrick Sweeney; c.
2007 Patrick Sweeney.  285 pages paperback.  Ruger & His Guns: A History of the Man, the Company, and their Firearms by R. L. Wilson;
c. 1996 R. L. Wilson.  358 pages hardcover with jacket.  The overall condition is excellent.  (76417-7AQ)

1932. LOT OF BOOKS   Four total.  The Pistol Shooter’s Treasury, 2nd edition, edited by Gil Hebard; c. 1973 Gil Hebard Guns.  128 pages
paperback signed by Hebard.  A compilation of articles geared towards shooting accuracy.  American Pistol & Revolver Design and
Performance, by L.R. Wallack; c. 1978 L. R. Wallack.  234 pages hardcover with jacket and showing library stamps on the inside front cover
and a penciled in note on the front end paper.  Guns and how they work, by Ian V. Hogg; c. 1979 Marshall Cavendish Limited.  185 pages
(including index) hardcover with jacket.  This lot rates near excellent with light fading and wear.  (76417-7AR) 

1933. LOT OF BOOKS   Four total.  History of Smith & Wesson, (revised tenth anniversary edition) by Roy G. Jinks; c. 1977 Beinfeld
Publishing, Inc.  290 pages hardcover with jacket.  Smith & Weson Revolvers: The Pioneer Single Action Models, by John E. Parsons; c.
1957 John E. Parsons.  242 pages hardcover with jacket and a note written in ink below the frontispiece proclaiming that this copy was a
gift.  The book exhibits light wear and fading.  Smith & Wesson’s Autos, by Duncan Long; c. 1993 Desert Publications.  143 pages paper-
back.  The History of Smith & Wesson Firearms, by Dean K. Boorman; c. 2002 Salamander Books Ltd.  128 pages hardcover with jacket.
Unless otherwise specified this lot rates excellent with virtually no blemishes.  (76417-7AS)

1934. LOT OF BOOKS   Two total.  The Greenhill Dictionary of Guns and Gunmakers, by John Walter; c. 2001 John Walter. 576 pages hard-
cover with jacket.  331+ Essential Tips and Tricks: A How-to Guide for the Gun Collector, by Stuart C. Mowbray; c. 2006 Stuart Mowbray.
271 pages paperback signed by the author.  This is an excellent condition lot showing essentially no blemishes. (76417-7AT)

1935. LOT OF BOOKS Total of five.  The Encyclopedia of Handheld Weapons, edited by James Marchington; c. Brassey’s (UK) Ltd (no date
provided)  418 pages hardcover with jacket.  Classic Handguns of the 20th Century: A Shooter’s and Collector’s Guide, David Arnold.  144
pages paperback.  Guns, Introduction by Jim Supica; c. 2005 Taj Books.  240 pages paperback.  Handguns: A Collector’s Guide to Pistols
and Revolvers from 1850 to the Present, by Frederick Wilkinson; c. 1993 Quintet Publishing Limited.  112 pages hardcover with jacket.
The Illustrated Book Of Guns: An illustrated directory of over 1000 military, sporting, and antique firearms, edited by David Miller. c. 2000
Salamander Books Ltd.  304 pages hardcover with jacket.  The books in this lot show virtually no use.  (76417-7AU)

1936. BOOK LOT    Handguns of the World: A comprehensive international guide to military revolvers and self-loaders, by Edward C. Ezell;
c. 1981 Edward C. Ezell.  704 pages hardcover with jacket.  Universal reference work showing virtually no wear and a couple of minor
smudges.  (76417-AV)

1937. BOOK LOT   The Illustrated Directory of Guns: A Collector’s Guide to over 2000 Military, Sporting and Antique Firearms, by David Miller;
c. 2005 Colin Gower Enterprises Ltd.  752 pages hardcover with jacket and showing no discernible blemishes or wear.  (76417-7AW)

1938. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of five hardcovers with jackets.  Guns, Freedom and Terrorism, by Wayne LaPierre; c. 2003 Wayne LaPierre.
246 pages. Guns, Crime, and Freedom, by Wayne LaPierre; 263 pages and a front end paper with personalized appreciation sticker.  The
Identification of Firearms and Forensic Ballistics, by Major Sir Gerald Burrard; c. 1962, second printing 1964.  217 pages and showing light
foxing an fading.  More Guns, Less Crime: Understanding Crime and Gun Control Laws, by John R. Lott, Jr.; c. 1998 University of Chicago.
225 pages and with light foxing on the top edge. The Second Amendment in Law and History: Historians and Constitutional Scholars on
the Right to Bear Arms, edited by Carl T. Bogus; c. 2000 Chicago-Kent College of Law.  (76417-7AY)

1939. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of six.  Colt’s .38 Automatic Pistols: The Production History of the “Automatic Colt Pistol”, by Douglas G.
Sheldon; c. 1987 Douglas G. Sheldon.  183 pages paperback in excellent condition.  Collector’s Guide to American Cartridge Handguns,
by DeWitt E. Sell, Ph.D.; c. 1963 DeWitt E. Sell, Ph.D.  244 pages hardcover with jacket showing a few minor tears.  The Tactical 1911: The
Street Cop’s and Swat Operator’s Guide to Employment and Maintenance, by Dave Lauck; c. 1998 Dave Lauck. 137 pages paperback.
The Gun Digest Book of the 1911: A complete look at the use, care & repair of the 1911 pistol, by Patrick Sweeney; c. 2001 Patrick
Sweeney.  334 pages paperback. The Gun Digest Book of the 1911 Volume 2, by Patrick Sweeney; c. 2006 Patrick Sweeney.  336 pages
paperback.  The Complete Encyclopedia of Pistols and Revolvers, by A. E. Hartnik; c. 2002 Rebo Productions.  448 pages hardcover with
jacket.  The last four items in this lot are excellent.  (76417-7AZ)

1940. LOT OF BOOKS   Two total.  Smith & Wesson 1857-1945: A Handbook for Collectors, by Robert J. Neal & Roy G. Jinks; c. 1966, 1975
A.S. Barnes and Co. Inc., this edition printed 1996.  434 pages hardcover with jacket.  The Gun Digest Book of Smith & Wesson, by Patrick
Sweeney; c. 2004 Patrick Sweeney.  312 pages paperback.  (76417-7BA)

1941. BOOK LOT   Smith & Wesson Sixguns of the Old West, by David R. Chicoine; c. 2004 David R. Chicoine. 478 pages hardcover with
jacket.  Informative and entertaining offering packed with data including diagrams, charts and tables.  Book appears unused and rates
excellent.  (76417-7BB)

1942. LOT OF BOOKS    Two total. Smith & Wesson American Model in U.S. and Foreign Service, by Charles W. Pate; c. 2006 Charles W.
Pate.  407 pages hardcover with jacket that appears unused and is in excellent condition. The Gun Digest Book of Smith & Wesson, by
Patrick Sweeney; c. 2004 Patrick Sweeney. 312 pages paperback rating excellent.  (76417-7BC)
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1943. LOT OF BOOKS    Two total.  Standard Catalog of Smith & Wesson, 3rd edition, by Jim Supica & Richard Nahas; c. 2006 Jim Supica &
Richard Nahas.  432 pages hardcover with jacket that appears unused and is in excellent condition.  Artistry in Arms: The Guns of Smith &
Wesson, by Roy G. Jinks; c. 1991 Smith & Wesson.  85 pages thoroughly illustrated paperback.  Both books rate excellent.  (76417-7BD)

1944. LOT OF BOOKS   Two total.  Standard Catalog of Smith & Wesson, by Jim Supica and Richard Nahas; c. 1996 Jim Supica and Richard
Nahas.  237 pages hardcover with jacket. The Gun Digest Book of Smith & Wesson, by Patrick Sweeney; c. 2004 Patrick Sweeney.  312
pages paperback.  This is an excellent condition lot showing little if any use at all.  (76417-7BE)

1945. LOT OF BOOKS   Two total.  Standard Catalog of Smith & Wesson, second edition, by Jim Supica and Richard Nahas; c. 2001 Jim Supica
and Richard Nahas.  318 pages hardcover.  Artistry in Arms: The Guns of Smith & Wesson, by Roy G. Jinks.  85 pages paperback featuring
excellent photography of many outstanding examples.  The books appear unused and remain in excellent condition.  (76417-7BF)

1946. BOOK LOT   Smith & Wesson Hand Guns, by Roy C. McHenry and Walter F. Roper; c. 1945 Standard Publications Inc.  233 pages hard-
cover with a previous owner’s name written in ink on the front end paper. This is the original edition of the once quintessential reference
work relied on for decades and this copy rates excellent with only slight wear at some corners and a small layer of an index page peeling
back.  (76417-7BG)

1947. BOOK LOT   The Modern Shotgun, complete two volume set by Major Sir Gerald Burrard; c. 1961 A. S. Barnes and Company, Inc.  317
and 522 pages hardcovers rating excellent with maybe slight yellowing to the edges and isolated very light dirt and foxing, virtually no wear
to either volume. Volume I has a small black stain, likely ink, and found scattered about the surface of the included original thick cardboard
sleeve with label fully intact.  Sleeve exhibits corner wear and a little cracking and fading.  A complete and collectible outfit.  (76417-7BH)

1948. BOOK LOT   Total of two hardcovers with jackets.  Modern Sporting Guns, by Christopher Austyn; c. 1994 Christopher Austyn. 128
pages. Includes discussions on problem areas that the collector should be aware of.  Classic Sporting Rifles, by Christopher Austyn; c.
1997 C. Austyn.  127 pages. Includes illustrations of many classic double rifles and advice for collectors.  This is an excellent condition pair
and showing only very light wear to the jackets.  (76417-7BI)  

1949. BOOK LOT   This is a complete two volume hardcover set of Round Ball to Rimfire: A History of Civil War Small Arms Ammunition, by
Dean S. Thomas; Part One c. 1997 Dean S. Thomas.  333 pages.  Part Two, Federal Breechloading Carbines & Rifles.  c. 2002 Dean S.
Thomas.  522 pages. All-encompassing effort by the widely considered foremost authority.  These books appear unused and outside of
some minor discoloration on the back of part one and the front of part two, could be described as “as new”.  (76417-7BJ)

1950. BOOK LOT   A Study of the Colt Single Action Army Revolver: Western Frontier Heritage Edition, by Ron Graham, John A. Kopec and C.
Kenneth Moore; c. 1976 Ron Graham, John A. Kopec and C. Kenneth Moore.  523 pages dark brown pebble grain hardcover with raised
and gold embossed lettering and impressive image of the iconic revolver.  This is book number 84 of a Special Library Edition of 125 copies
and features gilt edges, illustrated frontispiece, and fabric page marker.  This is a very crisp and apparently unused copy with the exception
of the dedication presented by Kopec on the front end paper. A very handsome and collectible book in pristine condition.  (76417-7BK) 

1951. BOOK LOT    Steel Canvas: The Art of American Arms, by R. L. Wilson; c. 1995 R. L. Wilson.  384 pages hardcover with jacket and
foreword by William R. Chaney, Chairman, Tiffany & Co. Exquisitely presented photograph oriented offering designed and constructed to
enhance any gun room table, library or display area.  (76417-7BL) 

1952. BOOK LOT   Total of two.  Single Action Sixguns: The definitive, fully illustrated reference work, by John Taffin; c. 2005 John Taflin.  335
pages hardcover with jacket.  Classic Colt Peacemakers, by “Doc” O’Meara; c. 2001 Robert H. O’meara.  128 pages photograph laden
paperback.  The two books in this lot appear unused and remain in excellent condition.  (76417-7BM)

1953. LOT OF BOOKS   Three total.  All About Cowboy Action Shooting, by Ronald Harris; c. 2001 Ronald Harris.  320 pages hardcover
with jacket.  Guns of the Wild West: A Photographic Tour of the Guns that Shaped Our Country’s History, by David Kennedy; c. 2005
Running Press.  159 pages hardcover.  Classic Colt Peacemakers, by “Doc O’Meara”; c. 2001 Robert H. O’Meara. 128 pages paperback
with a wavy profile.  This is an excellent condition lot with the hardcovers virtually as new.  (76417-7BN) 

1954. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of five.  The Model 1911 and Model 1911A1 Military and Commercial Pistols, by Joe Poyer; c. 2008 North Cape
Publications Inc.  522 pages paperback with a diagonal crease across the cover.  A Collector’s Guide to Colt’s .38 Automatic Pistols: The
Production History of the “Automatic Colt Pistol”, Douglas G. Sheldon. The Colt Model 1905 Automatic Pistol, by John Potocki; c. 1998
John Potocki. 192 pages hardcover.  Model 1911 Automatic Pistol, by Robert Campbell.  c. 2004 Stoeger Publishing Company.  160 pages
hardcover.  American Beauty: The Prewar Colt National Match Government Model Pistol, by Timothy J. Mullin; c. 1999 Collector Grade
Publications Inc.  59 pages hardcover with jacket.  The lot rates excellent overall with the hardcovers appearing unused.  (76417-7BP)  

1955. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of three.  America’s Premier Gunmakers: Colt, by K.D. Kirkland; c. 2007 World Publications Group, Inc.  112
pages hardcover with jacket.  Colt’s Single Action Army Revolver: Pre-War Post-War Model, by Don Wilkerson; c. 1991 Don Wilkerson.
122 pages hardcover with jacket.  The Peacemaker and its Rivals: an account of the Single Action Colt, by John E. Parsons.  184 pages
hardcover with jacket and protective clear plastic sleeve and showing light soiling and lighter wear.  The first two books in this lot are near-
ly pristine with the first one showing price sticker residue on front and back portions of jacket.  (76417-7BQ) 

1956. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of four.  Colt’s Single Action Army Revolver, by “Doc” O’Meara; c. 2005 Robert H. (Doc) O’Meara.  160 pages
paperback.  Colt: The Making of an American Legend, by William Hosley; c. 1996 The University of Massachusetts Press.  254 pages
paperback.  The History of Colt Firearms, by Dean K. Boorman; c. 2001 Salamander Books Ltd. 128 pages hardcover with jacket.  Colt
Firearms: 1836-1954, by James E. Serven; c. 1954 James E. Serven.  385 pages hardcover with lightly soiled jacket and clear plastic sleeve.
The book shows minor fading and scattered very light dirt.  The first three books in this lot are essentially blemish free.  (76417-7BR)

1957. BOOK LOT    The Book of Colt Firearms, Third Edition, by R.L. Wilson.  c. 2008 Blue Book Publications, Inc.  632 pages hardcover with
jacket. This edition includes new photography of some of the most spectacular Colts and this copy of the landmark work has a slight
impression on the bottom front corner but otherwise essentially as new.  (76417-7BS)

1958. BOOK LOT   Colt’s Pocket ’49: Its Evolution Including the Baby Dragoon & Wells Fargo, by Robert M. Jordan; c. 2000 Robert M. Jordan,
Darrow M. Watt.  304 pages hardcover with impressive navy blue pebble grain surface and gold embossed lettering. The book rates excel-
lent having experienced minimal if any use with a small spot of dirt at the lower right corner and a price written in pencil on the back end
paper. Also included is a matching pocket size “Summary Book” and addendum sheet.  (76417-BT)

1959. BOOK LOT   Colt Cavalry & Artillery Revolvers: …a continuing study, Signature Edition, by John A. Kopec and Sterling Fenn; c. 1994
John A. Kopec.  304 gilt edged pages hardcover with jacket, fabric page keeper and dedicated by Kopec on the title page.  Also note-
worthy is that this is book number 84 of a limited first edition of 125 Deluxe Copies and includes autographs by each author, and also
those of the following from Colt’s Mfg. Co. Inc.: Ron Whitaker, Chairman, President, CEO; Kathleen J. Hoyt, Historian; Martin S. Huber,
Historian, Retired. This is an excellent condition and collectible item.  (76417-BU)

1960. BOOK LOT   The Book of Colt Firearms, by R.L. Wilson; c. 1993 Blue Book Publications Inc. 604 pages hardcover with jacket and was
stored under shrink wrap until the time of this inspection and remains as new. (76417-BV)
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1961. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of two.  Samuel Colt: Arms, Art, and Invention, by Herbert G. Houze; c. 2006 Yale University and the Wadsworth
Atheneum Museum of Art.  260 pages hardcover with jacket showing very light handling marks.  Excellent condition and likely never
opened prior to this inspection.  Colt Firearms: 1836-1960, by James E. Serven; c. 1954 James E. Serven, this fourth printing 1960.  394
pages hardcover with raised letters over woodgrain style surface.  Edges show minor fading and isolated dirt. The condition remains near
excellent to excellent.  (76417-7BW)

1962. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of four.  The Shooter’s Guide to Classic Firearms, taken from Guns & Ammo Magazine; c. 2006 Primedia Inc.
Co.  160 pages hardcover.  The Great Guns, by Harold L. Peterson and Robert Elman; c. 1971 International Copyright Union.  252 pages
hardcover with jacket. Complete Book of Firearms: The origin, design, and development of the gun, by Sergio Masini and Rodolfo Rotasso;
c. 1987, 1988 Arnoldo Mondadori Editore. 287 pages hardcover with jacket.  The Illustrated Book of Guns, edited by David Miller; c. 2000,
2002 Salamander Books Ltd.  The overall condition is excellent with minor marks evident on some.  (76417-7BX)

1963. BOOK LOT   The Lee Enfield: A Century of Lee-Metford & Lee-Enfield Rifles & Carbines, by Ian Skennerton; c. 2007 Ian D. Skennerton.
608 pages hardcover with jacket and three fabric page keepers.  Excellent condition with a small tear and crease to the jacket but other-
wise unscathed and pristine.  (76417-7BY)

1964. BOOK LOT   Total of three hardcovers.  Springfield Shoulder Arms: 1795-1865, by Claud E. Fuller; c. 1931 Francis Bannerman Sons.
176 pages.  Collecting Classic Bolt Action Military Rifles, by Paul S. Scarlata; c. 2001 Paul S. Scarlata.  It appears a pen or similar item was
stored within the book and as a result the binding has expanded somewhat.  Complete Guide to the M1 Garand and the M1 Carbine, by
Bruce N. Canfield; c. 1998, 1999 Bruce N. Canfield.  295 pages.  The last two items in this lot appear unused while the first rates excel-
lent with minor isolated corner wear and perhaps minor fading to the edges.  (76417-7BZ)

1965. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of five.  The First Winchester: The Story of the 1866 Repeating Rifle, by John E. Parsons; c. 1955, 1960, 1969
John E. Parsons.  207 pages hardcover with jacket and illustrated frontispiece.  Guns of the Old West, by Charles Edward Chapel; c. 1961
Charles Edward Chapel, special contents c. 1995 The National Rifle Association.  306 pages pebble grain and gold embossed hardcover
with gilt edges, moire end papers, ribbed spine and fabric page keeper, all design traits of special editions of the special editions of The
Firearms Classic Library and are elements of the next book in this lot: The Rifle in America, by Philip B. Sharpe; c. 1938 William Morrow and
Co., Inc., special contents c. 1995 The National Rifle Association.  641 pages hardcover.  Shooting Lever Guns of the Old West, by Mike
Venturino; c. 1999 MLV Enterprises.  300 pages paperback. Guns of the Old West: An Illustrated History, by Dean K. Boorman. 128 pages
hardcover with jacket.  The overall condition of the lot is excellent with worst case blemishes being light fading or impressions.  (76417-7CA)

1966. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of four.  Parker: America’s Finest Shotgun, by Peter H. Johnson; c. 1961 Peter H. Johnson.  This 3rd edition
1985.  260 pages hardcover with jacket.  Parker Gun Identification & Serialization, compiled and edited by Charles E. Price and S.P. Fjestad;
c. 2002 Blue Book Publications Inc.  608 pages paperback.  The Parker Gun: An Immortal American Classic, by Larry L. Baer; c. 1974,
1976, 1980 Larry L. Baer.  This edition 1997.  196 pages hardcover with jacket.  Parker Guns: “The Old Reliable”, by Ed Muderlak.  c. 1997
Ed Muderlak.  270 pages hardcover with jacket and impressions at the bottom corners.  The lot rates excellent overall with minor issues
such as very small jacket tears and light handling marks.  (76417-7CB)

1967. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of seven.  Taking More Birds: A Practical Guide to Greater Success at Sporting Clays and Wing Shooting, by
Dan Carlisle and Dolph Adams, c. 1993 Dan Carlisle and Dolph Adams.  120 pages paperback.  John Olsen’s Book of the Shotgun, by
John Olsen; c. 1975 John Olsen.  256 pages paperback rating very good with various light stains and handling marks.  The Parker Gun:
An Immortal American Classic, by Larry L. Baer; c. 1974, 1976, 1980 Larry L. Baer.  This edition 1997.  196 pages hardcover with jacket
showing tears and creasing at the back.  American Wingshooting: A Twentieth Century Pictorial Saga, by Ben O. Williams; c. 1998 Ben O.
Williams.  159 pages hardcover with jacket. The Gun Digest Book of Sporting Shotguns, edited by Kevin Michalowski; c. 2005 K.P. Books;
160 pages paperback. Gun Digest Book of Sporting Clays, 2nd edition, edited by Harold A. Murtz; c. 1999 Krause Publications.  254 pages
paperback.  Trap Shooting Secrets, by James Russell; c. 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000 James Russell.  183 pages paperback.  Unless otherwise
specified the books in this lot rate excellent with only very minor issues, if any.  Most appear unused.  (76417-7CC)

1968. LOT OF BOOKS   Three total. Warman’s Civil War Collectibles, by John Graf; c. 2003 Krause Publications.  517 pages paperback.  Civil
War Small Arms of the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps, by John D. McAulay; c. 1999 John D. McAulay.  184 pages hardcover.  Arming &
Equipping the United States Cavalry: 1865-1902, by Dusan P. Farrington; c. 2004 Dusan P. Farrington.  598 pages hardcover with jacket.
Three great tools for collectors in excellent condition showing little use.  (76417-7CD) jacket. 

1969. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of two.  Standard Catalog of Civil War Firearms, by John F. Graf; c. 2008 Krause Publications.  255 pages paper-
back rating excellent.  Civil War Guns, by William B. Edwards; c. 1962 William B. Edwards.  444 pages hardcover with jacket and showing
light top edge foxing as well as scattered light dirt and lighter edge wear.  (76417-7CE)

1970. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of five.  American Hunting Rifles, by Craig Boddington; c. 1995 Craig Boddington. 446 pages paperback.
Bowhunting Forests & Deep Woods, by Greg Miller; c. 2004 Greg Miller.  240 pages hardcover.  Mossberg More Gun for the Money: The
History of O. F. Mossberg & Sons, Inc., by Victor Havlin and Cheryl Havlin; c. 1995 Victor and Cheryl Havlin.  304 pages paper paperback
signed by the authors and exhibiting a wavy profile.  Classic Hunting Collectibles: Identification & Price Guide, by Hal Bogges; c. 2005 Hal
Boggess. 256 pages paperback.  Bowhunting Equipment & Skills, by M. R. James, G. Fred Asbell, Dave Holt, Dwight Schuh; c. 1997
Creative Pulishing International, Inc.  128 pages hardcover.  The lot rates excellent showing very little wear or marks.  (76417-7CF)

1971. LOT OF BOOKS    Total of five.  The Darling Pepperbox: The Story of Samuel Colt’s Forgotten Competitors in Bellingham, Mass. and
Woonsocket, R.I., Stuart C. Mowbray.  104 pages paperback.  The Lure of Antique Arms, by Merrill Lindsay; c. 1976 Merrill Lindsay.  146
pages paperback rating near excellent with minor fading and dirt.  The Deringer in America, complete two volume set by R.L. Wilson &
L.D. Eberhart; Vol. One The Percussion Period c. 1985 L.D. Eberhart and R.L. Wilson 271 pages hardcover with jacket; Vol. Two The
Cartridge Period c. 1993 L.D. Eberhart and R.L. Wilson 280 pages hardcover with jacket.  Ethan Allen and Allen & Wheelock: their guns
and their legacy, by Paul Henry; c. 2006 Paul Henry. 230 pages hardcover with jacket. Unless otherwise noted the books in this lot rate
excellent.  (76417-7CG)

1972. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of four.  Collecting Antique Firearms, by Dr. Martin Kelvin; c. 1987 Dr. Martin Kelvin.  181 pages hardcover with
jacket, library stamps on each edge and library sticker on front end paper.  Light foxing and fading are evident on top edge.  Muskets in
the American Revolution and Other Colonial Wars, by Bill Ahearn; c. 2005 Bill Ahearn.  248 pages hardcover.  Flintlock Fowlers: The First
Guns Made in America, by Tom Grinslade. c. 2005 Scurlock Publishing Company Inc.  248 pages hardcover with jacket.  United States
Martial Flintlocks, by Robert M. Reilly; c. 1986 Robert Reilly, c. 1997 Marion Reilly.  263 pages hardcover with jacket.  Unless otherwise
specified the books in this lot rate excellent and remain virtually free of marks or wear.  (76417-7CH)

1973. BOOK LOT   Browning: Sporting of Distinction: 1903-1992, by Matt Eastman; c. 1994 Matt Eastman.  This Safari Press Inc. edition,
1998.  428 pages hardcover with jacket and rating excellent and likely never used.  (76417-7CI)

1974. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of three.  FN Browning: Armorer to the World, by Gene Gangarosa, Jr.; c. 1999 Gene Gangarosa, Jr.  334 pages
hardcover.  Standard Catalog of Browning Firearms, by Joseph M. Cornell; c. 2008 Krause Publications Inc.  288 pages hardcover with a
small scratch and an impressi.on to the front cover.  The Browning High Power Automatic Pistol, expanded 1990 edition, by R. Blake
Stevens; c. 1996 Collector Grade Pulications Inc.  295 pages hardcover with jacket.  Unless otherwise noted these books are virtually free
of any imperfections.  (76417-7CJ)
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1975. LOT OF BOOKS   This lot consists of eight annual editions of Standard Catalog of Firearms: The Collector’s Price & Reference Guide,
in the following years: 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011.  The overall condition is excellent.  (76417-7CK)

1976. LOT OF BOOKS   This is a lot of 12 annually released reference works: Flayderman’s Guide to Antique American Firearms…and their
values (first eight editions); Standard Catalog of Firearms, 2007, 2008 editions; Handguns 2006; The Gun Digest Book of Exploded Firearms
Drawings, 3rd edition.  The overall condition is very good to excellent.  (76417-7CL)

1977. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of seven.  Do-It-Yourself Gunsmithing, by Jim Carmichel; c. 1977 Jim Carmichel.  372 pages hardcover with
jacket.  Do-It-Yourself Gun Repair: Gunsmithing at Home, by Edward A. Matunas.  c. 2003 Woods N’ Water, Inc. and Bookspan.  232 pages
hardcover.  Gunsmithing Made Easy, by Bryce M. Towsley; c. 2006 Stoeger Publishing Company.  158 pages hardcover.  Book of Guns
and Gunsmiths, by Anthony North and Ian V. Hogg; c. 1977 Quarto Publishing Ltd.  This edition 2004.  255 pages hardcover with jacket
and exhibiting a wavy profile and compromised and expanded binding likely due to items stored within the book.  Gunsmithing: Pistols &
Revolvers, expanded 2nd edition, by Patrick Sweeney; c. 2004 Patrick Sweeney.  384 pages paperback.  Antique Firearms:
Assembly/Disassembly, by David R. Chicoine; c. 2005 David R. Chicoine.  527 pages paperback.  The Gun Digest Book of Firearms
Assembly/Disassembly: Part IV Centerfire Rifles, by J.B. Wood; c. 2003 Krause Publications.  576 pages paperback.  Unless otherwise
noted the books in this lot rate excellent with little indication that they have been used.  (76417-7CM)

1978. BOOK LOT   American & British 410 Shotguns, by Ron S. Gabriel; c. 2003 Ronald S. Gabriel.  208 pages hardcover with jacket and in
excellent condition with light creasing to the jacket, some minor yellowing at the inside front cover and a price written in pencil on the back
end paper.  (76417-7CN)

1979. LOT OF BOOKS   Fine Shotguns: The History, Science, and Art of the Finest Shotguns from Around the World, by John M. Taylor; c.
2010 John M. Taylor; 240 pages hardcover with jacket.  American Shotgun Design and Performance, by L. R. Wallack; c. 1977  L. R.
Wallack.  184 pages hardcover with a few light impressions.  Breaking Clays: Target Tactics, Tips & Techniques, by Chris Batha; c. 2005
Chris Batha.  188 pages hardcover with jacket.  Clay Target Handbook, by Jerry Meyer; c. 1992, 2002 Jerry Meyer.  182 pages paperback
with a wavy profile.  The overall condition is excellent with some showing little indication of any use whatsoever.  (76417-7CP)

1980. BOOK LOT   Marlin Firearms: A History of the Guns and the Company that Made them, by Lt. Col. William S. Brophy, USAR; c. 1989
Lt. Col. William S. Brophy, USAR.  696 pages hardcover with jacket and rating excellent with no discernible flaws and apparently unused.
(76417-7CQ)

1981. BOOK LOT   Marlin Firearms: A History of the Guns and the Company that Made them, by Lt. Col. William S. Brophy; c. 1989 Col.
William S. Brophy, USAR.  696 pages hardcover with jacket and rating excellent with a couple of minor dark marks along main edge.  Item
appears unused.  (76417-7CR)

1982. LOT OF BOOKS   Four total.  Complete Guide to the U.S. Military Combat Shotguns, by Bruce Canfield; c. 2007 Bruce Canfield.  311
pages hardcover that appears unused.  Standard Catalog of Military Firearms: The Collector’s Price and Reference Guide, 4th edition; c.
2007 Krause Publications.  518 pages paperback.  A Collector’s Guide to Military Rifle Disassembly and Reassembly, by Stuart C. Mowbray
& Joe Puleo; c. 2007 Stuart C. Mowbray and Joseph V. Puleo.  Approximately 140 pages paperback.  Bannerman Catalogue of Military
Goods-1927, replica edition; c. 1980 DBI books.  371 pages paperback with light foxing and a mark of what appears to be orange ink
along bottom edge at spine. The last three books exhibit a wavy profile.  (76417-7CS) 

1983. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of three.  Bolt Action Military Rifles of the World, by Stuart C. Mowbray and Joe Puleo; c. 2009 Stuart C.
Mowbray and Joseph V. Puleo.  408 pages hardcover with jacket.  Mauser Military Rifles of the World, third edition, by Robert W. D. Ball.
c. 2003 Robert W. D. Ball.  367 pages hardcover with jacket.  A Collector’s Guide to the German Gew. 88 “Commission” Rifle, by Paul S.
Scarlata; c. 2007 Paul S. Scarlata.  215 pages paperback.  This is an excellent condition lot.  (76417-7CT)

1984. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of five.  Ruger & His Guns: A History of the Man, the Company and Their Firearms, by R. L. Wilson; c. 1996 R.
L. Wilson.  358 pages hardcover with jacket.  The Gun Digest Book of Ruger Pistols & Revolvers, by Patrick Sweeney; c. 2007 Patrick
Sweeney. 286 pages paperback displaying a wavy profile.  Pistols of the World: The Definitive Illustrated Guide to the World’s Pistols and
Revolvers, third edition, by Ian Hogg and John Weeks; c. 1992 Ian Hogg and John Weeks.  352 pages paperback with a barely discernible
yellow line along lower edge.  .22 Caliber Handguns: A Shooter’s Guide, by D.F. Geiger; c. 2003 D.F. Geiger.  128 pages paperback with
a previous owner’s name written on title page.  The Ruger .22 Automatic Pistol: Standard/Mark I/Mark II Series, by Duncan Long; c. 1988
Duncan Long.  155 pages paperback with some yellowing occurring on the front end paper. The lot rates excellent overall with little indi-
cation of any usage.  (76417-7CU)

1985. BOOK LOT.  Frank A. Pachmayr: America’s Master Gunsmith, by John Lachuk; c. 1995 John Lachuk. 302 pages gold embossed hard-
cover that is copy number 201 of 500 copies of the first edition by Safari Press and signed by the author. Pristine condition with fabric
page keeper and enclosed in the original matching navy blue sleeve.  (76417-7CV)

1986. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of three paperbacks.  Gunsmithing: Shotguns, by Patrick Sweeney; c. 2000 Krause publications.  323 pages.
Antique Firearms: Assembly/Disassembly, by David Chicoine; c. 2005 David R. Chicoine.  527 pages with a wavy profile and a price writ-
ten in pencil on the back end paper.  The Gun Digest Book of Exploded Gun Drawings, by Harold A. Murtz; c. 2005 K. P. Books.  1032
pages and a slightly wavy profile.  The books rate excellent overall.  (76417-7CW) 

1987. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of four.  Weaponry: An Illustrated History, by Chuck Wills; c. 2008 Hylas Publishing.  239 pages hardcover
with jacket.  Tools of War: The Weapons that Changed the World, by Jeremy Black; c. 2007 Jeremy Black.  207 pages hardcover with
jacket.  The Art of War: Suntzu:, introduction by Nigel Cawthorne; c. 2010 Arcturus Publishing Limited.  128 pages paperback with a
wavy profile.  Encyclopedia of the War of 1812, edited by David S. Heidler and Jeanne T. Heidler; 636 pages paperback.  This lot rates
excellent overall.  (76417-7CX)

1988. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of nine.  The World Encyclopedia of Rifles and Machine Guns: An Illustrated Guide to 500 Firearms, by Will Fowler
& Patrick Sweeney; c. 2007 Anness Publishing Ltd. 256 pages hardcover.  The World’s Great Small Arms, by Craig Philip; c. 1993 Amber
Books Ltd.  176 pages hardcover with jacket.  Assault Pistols, Rifles and Submachineguns, by Duncan Long; c. 1986 Duncan Long, this edi-
tion 1991.  142 pages paperback.  The M16/AR15 Rifle: A Shooter’s and Collector’s Guide, by Joe Poyer; c. 2000 North Cape Publications.
134 pages paperback.  AK47 Assault Rifle: The Real Weapon of Mass Destruction, by Nigel Bennett; c. 2010 Nigel Bennett.  157 pages
paperback.  Machine Gun: The Story of the Men and the Weapon that Changed the Face of War, by Anthony Smith; c. 2002 Anthony Smith.
308 pages hardcover with jacket.  The Mini-14: The Plinker, Hunter, Assault and Everything Else Rifle, c. 1987 Duncan Long.  114 pages
hardcover.  The Gun that Changed the World, by Mikhail Kalashnikov; original French c. 2003, English translation c. 2006, reprinted 2007.
175 pages paperback. Twentieth-Century Small Arms, by Chris McNab; c. 2001 Amber Books Ltd.  320 pages hardcover with jacket.  This
is an excellent condition lot with most appearing to have never been opened until the time of this inspection.  (76417-7CY)
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1989. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of five.  The Northern Armory: The United States Armory: The United States Armory at Springfield, Massachusetts,
1795-1859, by Daniel D. Hartzler and James B. Whisker; c. James Biser Whisker (no date). Old Bedford Village Press 240 pages hardcov-
er.  The ’03 Era: When Smokeless Revolutionized U.S. Riflery, by Clark S. Campbell; c. 1994 Clark S. Campbell.  Collector Grade Publications
313 pages hardcover with jacket and clear sleeve.  The Military Remington Rolling Block Rifle, fourth edition, by George Layman; c. 1999
Pioneer Press.  148 pages paperback.  Arsenal of Freedom The Springfield Armory 1890-1948: A Year-by-Year Account Drawn from Official
Records, compiled & edited by Lt. Col. William S. Brophy USAR.  Standard Catalog of Military Firearms, by Ned Schwing, 3rd edition c. 2005
Krause Pulications. 480 pages paperback with a wavy profile.  Unless otherwise noted the books in this lot rate excellent with very minor
flaws, if any.  (76417-7CZ)

1990. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of five   Parker: America’s Finest Shotgun, by Peter H. Johnson; c. 1961 Peter H. Johnson.  260 pages hardcover
with jacket.  Shotguns & Shotgunning, by Layne Simpson; c. 2003 Layne Simpson.  256 pages hardcover with jacket.  Shotguns for
Wingshooting, by John Barsness; c. 1999 John Barsness.  205 pages hardcover with jacket. Fine Gunmaking: Double Shotguns, by Steven
Dodd Hughes; c. 1998 Steven Dodd Hughes.  167 pages hardcover with jacket.  Decoys: North America’s One Hundred Greatest, by Loy
S. Harrell Jr.  The overall condition of the books in this lot is excellent.  (76417-7DA)

1991. BOOK LOT    Parker Guns: the “Old Reliable”, by Ed Muderlak; c. 1997 E. Muderlak. 270 pages hardcover that is copy number 191 of 500
copies of the first edition as part of the Classics in Sporting Firearms Series by Safari Press and signed by the author.  The book is essen-
tially as new and comes in the original protective hard sleeve.  (76417-7DB)

1992. BOOK LOT   Robert Churchill’s Game Shooting: The Definitive Book on the Churchill Method of Instinctive Wingshooting for Game and
Sporting Clays, revised edition by Macdonald Hatings. c. 1963 Estate of Robert Churchill, The Estate of Major Hugh B. C. Pollard, and the
Estate of Macdonald Hastings.  This Countrysport Press Edition 2001.  260 pages hardcover with jacket. Book appears unused with no dis-
cernible flaws.  (76417-7DC) 

1993. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of five.  The Art of Handgun Shooting, by Captain Charles Askins, Jr.; c. 1939, 1940, 1941 Outdoor Publications,
Inc.  fifth printing 1945.  219 pages hardcover with light foxing and dirt in isolated edge areas and light corner wear.  The Hunter’s Guide to
Accurate Shooting, by Wayne van Zwoll; c. 2002 Wayne van Zwoll. 332 pages hardcover with jacket. How to Shoot, by Larry Koller, revised
by Robert Elman; c. 1976 Maco Publishing; 241 pages hardcover with jacket and showing separation at spine.  Sharpshooter: Hiram Berdan,
his famous Sharpshooters and their Sharps Rifles, by Wiley Sword; c. 1988 Wiley Sword.  124 pages paperback.  Precision Shooting: The
Trapshooter’s Bible, by James Russell; c. 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, James Russell. 219 pages paperback.  Unless otherwise noted the books
rate excellent.  (76417-7DD)

1994. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of five.  Small Arms Makers: A directory of fabricators of firearms, edged weapons, crossbows and pole arms, by
Col. Robert Gardner; c. 1963 Robert E. Gardner.  378 pages hardcover with jacket, a penciled in note on the title page, and light foxing and
dirt on the edges.  United States Martial Pistols and Revolvers, by Arcadi Gluckman; c. 1966 The Stackpole Co.  249 pages plus appendix
and 29 plates. Light dirt and minor jacket tears are evident. Savage & Stevens Arms: Collector’s History, by Jay Kimmel; c. 1990 Jay Kimmel.
251 pages paperback with an ink stamp on back end paper.  Longarms in America, Vols. I & II, compiled by George E. Weatherly; c. 1997
American Society of Arms Collectors.  549 and 505 pages respectively and in about very good condition with creasing light spine separa-
tion on Vol. II.  (76417-7DE) 

1995. BOOK LOT   Remington Rolling Block Pistols, by Jerry Landskron; c. 1980 Jerry Landskron.  296 pages hardcover with an impressive
maroon pebble grain surface with gold embossed lettering and raised image of a fine example pistol.  This collector item rates excellent over-
all with the front corners displaying light impressions and a crease at the upper one, which abuts a faint stain apparently caused by contact
with a small amount of liquid.  The book has seen little use and is well preserved with the inside covers and end papers combining to pre-
sent a period drawing of the renowned factory and surrounding area.  The pages are crisp and glossy with the first few experiencing light
foxing with less exhibited on the illustrated frontispiece.  (76417-7DF)  

1996. BOOK LOT   The Scottish Pistol: Its History, Manufacture and Design, by Martin Kelvin; c. 1996 Martin Kelvin.  238 pages hardcover with
jacket and clearly unused as the pages still exhibit a cohesive effect upon this inspection which also reveals some minor smudges at back
end paper.  This is an excellent condition copy of a desirable publication.  (76417-7DG)

1997. LOT OF BOOKS    Total of six.  Stevens Pistols and Pocket Rifles, by Kenneth L. Cope; c. 1971 Museum Restoration Services.  104 pages hard-
cover with jacket showing light foxing under its protective clear plastic sleeve.  Remington’s First Revolvers: The Remington Beals .31 Caliber
Revolvers, by Charles E. Schif; c. 2007 Charles E. Schif.  110 pages hardcover with jacket.  The Gun Collector’s Handbook of Values (1975-1976
values), by Charles Edward Chapel; c. 1975 Dorothy M. Chapel.  462 pages hardcover with jacket showing minor tears and the edges minor
fading and a couple o f small dark spots.  The front end paper shows a date stamp and a small penciled in note. The British Bulldog Revolver:
The Forgotten Gun that Really Won the West!, by George Layman; c. 2006 George J. Layman.  191 pages hardcover.  Baby Hammerless
Revolvers, by Frank M. Sellers; c. 2004 Frank M. Sellers.  75 pages paperback.  Iver Johnson Arms & Cycle Works Firearms 1871-1993, by W.E.
Goforth; c. 2006 Gun Show Books.  Unless otherwise noted the books in this lot rate excellent with little sign of use.  (76417-7DH)

1998. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of six.  Centerfire Metric Pistol and Revolver Cartridges: Vols. I & II of Cartridge Identification, by H. P. White and B. D.
Munhall; c. 1948 and 1950 respectively.  97 and 143 pages hardcovers with jackets and plastic sleeves and with minor yellowing and soiling.
American Ammunition and Ballistics, by Edward Matunas; c. 1979 Edward Matunas.  220 pages hardcover with jacket showing light tears, fox-
ing and smudges.  Backyard Ballistics, by William Gurstelle; c. 2001 William Gurstelle.  169 pages paperback.  Shotshells & Ballistics, by John
Taylor; c. 2003 John Taylor.  356 pages paperback. Ammo Encyclopedia: 2nd Edition, by Michael Bussard; c. 2010 Blue Book Publications Inc.
840 pages paperback with a wavy profile but otherwise excellent.  Unless noted the books in this lot rate excellent.  (76417-7DI)

1999. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of six.  NRA: An American Legend, by Jefferey L. Rodengen; c. 2002 Write Stuff Enterprises Inc.  304 pages hard-
cover with jacket. The Second Ammendment in Law and History: Historians and Constitutional Scholars on the Right to Bear Arms, edited
by Carl T. Bogus; c. 2000 Chicago-Kent College of Law.  358 pages hardcover with jacket.  The Women’s Guide to Handguns: A Primer for
Safe Self-Defense, by Jim Carmichel; c. 1982 Jim Carmichel.  190 pages hardcover with jacket. B-Zone: A Novel of the Gun, by Al Voth; c.
1999 Al Both, this third printing 2002.  244 pages paperback.  Mandatory Reload: The Sequel to B-Zone, by Al Voth; c. 2001 Al Voth.  277
pages paperback.  The Gun Digest Book of Personal Protection & Home Defense, by Robert K. Campbell; c. 2009 Robert K. Campbell.  255
pages paperback.  This is a lot of excellent condition books that appear to have never been read.  (76417-7DJ)

2000. BOOK LOT   Sharps Firearms, by Frank Sellers; c. 2003 Frank M. Sellers (eighth printing). 358 pages hardcover with jacket.  Classic work
appearing unused and essentially as new.  (76417-7DK)

2001. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of six.  Sharps Rifle: The Gun that Shaped American Destiny, by Martin Rywell; c. 1957 Martin Rywell, c. 1979
Pioneer Press.  156 pages paperback with a wavy profile and a faded spine.  The Remington Historical Treasury of American Guns, by Harold
Peterson; c. 1966 Specialized Publishing Co.  154 pages hardcover with jacket with minor tears and fading.  Edges show slight yellowing.
Remington Arms: In American History, by Alden Hatch; c. 1956 Remington Arms Company, Inc.  359 pages hardcover with jacket and clear
sleeve and edges showing some brown discoloration. Americans and their Guns: The National Rifle Association story-through nearly a cen-
tury of service to the nation., compiled by James B. Trefethen; c. 1967 The National Rifle Association of America. 320 pages hardcover with
jacket showing light wear and light foxing evident on the top edge.  Standard Catalog of Remington Firearms, by Dan Shideler; c. 2008
Krause Publications.  288 pages hardcover rating excellent and appearing never opened.  The History of Remington Firearms, Roy Marcot;
c. 2005 Colin Gower Enterprises Ltd.  128 pages hardcover with jacket and in excellent condition.  (76417-7DL)
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2002. BOOK LOT   J. P. Sauer & Sohn, Suhl: A Historical Study of Sauer Automatic Pistols, by Jim Cate & Nico Van Gijn; c. 1996 Jas. J. Cate and
N. J. Van Gijn/Walsorth Publishing Co.  406 pages hardcover with gold embossed lettering. Low production detailed reference work in
unused condition.  (See below for Vol. II)   (76417-7DM)

2003. LOT OF BOOKS   Two total.  Walther Pistols and Rifles, by W. H. B. Smith; c. 1946, 1948, 1951 Military Service Publishing Company, c.
1962 The Stackpole Company.  198 pages hardcover with jacket and with scattered light foxing and edge wear.  German Pistols and Holsters
1934-1945: Military-Police-NSDAP, Vol. I, by Lt. Col. Robert D. Whittington III; c. 1969 Robert D. Whittington III,  this fifth printing 1991.
224 pages hardcover in as new condition.  (76417-7DN)

2004. BOOK LOT   Walther: A German Legend, by Manfred Kersten; c. 2001 Manfred Kersten.  400 pages hardcover with jacket.  This is a large cof-
fee table style offering packed with colorful photos of a myriad of examples and appears unused with no discernible blemishes.  (76417-7DP)

2005. BOOK LOT   J. P. Sauer & Sohn: Volume II, by Jim Cate and Martin Krause; c. 2000 Jim Cate and Martin Krause/Walsworth Publishing Co.
440 pages hardcover with jacket showing no indication of use but has light spotting at upper main edge.  (See above for Vol. I)  (76417-7DQ)

2006. BOOK LOT    Total of four.  Walther Pistols and Rifles, by W. H. B. Smith; c. 1946, 1948, 1951 Military Service Publishing Co., c. 1962 The
Stackpole Company.  198 pages hardcover with jacket and a price written in pencil on the back end paper.  Also evident is some edge wear,
particularly along the bottom and foxing along top edge.  German Handguns: The Complete Book of the Pistols and Revolvers of Germany,
1869 to the Present, by Ian V. Hogg; c. 2001 Ian V. Hogg.  319 pages hardcover with jacket and rating excellent.  Standard Catalog of Luger:
Identification & Pricing for all Models, every Variation, Aaron Davis; c. 2006 by Aaron M. Davis.  256 paperback rating excellent.  (76417-7DR)

2007. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of two.  Massachusetts Military Shoulder Arms 1784-1877, by George D. Moller; c. 1988 George D. Moller.  123 pages
hardcover signed by the author.  Rhode Island Arms Makers & Gunsmiths 1643-1883, by William O. Achtermier; c. 1980 William Achtermier.
108 pages hardcover with several pages of glossy photos.  The two books that comprise this lot are in excellent condition.  (76417-7DS)

2008. LOT OF BOOKS   Two total.  U.S. Military Flintlock Muskets and their Bayonets: The early years, 1790-1815, by Peter Schmidt; c. 2006
Peter Schmidt.  429 pages hardcover with jacket.  Maine Made Guns & Their Makers, by Dwight B. Demeritt, Jr. (new & enlarged edition);
c. 1997 Dwight B. Demeritt, Jr.  438 pages hardcover with jacket.  This is an excellent condition lot.  (76417-7DT)

2009. LOT OF BOOKS   Three total.  The Guns of Harpers Ferry, by Stuart E. Brown Jr.; c. 1968 Virginia Book Company.  157 pages hardcov-
er with jacket and plastic cover.  Of Sorts for Provincials: American Weapons of the French and Indian War, by Jim Mullins; c. 2008 Track
of the Wolf, Inc. Maine Made Guns and their Makers, by Dwight B. Demeritt Jr.; c. 1973 Dwight B. Demeritt Jr.  209 pages hardcover with
jacket and numbered as 1424 of a limited amount of 1500 copies.  The overall condition of the lot is excellent with light foxing and yel-
lowing. (76417-7DU)

2010. BOOK LOT   Remington: “America’s Oldest Gunmaker”, Roy Marcot; c. 1998 Remington Arms Co., Inc.  311 pages hardcover with jack-
et and packed with interesting and exciting illustrations and text.  The book appears unused and has a penciled in price on the back end
paper but otherwise virtually as new.  (76417-7DV)

2011. BOOK LOT    Two total.  The Great Remington 8 and Model 81 Autoloading Rifles, by John Henwood; c. 2003 John C. Henwood.  283 pages
hardcover with jacket.  The Guns of Remington: Historic Firearms Spanning Two Centuries, compiled by Howard M. Madaus; c. 1997 Buffalo
Bill Historical Center.  331 pages hardcover with jacket.  Both books in this lot appear unused and are in excellent condition.  (76417-7DW)

2012. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of three.  The Remington Historical Treasury of Americans Guns, by Harold Peterson; c. 1966 Specialized Publishing
Co. 159 pages hardcover with jacket showing small tears, creasing and a couple of attached small strips of cellophane tape and lower cover
edge shows light wear.  Remington Handguns, by Charles Lee Karr, Jr. and Caroll Robbins Karr; c. 1960 Charles Lee Karr, Jr. and Caroll
Robbins Karr.  151 pages hardcover with jacket with a small section of the back missing and some scattered handling marks.  Page edges
are experiencing some light foxing and exhibit some brown streaks.  Remington Firearms: The Golden Age of Collecting, by Robert W.D.
Ball; c. 1995 by Robert W. Ball.  193 pages hardcover with jacket and appearing unused and in excellent condition.  (76417-7DX)   

2013. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of four.  A Collector’s Guide to United States Combat Shotguns, by Bruce N. Canfield; c. 1992 Bruce N. Canfield.
184 pages paperback.  Standard Catalog of Military Firearms: The Collector’s Price and Reference Guide, by Phillip Peterson; c. 2007 Krause
Publications.  518 pages paperback.  An Illustrated Guide to the ’03 Springfield Service Rifle, by Bruce N. Canfield; c. 2004 Bruce N. Canfield.
239 pages hardcover.  U.S. Naval Handguns 1808-1911, by Frederick R. Winter; c. 1990 Frederick R. Winter.  127 pages hardcover with
jacket.  The books in this lot rate excellent with virtually no blemishes worth mentioning.  (76417-7DY)

2014. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of four.  Complete Guide to the U.S. Military Combat Shotguns, by Bruce N. Canfield; c. 2007 Bruce N. Canfield.
311 pages hardcover.  Complete Guide to Service Handguns, Gene Gangarosa Jr.; c. 1998 Gene Gangarosa.  304 pages paperback with
the remnants of a small sticker on the back and minor edge wear to the cover.  Standard Catalog of Military Firearms: The Collector’s Price
and Reference Guide, 5th Edition, Phillip Peterson; c. 2009 Krause Publications.  526 pages paperback.  A Collector’s Guide to Military Rifle
Disassembly and Reassembly, by Stuart C. Mowbray & Joe Puleo; c. 2007 Stuart C. Mowbray & Joseph V. Puleo.  Approximately 200 pages
paperback.  This is an excellent condition lot with little indication that they have been used.  (76417-7DZ)

2015. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of five.  The Government Models: The Development of the Colt Model of 1911, by William H.D. Goddard; c. 1988,
1998 William H.D. Goddard.  293 pages hardcover.  Glock: The New Wave in Combat Handguns, by Peter Alan Kasler; c. 1992 Peter Alan
Kasler.  296 pages hardcover with jacket.  The Gun Digest Book of Sig-Sauer: A Complete Look at Sig-Sauer Pistols, by Massad Ayoob; c.
2004 Massad Ayoob.  256 pages paperback.  The Gun Digest Book of the Glock: A comprehensive review design, history, use, by Patrick
Sweeney; c. 2003 Krause.  303 pages paperback.  The Gun Digest Book of the 1911 Vol. 2: A Complete Look at the Use, Care & Repair of
the 1911 Pistol, by Patrick Sweeney; c. 2006 Patrick Sweeney.  336 pages paperback with a wavy profile. The overall condition of the lot is
excellent.  (76417-7EA)

2016. BOOK LOT   High Standard Automatic Pistols: 1932-1950, by Charles E. Petty; c. 1976 Charles E. Petty.  124 pages hardcover with jacket
and rating excellent and showing no wear or blemishes.  A price is written in ink on the back end paper. A collectible book in pristine con-
dition.  (76417-7EB)

2017. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of five.   Hi-Standard Pistols & Revolvers: 1951- 1984, by James Spacek; c. 1998 James V. Spacek Jr.  124 pages
paperback that appears unread and exhibiting a small dark spot on the cover and a price written in ink on the last page.  America’s Premier
Gunmakers: Browning, by K.D. Kirkland; c. 2007 World Publications Group, Inc.  112 pages hardcover with jacket showing residue from a
sticker that was attached to the upper front corner.  High Standard: A Collector’s Guide to the Hamden & Hartford Target Pistols, by Tom
Dance; c. 1991 Tom Dance.  191 pages paperback.  Pistols of the World 3rd edition, by Ian Hogg and John Weeks; c. 1992 Ian Hogg and
John Weeks.  352 pages paperback showing light dirt and yellowing to the edges.  The Whitney Wolverine: .22 Caliber Semi-Automatic Pistol,
by Antonio J. Taglienti; c. 2008 Robert L. Hillberg.  159 pages hardcover with jacket.  Unless otherwise noted the books in this lot rate excel-
lent and appear unused.  (76417-7EC)

2018. LOT OF BOOKS    Two total.  Ruger Pistols & Revolvers: The Vintage Years 1949-1973, by John C. Dougan; c. 2008 John C. Dougan.  This
book rates as new.  Ultimate Handguns: Photographs of More than 500 Weapons, by David Miller; c. 2009 Colin Grover Enterprises.  272
pages paperback with light handling marks and a somewhat wavy profile.  (76417-7ED)
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2019. LOT OF BOOKS    Two total.  The Complete Encyclopedia of Pistols & Revolvers: Informative text with over 400 full-color photographs, by
A.E. Hartink; c. 1996 Rebo International.  U.S. Military Match and Marksmanship Automatic Pistols, by Bill Jenkins; c. 2005 Bill Jenkins.  176
pages hardcover.  The books in this lot rate excellent and appear to have never been read or used in any way.  (76417-7EE)

2020. LOT OF BOOKS   Two total.  Remington’s First Revolvers: The Remington Beals .31 Caliber Revolvers, by Charles Schif; c. 2007 Charles
E. Schif.  109 pages hardcover with jacket.  Remington Rolling Block Military Rifles of the World, by George Layman; c. 2010 George J.
Layman.  238 pages hardcover. This is an as new condition lot.  (76417-7EF)

2021. LOT OF BOOKS   Five total.  Modern Custom Guns: Walnut, Steel, and Uncommon Artistry, by Tom Turpin; c. 1997 Tom Turpin.  205 pages
hardcover with jacket that is showing a crease at upper right corner as is that small portion of the cover.  The coinciding corner on the back
shows a smaller impression but otherwise book appears unused and free of marks.  Muzzleloading: How to Load and Shoot Flintlocks,
Caplocks and In-Lines, by Toby Bridges; c. 2000 Creative Publishing International, Inc.  127 pages hardcover.  Firearms Assembly: The NRA
Guide to Rifles and Shotguns Revised and Expanded, edited by Joseph B. Roberts, Jr.; c. 1993 The National Rifle Association of America.
334 pages paperback.  A Collector’s Guide to Military Rifle Disassembly and Reassembly, by Stuart C. Mowbray & Joe Puleo; c. 2007 Stuart
C. Mowbray and Joseph V. Puleo.  Approximately 200 pages paperback.  Bolt Action Rifles, expanded 4th edition, by Frank de Haas and
Dr. Wayne van Zwoll; c. 2003 Krause Publications.  696 pages paperback.  The overall condition of the lot is excellent with only minor stor-
age marks.  (76417-7EG)

2022. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of six.  The Gun and its Development, by W. W. Greener; c. 1910 Cassell and Company, Ltd., special contents c.
1995 National Rifle Association.  804 pages gold embossed hardcover with embossed edges, ribbed spine and fabric page keeper.
Handguns & Rifles: The Finest Weapons from Around the World, by Ian Hogg; c. 1999 PRC Publishing Ltd., published 2003.  128 pages
hardcover with jacket.  Weaponry: An Illustrated History, by Chuck Wills; c. 2007 Hylas Publishing.  240 pages hardcover with jacket.
Buxton’s Guide: Foreign Firearms; c. 1995 Cape Outfitters.  288 pages paperback.  How to Buy & Sell Used Guns, by John Traister; c. 2003
Stoeger Publishing Co.  192 pages paperback.  Handgun Stopping Power: The Definitive Study, by Evan P. Marshall and Edwin J. Sanow;
c. 1992 Evan P. Marshall and Edwin J. Sanow.  224 pages hardcover with jacket showing light handling marks.  The books rate excellent
and are virtually unused with prices ,written on the back end papers.  (76417-7EH)

2023. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of five.  Peters & King: The Birth & Evolution of the Peters Cartridge Co. and the King Powder Co., by Thomas D.
Schiffer; c. 2002 Thomas D. Schiffer.  255 pages hardcover with jacket.  Remington Knives Past & Present: Identification & Value Guide, by
Ron Stewart and Roy Ritchie; c. 2005 Ron Stewart and Roy Ritchie. 303 pages paperback with a wavy profile.  The Socket Bayonet in the
British Army 1687-1783, by Erik Goldstein; c. 2000 Erik Goldstein.  134 pages paperback.  Blade’s Guide to Knives & Their Values, edited
by Steve Shackleford; c. 2005 F+W Publications.  576 pages paperback.  26th Annual Knives 2006, edited by Joe Kertzman; c. 2005 KP
books.  312 pages paperback.  (76417-7EI)

2024. BOOK LOT   The Colt Rifle 1884-1902, by Ted Tivey; c. 1984 Ted Tivey.  119 pages hardcover with jacket and plastic sleeve and rating
excellent with light edge wear on bottom edge of cover.  (76417-7EJ)

2025. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of six.  The Complete Encyclopedia of Hunting Rifles and Shotguns, by A. E. Hartink; c. 2004 Rebo International.
448 pages hardcover with jacket.  The Complete Book of the .22: A Guide to the World’s Most Popular Guns, by Wayne Van Zwoll; c. 2004
Wayne Van Zwoll.  332 pages hardcover.  The Rifleman’s Bible, by Sam Fadala; c. 1987 Sam Fadala.  190 pages paperback with a liquid stain
on the top edge extending to the back cover.  Remington Knives Past & Present: Identification & Value Guide, by Ron Stewart and Ritchie;
c. 2005 Ron Stewart and Roy Ritchie.  303 pages paperback.  Blue Book of Airguns: Sixth Edition, by Dr. Robert D. Beeman & John B. Allen;
c. 2007 Blue Books Publications, Inc.  472 pages paperback with a wavy profile.  CO2 Pistols & Rifles, James E. House; c. 2003 James E.
House.  224 pages paperback.  The lot rates excellent overall and with the exception of the flaws noted above, the books show virtually no
indication of use.  (76417-7EK)

2026. BOOK LOT    A History of the Colt Revolver: and the Other Arms Made by Colt’s Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Company from 1836 to
1940, by Charles T. Haven & Frank A. Belden; c. 1940 Charles T. Haven and Frank A. Belden.  711 pages hardcover.  This is the first edition
with the bright green pebble grain surface and featuring a gold embossed title and revolver image.  Cover wear is restricted to the edges
with an emphasis on the corners and spine extremities.  The page edges show yellowing and some minor spots and dirt.  A desirable item
that has withstood a quarter of a century nicely.  (76417-7EL)

2027. LOT OF BOOKS   A Century of Achievement 1836-1936: Colt’s 100th Anniversary Fire Arms Manual; c. 1937 Colt’s Patent Fire Arms Mfg.
Co.  96 pages fully intact staple bound paperback showing some yellowing extending about an inch from the spine to front and back cov-
ers.  There are also some small brown spots on the back and virtually no wear.   Classic Colt Peacemakers, by “Doc” O’Meara. c. 2001 Robert
H. O’Meara.  128 pages paperback rating excellent.  Colt’s Single Action Army Revolver: The Legend, The Romance & The Rivals, by “Doc”
O’Meara; c. 1999 Robert H. “Doc” O’Meara.  160 pages hardcover with jacket and rating excellent.  A History of the Colt Revolver:and the
Other Arms Made by Colt’s Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Company from 1836-1940, by Charles T. Haven and Frank A. Belden; c. 1940
Charles T. Haven and Frank A. Belden, this Bonanza printing 1978. 711 pages hard cover with jacket and showing light foxing to top edge
and fading and isolated dirt.  (76417-7EM) 

2028. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of three.  Colt: An American Legend, Sesquicentennial Edition, by R. L. Wilson; c. 1985 Robert Lawrence Wilson.
406 pages hardcover with jacket.  The official history of Colt firearms from 1836 to the time of publishing with over 300 color illustrations.
The lower cover edge shows some wear but otherwise virtually flawless.  The Peacemakers: Arms and Adventure in the American West, by
R. L. Wilson; c. 1992 R. L. Wilson.  391 pages hardcover with jacket rating excellent and like the one described above is a coffee table style
book packed with hundreds of exciting full color glossy photos.  Loading the Peacemaker: Colt’s Model P, by Dave Scovill. c. 1996 Dave
Scovill. 227 pages paperback showing no wear but is somewhat disfigured from storage.  (76417-7EN)   

2029. LOT OF BOOKS   Two total.  The Rampant Colt: The Story of a Trademark, by R. L. Wilson; c. 1969 Thomas Haas.  107 pages hardcover
with jacket and plastic sleeve.  Excellent condition with minor yellowing to edges.  The Colt Armory: A History of Colt’s Manufacturing
Company, Inc., by Ellsworth S. Grant.  (76417-7EP)

2030. BOOK LOT   A Study of Colt Conversions and Other Percussion Revolvers, by R. Bruce McDowell; c. 1997 R. Bruce McDowell.  463 pages
hardcover with jacket and protective clear sleeve.  This is an excellent condition copy with just a little dirt along the lower edge corner.
Includes more than 800 illustrations.  (76417-7EQ)

2031. LOT OF BOOKS   Two total.  The Peacemaker and its Rivals: an account of the Single Action Colt, by John E. Parsons; c. 1949, 1950, 1953,
John E. Parsons, fifth printing 1959.  184 pages hardcover with jacket and clear sleeve.  Near excellent with a name written in ink on front
end paper, a sticker adhered to its opposite side and a price written in pencil on back end paper.  There are some scattered light dirt stains
on the edges. Standard Catalog of Colt Firearms, by Rick Sapp. c. 2007. 288 pages hardcover that appears unused and showing essen-
tially no wear but experiencing light foxing on top edge. (76417-7ER)

2032. LOT OF BOOKS   Two total.  The Colt Heritage: The Official History of Colt Firearms from 1836 to the Present, by R. L. Wilson; (no c. date).
358 pages hardcover with jacket and clear sleeve.  According to the consignor’s penciled in note on title page, this is the 1979 first edition.
There is separation occurring between front end paper and spine but otherwise excellent with virtually no wear and isolated minor dirt.  Colt
Single Action Army Revolver Study: “New Discoveries”, by C. Kenneth Moore.  c. 2003 C. Kenneth Moore.  199 pages hardcover rating
excellent and apparently unused with very light storage wear.  (76417-7ES)
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2033. LOT OF BOOKS  Two total.  Colt Firearms: from 1836, by James E. Serven; c. 154, 1979 James E. Serven.  398 pages hardcover with jack-
et and clear sleeve and in excellent condition, virtually free of wear with light foxing and scattered edge dirt.  Colt Single Action: From
Patersons to Peacemakers, by Dennis Adler; c. 2006 Dennis Adler.  309 pages hardcover with jacket and protective sleeve. Coffee table
style construction with illustrious photography and rating essentially as new.  (76417-7ET)

2034. LOT OF BOOKS   Two total.  The Story of Colt’s Revolver: The Biography of Col. Samuel Colt, by William B. Edwards; c. 1957 William B.
Edwards, first printing 1953.  470 pages hardcover with jacket and sleeve and showing very light wear and minor edge fading and dirt.
Standard Catalog of Colt Firearms, by Rick Sapp; c. 2007 Krause Publications.  288 pages hardcover with edges showing a wavy profile but
otherwise essentially as new.  (76417-7EU)

2035. LOT OF BOOKS.  Two total.  Developmental Cartridge Handguns in .22 Calibre: As Produced in the United States and Europe from 1855-
1875, by John S. Laidacker; c. 2003 John S. Laidacker.  597 pages hardcover with jacket and clear plastic sleeve and rating excellent with
minor handling marks along bottom cover edge but otherwise virtually blemish free.  Small Arms of the World, by Joseph E. Smith; c. 1960,
1962 and 1966 The Stackpole Company. 735 pages hardcover with jacket and experiencing foxing on the interior of several pages partic-
ularly towards the beginning and brown staining along top edge. Some corner wear and small jacket tears are also evident.  (76417-7EV)

2036. LOT OF BOOKS AND CATALOGS. Total of ten.  Lyman Shotshell Reloading Handbook, 4th edition, edited by Edward A. Matunas; c.
1995 Lyman Products Corp.  372 pages paperback. Ammo & Ballistics II, 2nd edition, by Bob Forker; c. 2003 Robert Forker.  408 pages
paperback.  Ammo Encyclopedia, 3rd edition, by Michael Bussard; c. 2011 Blue Book Publications, Inc.  912 pages paperback with a wavy
profile.  Also included are seven copies of firearms auction company catalogs circa 2011 and 2012: (3) Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc.;
(2) Poulin Auction Company; (2) Rock Island Auction Company.  The overall condition of the items in this lot is excellent.  (76417-7EW)

2037. BOOK LOT   Winchester Shotguns and Shotshells: From the Hammer Double to the Model 59, by Ronald W. Stadt; c. 1984 Armory
Publications.  184 pages hardcover with jacket with a slight crease to the jacket but otherwise essentially as new. (76417-7EX)

2038. BOOK LOT   The Greatest Hammerless Repeating Shotgun Ever Built: The Model 12 1912-1964, by Dave Riffle; c. 1995 Dave Riffle.  276
pages hardcover with impressive illustration of a hunter posing with a fine example and gold embossed lettering is featured on front and
spine.  Book appears unused and rates essentially as new.  (76417-7EY)

2039. BOOK LOT   The Winchester Model Twelve: 1 of 1000, first edition, by George Madis; c. 1982 George Madis.  174 pages hardcover with
impressive brown pebble grain surface beneath gold embossed lettering.  This copy appears unused and would rate as new were it not for
a price written in pencil on back end paper.  (76417-7EZ)

2040. BOOK LOT   The Winchester Era: 1 of 1000, first edition, by George Madis; c. 1984 George Madis. 167 pages hardcover with brown peb-
ble grain surface featuring raised image of rider on horse logo and gold embossed lettering.  Collectible item appears unused with very faint
foxing on edges.  (76417-7FA)

2041. BOOK LOT   The Winchester Handbook: 1 of 1000, first edition, by George Madis; c. 1981 George Madis.  287 pages hardcover with jack-
et and signed by the author.  Book features a wonderful brown pebble grain surface with gold embossed lettering and company logo.
Appears unused with light impressions on bottom cover corners with a small area of dirt between them.  (76417-7FB)

2042. LOT OF BOOKS   The History of Winchester Firearms, by Dean K. Boorman; c. 2001 Salamander Books Ltd.  128 pages hardcover.
Standard Catalog of Winchester Firearms, by Joseph M. Cornell; c. 207 Krause Publications.  286 pages hardcover with a small wear mark
at top of spine.  The books appear unused.  (76417-7FC)

2043. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of two.  The History of Winchester Firearms: 1866-1992, sixth edition, edited by Thomas Henshaw; c. 1993, 1980,
1975, 1966 Winchester Press. 268 pages hardcover with jacket.  Evolution of the Winchester, R. Bruce McDowell, c. 1985 Armory
Publications.  206 pages hardcover with jacket.  Excellent condition lot with virtually no flaws.  (76417-7FD)

2044. LOT OF BOOKS   Two total.  Winchester ’73 & ’76, David F. Butler; c. 1970 David F. Butler.  95 pages hardcover with jacket, protective
sleeve and a price written in pencil on the back end paper.  Famous Guns from the Winchester Collection, by Hank Wieand Bowman; c.
1958 Fawcett Publications, Inc. this second printing 1969.  144 pages hardcover with jacket, protective sleeve and a scuff on the front end
paper, likely from an erased note.  This is an excellent condition pair of books.  (76417-7FE)

2045. BOOK LOT   The Winchester 1873 Handbook, by George W. Stone; c. 1973 George W. Stone.  134 pages hardcover.  This is a scarce book
and this copy which features an impressive black cover with gold embossed lettering is essentially as new.  (76417-7FF) 

2046. BOOK LOT   The Winchester Single-Shot: a history & analysis, by John Campbell; c. 1995 John Campbell.  270 pages hardcover with jack-
et. This is a desirable book that appears unused and free of any discernible blemishes.  Please note that Vol. II is listed below.  (76417-7FG)

2047. BOOK LOT   The Winchester Single-Shot Volume II: Old Secrets & New Discoveries, by John Campbell; c. 2000 John Campbell.  280 pages
hardcover with jacket and with no discernible flaws outside of minor storage marks on jacket.  (76417-7FH)

2048. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of two.  Winchester Bolt Action Military & Sporting Rifles 1877 to 1937, by Herbert G. Houze; c. 1998 Herbert G.
Houze.  206 pages hardcover.  Standard Catalog of Winchester Firearms, by Joseph M. Cornell.  c. 2007 Krause Publications.  286 pages
hardcover.  The lot rates excellent with no indications that the books have been read or used in any way.  (76417-7FI)

2049. BOOK LOT   The Winchester Model 42, by Ned Schwing; c. 1990 Ned Schwing.  160 pages hardcover rating as new with the exception
of a penciled in price on the back end paper.  (76417-7FJ)

2050. LOT OF BOOKS   The Historic Henry Rifle: Oliver Winchester’s Famous Civil War Repeater, by Wiley Sword; c. 2002, 2006 Wiley Sword.
103 pages paperback.  The Winchester Model 1876 “Centennial” Rifle, by Herbert G. Houze; c. 2001 Herbert G. Houze.  191 pages hard-
cover with jacket. Winchester: The Golden Age of American Gunmaking and the Winchester 1 of 1000, by R. L. Wilson; c. 1983 Winchester
Museum, Buffalo Bill Historical Center.  144 pages hardcover with jacket.  The books in this lot show no indication that they have been read
or are flawed in any way.  (76417-7FK)

2051. BOOK LOT   To the Dreams of Youth Winchester .22 Caliber Single Shot Rifle, by Herbert G. Houze.  c. 1993 Herbert G. Houze.  192 pages
hardcover featuring famous illustration of boy on fence with dog with caption “I wish I had Dad’s Winchester” and augmented by gold
embossed lettering over impressive maroon surface.  Book appears unused with no detectable flaws.  (76417-7FL)

2052. LOT OF BOOKS  Two total. One Hundred Years of Winchester Cartridge Boxes: 1856-1956, by Ray T. Giles & Daniel L. Shuey; c. 2006
Ray T. Giles and Daniel L. Shuey.  312 pages hardcover with jacket showing minor storage marks.  Winchester Repeating Arms Company:
Its History & Development from 1865 to 1981, by Herbert G. Houze; c. 1994, 2004 Herbert G. Houze.  511 pages paperback with a slight
crease at the lower front cover.  Items appear unused.  (76417-7FM)

2053. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of two.  Standard Catalog of Winchester: The Most Comprehensive Price Guide Ever Published, edited by David
D. Kowalski; c. 2000 Krause Publications.  750 pages paperback with a couple of light handling marks.  Winchester Rarities, Tom Webster;
c. 2000 Krause Publications.  208 pages hardcover with jacket with slight impressions to the upper cover corners. The books rate excellent
with no indication that they have been read.  (76417-7N)
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2054. LOT OF BOOKS   Three total.  The Historic Henry Rifle: Oliver Wichester’s Famous Civil War Repeater, by Wiley Sword; c. 2002 Wiley
Sword.  103 pages paperback rating excellent.  The Eighty-Eight: A Collectors Reference on the Winchester Model 88 Lever Action, by
Douglas P. Murray; c. 1982 Douglas P. Murray.  Approximately 80 pages staple bound paperback with a few light smudges that is signed
by the author and includes a couple of handwritten prices pertaining to other book offers and an excellent condition original Model 88
instruction sheet.  Standard Catalog of Winchester Firearms, by Joseph M. Cornell; c. 2007 Krause Publications.  286 pages hardcover that
appears to have never been opened prior to this inspection and rates as new.  (76417-7NP) 

2055. NRA COLLECTOR LOT   This lot consists of two items beginning with an NRA Classic Collector’s Series set of eight brass coins with
faces featuring images of different North American large animals of prey.  The coins are adhered to their respective slots in the felt lined case
featuring a vinyl cover with front highlighted by an impressive NRA logo.  Excellent condition with the residue of what was likely a price
sticker and a few light handling marks.  The other item is a copy of the book NRA: An American Legend, by Jeffrey L. Rodengen; c. 2002
White Stuff Enterprises, Inc.  304 pages hardcover with jacket and rating as new.  (76417-7NQ)

2056. LOT OF BOOKS   Two total.  The British Bulldog Revolver: The Forgotten Gun that Really Won the West, by George Layman; c. 2006
George J. Layman.  191 pages hardcover.  A. H. Fox: “The Finest Gun in the World”, by Michael McIntosh; c. 1992, 1994 Michael McIntosh.
Published 1992, revised edition 1994, second printing 1996.  407 pages hardcover with jacket and a price written on the back end paper
but otherwise it rates as new, as does the other book in this lot.  (76417-7NR)

2057. LOT OF BOOKS  Total of two.  Colt Rifles & Muskets: From 1847 to 1870, by Herbert G. Houze; c. 1996 Herbert G. Houze.  184 pages
hardcover with jacket and rating as new.  Bolt Action Military Rifles of the World, by Stuart C. Mowbray and Joe Puleo; c. 2009 Stuart C.
Mowbray and Joseph V. Puleo.  408 pages hardcover with jacket.  The book appears to have seen minimal use with the only detectable
blemish being a small area of brown staining on the lower edge.  (76417-7NS)

2058. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of four.  The Colt U.S. General Officers’ Pistol, by Horace Greeley IV; c. 1989 Horace Greeley IV.  199 pages hardcov-
er with jacket.  Colt Scouts, Peacemakers and New Frontiers in .22 Caliber, by Don Wilkerson; c. 1993 Don Wilkerson.  224 pages hardcover
with jacket.  Ruger Pistols & Revolvers: The Vintage Years 1949-1973, by John C. Dougan; c. 2008 John C. Dougan.  391 pages hardcover with
jacket with a slight amount of sticker residue on its front which also shows light handling marks.  Variations of Colt’s: New Model Police & Pocket
Breech Loading Pistols, by John D. Breslin, William Q. Pirie, David E. Price; c. 2002 John D. Breslin, William Q.Pirie, David E. Price.  159 pages
hardcover with an erase note on the back end paper.  Unless otherwise noted, the books in this lot rate as new.  (76417-7NT)

2059. LOT OF BOOKS   Total of four.  Small Arms of the British Forces in America: 1664-1815, by De Witt Bailey; c. 2009 De Witt Bailey.  375
pages hardcover. The French Trade Gun in North America: 1662-1759, by Kevin Gladysz; c. 2011 Kevin Gladysz.  183 pages paperback.
The Brown Bess: An Identification Guide and Illustrated Study of Britain’s Most Famous Musket, by Erik Goldstein & Stuart Mowbray; c.
2010 Erik Goldstein and Stuart C. Mowbray.  160 pages paperback.  The Socket Bayonet in the British Army: 1687-1783, by Erik Goldstein;
c. 2000 Erik Goldstein.  134 pages paperback.  Items appear unused with no flaws worth mentioning.  (76417-7FU)

2060. BOOK LOT   The Springfield 1903 Rifles: The illustrated documented story of the design, development, and production of all the models
of appendages, and accessories, by Lt. Col. William S. Brophy; c. 1985 Lt. Col. William S. Brophy.  616 pages hardcover with gold embossed
lettering and raised image of an example. Book appears unused with no discernible marks.  (76417-7FV)

2061. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION   This is a lot of approximately 85 small Ziploc bags of 30-40 Krag ammunition. Each bag contains
a small quantity of up to about ten rds. with many containing one or two rds.  Each bag is identified with arsenal and date of manufacture and
a few have identification strips attached to them.  The overall condition is about very good and most are from Frankford arsenal.  (75962-1)

2062. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS    This lot consists of four 25 rd. size boxes of Winchester Super X HS 410 bore, 3” Game Loads: (1) full and (1)
containing 18 rds. of 7 ½ shot; (2) full of 6 shot.  The overall condition is excellent.  (76758-50A)

2063. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS   This lot consists of five 25 rd. size boxes of shotshells: (1) containing 24 rds. of Bismuth No-Tox 28 ga., 2 ¾”, 4
shot; (2) full of Remington Premier Handicap Nitro 27, 12 ga., 2 ¾”, 7 ½ shot; (1) full of Federal Game Load Lead, 16 ga., 2 ¾”, 8 shot; (1)
containing 23 rds. of Fiocchi 16 ga., 2 ¾”, 6 shot.  The overall condition is excellent.  (76758-50B)  

2064. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS   This is a lot of four full ten rd. boxes of Kent Impact Tungsten Matrix Waterfowl 20 ga., 3”, 3 shot in excellent con-
dition.  (76758-50C)

2065. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS   This lot consists of eight full five rd. boxes of 20 ga., 2 ¾”: (4) full of Remington Premier Copper Solid Sabot Slug
5/8 oz.;  (2) full of Remington Premier Bonded Sabot Slug 260 gr.; (2) Winchester Supreme Partition Gold Sabot Slug 260 gr.  The condi-
tion is excellent with a price sticker on one and another box showing peeling in sections.  (76758-50D)

2066. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS   This lot consists of eleven full five rd. boxes of 20 ga., 2 ¾”: (5) of Remington BuckHammer five lead slug, 1 oz.;
(2) of Winchester Super X rifled slugs, HP, ¾ oz.; (1) of Federal Power-Shok rifled slug, HP, ¾ oz. max.; (1) Federal Classic rifled slug, HP,
¾ oz. max.; (1) of Hornady SST shotgun slug, 250 gr., SST (for rifled barrels only); (1) of Brenneke Shotgun Slug Field Short Magnum.  One
box has a price sticker in this lot rating excellent.  (76758-50E)

2067. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS   This lot consists of six boxes of 20 ga.: (2) full ten rd. of Remington Premier Hevi-Shot Nitro Magnum Waterfowl
Loads, 3”, 6 shot; (1) full five rd. of Federal Premium, 3”, 5/8 oz. magnum, Hydra-Shok Sabot Slug HP; (1) containing four rds. of 2 ¾”, ¾ oz.
max., Truball Rifled Slug HP; (1) containing 23 rds. of Remington Heavy Game Load 2 ¾” , 4 shot Heavy Game Load.  (1) containing 16 rds.
of Federal 2 3/4” mag. and two rds. of Winchester Duck & Pheasant 2 ¾”, 6 shot.  The overall condition is excellent with a couple of the
boxes showing price stickers and wear.  (76758-50E)     

2068. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of eight full 50 rd. boxes of .22 Win. Mag.: (5) of Federal JHP, 50 gr.; (1) of Federal Game
Shok JHP, 50 gr.; (1) of Remington Premier Magnum Rimfire 33 gr., V-Max.; (1) of PMC Predator JSP, 40 gr.  Most of the boxes have price
stickers and the lot rates excellent.  (76758-50F)

2069. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of seven 50 rd. size boxes: (1) containing 44 rds. of CCI CB 22 Long, lead round nose, 29 gr.
(1) full of CB Short Conical Ball 22 Short, lead round nose, 29 gr.; (1) full and (1) containing approximately 35 rds. of Winchester Super X,
22 Win. Mag., JHP with one of the boxes showing wear and creasing; (1) full of Aguila 22 Super Colibri LR; (1) containing 34 rds. of Aguila
Super Colibri, 20 gr.; (1) containing 38 rds. of Aguila Super Extra, short, high velocity. Also included is a tray containing 19 rds. of CCI 22
LR Shotshell, #12 shot, 31 gr. The lot rates excellent overall.  (76758-50G)

2070. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of four full boxes: (2) 25 rd. size of Hornady 44 mag., 180 gr., XTP; (1) 50 rd. size of Speer
Target 44 cartridge cases (plastic); (1) 50 rd. size of Speer Target 44 bullets (plastic).  This is an excellent condition lot. (76758-50H)

2071. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of three 20 rd. size boxes of ammunition: (1) containing 18 rds. and two fired casings of Federal
Premium High Energy 140 gr., Trophy Bonded Bear Claw; (1) full and one containing 14 rds. and six fired casings of Remington High Velocity
30-06 Springfield, 125 gr., pointed soft point.  The overall condition is very good to excellent with light tarnish on some.  (76758-50I)
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2072. LOT OF BULLETS   This lot consists of seven boxes of bullets: (1) apparently full 100 rd. of Sierra 6.5 mm, .264 dia., 140 gr. Spitzer BT
with lightly oxidized tips on some; (1) nearly full 100 rd. of Sierra 6.5 mm, .264 dia., 100 gr., HP; (1) nearly full 100 rd. of 6.5 mm, .264 dia.,
107 gr. HPBT; (1) containing approximately 75 rds. of Hornady 6.5 mm, 140 gr., .264 Spire Point; (1) virtually full 100 rd. of Nosler Solid Base,
25 Cal., 100 gr.; (1) containing about 75 rds. of Speer 22 cal., 70 gr., .224” Semi-Spitzer; (1) apparently full 100 rd. of Sierra Varminter 22
cal., .224 dia., 55 gr. Spitzer.  The overall condition is excellent.  (76758-50J) 

2073. LOT OF BULLETS   This lot consists of seven 100 rd. size boxes of 270 cal., .277 dia.: (1) nearly full of Speer 130 gr. Spitzer; (1) nearly
full of Speer, 130 gr. boat tail; (1) apparently full of Sierra 110 gr.; (1) nearly full of Sierra 130 gr. Spitzer BT; (1) containing approximately 50
rds. of Sierra 150 gr., Spitzer BT; Virtually full of Hornady 140 gr., BTSP Interlock; (1) containing approximately 60 rds. of Speer 150 gr.,
Spitzer SP. The conditions range from very good with tarnish to excellent. (76758-51A)

2074. LOT OF BULLETS   This lot consists of six full or virtually full 100 rd. size boxes of bullets: (1) of Hornady .45 Cal., .452 dia., 250 gr., HP/XTP;
(1) of Hornady 44 cal., .430 dia., 240 gr. HP/XTP; (1) of Hornady 44 cal., .430 dia., 200 gr. HP/XTP; (1) of Sierra 44 cal., .4295 dia., 210 gr.,
JHC; (1) of Speer 30 cal., .308 dia., 165 gr., Spitzer SP; (1) of Swift 30 cal., .308 dia., 165 gr., polymer tip, BT Spitzer.  (76758-51B)

2075. LOT OF BRASS   This is a lot of several different calibers totaling approximately 300 cases, most of which are unprimed.  Each caliber is
contained in its own plastic bag or factory box as is the case for those that are fired casings.  Calibers include 44 Rem Mag, 222 Remington,
270 Win., 257 Roberts, 44 Rem, .308 Win., and 6.5 x 55.  The conditions range from very good with light tarnish to excellent.  (76758-51C)

2076. RELOADING LOT   This lot consists of primers, sabots, and pellets: (1) full 1000 rd. box of containing ten 100 rd. trays of CCI BR-2 Large
Rifle Bench Rest Primers; (1) full 100 rd. tray of Winchester Primers for Shotshells, W209; (1) tray containing 98 rds. of Winchester Large
Pistol for for standard or magnum pistol loads, WLP; (1) full 100 rd. tray of Remington No. 2 ½ Large Pistol Primers; (1) full 250 rd. tray of
CCI Large Rifle Magnum Primers; (1) factory sealed 50 rd. bag of Knight High Pressure Sabots green .50 cal./ bullet size .429-.430 (44 cal.);
(1) factory sealed 50 rd. bag of black .50 cal./bullet size .451-.452 (.45 cal.); (1) can containing approximately 80 rds. of .177 cal. Crosman
pellets; (1) factory sealed package of Hodgdon 50/30 Pyrodex Pellets (50 cal., 30 gr. vol. equiv.).  The items in this lot rate excellent to as
new.  (76758-51C) 

2077. MANHATTAN FIREARMS PERCUSSION PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #17, .28 cal., 3" six barrel cluster with overall dark bores.  The
cast steel marked barrels and frame are a dark pewter and plum colored patina with overall scattered fine oxidation staining and light pinprick
pitting.  The bar hammer is appropriately marked and is in similar condition.  The two piece walnut bag style grips rate very good with overall
light handling marks and flaking varnish.  All parts have matching numbers.  This revolver will need mechanical attention as timing is slightly
off and lockup is sloppy.  This is an about good example overall.  (106655-63) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (300/500)

2078. MANHATTAN FIREARMS NAVY TYPE PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #28270 all matching numbers including the wedge, .36
Cal., 5" octagon barrel with bright good bore that has scattered spots of light pitting and oxidation staining in the grooves.  The barrel retains
about 70% evenly thinning blue with pewter and brown undertones.  The hammer, frame, and trigger show faint traces of mottled case-hard-
ened color with a few spots of fine pinprick pitting.  The five shot cylinder is an overall dull gunmetal gray with perhaps 40% of the five panel
roll scene still visible that has some images crisper than others.  The gripstrap has about 25% silver plate remaining with loss due to flaking
and has toned to a dull goldenrod patina.  The one piece walnut grip rates very good, with overall light handling marks and abrasions around
the bottom edges.  This Series III revolver will need mechanical as it does not index properly unless it is pointed downwards at a slight angle.
(106655-21) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (300/500)  

2079. BACON ARMS CO. PERCUSSION POCKET REVOLVER serial #550, .31 cal., 4" round barrel with overall bright good bore that
has a few scattered spots of light pitting in the grooves.  The metal surfaces have been lightly cleaned and retain about 90% added nick-
el finish with loss due to flaking and light oxidation staining.  The two piece walnut grips are in very good condition with overall light han-
dling marks and flaking varnish.  The trigger is missing the right ear of the v-cut in for sighting purposes.  This partial fluted cylinder, sec-
ond model revolver seems to function well mechanically with most major parts showing matching numbers and it is in overall good condi-
tion.  (107142-34) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

2080. SMITH & WESSON MODEL NO. 1 1/2 FIRST ISSUE REVOLVER serial #12856, 32 RF, 3 1/2" octagon barrel with a good overall
lightly oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces are overall dull gunmetal gray with specks of fine oxidation staining.  The ejector rod has a thinning
blue to gray patina.  The two piece rosewood grips rate very good overall with several light handling marks and have a small abrasion on the
right side bottom.  This is an about good example that still seems to function well mechanically.  (106889-188) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

2081. MANHATTAN FIREARMS 22 CALIBER POCKET REVOLVER serial #7296, 22 RF, 3" ribbed octagon barrel with bright good bore
that has a spot of light pitting at the halfway point of the barrel.
The metal surfaces are an overall cloudy nickel that have patch-
es of scattered light oxidation staining and areas of light flaking.
The barrel has standard floral engraving and the bottom of the
frame has been stippled.  The back strap has a small oval with
floral leaf engraving located behind the hammer.  The two piece
walnut grips rate excellent showing light handling marks in the
thinning varnish.  The numbers are matching on this first model,
fourth variation revolver including the grips which are stamp-
numbered to the gun.  The revolver functions well mechanically
and a similar oval engraved back strap is pictured on the
Manhattanfirearms.com website.  (106655-108) {ANTIQUE}
[Manhattanfirearms.com Collection]                        (300/500)

2082. MANHATTAN FIREARMS 22 CALIBER POCKET
REVOLVER serial #3454, 22 RF, 3" ribbed octagon barrel with
bright near excellent bore.  The barrel and ejector rod are a love-
ly plum color with loose floral engraving at the breech and muz-
zle.  The barrel is marked Manhattan Firearms / Manufg. / Co. /
N.Y. in an arc motif and there is overall scattered light spots of
fine oxidation staining present as well.  The cylinder, trigger,
hammer, and frame retain 85-90% nickel plate with areas of loss
due to flaking most prevalent at the bottom of the frame.  All
parts have matching numbers and the two piece walnut grips
are pencil number to the gun. They remain in near excellent con-
dition with spots of flaking varnish and scattered light handling
marks.  This first model second variation revolver times well and
locks up remains tight.  (106655-101) {ANTIQUE}
[Manhattanfirearms.com Collection]                          (300/500)
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2083. MANHATTAN FIREARMS BAR HAMMER SINGLE
SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #1 matching on frame and
barrel, .30 cal., 3" half round, and half octagon barrel with overall
good dark smooth bore.  The metal surfaces are a plum patina with
pewter undertones.  There are scattered spots of light fine oxidation

staining and the barrel appears to have faint tool marks on it near the transition.  The
action functions mechanically, the nipple is broken off at the base, and the screw heads
show minor slot damage.  The frame has decorative scroll style engraving and the bar-
rel is marked Manhattan F.A. MF'G / New York / Cast Steel spread over three of the bar-
rel flats and the two piece walnut bag shaped grips are in good condition with light han-

dling marks and most of the original varnish has flaked off.  This pistol is featured on the
Manhattanfirearms.com website with multiple pictures and a brief dialogue.  A very interesting piece, in good overall condition, that

would be a make a great addition any Manhattan collection.  (106655-74) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (300/500)
2084. MANHATTAN FIREARMS 22 CALIBER POCKET REVOLVER serial #755, 22 RF, 3" ribbed octagon barrel with overall bright very

good bore that has perhaps a spot or two of very light pitting near the muzzle.  The barrel, cylinder, trigger and hammer are all a dark pewter
patina and the barrel is engraved with loose foliate scroll near the muzzle and breech.  The top of the barrel is engraved with similar style scroll
perfectly covering where an arc motif address would have been.  The frame is overall dull gunmetal gray with scattered spots of fine oxida-
tion staining.  All parts on this first model, first variation revolver have matching numbers including the numbered two piece walnut grips which
rate very good overall with scattered light handling marks.  (106655-124) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (300/500)

2085. LONDON PISTOL CO. POCKET MODEL PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #1150, .31 cal., 4" octagon barrel with about good light-
ly frosted bore.  The metal surfaces are an overall dull gunmetal gray with scattered spots of light pitting and fine oxidation staining.  The six
shot cylinder has perhaps 40-45% of the stagecoach roll scene still visible.  The hammer, loading lever, and trigger all show muted traces
of case color and the triggerguard is a nice dark mustard color patina.  The two piece walnut grips rate good overall with scattered light
handling marks and flaking varnish.   This Series II revolver is in about good overall condition and will need some mechanical attention as
the timing is off and sometimes doesn’t index at all.  (106655-57) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (300/500)

2086. MANHATTAN FIREARMS POCKET MODEL PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #3729 all matching including the wedge, .31 cal.,
4" octagon barrel with good overall lightly pitted bore.  The barrel is an overall plum color patina with silvering along the high edges and
has a few scattered light dings with a patch of pitting present near the single line barrel address.  The hammer, trigger and loading lever
all show muted traces of color case-hardened finish with scattered specks of fine oxidation staining.  The frame, six shot cylinder and back
strap have loose scroll engraving and are an overall smoky gray color and the stagecoach roll scene remains perhaps 75-80% visible.  The
two piece smooth walnut grips rate very good overall with light handling marks and scattered dings and some patches of flaking varnish.
This Series II revolver will need mechanical attention as it does not index properly.  The cylinder will only rotate when tipped at a sharp

downward angle.  (106655-52) {ANTIQUE}
[Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (300/500) 
2087. LONDON PISTOL CO. POCKET MODEL
PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #40, .31 cal., 6" octagon
barrel with overall good lightly pitted bore.  The metal surfaces
are an overall dull gunmetal gray with scattered spots of fine oxi-

dation staining and pitting.  The frame has loose scroll engraving and the barrel a single line
address and the five shot cylinder is plain.  The screw heads all show wear and the two piece walnut

grips rate good with overall light dings and handling marks.  This Series I revolver does not function properly
and will need mechanical attention as it does not always index.  Interestingly this revolver is pictured in Waldo

Nutter's book Manhattan Firearms, on page 84.   (106655-54) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (300/500)
2088. ENGRAVED MANHATTAN FIREARMS 22 CALIBER POCKET MODEL REVOLVER serial #4469, 22 RF, 3"
ribbed octagon barrel with good bore that has a spot of pitting half way down its length.  The floral engraved barrel with sin-

gle line address is an overall smoky gray patina with scattered fine oxidation staining and very fine light pinprick pitting.  The cylinder, ham-
mer and trigger are similar in color and perhaps 25-30% of the Indian and settler scene remains visible.  The brass frame is a nice dark mus-
tard color patina and has light floral and crosshatched engraving.  The hinge has an old repair showing new ears on either side of the frame
which remains in-the-white and the barrel is numbered differently from the frame.  The revolver will need mechanical attention as it does
not index or lock up properly and there is slight play between the barrel and frame.  The two piece walnut grips rate about excellent show-
ing a very light cleaning.  This is a neat second model that is pictured on the Manhattanfirearms.com website with extensive engraving on
the frame. (106655-112) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (200/400)

2089. MANHATTAN FIREARMS 22 CALIBER POCKET REVOLVER serial #671, 22 RF, 3" ribbed octagon barrel with bright very good
bore that has a couple spots of light pitting in the grooves.  The metal surfaces retain 90% plus later applied nickel finish with a few small
spots on the bottom of the barrel and cylinder that show loss either to flaking or oxidation.  The standard floral scroll engraving on the bar-
rel is slightly washed out in areas and Indian and settler roll scene on the cylinder remains perhaps 50-55% visible.  The revolver seems to
function well mechanically and the barrel, frame and cylinder all have matching numbers.  The two piece walnut grips rate excellent with
several light handling marks and are pencil numbered to the gun.  This second model revolver remains in very good overall condition.
(106655-110) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (250/450) 

2090. MANHATTAN FIREARMS 22 CALIBER POCKET REVOLVER serial #3892, 22 RF, 3" ribbed octagon barrel with bright very good
bore that has a few light specks of minor pitting scattered in the grooves.  The metal surfaces are overall dull gunmetal gray with some mod-
erate spots of oxidation staining present at the muzzle.  The barrel has standard loose scroll engraving and the arc motif address is slightly
washed out but legible.  The two piece walnut grips rate very good with overall light handling marks and are pencil numbered to the gun.
This first model, second variation revolver functions well mechanically and the barrel, frame, and cylinder have matching numbers.  (106655-
102) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (250/450)

2091. MANHATTAN FIREARMS 22 CALIBER POCKET REVOLVER serial #5695, 22 RF, 3" ribbed octagon barrel with bright good bore
that has scattered spots of light oxidation and pitting.  The barrel and cylinder are an overall dull gunmetal gray patina with scattered traces
of gold wash.  The floral engraving on the barrel remains crisp and the Indian and settler roll scene on the cylinder is perhaps 60-65% vis-
ible.  The frame retains perhaps 80% flaking silver plate with areas of loss toning top a dull mustard patina.  The barrel, frame, and cylinder
all have matching numbers.  The two piece walnut grips rate very good with light handling marks and spots of flaking varnish.  There is a
small sliver missing from the left side panel at the toe.  This second model revolver seems to time well but lock up is a little loose.  (106655-
113) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (200/400)  
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2092. MANHATTAN FIREARMS BAR HAMMER SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #730, .36 cal., 4" half round, and half
octagon barrel with good overall dark bore with scattered spots of light oxidation.  The metal surfaces are an overall smoky gray patina with
scattered specks of light fine oxidation staining near all over with some light pitting present at the nipple.  The frame has light standard flo-
ral engraving and the hammer is marked appropriately on the left side and some of the screws have minor slot damage.  The action func-
tions smoothly and the bag shaped two piece walnut grips rate very good with areas of flaking varnish and light handling marks.  A good
overall example.  (106655-85) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (250/450)

2093. MANHATTAN FIREARMS 22 CALIBER POCKET REVOLVER serial #6766, 3" ribbed octagon barrel with overall bright very good
bore that has perhaps a spot or two of light pitting.  The barrel, hammer, ejector rod, and trigger show overall dull gunmetal gray patina with
scattered spots of light fine oxidation with a small patch of pinprick pitting present at the muzzle.  The cylinder is an overall dull pewter color
with the Indian and settler roll scene perhaps 75-80% visible.  The frame has toned to a lovely ochre patina with several small dark spots.
The two piece walnut grips rate very good overall showing several light scratches with a few dings along the bottom and are pencil num-
bered to the gun.  This is an overall good condition second model revolver that seems to function well mechanically.  (106655-114)
{ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (200/400)

2094. MANHATTAN FIREARMS SHOTGUN STYLE HAMMER SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #2, .36 cal., 6" part round,
part octagon barrel with overall good dark bore.  The metal surfaces are an overall dull pewter patina with scattered spots of fine oxidation
staining with some fine pinprick pitting near the hammer.  The barrel is marked “Manhattan F.A. MFG. Co / New York / cast steel” along
three of the barrel flats, interestingly the “New York” is stamped upside down.  The original sights have been replaced, a blade style front
has been dovetailed into the barrel and sporting rear has been soldered in place.  The hammer doesn’t always catch and stay locked and
the two piece bag style walnut grips rate good with overall light handling marks and thinning varnish.  The screw heads all show minor slot
wear and the gun remains in about good condition.  (106655-69) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (200/400)

2095. UNMARKED PERCUSSION UNDERHAMMER PISTOL serial #42, .34 cal., 5" half round, half octagon screw off barrel with dark
overall oxidized and pitted bore.  The metal surfaces are overall dull gunmetal gray patina with several light dings and spots of fine oxidation
staining.  The frame has loose foliate engraving and there is a small area around the hammer that shows pinprick pitting.  The right side of
the frame has a 5/16" crack separating the gripstrap from the body.  The screw heads show minor slot wear and the two piece walnut bag
style grips rate good overall with light handling marks.  The pistol seems to function mechanically.  (107106-520 {ANTIQUE} (200/400) 

2096. MANHATTAN FIREARMS 22 CALIBER POCKET REVOLVER serial #53, 22 RF, 3" octagon barrel that has an overall dark bore
that has scattered spots of pitting and oxidation near its entire length.  The barrel has loose scroll engraving at the muzzle and breech.
The metal surfaces on the barrel and cylinder show faint traces of blue with large areas toning to a dull pewter patina.  The frame is an
overall dull gray patina showing areas of loss with slivers of goldenrod visible along some of the edges.  The barrel is marked with the arc
motif address and there is light pinprick pitting present on the cylinder however this first model, first variant revolver still seems to func-
tion well mechanically.  This revolver is pictured and briefly discussed on the Manhattanfirearms.com website.  (106655-98) {ANTIQUE}
[Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (200/400)

2097. MANHATTAN FIREARMS BAR HAMMER SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #24, .36 cal., 4" half round, and half
octagon barrel with good overall dark bore. The metal surfaces are an overall dull pewter patina with scattered patches of oxidation stain-
ing and perhaps a few areas of light pinprick pitting as well.  The screw heads show minor slot damage and the mainspring tension screw
is missing.  The two piece walnut grips rate very good with much original varnish remaining and a few light handling marks.  The hammer
is marked appropriately along the left side flat and the pistol seems to function well mechanically.  (106655-82) {ANTIQUE}
[Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (200/400)

2098. MANHATTAN FIREARMS 22 CALIBER POCKET REVOLVER serial #201, 22 RF, 3" ribbed octagon barrel with about fair-good bore
that has thin rifling and light fine pitting its entire length.  The barrel, ejector rod and cylinder are an overall dark pewter patina with scat-
tered spots of fine oxidation staining.  The hammer and trigger are a cloudy silver patina and the frame is now mostly a dull ochre patina
with scattered patches of silver plate remaining.  The hinge, at some point over the years, has been repaired and the hinge screw recess
appears to have some added soft solder and the screw shows minor slot wear.    The two piece walnut grips rate excellent with much orig-
inal varnish remaining and have a few light handling marks along the bottom and are pencil numbered to the gun.  There is slight play
between the barrel and frame and this first model revolver seems to still function well mechanically.  (106655-99) {ANTIQUE}
[Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (200/400)

2099. MANHATTAN FIREARMS BAR HAMMER SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #275, .30 cal., 2" half round, half octa-
gon barrel with overall good smooth bore.  The barrel is an overall dark smoky gray patina with scattered spots of fine oxidation staining with
a spot or two of light pitting present at the muzzle.  The hammer, trigger, and frame are mostly a gray/brown patina with a small spot of light
pinprick pitting around the nipple.  The hammer is maker marked along the left side flat and the frame shows standard engraving.  The two
piece walnut grips rate about good overall with several small dings along the bottom, flaking varnish and expected light handling marks.
(106655-78) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (200/400)

2100. MANHATTAN FIREARMS SHOTGUN STYLE HAMMER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #109, .36 cal., 6" half round, half octa-
gon barrel with about good overall dark bore that is lightly oxidized.  The metal surfaces are an overall pleasing plum color patina with a
few light scratches present along the barrel.  The frame has decorative floral engraving and the action remains crisp.   The screws show
minor slot wear and the two piece walnut bag shaped grips rate good overall showing several light dings at the heel, some added finish
over a light cleaning.  This is an overall good example of these Manhattan single shot pistols.  (106655-71) {ANTIQUE}
[Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (250/450)

2101. MANHATTAN 22 CALIBER POCKET REVOLVER serial #1794, .22 RF, 3" ribbed octagon barrel with about good bore.  The barrel
retains about 60% thinning blue with loose scroll engraving at the breech and muzzle and has mild silvering along the sharp edges.  The cylin-
der has about 50% evenly faded blue and the Indian and settler motif remains clearly visible.  The frame retains about 95% reapplied finish
that is dull silver in color.  The two piece walnut grips rate excellent and are pencil numbered to the gun.  The revolver appears to function
well mechanically.  This is a very good second model overall.  (106655-111) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (250/450)

2102. MANHATTAN 22 CALIBER POCKET REVOLVER serial #7014 all matching numbers to include the stamp-numbered grips, .22 RF, 3"
ribbed octagon barrel with bright very good bore.  The metal surfaces on this first model, fourth variation revolver are an overall dull gun-
metal gray patina with scattered light spots of fine oxidation staining and minor pitting.  The barrel is marked “Manhattan Firearms / Manufg.
/ Co. / N.Y.” in an arc motif and has loose scroll engraving at the muzzle and breech.  The hammer and trigger show faint traces of color
case-hardened finish and the two piece walnut grips are in excellent condition with lovely figure and minor handling marks.  A nice little
pocket revolver that still times well and locks up tight.  (106655-107) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (250/450)

2103. MANHATTAN FIREARMS SHOTGUN STYLE HAMMER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial # 23, .36 cal., 6" half round, half octagon
barrel with overall good dark bore.  The metal surfaces are an overall dull gunmetal gray with scattered spots of fine oxidation staining and
areas of light pinprick pitting.  The frame has decorative engraving and the barrel has a few light tool marks at the transition point.  The screw
heads have minor slot damage and the two piece bag shaped walnut grips rate very good with overall light handling marks and flaking var-
nish.  The hammer does not always hold when cocked and trigger pull is extremely light when it does.  This is a good overall example of
these short production run pistols.  (106655-73) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (200/400)
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2104. ENGRAVED MANHATTAN FIREARMS HERO SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #10589, .34 cal., 3" round screw-
on barrel with excellent smooth bore.  The barrel retains about 70% reapplied blue that is evenly thinning and has gray and brown under-
tones.  The hammer and trigger are mostly a deep plum patina.  The brass frame is pleasing dark mustard with what appears to be later-
applied engraving and has a small area of pitting present near the hammer on the right side.  The left side is marked “HERO” and the
"O" is slightly washed out, the rest of the letters remain crisp.  The two piece bag shaped walnut grips rate very good overall with light
handling marks under what appears to be a flaking layer of added varnish.  This second model pistol is pictured and identified by serial
number on the Manhattanfireams.com website and seems to function well mechanically.  (106655-91) {ANTIQUE}
[Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (200/400)

2105. MANHATTAN FIREARMS HERO SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #1388 .34 cal., 2" round screw on barrel with about
good dark lightly pitted smooth bore.  The barrel is an overall dull pewter color and has several light dings near the breech along the right
side.  The brass frame has toned to a pleasing ochre patina and has a couple of light impact marks beside the manufacture's logo which
reads “HERO / M.F.A.Co.” along the left side.  The hammer and numbered trigger are an overall brown patina and the two piece walnut bag
shaped grips rate very good with a couple of small dings.  The grip screw is likely a replacement and has minor slot damage.   This first
model Hero is pictured on the Manhattanfirearms.com website and it seems to function well mechanically.  (106655-87){ANTIQUE}
[Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (200/400)

2106. MANHATTAN FIREARMS HERO SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial # 6996, .34 cal., 4" round screw-on barrel with
overall dark lightly oxidized bore.  The barrel is mostly a blue brown patina showing light tooling marks near the middle of the barrel and
overall light pitting with fine oxidation staining as well.  The hammer and trigger have toned to an overall dull gunmetal gray.  The brass
frame is a dull golden rod patina with scattered light handling marks and is marked HERO along the left side below the nipple.  The two
piece bag shaped walnut grips are in very good condition and this gun is pictured and discussed on the Manhattanfirearms.com website.
(106655-90) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (200/400)

2107. MANHATTAN FIREARMS HERO SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL .34 cal., 3" round screw-on barrel with overall dark pitted
bore.  The barrel, hammer, and trigger are all dull gunmetal gray with cleaning marks visible on the hammer.  The frame has toned to a mel-
low goldenrod patina and has several scattered spots of light oxidation staining.  The frame is marked “HERO / M.F.A.Co” along the left side
with some of the letters faded and the “H” completely missing.  The two piece walnut grips rate good overall that have been lightly cleaned
with a replacement screw that has a clean head.  The action seems to function well mechanically and this is a good overall medium length
barrel, first model pistol.  (106655-86) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (200/400) 

2108. MANHATTAN FIREARMS SHOTGUN STYLE HAMMER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #74, .36 cal., 5" half round, half octagon
barrel with overall good dark lightly oxidized bore.  The barrel retains about 85% reapplied blue with spots of light oxidation and perhaps
some light pitting present under the blue.  The hammer, frame, and trigger are all a dull gunmetal gray with overall fine oxidation staining
and spots of light pinprick pitting.  The screw heads show minor slot damage and the two piece walnut grips rate fair showing an old repair
to the right side panel as well as several light handling marks and a couple of missing chips.  The grips do not fit the pistol well but seem
to do the trick.  This is an about good condition pistol that seems to function well mechanically.  (106655-70) {ANTIQUE}
[Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (150/250)

2109. MANHATTAN FIREARMS 22 CALIBER POCKET REVOLVER serial #5836, 22 RF, 3" ribbed octagon barrel with very good bright
bore.  The barrel retains about 70% blue with plum colored undertones and has standard engraving with arc motif barrel address.  The cylin-
der and frame are a dark pewter patina and there are two copper plugs in the gripstrap.  There is a circular one near the back of the trigger
and a square one at the back edge of the gripstrap.  The screw heads show minor slot wear and there has been an extensive repair to the
hinge.  The two piece walnut grips rate fair with overall light handling marks.  There are pictures on the Manhattanfirearms.com website show-
ing a gun with plugs in the frame and it is likely this gun that was pictured.  This first model, first variant rates about good overall and will need
some mechanical attention as it does not always cycle properly.  (106655-104) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (150/250)

2110. MANHATTAN 22 CALIBER POCKET MODEL REVOLVER serial #456, 22 RF, 3" ribbed barrel with good overall bore that has scat-
tered light pitting throughout.  The barrel is an overall bright plum color with scattered spots of oxidation and silvering along the high edges.
The frame is an overall dark ochre patina and has an oval shaped floral engraving along the backstrap.  The screw heads remain clean and
this first model, first variation revolver with need mechanical attention as it does not lockup or index correctly.  (106599-100) {ANTIQUE}
[Manhattanfirearms.com Collection} (150/250)

2111. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL CO. HERO SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #35735, .34 cal., 4" round screw-on bar-
rel with overall very good bore.  The hammer, barrel, and trigger are an overall dull gunmetal gray patina with scattered spots of light pitting
and fine oxidation staining.  The frame has toned to a nice dull ochre color and shows several light handling marks and is appropriately
marked “A.S.T.Co / Hero” along the left side.  The two piece walnut grips rate fair showing a light cleaning with overall light handling marks
and have a replacement screw that shows light slot wear.  The hammer screw also shows mild damage to the slot.  The action seems to
function well mechanically on this long barrel first model pistol and it is in overall good condition.  (106655-96) {ANTIQUE}
[Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (175/250) 

2112. MANHATTAN FIREARMS BAR HAMMER SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #509, .31 cal., 3" half round, half octa-
gon barrel with overall fair oxidized and pitted bore.  The metal surfaces are a dull smoky gray patina with scattered spots of light fine oxi-
dation staining and light pinprick pitting present around the nipple.  The hammer is maker marked along the left side flat and there is loose
scroll engraving on the frame.  The screw heads remain clean and the action is crisp and the two piece walnut bag shape grips rate good
with light handling marks and spots of flaking varnish.  This is an about good overall example of these small caliber single shot pistols.
(106655-80) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (175/275)

2113. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL CO., HERO SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #34719, .34 cal. percussion 2" round
screw-on barrel with dark oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces of the barrel, hammer, and trigger are an overall dull pewter patina with spots
of scattered fine oxidation staining and patches of light pinprick pitting.  The brass frame has toned to a lovely dark mustard patina and is
marked “A.S.T.Co” along the left side of the frame.  The two piece walnut bag shaped grips rate good overall with a few light handling marks
and has spots of flaking varnish.  The grip screw is a replacement and has very minor slot damage.  This is an about good example with first
model markings.  (106655-95) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (175/275) 

2114. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL CO. HERO SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #27155, .34 cal., 3" round screw-on
barrel  with overall lightly oxidized about good bore.  The barrel, trigger, and hammer are all a bright gunmetal gray with scattered spots
of fine oxidation staining and the hammer has a couple of small areas of light pitting.  The frame is an overall ochre color patina and is
marked “S.T.Co / Hero” on the left side and the “A”. is completely washed out.  The two piece walnut grips rate good with several light
handling marks and have a replacement screw with minor slot damage.  This is an about good first model that seems to function well
mechanically.  (106655-97) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (150/250)   
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2115. MANHATTAN FIREARMS HERO SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #3619, .34 cal. 2" round screw off barrel with poor
overall oxidized and pitted bore.  The barrel, hammer and trigger are an overall deep plum color with a few specks of gunmetal gray poking
through.  The brass frame has toned to a medium brown mustard patina and is marked “HERO” along the left side.  The screw heads show
minor slot damage and the two piece walnut grips rate fair to perhaps good with light handling marks, flaking varnish and a 7/8" crack in the
right side panel.  This is an about good second model Hero pistol.  (106655-89) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection](150/250)

2116. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL CO. 22 CALIBER POCKET REVOLVER serial #30794, 22 RF, 3" ribbed octagon barrel with bright
about good lightly pitted bore.  The barrel retains about 60-65% faded blue with loss due to flaking and silvering along the sharp edges.
The right side shows a couple light dings and there are areas of fine oxidation staining near the muzzle and breech.  The hammer, ejector
rod, cylinder and trigger are all mostly a dull gunmetal gray with perhaps 10% of the roll scene still visible on the cylinder.  The frame retains
very little silver plate maybe 5% with loss due to flaking and those areas now are a mustard patina.  The two piece walnut grips rate good
overall with light handling marks and flaking varnish.  The revolver no longer indexes or locks up and will need mechanical attention.
(106655-119) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (150/250)

2117. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL CO. HERO SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL .34 cal., 2" screw off barrel with bright smooth
bore.  The barrel, trigger, and hammer are mostly bright gunmetal gray with spots of light fine oxidation present, most prevalent on the trig-
ger.  The brass frame is marked “A.S.T.CO / HERO” on the left side and is a blend of gray enamel, oxidation staining and goldenrod patina.
The two piece walnut grips rate fair, they fit the gun poorly and have several light handling marks, flaking varnish and appear to be missing
a small chip on the left side panel.  The action seems to work well mechanically.  This is an about good condition second model pistol.
(106655-92) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (150/250)

2118. ENGRAVED MANHATTAN FIREARMS HERO SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #10589, .34 cal., 3" round screw on bar-
rel with excellent smooth bore.  The barrel retains about 70% reapplied blue that is evenly thinning and has gray and brown undertones.  The
hammer and trigger are mostly a deep plum patina.  The brass frame is pleasing dark mustard with what appears to be later engraving and has
a small area of pitting present near the hammer on the right side.  The left side is marked “HERO” and the "O" is slightly washed out but the
rest of the letters remain crisp.  The two piece bag shaped walnut grips rate very good overall with light handling marks under what appears to
be a flaking layer of added varnish.  This second model pistol is pictured and identified by serial number on the Manhattanfireams.com website
and seems to function well mechanically.  (106655-91) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (200/400)

2119. MANHATTAN FIREARMS BAR HAMMER SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #229, .36 cal., 3" part round, part octa-
gon barrel with dark good bore.  The metal surfaces are an overall plum patina with spots of oxidation staining near all over.  There is a screw
missing at the bottom of the frame and the remaining screws show minor slot damage.  The frame has standard floral engraving and the
hammer is appropriately marked along the left side flat.  The two piece bag shaped walnut grips rate good overall with scattered light han-
dling marks.  The pistol will need mechanical attention as the hammer does not return on its own. (106655-83) {ANTIQUE}
[Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (100/200) 

2120. MANHATTAN FIREARMS HERO SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL .34 cal., 4" round screw off barrel with overall dark pitted
bore.  The barrel, hammer, and trigger are all dull gunmetal gray with moderate overall pitting.  The frame has toned to a dark mustard pati-
na and has several light impact or perhaps tooling marks at the breech.  The frame is marked with “HERO / M.F.A.Co” along the left side.
The two piece bag shaped walnut grips rate good overall and appear to have had a light cleaning.  This is an about good long barrel first
model.  (106655-88) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (100/200)

2121. MANHATTAN BAR HAMMER SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #192, .31 cal., 3" half round, half octagon barrel with
good overall bore that has spots of light oxidation.  The barrel is an overall smoky gray patina with scattered spots of oxidation staining and
has a patch of pinprick pitting on the muzzle.  The frame is a dirty gunmetal gray patina with overall oxidation staining and small area of pit-
ting present near the nipple.  The hammer is appropriately marked on the left side flat and the two piece walnut grips rate good overall with
light handling marks.  The pistol will need mechanical attention it does not function correctly.  (106655-76) {ANTIQUE}
[Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (100/200) 

2122. UNMARKED HERO STYLE SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL  .34 cal., 2" screw off barrel with overall good smooth bore.  The
barrel is mostly a brown patina with areas of dull gunmetal gray blending.  The hammer and trigger are a deep plum patina.  The frame has
a dirty bronze patina and shows overall fine oxidation staining and light handling marks.  The two piece bag style walnut grips rate good
showing a light cleaning and added finish with a few light impact marks.  The action seems to function appropriately and this pistol is in
about good overall condition.  (106655-94) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (75/150)

2123. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL CO. HERO SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL  .34 cal. percussion, 2" screw off barrel with
very good lightly pitted bore.  The metal surfaces are an overall gunmetal gray with a few small spots of oxidation staining present, mostly
on the hammer.  The left side of the zinc plated frame is marked “A.S.T.Co / HERO” and the action works well mechanically.  The two piece
walnut grips rate about good showing a heavy cleaning, added finish, and a few deep dings.  This is an about good second model pistol.
(106655-93) {ANTIQUE} [Manhattanfirearms.com Collection] (100/200)

2124. ARTILLERY LOT  Includes a casing for a 75mm projectile.  The brass case measures about 14"x3" and has minor tarnish near all over.
The head stamp is marked “AM LOT / 107 / G&D / 75mm F.G.” and it remains in good overall condition.  (106629-6) 

2125. LOT OF KNIVES  Includes two commemorative knife sets in decorative tins.  First is "The Battling Bucks" released in 2003.  The set
includes a sheath (under tin insert) an oval tin with two monster whitetails locking antlers, an 8" fixed blade knife with 4 1/4" clip point style,
and hat pin with the same artistry.  Second is a factory sealed Buck Model 110 set.  This set includes the knife, decorative tin and key chain.
Both items are in excellent condition.  (106417-1AB) 

2126. LOT OF REMINGTON KNIVES  First is a Sportsman's Series Canoe Knife set.  This two blade folding knife comes in a decorative tin with small
hat pin.  Second is a Remington Millennium 1 of 500 Bullet Knife.   The single blade folder measures 9" overall with a 4" clip point blade and black
tinted mother-of-pearl style handles.  Also included with this lot is a Remington Bullet Knife belt buckle.  The scene depicts three hunters in two
canoes negotiating rough waters trying to get their bagged moose to camp.  Items in this lot are in excellent condition.  (106417-1X)

2127. LOT OF KNIVES  Includes two multi-function pocket knives.  First is a Camillus four blade folding knife marked “U.S.M.C.” along the tex-
tured metal handles.  The knife has the following blades; can opener, flat screwdriver/bottle opener, 2 3/4" drop point, 1 3/4" file and comes
in its original box with instruction sheet.  Second is a Wenger Swiss Pocket Grip multi-tool with sheath, box, paper, six screwdriver bits, tweez-
ers, toothpick, pliers, and five assorted blades.  Items are all in excellent condition.  (106417-1AE)

2128. LOT OF UNITED CUTLERY KNIVES  Includes two Colt series knives.  First is a Model CT0049 folding knife.  The "Cobra" measures 4
1/2" with a 3 1/8" drop point blade.  The knife comes in its original box and appears unsharpened.  Second is a Model CT32-B folding knife.
The Detective Special measures 4 1/2" with a 3" clip point blade.  The knife comes in its original box and appears unsharpened.  Both knives
are in excellent condition.  (106417-1AC)
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2129. LOT OF FRANKLIN MINT COLLECTIBLE KNIVES  A total of three one from the "Knightstone Collection" and two from the "American
Eagle" set.  The Knightstone fantasy folder measures 4" and the handle is a bronze colored dragon with green eyes that has a scantly cov-
ered raving beauty inlaid on the right panel.  Second is an Eagle knife measuring 5" with ceramic handles that have two soaring eagles on
one side and remain plain on the other.  The third knife is an eagle knife measuring 5" with imitation checkered wood panels with a fake
jade diamond inlay.  All three knives come with a zippered case and are unsharpened in excellent condition.  (106417-1U)

2130. LOT OF FRANKLIN MINT COLLECTIBLE KNIVES  A total of four knives from multiple collector series.  First is a two blade western
belt buckle money clip with Buffalo Nickel inlay.  Second is a folding nautical themed knife titled "Cutty Shark 1870-1922".  Third is a fold-
ing gas pump knife with the old Pegasus Mobil Gas Dome logo.  Fourth is a folding deer knife.  Each knife appears unsharpened and comes
with a zippered case in excellent condition. (106417-1W)

2131. LOT OF FRANKLIN MINT COLLECTIBLE KNIVES  A total of five folding pistol knives.  First are two folding Colt Peacemaker knives
with zippered cases and one has the original advertisement.  Second are three Smith & Wesson folding knives to include: 44 Russian, 44
Magnum, and 357 magnum revolvers all with zippered cases.  The knives are all unsharpened and in excellent condition.  (106417-1V)

2132. COLT COLLECTIBLES LOT  Includes two items.  First is a gold plated second edition brass belt buckle featuring the Rampant Colt Logo
in its original box in excellent condition.  Second is a 1993 limited edition Bowie Knife.  The knife comes with its original box and leather
sheath it does however have some light oxidation staining on the finger guard but remains in near excellent condition.  (106417-1AF)

2133. LOT OF POCKET KNIVES  Three in all, first is a Ka Bar Rigging Knife with composite handles in excellent condition.  Second is a pro-
motional Swiss Army style knife from Humphrey's Building Supply Center.  It is an 11 blade multi-function tool in excellent condition.  Third
is a Meyer Co. Speedster thumb opening knife with serrated drop point blade in good overall condition,  (106417-2G)

2134. LOT OF FRANKLIN MINT COLLECTIBLE KNIVES  A total of Four knives from different collector's series.  First are two folding Smith
& Wesson folding revolver knives measuring 4 1/4" with an engraved 44 Russian, and 357 Magnum revolver on the other.  Second is a polar
bear folder measuring 3 3/4" with an acrylic polar bear handle and engraved bolster.  Third is a folding largemouth bass knife.  All knives
come with zippered case and are in excellent condition.  (106417-1T)    

2135. LOT OF POCKET KNIVES   A total of three folding knives from multiple manufacturers.  First is a promotional key chain folder from Lift
Master in its original box measuring 2 1/2" with a 1 1/2" drop point blade.  Second is a Parker Eagle lock back knife measuring 3 3/4" with
a 2 3/4" clip point blade with stag handles in its original box.  Third is a Rough Rider twin folder measuring 3 1/2" with a 2" and 2 1/2" drop
point blades in its original box.  All three knives are in excellent condition.  (106417-2AD)

2136. MARBLES NO. 2 HATCHET  The hatchet measures 10 1/2" from tip of the heel to top of the head and the stainless steel surfaces rate
very good with spots of overall light oxidation staining with perhaps some light pitting present as well.  The stamped logo is clear and legi-
ble and the Bakelite grips remain in excellent condition.   The edge appears untouched and the guard remains intact with a crisp strong
spring and overall this is a very good example of these safety axes.  (106417-1AL) 

2137. LOT OF POCKET KNIVES  There are four folding knives from multiple manufacturers.  First is a SOG Auto Clip with red molded handles
measuring 3 3/4" with a serrated 2 3/4" clip point blade.  Second is a Browning Model 705 lock back measuring 3 3/4" with a 2 7/8" drop
point blade.  Third is a Buck 303-1 folding pocket knife measuring 3 3/4" with a 2 1/2" clip point blade.  Fourth is a U.S.A. single blade fold-
ing knife with General Grant on one grip panel and nothing on the other. There are several spots of oxidation on the blade.  Overall these
knives are in very good condition.  (106417-2I) 

2138. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON KNIVES  Two folding knives, first is a "Cuttin' Horse" with grooved molded grips.  The knife measures 5"
with a 3 3/4" clip point blade that appears untouched.  Second is a two blade folder measuring 3 1/4" with a 2 1/4" clip point and 2 1/4"
razor blade.  This is a first production run knife and is in excellent condition.  (106417-2HI)

2139. LOT OF POCKET KNIVES  Four assorted small knives from various manufacturers.  First is a Gerber two blade money clip in stainless
finish with wood handles.  Second is a miniature Swiss Army style knife by Richartz that includes three blades, drop point knife, combina-
tion file and turn screw as well as a pair of scissors.  Third is a 3" lock back marked “Imperial” on the clip point blade.  Fourth is a U.S.A.
Keen Kutter two blade folder with spots of light oxidation present on the drop point blades.  Overall a very good condition lot of pocket
knives.  (106417-2)

2140. LOT OF KNIVES  Includes two lock back style knives.  First is a Ka Bar Model 1179 knife with wooden handles and leather tether strap.
The knife measures 5 1/2" with a 4 3/8" clip point blade that appears to not have been sharpened.  The stainless steel blade has some scat-
tered spots of light fine oxidation staining and the knife comes with its original box and instruction sheet.  Second is a case Model 6197L
SS Shark Tooth measuring 5" with a 3 1/2" clip point blade.  The handles appear to be smooth stag with maple leaves etched in the sides.
The knife comes with a tan leather sheath, its original box and papers.  (106417-1AA)

2141. LOT OF FIXED BLADE KNIVES  First is a Smith & Wesson Extreme Ops knife measuring 9" overall with a curved 4 1/2" Tanto style blade.
The knife has smooth hard plastic grips and comes with a Kydex holster.  Second is a Camp fixed blade sporting knife measuring 9" overall with
a 4 1/2" drop point style blade.  The blade is marked "Exclusive Designs by Blackie Collins" and comes with a canvas sheath.  (106417-2AK)

2142. LOT OF REMINGTON KNIVES  Includes two commemorative folding knives.  First is a Sportsman Series Canoe Knife.  The two blade
folder comes in a decorative tin and is still sealed in its original blister pack.  Second is a 100th anniversary Auto Loading Shotgun four blade
folding knife.  The knife measures 4 1/4" with a choke wrench blade, pin pusher, serrated 2 1/2" sheep's foot blade and 3 1/4" California
clip point blade.  It comes in its original display box with instruction sheet.  Items are in excellent condition.  (106417-1Z)

2143. LOT OF REMINGTON KNIVES  Includes two commemorative folding knives.  First is a 2000 special limited edition Musket-1 knife mea-
suring 5" with a 4" clip point blade.  Item comes in its original box with instruction sheet and warranty card.  Second is a 100th anniversary Auto
Loading Shotgun four blade folding knife.  The knife measures 4 1/4" with a choke wrench blade, pin pusher, serrated 2 1/2" sheep's foot blade
and 3 1/4" California clip point blade.  It comes in its original display box with instruction sheet.  Items are in excellent condition.  (106417-1Y)

2144. LOT OF KNIVES  This lot contains three knives.  First is a fixed blade Rambo III knife measuring 10 1/2" overall with a 5 3/4" double edge
blade.  The knife retains 95% of its enamel finish and comes with a fitted leather sheath.  Second appears to be a custom made fixed blade
hunter measuring 7 3/4" overall with a 3 3/4" drop point blade that has been sharpened with an electric grinder.  The finger guard is made
of walnut and the pommel appears to be an old brass naval button.  Third is a miniature sword measuring 10" overall similar in design to an
officer's sword with scabbard.   Items in this lot are in very good to near excellent condition.  (106417-1AG)

2145. LOT OF FIXED BLADE KNIVES  This lot includes two knives.  First is a Delta Z sporting knife measuring 10 1/2" overall with an
untouched 5 1/4" clip point style blade.  The handles are of salmon colored stabilized maple burl and attached with brushed nickel finished
rivets.  The knife comes with a fitted leather sheath.  Second is a Rigid sporting knife measuring 8" overall with a 3 3/4" drop point style
blade that appears untouched.  There are spots of light fine oxidation staining present on the blade and finger guard and the smooth wal-
nut handles rate excellent and it comes with a fitted leather sheath.  Both knives are in near excellent condition.  (106417-2AM)
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2146. LOT OF BROWNING KNIVES  This lot includes two knives.  First is a Model 55 fixed blade hunter measuring 10" overall with a 5 1/4"
slightly upward curved clip point blade that appears untouched.  The one piece Brazilian rosewood handle rates excellent and the brass bol-
ster and pommel have dulled to a mustard color and have spots of light fine oxidation staining.  The knife comes with a fitted leather sheath,
box, and instruction sheet.  Second is a Model 838 Featherweight folding knife measuring 5" with a 3 3/4" drop point half serrated blade.
The handles are Zytel with laminated wood inserts and the knife comes with a nylon sheath, box and instruction sheet.  Both items are in
excellent condition.  (106417-AK)

2147. LOT OF FIGHTING KNIVES  Includes three fixed blade knives.  First is a reproduction U.S.N. Mark I knife by Colonial.  The knife mea-
sures 10" overall.  The tenite handle rates excellent and the knife comes with a U.S.N. marked leather sheath and box.  Second is a U.S. M4
bayonet with checkered tenite handle.  Third is a Parker Cutlery Co / Eagle Brand Cutlery trench dagger with sheath.  The knife measures
10" overall with a solid cast one piece finger loop handle.  Items are in excellent overall condition.  (106417-2AP)

2148. LOT OF BERETTA KNIVES  This lot includes four knives.  First is a Fixed blade sporting knife measuring 8" overall with a 3 3/4" clip point
blade.  The two piece Cocobolo handles rate excellent and are attached with brushed stainless rivets.  The knife comes with a fitted P. Beretta
marked leather sheath.  Second is a Beretta knife multi-tool with sheath in its original box.  Third are two Beretta Airlight knives with skele-
ton blades in original boxes.  All items are in excellent condition.  (106417-AI)

2149. HEN & ROOSTER BOWIE  Model HR-4902 with leather sheath and box.  The knife measures 10 5/8" overall with stag handles and nick-
el silver bolster.  The blade appears untouched and the knife is in excellent condition.  (106417-2AQ)

2150. CUSTOM BUCK KNIFE  Includes a limited edition Model 192 Vanguard Standing Buck fixed blade knife with leather sheath, box, stand, and
booklet.  The knife measures 8 1/2" overall with Buck cutout in the 4" drop point blade.  The one piece stag handle is held in place between
the brass bolster and pommel.  This is an overall excellent condition knife with what appears to be an untouched edge.  (106417-1ABC)

2151. LOT OF SPORTING KNIVES  This lot includes two fixed blade knives.  First is a Muela of Spain Buffalo-17R fixed blade Bowie style knife
measuring 11 1/4" overall with coral packwood handles and full grain leather sheath.  Second is a Gill Hibben UC950-Kempo Karate fight-
ing knife measuring 12 3/4" overall with mahogany handle with inleted cloisonné shield and Kempo insignia.  The bolster and pommel are
brass with micarta spacers and the knife comes with a fitted leather sheath.  Both knives are in excellent condition.  (106417-2AN)

2152. LOT OF KNIVES  Includes two folding thumb assist pocket knives.  First is a Kershaw Model 1600 Chive knife measuring 3" with a 1 3/4"
drop point blade in its original box with instruction sheet.  Second is a Carl Walther Allied Forces knife measuring 5" with a 4" clip point blade
in its original box with instruction sheet.  Both knives are in excellent condition and the blades have not been sharpened.  (106417-1AD)

2153. MG 34 BARRELS   This lot contains two blued barrels.  The first barrel is “Do 412” marked with several Waffenamt stamps and has a very
good to near excellent bore.  The second barrel is “bys 701” marked with several Waffenamt stamps and has an overall very good bore with
light frosting its entire length.  Both barrels show spots of light fine oxidation staining with splotches of blue paint and are in very good over-
all condition.  (106627-4)

2154. MG 34 BARRELS  This lot contains two barrels. The first barrel is DO 600 marked with several Waffenamt stampings and has an about
very good bore showing light frosting its entire length.  It is mostly a pewter patina with light streaks of blue remaining.  The second barrel
is dfb BE marked with several Waffenamt stamps and has a very good overall bore with scattered spots of light pitting present.  The barrel
is mostly in-the-white with faint traces of blue left in protected areas.  Both barrels have light pinprick pitting around the muzzle and are in
overall about very good condition.  (106627-4A)

2155. MG 34 BARRELS  This lot contains two blued barrels.  The first barrel is R 17 marked with several Waffenamt stamps and is numbered A41258.
The bore is bright and in near excellent condition.  The second barrel is marked dot / 11 with a near excellent bright bore.  (106627-4B)

2156. M1 GARAND BARREL  This lot contains an 1 S-A-3-45 dated barrel with an about very good bore showing light frosting and scattered
pinprick pitting near its entire length.  The barrel retains near all of its parkerized finish with spots of silvering and light oxidation staining pre-
sent.  The muzzle end is marked “Excel / Gardner MA.” and is in overall very good condition.  (106627-4C)

2157. LOT OF GARAND BARRELS  This lot includes three Springfield Armory marked and dated 53, 54, and 56.  The barrels are parkerized
with several light scratches, spots of fine oxidation staining with a few spots of light pinprick pitting.  The bores rate from fair to about very
good showing varying levels of pitting and or frosting near their entire lengths.  (106627-4D)

2158. LOT OF GARAND BARRELS  This lot includes three barrels, two Springfield Armory and one Harrington and Richardson Arms Co.  The
HRA barrel is dated 8-53 with an about good frosted bore.  There are several spots of light to perhaps moderate pitting near the breech end
and scattered light fine oxidation staining and scratches along the parkerized finish.  The tip of the barrel has been cut off at the threads.  The
SA barrels are dated 8-66 and 6-54 both showing good overall bores with frosting near the full length.  The parkerized finish shows spots of
silvering along the sharp edges with several faded patches and scratches as well.  These are overall about good to good barrels.  (106627-4E) 

2159. LOT OF GARAND BARRELS  This lot includes three Springfield Armory barrels.  The first barrel is dated 6-66 with an about fair bore
showing spots of moderate oxidation.  The barrel retains about 50% of its parkerized finish with loss due to fading and scratches.  Second
is a 10-66 dated barrel with an about very good bore showing light frosting its entire length.  The barrel shows some light fine oxidation
staining through its parkerized finish and has a small section of pinprick pitting at the breech.  Third is a 5-65 barrel with an about very good
bore showing frosting and light pinprick pitting scattered about its length.  The barrel retains most of its parkerized finish with several scratch-
es and spots of fine oxidation staining present.  This is an about good overall lot of barrels.  (106627-4F)

2160. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes an assortment of HK 91 and/or G3 parts to include: a three   position trigger assembly, buttstock,
forend, barrel and small bag of screws, pins and a rear sight.  The stock and forend are made from a green composite and rate about good
with several light scratches and impressions near all over.  The barrel has a bright excellent bore and is still attached to part of a cut receiv-
er.  The parts in this lot rate very good overall.  (106627-4G)

2161. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes an assortment of HK 91 and/or G3 parts to include: recoil rod and spring, buttstock, 30 round
magazine, three position trigger group, bolt group, baggie with pins screws and rear sights. The composite buttstock rates about good over-
all with scratches and dings near all over and the remainder of the parts rate very good overall.  (106627-4H)

2162. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes an assortment of parts for either an HK 91 or G3 rifle to include the following: recoil rod and spring,
buttstock, bolt group, forend, barrel and baggies with assorted pins, and rear sight.  The buttstock and forend are composite in good over-
all condition with light scratches and scattered dings more prevalent on the forend.  The barrel is mostly a pewter and brown blended pati-
na with an overall good bore with spots of light pitting near halfway down its length.  The bolt group appears complete in excellent overall
condition.  (106627-4I)

2163. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes several parts for an HK 91 and/or G3 rifle to include, recoil rod and spring, bolt group, barrel,
forend and buttstock.  The buttstock and forend are a green composite in about very good condition with several light scratches and dings
all consistent with use.  The bolt group appears complete and is in excellent condition.  The barrel is mostly a pewter patina with spots of
light fine oxidation present and has a bright about excellent bore.  (106627-4J)
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2164. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes an assortment of parts likely for a Czech Model 61 (Skorpion) machine pistol.  The parts include:
two magazines (1) ten round and (1) 20 round, pistolgrip, folding wire stock, bolt group, two bags of assorted springs, pins and related
parts, a cleaning kit, barrel and top cover.  (106627-4K)

2165. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes a variety of parts, likely for a Swedish M45 submachine gun.  The parts include: folding stock, bar-
rel, bolt group, recoil spring, magazine well, grip panels, baggie with rear cap, and sights.  The barrel has a bright excellent bore and the
parts are all in very good overall condition.  (106627-4L)

2166. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes an assortment of parts, likely for a Czech Model 23 submachine gun.  The parts include: wooden
buttstock with attaching iron, trigger assembly, barrel, recoil rod and spring, forend, grip panels, bolt assembly and a baggie containing sev-
eral screws and cap.  The parts are all in very good overall condition.  (106627-4M)

2167. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes several parts for a Beretta Model 12S submachine gun.  The parts include: barrel, bolt group, grip
panels, triggerguard, folding stock, assorted springs, screws, trigger parts, and four sections of a torch cut receiver, cut according to
B.A.T.F.E. specifications.  The remaining parts are in very good overall condition.  (106627-4N)

2168. LOT OF STOCKS  This lot includes two stocks and top handguards for an SKS style rifle.  The red colored fiberglass stocks rate very good
to near excellent with multiple light scratches near their full length and both stocks have rear sling swivels attached.  (106627-4P)

2169. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes an assortment of parts likely for either an F.B.P. M/48 or M/976 submachine gun.  The parts includ-
ed are: two bolt groups, trigger assembly with pistolgrip, barrel, two end caps one with integral sling swivel the other without, recoil spring
and assorted pins.  Also included in this lot is part of cut receiver with magazine well.  The barrel shows about 65% flaking blue with tones
of brown and pewter with a bright near excellent bore with perhaps a small spot of pinprick pitting.  The parts are in overall very good con-
dition.  (106627-4Q)

2170. SCOPE LOT  This lot includes an APX L806 scope and mount in a leather case with rubber eye cup, and military manual written in French.
The case shows light scratches in the leather as well as some mildew staining but is complete with tight stitching.  The manual is complete
with some minor folds in the pages and covers.  The scope is on a partial mount missing pieces for a MAS style rifle and has a heavy post
and crosshair reticle with crisp clear optics.  This is an overall very good plus grouping.  (106247-41)

2171. LOT OF HOLSTERS AND MAGAZINE POUCHES  This lot includes one leather pistol and magazine holsters and four cloth magazine
holsters.  The leather holsters are for two stick style magazines and a large frame semi-auto pistol or small flare gun.  The leather is supple
with spots of mold and mildew staining in good overall condition.  The cloth holsters include one heavy canvas over the shoulder backpack
style with wooden closers, one canvas drum magazine holster, one green light cloth belt style, and one heavy canvas pouch style all in good
to very good condition some showing light mildew staining.  Also included with this lot is an assortment of stripper clips likely for an SKS
and AR-15 style rifles.  (106247-41A)

2172. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes an assortment of parts likely for a Russian PPsh Model 1941 submachine gun.  The parts include:
two grip frame assemblies  (one torch cut with trigger group), barrel with bright excellent bore and light oxidation staining, assorted springs,
screws, pins, magazine, folding stock and parts of the receiver torch cut to B.A.T.F.E. specifications.  Parts in this lot are in good to very good
condition.  (106627-4R)

2173. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes the following parts likely for a Czech Model 23 submachine gun.  The parts included: side folding
wire stock, pistolgrip and panels, forend, trigger group, barrel partial slide assembly, recoil rod and spring, assorted screws, sight parts and
screws.  The parts are used in very good to near excellent condition.  (106627-4S)

2174. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes an assortment of parts likely for a Beretta M38/42 submachine gun.  The parts included: 20 round
magazine, recoil spring, barrel, bolt group, stock with triggerguard, baggie of small springs, metal parts, pins and related hardware and two
pieces of a cut receiver to include the magazine well and rear cap.  The parts are in good overall condition.  (106627-4T)

2175. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes an assortment of parts likely for Finish Model 31 Suomi submachine gun.  The parts include: bolt,
barrel shroud, trigger group, 36 round magazine, barrel, end cap, baggie with assorted sight parts, springs, screws and other related hard-
ware.  Also included in this lot are a buttstock and four sections of a torch cut receiver that meets B.A.T.F.E. specifications.  The parts in this
lot are in very good overall condition.  (106627-4U)  

2176. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes an assortment of parts likely for Finish Model 31 Suomi submachine gun.  The parts include: bar-
rel shroud, trigger group, bolt, 36 round magazine, barrel, end cap, baggie with assorted sight parts, springs, screws and other related hard-
ware.  Also included in this lot are a buttstock and four sections of a torch cut receiver that meets B.A.T.F.E. specifications.  The parts in this
lot are in very good overall condition.  (106627-4V)

2177. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes an assortment of parts likely for Finish Model 31 Suomi submachine gun.  The parts include: bar-
rel shroud, trigger group, 36 round magazine, barrel, end cap, baggie with assorted springs and related hardware.  Also included in this lot
are a buttstock and three sections of a torch cut receiver that meets B.A.T.F.E. specifications.  The parts in this lot are in very good overall
condition.  (106627-4W)

2178. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes the following parts for a Cetme Sporter: three position trigger group and pistolgrip, wooden forend
and buttstock, recoil rod and spring, bolt group, baggie of pins springs and other related small items, and barrel with about very good light-
ly frosted bore.  The parts are in good overall condition.  (106627-4X)

2179. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes several parts for the MP.28.II submachine gun.  The parts include: buttstock and trigger, assort-
ment of machine screws, magazine well, bolt group, recoil spring, and four torch cut pieces of the receiver that meet B.A.T.F.E. specifica-
tions.  All items are in good overall condition.  (106627-4Y)

2180. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes parts likely for a Sten Mark III submachine gun.  The parts include: barrel and shroud with magazine
well, triggerguard, recoil spring, part of the bolt group and a bag of small assorted parts.  The parts are in good overall condition.  (106627-4Z)

2181. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes an assortment of parts for an FAL rifle.  The parts include: barrel, handguard, bipod, three posi-
tion trigger assembly with pistolgrip and wooden buttstock, bayonet with scabbard, gas piston, (3) muzzle brakes, bolt group and spring.
Also included is a baggie of small pins, springs and other related parts all in very good overall condition.  (106627-4AA)

2182. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes several parts for an FAL rifle.  The parts include: loading tool, gas piston, bolt group, leather sling,
cocking handle with plastic knob, baggie of small internal parts, top cover, gas piston spring, barrel with black fiberglass forend, and three
position trigger group with black fiberglass buttstock.  The barrel has an about very good bore with light frosting scattered through its entire
length.  The handguard is in about good condition missing a 1/4" X 2 1/2" sliver along the bottom right panel.  This group of parts is in over-
all very good condition.  (106627-4AB)

2183. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes several parts likely for a Vigneron M2 submachine gun.  The parts include: wire stock, pistolgrip
frame with trigger group and grip safety, barrel, bolt group, operating handle, spring, receiver cap, and a B.A.T.F.E. specification compliant
section of the receiver with magazine well.  The parts are in good overall all condition.  (106627-4AC)
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2184. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes several parts likely for a Russian RPK light machine gun.  The parts include: barrel with dark frost-
ed bore and folding bipod, top cover, bolt group, gas piston rod, forend, top handguard, pistolgrip, triggerguard, 40 round magazine, butt-
stock, assorted pins and springs.  The parts in this lot are in good to very good condition.  (106627-4AD)

2185. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes what appears to be parts from Madsen Model 150 light machine gun that has been torch cut to
B.A.T.F.E. specifications.  The parts include: bipod, barrel, barrel shroud, top cover, trigger group and buttstock, small bag of related pins
springs and internal parts.  Also included are three torch cut sections of the receiver.  Items are in overall very good condition.  (106627-4AE)

2186. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes what appears to be parts from a Lahti-Slaoranta M/26 machine gun that has been torch cut to
B.A.T.F.E specifications.  The parts include: bi-pod, trigger group with buttstock, top cover with charging handle, barrel and shroud.  Also
included are five sections of the receiver with no internal parts.  These items are in good overall condition.  (106627-4AF)

2187. LOT OF GUN PARTS   Lot includes parts likely for several Sten gun models.  The parts include: (2) barrels (both with bright very good
bores), (2) triggerguards, (2) partial bolt groups, (2) magazine wells, skeleton style stock (missing wood grip), bag of related pins, springs
and other small parts.  The parts remain in very good condition.  (106627-AG)

2188. LOT OF GUN PARTS  Includes a select group of parts likely for a Lancaster submachine gun.  The parts include: bolt group, triggerguard
with parts, barrel with shroud, recoil spring, and a couple of small torch cut sections from the receiver.  These parts meet B.A.T.F.E. specifi-
cations and are in very good overall condition.  (106627-4AH)

2189. LOT OF MG 34 PARTS  Lot includes: buttstock, recoil spring, pistolgrip with triggerguard, top cover, partial bolt group, barrel, bipod and
barrel casing.  Also included are several small internal springs, pins, and related hardware as well as several pieces of the receiver which
has been torch cut to meet B.A.T.F.E. specifications.  The barrel has a bright about very good lightly frosted bore and is numbered 9050.
The bipod is attached to the barrel casing which is also numbered 9050 with a dot / 1945 stamp.  The items in this lot are in near excellent
condition.  (106627-4AI)

2190. LOT OF GUN PARTS  Includes several parts likely for a Norinco Mak-90 semi-auto rifle to include: folding wire stock, pistolgrip, trigger
group, handguards barrel and sights.  The barrel is attached to a torch cut section of the action and remains bright with an overall near excel-
lent bore.  The remainder of the parts are in very good overall condition.  (106627-4AJ)

2191. TRIPOD PARTS  Includes several pieces of what appears to be a torch cut 1917 tripod.  The feet are present as well as some of the mount.
The cut pieces remain in about good overall condition.  (106627-13)

2192. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes several parts likely from a Bren light machine gun.  The parts include: buttstock, barrel (with good
overall lightly oxidized bore), bipod, two torch cut sections of the receiver and a bag containing pistolgrip, trigger group and several other
small related parts.  The parts are in good to very good overall condition.  (106627-4AI)

2193. LOT OF MISCELLANEOUS GUN PARTS  This lot contains several parts for various sub machineguns all in good to very condition.  First
is a complete three position trigger group, lower and attaching iron for an FN/FAL style rifle.  Second is a folding wire stock with a broken
attaching loop.  Third is a well-used gas spring measuring 3/4"/x24", a bipod, M-60 buttstock assembly, torch cut and filled barrel and mag-
azine well likely from a Sten gun or similar style sub machine gun and last are two operating rods for light machine guns both unmarked and
all in very good condition.  (106627-4AJ)

2194. LOT OF GUN PARTS  Lot includes several parts likely from a Russian DP light machine gun.  The parts include: buttstock, triggerguard,
barrel, bolt, bipod, operating rod and spring.  The lot also includes four sections of a torch cut receiver that meets B.A.T.F.E. specifications.
The parts all appear to be in good overall condition.  (106627-4AK)

2195. LOT OF GUN PARTS  Lot includes several parts likely for a French Model 1924 M29 light machine gun.  The parts include: buttstock, trig-
gerguard and group, forend, barrel, bolt group, charging handle, small bag of springs and pins, barrel shroud with bipod and three torch cut
sections of the receiver that meet B.A.T.F.E. specifications.  The parts are in good overall condition.  (106627-4AL)

2196. LOT OF GUN PARTS  Lot includes several parts likely for a Bren MK I light machine gun.  The parts include: butt and slide group, two
barrels, operating rod, bipod, two magazines, and three torch cut sections of a receiver that meet B.A.T.F.E. specifications.  Parts remain in
good overall condition. (106627-4AM)

2197. LOT OF GUN PARTS  Lot includes several parts likely from an MG42 light machine gun.  The parts include: several small internal pins and
springs, pistolgrip with trigger group, barrel, bipod, recoil spring, top cover, parts to the feed tray, and five torch cut sections of the body that
meet B.A.F.T.E. specifications.  Parts remain in good overall condition.  (106627-4AN)

2198. ANTI-AIRCRAFT TRIPOD  This is a German military tripod for use with the MG42, MG53, and MG3 machine gun complete with can-
vas carry strap.  The tripod has several light scratches in the OD green enamel finish.  It measures 42" when collapsed and expands to near-
ly 60".  Tripod is in near excellent condition.  (106627-7B) 

2199. ANTI-AIRCRAFT TRIPOD  This is a German military tripod for use with the MG42, MG53, and MG3 machine gun complete with can-
vas carry strap.  The tripod has several light scratches in the OD green enamel finish and the lock levers and operating rods are a bit stiff.
Item measures 42" when collapsed and expands to nearly 60".  Tripod is in very good overall condition.  (106627-7)       

2200. ANTI-AIRCRAFT TRIPOD  This is a German military tripod for use with the MG42, MG53, and MG3 machine gun complete with can-
vas carry strap.  The tripod has several light scratches in the OD green enamel finish and the lock levers are a bit stiff.  It measures 42" when
collapsed and expands to nearly 60".  Tripod is in very good overall condition.  (106627-7A)       

2201. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes three 80% Century Arms Inc. R1A1 sporter partially milled receivers.  These parts bear the Georgia,
VT address and all have spots of light oxidation staining present scattered near all over.  They are in near excellent condition needing to be
finished milled, serial numbered and completely assembled before any fun at the range can be had.  (106627-4)

2202. PARKER HALE SIGHT LOT  A No. 10 Sportarget sight that retains near all of its reapplied finish.  The screw holes measure 1 1/8" cen-
ter-to-center and a small aperture is included.  The adjustments work freely and this is a nice refinished sight overall.  (107023-2W)

2203. STITH SCOPE MOUNT  A Streamline Model front and rear scope mount for a Savage 99 rifle.  The mount retains near all of its original fin-
ish with a few spots of light silvering along some of the edges.  It is complete with mounting screws in excellent condition.  (107023-16BA)

2204. PARKER HALE SIGHT LOT  A No. 10 Sportarget sight that retains most of its original finish with large aperture.  The adjustments work
freely and mount holes measure 2 3/16" center-to-center.  The Parker Hale stamp is slightly faded but legible and “WN” is stamped on the
opposite side of the base.  Sight is in excellent condition.  (107023-2CU)

2205. REDFIELD SIGHT LOT  A "K" marked 102 receiver sight with 1/2" aperture intended for use on a Krag rifle.  The sight retains most of
its original blue finish with some light spots of oxidation staining present on the base.  The adjustments work freely and the sight remains in
very good overall condition.  (107023-2CP)
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2206. GRIFFIN & HOWE MOUNTS  This lot includes two sets of double lever
side mounts.  The first set has 1" rings and an un-machined base.  The set
retains near all of its original enamel and blue finishes with some light fine
spots of oxidation staining present on the base.  The second set has 1" split
rings with a machined base.  There are several spot of silvering present in
the enamel finish along the sharp edges and both mounts remain in excel-
lent condition.  (107023-2CE)

2207. SAKO SIGHT LOT  A 100 / 200 receiver sight that retains near all of its
original finish with a few spots of pin size flaking scattered around the base.
The sight is complete with one screw showing very minor slot damage and
is in overall excellent condition.  (107023-2CX)

2208. LYMAN SIGHT LOT  A No. 1A combination rear cocking piece sight for a
Krag rifle.  The sight and cocking piece both are mostly a pewter patina with
spots of blue remaining in protected areas.  The sight is complete and all the
adjusters work freely.  The shaft of the cocking piece has a small section of light
pinprick pitting and remains in over all very good condition.  (107023-2CL)  

2209. GRIFFIN & HOWE MOUNTS  This lot includes three double lever top
rails with rings.  There are two sets of split rings both 1" in diameter one in-
line the other offset.  Also included is a base with .85" diameter rings all in
overall excellent condition.  (107023-2DA)

2210. U.S. MODEL 1903 BUTTSTOCK SPARE PARTS KIT  A complete parts
kit for the 1903 Springfield rifle bolt which would fit in the buttstock of the
rifle.  The kit includes a parkerized firing pin nose, a blued and color case-
hardened stripped striker, extractor and walnut holder.  The bolt and firing pin
nose are in excellent condition.  The extractor is mostly in-the-white with
strong blue traces remaining on the underside and protected areas and has
a few scattered spots of fine oxidation staining present but remains in very
good overall condition. (107023-13C)

2211. LYMAN COMBINATION SIGHT  A No. 103 Windage Cocking Piece
Sight for a U.S. Model 1903 rifle.  The sight and stripped striker rod retain
85% plus original blue with spots of pewter flaking in along the rod and has a few spots of fine oxida-
tion staining present on the sight base.  The micrometer adjusters work smoothly both on the
windage and elevation.  A 1/2" eyepiece is included and this combination sight is in overall excellent
condition.  (107023-2CH)

2212. BELDING & MULL SIGHT  A bolt sleeve peep sight for a Krag rifle.  The sight appears complete
and is attached to a striker rod.  The sight remains mostly blue with spots of pewter flaking present.
The rod and safety are in-the-white with spots of fine oxidation staining present.  The adjusters move
freely and the sight is in overall excellent condition.  Included is a 1/2" eyepiece.  (107023-2CC)

2213. LOT OF OILERS   This lot includes three various size nickel plated oilers.  First is an unmarked oiler
measuring 1 3/4" tall and 1 5/8" in diameter with attached dipstick.  Second is an unmarked oiler
measuring 2 1/8" tall and 1 3/4" in diameter with attached dipstick.  Third is a Holland & Holland
marked oiler measuring 1 7/8" tall and 1 3/4" in diameter missing the dipstick.  Items in this lot are
in overall very good condition.  (107023-13B)

2214. COCKING PIECE SIGHT  An unmarked Parker Hale style Sportarget cocking piece sight.  The
sight retains near all of its original blue finish and does not appear to have been affixed to a bolt and
is in excellent overall condition.  (107023-2CW)

2215. GRIFFIN & HOWE MOUNTS  Two double lever side mounts with bases and rings.  First is a set
of 1" split rings on a machined base with mounting screws and pins in excellent condition.  Second
is a set of offset .85" rings on an un-machined base with spots of light oxidation staining present
under the slide in very good overall condition.  (107023-2CJ)

2216. BELDING & MULL SIGHT  A bolt sleeve sight for a U.S. Model 1903 rifle.  The sight retains about
75% blue with patches of light fine oxidation staining and silvering along its sharp edges.  The eyepiece
is missing and the sight remains in overall very good condition.  (107023-2CM)

2217. PARKER HALE SIGHT  A No. 10 Sportarget tang sight likely for a Winchester lever rifle
that retains most of its original finish.  The adjustments work freely and mount holes mea-
sure 2 3/16" center-to-center.  The Parker Hale stamp is slightly faded but legible and “WN”
is stamped on the opposite side of the base.  Sight is in excellent condition.  (107023-2CS)

2218. MARBLES SIGHT   A Marbles-Goss Sleeve Sight intended for use on a U.S. Model
1903 rifle.  The sight is complete with 1/2" eyepiece and retains near all of its original fin-
ish.  The sight remains in excellent condition.  (107023-2CF)

2219. TRIGGER LOT  A Canjar set trigger for a U.S. Model 1903 Springfield rifle.  The trigger
comes with an appropriate allen wrench, instruction manual, and small screw.  The body
of the trigger has spots of light surface oxidation as well as the trigger shoe.  Item is in
overall good condition.  (107023-13L)

2220. LYMAN SIGHT  A No. 103 Windage Cocking Piece Sight.  The sight retains about 50% thinning original blue with tones of pewter blending.
It is missing the 1/2" eyepiece but all the adjustments work flawlessly.  A nice working example in very good overall condition.  (107023-2CN)

2221. TRIGGER LOT  A Canjar single set trigger marked K-1 with electric pencil.  The trigger comes with three allen wrenches, a set screw and
the safety is not present.  Items are in very good overall condition.  (107023-13G)

2222. LYMAN SIGHT  A No. 1A third variant combination tang sight.  The base is appropriately marked "Lyman / Middlefield / Conn U.S.A."
along the top flat and has an application code of "SA" on the underside.  The sight retains 85% original finish with a few spots of flaking
and oxidation staining.  The adjustments and lock work freely. Included is a 1/2" eyepiece and mounting screws.  An excellent condition
tang sight ready to affix to your favorite "99".  (107023-2CQ)
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2223. SIGHT SLEEVE  An unmarked sight sleeve likely for a Krag rifle that has windage and elevation adjustments.  The adjustments work freely
and the finish is an overall plum brown and pewter with faint traces of blue.  Included is a 3/4" eyepiece and the sight is in good overall con-
dition.  (107023-2CG)

2224. REDFIELD SIGHT  A No. 102 receiver sight K coded for a Krag rifle.  The sight retains 80% original finish with spots of silvering along
the sharp edges and has perhaps a spot or two of light fine oxidation staining.  A 1/2" eyepiece is included and the elevation adjustment
works freely.  The sight is in overall very good condition.  (107023-2CR)

2225. GRIFFIN & HOWE MOUNTS  This lot includes three top rails with rings and a machined base.  First are two rails with offset 1" rings
both in excellent condition.   Second is a rail with split rings and a patent date of "May 3, 1932" along the top flat in excellent condition.  The
base has three machined and countersunk holes and is in overall very good condition.  (107023-2CA)

2226. COCKING PIECE SIGHT  A Parker Hale style unmarked cocking piece sight.  The sight retains all of its blue finish and is very similar in
design to a Sportarget sight.  The elevation adjuster works freely and the sight is in excellent condition.  (107023-2CT)

2227. GRIFFIN & HOWE MOUNTS  Lot includes two dual lever mounts with bases.  The first mount include 1" rings and an un-machined base.
This set is in excellent condition.  The second mount includes 1" split rings and a machined base with 3 counter sunk holes and two screws.
The screw heads show minor slot damage and there are multiple small scratches through the finish on the rings and top rail.  This mount
remains in very good overall condition.  (107023-2CI)

2228. GRIFFIN & HOWE MOUNTS  Lot includes two dual lever side mounts with bases.  The first mount includes one piece 1" rings and has
a machined base.  There are several light scratches on the rings and top rail.  The second mount includes 1" split rings with a machined
base.  The base is in-the-white and there are several scratches on the rings and the base has a couple of spots of fine oxidation staining
present.  Both mounts remain in very good overall condition.  (107023-2CD)

2229. LOT OF MOUNTS  There are four lever side mount rails with rings.  First is a R. Noske side mount rail with .875" split rings.  The rail and
rings are mostly a faded blue with spots of light oxidation staining scattered along the rail.  The screws all show varying amounts of light slot
wear and the item remains in good overall condition.  Second is a Paul Jaeger rail with 1" split rings marked "M53" inside the rail in very
good overall condition.  Third is a Griffin & Howe rail with .875" one piece rings.  There are multiple light scratches and the item is in good
overall condition.  Fourth is a Griffin & Howe rail with 1" split rings.  There are a few light scratches and some silvering along the edges but
the item remains in very good overall condition.  (107023-2DC)

2230. KRAG SIGHT LOT  This lot includes two items.  First is a Marbles flexible rear tang sight that retains near all of its original finish with a
few spots of light fine oxidation staining present along the base.  The elevation adjustment works freely and the sight is in very good over-
all condition.  It comes with a partial box that has split seams, a separated outer sleeve that is missing pieces and original papers.  Second
is a Redfield No. 40D ramp front sight with hood.  The sight is in its original box in overall very good condition.  (107023-2AAA)

2231. REAR SIGHT LOT  Includes three items.  First is an unmarked rear rifle sight similar in design to a Winchester Express folding leaf sight.
It retains near all of its blue finish and each blade is individually stamp marked 50, 1, and 2 in excellent condition.  Second is a Winchester
style sporting rear missing the elevator with spots of light oxidation present on the underside in good overall condition.  Third is an unmarked
combination rear sight with windage and elevation adjustments in excellent condition. (107023-2AW)

2232. TARGET APERTURE SIGHT  An unmarked target sight with micro-adjustable windage and elevation.  The sight comes with an un-
machined base and large eyepiece likely for a Model 52 or similar size diameter rifle and remains in excellent condition.  (107023-2CB)

2233. SIGHT LOT  This lot includes a six section plastic tray with an assortment of sights and parts.  There are a variety of blade, pin, aperture,
leaf, and various others with hoods, elevators, and screws all in excellent condition.  Also included with this lot is a Lyman No. 1A tang sight
in a correct period black and white box with “WA” application code in excellent condition.  (107023-2DB)

2234. STITH MOUNT  An Install-It-Yourself Q.E.D. mount for a Weaver K2.5 scope.  This mount is intended for a Winchester Models 70 and 54
or Remington Models 721 or 722.  The mount appears complete with all appropriate parts in its original box with instruction manual in excel-
lent condition.  (107023-2DH)

2235. STITH MOUNT  An Install-It-Yourself mount for a Savage Model 99 rifle.  This set is intended to hold a Lyman Alaskan 2 1/2 power scope
it is in very good overall condition and comes with an original box.  (107023-2DF)

2236. LYMAN SIGHT  A No. 48 first variant receiver sight with long slide.  The sight has an application code of "4S" and the slide is marked
with graduation points of 0-150 and is in good overall condition.  The micro-adjusters work but are slightly stiff and the sight has the fold
down peep instead of an eyepiece.  Also included is a small machined spacer.  (107023-2CK)    

2237. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This lot includes three items.  First is an I.J. Sullivan bullet point protector.  The item comes in its original box with
instruction sheet in excellent condition.  Second is a Pachmayr "Universal" scope mount to include original box, four mounting screws,
instruction sheet and 18mm one piece rings.  All in good overall condition.  Third is a Sports Equipment Co. "Thumbsafe" kit for a Savage
Model 99 rifle.  The kit appears complete with instruction sheet in excellent condition.  (107023-2AU)

2238. LOT OF GUNSMITH TOOLS  Lot includes nine items.  First is a finish reamer in 303 Savage that has a couple of small nicks on some of
the cutting edges in good overall condition.  Second are eight assorted headspace gauges to include a .220 go, no-go, and field, as well as
two 30-06 go, two 30-06, no-go, and one 30-06 filed, some in original sealed packaging (Forster Products), the others in plastic contain-
ers all in very good to excellent condition.  (107023-18A)

2239. MODEL 1903 PARTS  Included are two cast aluminum triggerguards with hinged floorplates both have a black enamel finish with spots
of light flaking and are in about excellent condition.  (107023-13H)

2240. MODEL 1903 PARTS  Included are two milled custom triggerguards with hinged floorplates.  The first is a thumb release with exposed areas,
finished in a deep high polish blue in overall excellent condition.  Second is a bottom lever release that is mostly in-the-white with moderate
amounts of oxidation staining present on the unfinished surfaces.  The loop has been narrowed and it is in overall good condition.  (107023-13I)

2241. SCOPE MOUNTS  This lot includes seven items.  First is a pair of Alaskan 7/8" low rings in original packaging.  Second is a Weaver 1"
side mount in original packaging. Third is a B-Square Mini-14 mount with 1" rings and hardware in original packaging.  Fourth is a set of
Weaver 1" pivot mount rings in original packaging.  Fifth is a set of Williams 1" ring sights with rear peep and front high-visibility bead.  Sixth
is a set of Weaver 1" detachable top mount rings in original packaging missing a screw.  Seventh is a 1" detachable side mount base and
rings in original box missing mount screws.  Items are in very good overall to near excellent condition.  (107023-20)

2242. STITH MOUNT  Includes a complete Streamlined scope mount for a Remington model 141 rifle.  This mount will accept the following:
Lyman Alaskan or Norman Ford "Texan" 2 1/2 power rifle scopes.  The mount comes in a correct period box and is in overall excellent con-
dition.  (107023-2B1)
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2243. SCOPE PARTS  Includes five items.  First is a Leupold Adjusto-Mount for a Savage Model 99 rifle.  The mount comes with two mounting
screws and original box.  Second is a set of two piece Redfield bases with peep sight for a Savage 99 rifle with screws, original box and
paper.  Third is a set of Redfield Dualite 26.5mm rings in their original box with instruction sheet.  Fourth are two Redfield Junior one piece
bases with peep sights.  The bases are marked with the following application codes "FN" and "99-R".  All items in this lot are in excellent
condition.  (107023-2BU)

2244. TARGET BLOCKS  This lot includes an assortment of 40 target blocks.  They range in length from 3/4" to through 7" and vary in condi-
tion from good to excellent.  Some of the blocks have loss of blue due to oxidation staining and/or scratches with a few remaining in-the-
white.  Included is a baggie of assorted length and thread machined screws.  (107023-2RP)

2245. LOT OF REAR SIGHTS  Lot includes 13 rear sight variations to include several Lyman fold down sporting sights as well as a few unmarked
with similar design.  There is a folding peep with aluminum base and one folding leaf for a target block installations.  The balance of the
sights have assorted width dovetails and remain in very good overall condition.  (107023-2LZ)

2246. LOT OF SCOPE MOUNTS  This lot includes an assortment of rings and bases.  First is a set of Warne quick detachable matte blue 30mm
scope rings in original packaging.  Second are three sets of Lehman's Feather Weight scope mounts and rings.  There are two 26mm (one
missing the bases) and one 1", all in original boxes.  Third are two Redfield two piece scope mounts with peep sight in original boxes for a
Savage 99.  Fourth is a set of Millett 1" low rings for a Tikka rifle in their original packaging.  Fifth are three sealed original packs of Warne
bases numbers 4034, 4035, and 6860.  Sixth is a Buehler tip-off base and 1" rings.  Seventh is a set of 1" Buehler style rings.  All items in
this lot are in excellent condition.  (107023-2BT)

2247. LOT OF SCOPE MOUNTS  Includes seven items.  There is an assortment of Pachmayr swing mount bases for a variety of rifles to include
Krag, Winchester Model 54 and 70 rifles as well as the Savage 99.  Also included with this lot is a Redfield swing-over 99R mount in its orig-
inal packaging.  Items in this lot are in very good to excellent condition.  (107023-2AV)

2248. LOT OF RIFLE SIGHTS  This lot includes two Redfield and one Lyman sight.  First item is a Lyman ramp sight for a Springfield rifle in its
original box.  The sight has scattered light fine oxidation staining and is in very good overall condition.  Second is a Redfield front sight with
Gold Tip for a 26" Krag in very good condition.  Third is a Redfield No. 40-D ramp front sight for a Springfield rifle in very good overall con-
dition.  (107023-2DE1)

2249. LOT OF GUN AND SIGHT PARTS  This lot contains a variety of gun sights, safeties, eyecups, lens covers, inserts and other related items.
Some of the included items are: (2) Marbles No. 46R front sight blades, one standard, one sheard gold, a Redfield No. SP-625-S partridge
sight, Lyman No. 17A insert kit, various peep sights, lens caps, and assorted screws all in very good to excellent condition.  (107023-2BE)

2250. LOT OF SCOPE MOUNTS AND RINGS  This lot includes a large selection of Weaver scope rings and bases some used and some in
un-opened factory packaging, all in very good to excellent condition.  (107023-2BR)

2251. LOT OF GUN CLEANING ITEMS  An assorted grouping of sectional cleaning rods, brushes, jags and other related gun care items in a
green enamel finish tool box.  Items are mostly slightly used but remain in very good overall condition.  (107023-15)

2252. SHOOTERS LOT  Includes a variety of game calls, ear plugs, target dots, and other hunting and shooting related items.  Also included
with this lot are a Walkers Game Ear with instructions (does not appear to have been used) and an assortment of small flashlights (mostly
parts not working).  (107023-14)

2253. LOT OF SCOPE RINGS AND MOUNTS  This lot includes five items.  First is a Redfield Junior 336-R base with peep sight for a Marlin Model
36 rifle in its original box with screws.  Second is a Redfield two piece mount with integral rings for a Marlin 36, 36A, or 336 rifle complete with
original box papers and screws.  Third is Leupold one piece tip off base and rings for a Savage 99 rifle.  Fourth is a set of 26mm Redfield split
rings in their original box.  Last is a set of 1" Tilden Mfg. Co. rings.  All items are in very good to excellent condition.  (107023-2DE)

2254. RIMFIRE AMMUNITION   This lot includes a full 500 round brick of Federal Hi-Power 22 LR, high velocity rimfire cartridges.  The car-
tridges remain bright overall with copper coated round nose bullets and are in excellent condition.  (106458-1)

2255. RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  This lot includes a full 500 round brick of Federal Lightning 22 LR, rimfire cartridges.  The brass remains bright
and lead round nose cartridges are in excellent condition.  (106458-1A)

2256. RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  This lot includes a full 500 round brick of Federal Hi-Power 22 LR, high velocity rimfire cartridges.  There is a
small tear on the endflap and some light scuffing along the edges of the outer sleeve but the brass remains bright and the copper coated
round nose cartridges are in excellent condition.  (106458-1B)

2257. RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  This lot includes a full 500 round brick of Remington Thunderbolt 22 LR, 40 gr., lead round nose rimfire car-
tridges.  The brass remains bright and the rimfire cartridges are in excellent condition.  (106458-1C)

2258. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION  Includes five 20 round boxes.  First are four full boxes of 270 Win., 150 gr., soft point Hi-Shok car-
tridges with spots of light tarnish on the brass in near excellent condition.  Second is a partial box (13 cartridges, 7 fired casings) of 270
Win., 150 gr., soft point Hi-Shok cartridges in overall very good condition with light tarnish on the brass.  (106458-1D)

2259. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION AND BRASS  Includes four boxes.  First are three full 20 round boxes of High Velocity 243
Win., 100 gr., Core-Lokt PSP cartridges.  The brass has light specks of tarnish and some of the lead has light amounts of oxidation.  Second
is a full 20 round box of Remington 243 Win., fired casings all in very good overall condition.  (106458-1E)

2260. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes four full 50 round boxes of Super-X, 357 Mag., 158 gr., lead, nickel-plated brass car-
tridges in excellent condition.  (106458-1F)

2261. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes four full 50 round boxes of Super-X, 357 Mag., 158 gr., lead, nickel-plated brass car-
tridges in excellent condition.  (106458-1G)

2262. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION   This lot includes four full 50 round boxes.  First are two boxes of High Velocity, 9mm Luger,
115 gr., JHP cartridges that have overall light tarnish on the brass and remain in excellent condition.  Second are two boxes of Subsonic,
9mm Luger, 147 gr., JHP cartridges with light tarnish on some of the brass in excellent overall condition.  (106458-1H)

2263. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION  This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of 270 Win., 150 gr., soft point Hi-Shok cartridges with
overall light tarnish on the brass in very good condition.  (106458-1I)

2264. RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  This lot contains a full 500 round brick of Federal Hi-Power 22 LR, high velocity rimfire cartridges.  Several of
the copper coated lead cartridges have light oxidation staining with the balance of the brass remaining bright in overall very good condition.
(106458-1J)

2265. RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  This lot contains a full 500 round brick of Federal Hi-Power 22 LR, high velocity copper coated lead, round
nose cartridges with bright brass in excellent condition.  (106458-1K)
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2266. RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  This lot contains four 100 count packs.  First are (2) full 100 round packs of CCI Mini Mag 22 LR, copper
coated lead round nose rimfire cartridges in overall excellent condition.  Second is a full 100 round pack of Federal Hi-Power 22 LR, high
velocity copper coated lead round nose rimfire cartridges.  There are several cartridges with varying degrees of light oxidation on the lead
and spots of tarnish on the brass in overall very good condition.  Third is a partial 100 round pack (52) of CCI Mini Mag 22 LR, copper coat-
ed lead round nose cartridges in very good overall condition.  (106458-1L)

2267. LOT OF C-I-L AMMUNITION  This lot includes three full boxes and brass.  There are three 20 round boxes of Imperial 38-55 Win., 255
gr., SP cartridges.  Several of the cartridges show light varying amounts of tarnish and are in very good overall condition.  Also included are
10 fired casings.  (106458-1M)

2268. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  This lot includes two full 20 round boxes of Legendary Frontiersmen 38-55 Win., 255 gr., SP
nickel plated brass cartridges.  The boxes have light ingrained dirt staining with a few minor scuffs along the edges in overall excellent con-
dition.  The cartridges also rate excellent.  (106458-1N)

2269. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  This lot includes four boxes.  First are three full (5) round boxes of Federal Classic 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 Oz, hollow
point maximum rifled slugs in overall excellent condition.  Second is a full 25 round box of Western Dove Loads 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 Oz, No. 7
1/2 shot in overall excellent condition.  (106458-1P)

2270. RIMFIRE AMMUNITION LOT  This lot contains a full 500 round brick of Federal Hi-Power 22 LR, high velocity copper coated lead round
nose rimfire cartridges in overall excellent condition.  (106458-1Q)

2271. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION  This lot contains four full 50 round boxes of Hi-Speed 22 W.R.F., lead flat nose rimfire cartridges
in excellent overall condition.  (106458-1R)

2272. RIMFIRE AMMUNITION LOT  This lot includes a full 500 round brick of Federal Hi-Power 22 LR, high velocity copper coated lead round
nose rimfire cartridges in excellent overall condition.  (106458-1S)

2273. RIMFIRE AMMUNITION LOT  This lot includes a full 500 round brick of Remington 22 Thunderbolt, 22 LR, hi-speed lead round nose
rimfire cartridges in overall excellent condition.  (106458-1T)

2274. RIMFIRE AMMUNITION LOT  This lot includes six Remington dog bone style boxes.  First are two full 50 round boxes of lubricated
Kleanbore lead round nose bullets in overall excellent condition.  The boxes show light ingrained dirt staining and minor scuffing along the
edges.  Second is a full 50 round box of Palma Kleanbore 22 LR, lead round nose cartridges in very good overall condition and some of the
cartridges have varying light amounts of oxidation staining present.  The box remains near excellent with light scuffing along the edges.  Third
are three full 50 round mixed boxes of 22 LR rimfire cartridges in Remington Kleanbore boxes in overall very good condition.  (106458-1U)

2275. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes six  full 50 round boxes.  First are three boxes of Western Super-Match 38 Special, 148 gr.,
lead mid-range cartridges with several showing light amounts of tarnish on the brass in overall very good condition.  Second are three boxes
of Winchester Western Super-Match, 38 Special, 148 gr., lead mid-range cartridges with some having light amounts of oxidation and tar-
nish on the brass in about very good condition.  (106458-1V)

2276. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes three 50 round boxes of 25-20 Winchester cartridges.  First is a full box of Remington Kleanbore
25-20 Win., 86 gr., SP cartridges in overall good condition with varying levels of light tarnish on the brass with several having splits in the
necks.  Second is a full 50 round box of Peter's 25-20 Win., 86 gr., SP cartridges in good overall condition with light tarnish on the brass
with a few casings showing splits along the neck.  Third is a partial mixed box of Remington 25-20 Win., cartridges in good overall condi-
tion with lightly tarnished brass.  There are 40 cartridges and 10 casings, some have splits along the necks.  (106458-1W)

2277. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION  This lot includes five red and green boxes of Remington Express 32 Win. Special., 170 gr., Core-
Lokt SP cartridges in overall very good condition.  The boxes rate about very good with overall light scuffing mostly along the seams with
some light ingrained dirt staining present as well.  There are three full 20 round boxes and two partials one containing 12 hollow point car-
tridges the other 18 mixed soft point all in good overall condition.  (106458-1X)

2278. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes three boxes of 25 Stevens.  First is a 50 round box of C.I.L. Canuck 25 Stevens Long, 65 gr., cop-
per coated lead flat nose rimfire cartridges in overall very good plus condition.  Second is a full 50 round box of Western 25 Stevens 65 gr., cop-
per coated rimfire cartridges in near excellent condition.  Third is a partial 50 round box containing 43 Western 25 Short Stevens .65 gr., cop-
per coated rimfire cartridges in about very good overall condition.  Some of the short cartridges show varying levels of tarnish.  (106458-1Y)

2279. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes four boxes of 25-20 Win.  First is a full 50 round box of Winchester Western 25-20 Win., 86 gr.,
SP cartridges in overall excellent condition.  Second is a partial 50 round box (26 cartridges, 15 casings) of Winchester Western 25-20 Win.,
86 gr., SP cartridges in overall very good condition.  Third is a full 50 round box of Western 25-20 Win., cartridges in near excellent condi-
tion.  Fourth is a full 50 round box of Peters High Velocity 25-20 Win., 60 gr., metal case HP cartridges in very good to near excellent con-
dition.  (106458-1Z)

2280. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes six boxes of 30-06 Springfield.  First is a full 20 round box of Western Super-X, 30-06
Springfield, 220 gr., Silvertip cartridges in very good plus condition.  Second is a partial 20 round (10 cartridges, 10 casings) box of Federal
30-06 Springfield, 180 gr., Hi-Shok SP cartridges with lightly flattened tips in good overall condition.  Third are four 20 round boxes of I.M.I
Samson, 30-06 Springfield, 150 gr., FMJBT cartridges in very good overall condition.  There are three full and one partial box containing 14
cartridges and six casings.  (106458-1AA)

2281. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes four boxes of 257 Roberts.  First is a full 20 round box of Western Super-X, 257 Roberts, 100
gr., silvertip expanding bullets in overall excellent condition.  Second are three 20 round boxes (two full one partial containing 11 cartridges
and 9 casings) of Remington Hi-Speed, 257 Roberts, 100 gr., PSP cartridges in overall very good plus condition.  (106458-1AB)

2282. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot contains a full 50 round green and white box of Remington 351 Win., 180 gr., SP cartridges.  The box
is complete with a separated main seam and torn endflap.  It shows some minor scuffing along the edges and has ink markings on one flap.
The cartridges are overall bright and have some light spots of tarnish on the brass in overall very good condition.  (106458-1AC)

2283. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of Winchester 38 Special +P, 158 gr., semi-wadcutter nickel plated
brass cartridges in overall excellent condition.  (106458-1AD)

2284. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes six  50 round boxes of Remington 38 Special.  First are two full green and yellow boxes of 38
Special, 148 gr., nickel plated brass lead wadcutter cartridges in excellent condition.  Second are four full green and yellow boxes of 38
Special +P, 158 gr., nickel plated brass lead semi-wadcutter cartridges in overall excellent condition.  (106458-1AE)

2285. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes two full 50 round boxes of Remington High Velocity, 44-40 Win., 200 gr., SP cartridges in over-
all very good condition.  (106458-1AF)

2286. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes two full 50 round boxes of Remington High Velocity, 32-20 Win, 100 gr., lead flat nose car-
tridges.  The green and yellow boxes rate about good with moderate scuffing along the seams and edges.  The cartridges rate from good
to very good with varying levels of tarnish on some of the brass.  (106458-1AG)
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2287. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes five full and or partial boxes of 30-40 Krag.  First is a full 20 round box of Western Super-X, 30-40
Krag, 180 gr., silver tip expanding cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a partial 20 round box (8 cartridges) of Western Super-X, 30-40
Krag, 180 gr., power point SP cartridges in very good condition.  Third is a full 20 round box of Western Super-X, 30-40 Krag, 180 gr., SP car-
tridges with spots of light tarnish present on the brass in very good overall condition.  Fourth are two 20 round boxes (one full one partial con-
taining 18 cartridges) of Remington High Velocity 30-40 Krag, 180 gr., Core-Lokt PTD SP cartridges in overall excellent condition.  (106458-1AH)

2288. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  This lot contains five full and or partial boxes of 38 Special and .357 Magnum cartridges.
First is a partial 50 round box (33) of Western Super-X, 38 Special, 158 gr., lead nickel plated brass cartridges in overall excellent condition.
Second is a full 50 round box of USA remanufactured 357 Magnum, 110 gr., JHP nickel plated brass cartridges in overall excellent condi-
tion.   Third is a full 50 round box of ball cartridges marked "50 Cartridges / BALL / caliber .38 Special M41 / Lot F.C. 1815 / Federal
Cartridges Corporation" in good overall condition showing light amounts of tarnish on the brass.  Fourth is a partial 50 round box (21 car-
tridges, 23 casings) of Winchester Super-X, 357 Mag., 158 gr., lead cartridges in overall excellent condition.  Fifth is a full 50 round box of
Winchester Western 38 Special, 148 gr., lead Mid-Range cartridges in overall very good to excellent condition.  (106458-1AI)

2289. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes four boxes of 32-20 Win.  First are a full 50 round and a partial box (25 rounds) of Western X,
32-20 Win., 100 gr., SP cartridges in overall very good condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of C.I.L. Dominion 32-20 Win., 115 gr., SP
cartridges in very good plus condition.  Third is a full 50 round box of Remington High Velocity, 32-20 Win., 100 gr., SP cartridges in over-
all near excellent condition.  (106458-1AJ)

2290. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes eight full and/or partial boxes of 30-30 Win.  First are two full 20 round boxes of Remington
Hi-Speed, 30-30 Win., 170 gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridges with overall lightly tarnished brass in about very good condition.  Second is a full 20
round box of Remington Express, 30-30 Win., 160 gr., metal cased cartridges in overall good condition.  Third is a full 20 round box of
Remington High Velocity, 30-30 Win., 170 gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridges in excellent condition.  Fourth is a partial 20 round box (6 cartridges,
14 fired casings) of Western Super-X, 30-30 Win., 170 gr., FMC cartridges in good overall condition.  Fifth are two full 20 round boxes of
mixed Remington manufactured 30-30 Win. cartridges varying in condition from about good to very good overall.  (106458-1AK)

2291. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes three boxes of 7mm Mauser.  First is a partial 20 round box (18 cartridges, 2 casings) of
Remington Hi-Speed, 7mm Mauser, 175 gr., SP cartridges with lightly tarnished brass in very good overall condition.  Second is a full 20
round box of Federal Classic, 7mm Mauser, 175 gr., Hi-Shok SPRN cartridges in overall excellent condition.  Third is a full 20 round box of
Federal Hi-Power, 7mm Mauser, 175 gr., Hi-Shok SP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106458-1AL)

2292. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes four full and/or partial boxes of 44-40 Win.  First is a full 50 round box of Winchester Western
X, 44-40 Win., 200 gr., SP cartridges in overall very good condition.  Second is a full 50 round box of Western X, 44-40 Win., 200 gr., SP
cartridges in good overall condition.  Third are 14 Remington UMC marked 44-40 cartridges in good overall condition.  Fourth is a full 50
round box of mixed manufacturer 44-40 Win., cartridges in fair to good overall condition.  There are several Remington and Winchester car-
tridges and they are stored in a Remington Kleanbore box.  (106458-1AM)

2293. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes five boxes of 35 Rem., cartridges and brass.  First are three full 20 round red and green boxes
of Remington Express, 35 Rem., 200gr., Core-Lokt Mushroom cartridges.  The cartridges range in condition from fair to about very good
with varying levels of light to perhaps moderate tarnish with several cartridges having spots of active oxidation.  Second are two boxes of
Remington Hi-Speed 35 Rem., 200 gr., SP cartridges.  One box contains 20 fired casings the other 12 cartridges and 8 fired casings all in
very good condition.  (106458-1AN)

2294. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  This lot includes four boxes of 243 Win and 308 Win.  First is a full 20 round box of Federal
Hi-Power 243 Win., 100 gr., Hi-Shok SP cartridges in overall very good condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Winchester Super-X, 243
Win., 100 gr., power Point SP cartridges in excellent condition.  Third is a full 20 round box of Western Super X, 308 Win., 150 gr., Silvertip
Expanding cartridges in excellent condition.  Fourth is a full 20 round box of Federal Classic, 243 Win., 80 gr., Hi-Shok SP cartridges in very
good overall condition.  (106458-1AP)

2295. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes four boxes of 32-40 Win.  First is a partial 20 round box (18) of Remington Kleanbore .32-40
Win., 165 gr., SP cartridges in overall fair condition with several cartridges having overall tarnish or active oxidation visible.  The box is miss-
ing part of one endflap and is moderately scuffed along its edges.  Second is a full 20 round box of Winchester 32-40 Win., 165 gr., SP car-
tridges in near excellent condition.  Third is a partial 20 round box (13) of Western 32-40 Win., 165 gr., SP cartridges in overall good con-
dition.  Fourth is a full 20 round box of C.I.L. Imperial 32-40 Win., 170 gr., KKSP cartridges in overall excellent condition.  (106458-1AQ)

2296. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes three boxes of 25-20 Win.  First is a 50 round box of mixed Winchester and Remington car-
tridges stored in a Winchester Super Speed box.  The cartridges are in three different configurations to include lead round nose, hollow
point, and soft point.  The cartridges vary from fair to about very good with some showing light tarnish and or white oxidation on the lead.
Second are two full 50 round boxes of Remington Kleanbore 25-20, 86 gr., lead bullets in overall very good condition.  (106458-1AR)

2297. LOT OF AMMO CANS  This lot contains four cans: three OD green cans measuring 11"x7"x4" and one measuring 11 1/2"x6"x7", all in
excellent condition.  (106161-28V)

2298. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes a full 20 round box of C.I.L. Dominion, 43 Mauser, 385 gr., lead cartridges.  The box rates good
overall with light scuffing and has a crease on the front face running its entire width.  The cartridges all have varying light levels of fine oxi-
dation present on the brass but remain in about good overall condition.  (106458-1AS)

2299. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes four boxes of 32 Win., Special.  First are two full 20 round boxes of Remington High Velocity,
32 Win. Special, 170 gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridges with bright brass in overall excellent condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Remington
Hi-Speed, 32 Win. Special, 170 gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridges with overall light discoloration of the brass in very good condition.  Third is a 20
round box of mixed manufacture 32 Win. Special cartridges that show overall discoloration and spots of light fine oxidation on the brass and
lead in fair condition.  (106458-1AT)

2300. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes a full 50 round two piece box of Remington U.M.C. 32 S.&W. cartridges.  The cartridges are
mostly bright with a few showing light discoloration on the brass.  The box is a greenish-blue color with mostly complete labels.  The bot-
tom half of the box appears to have an added label over the original and the lot is in near excellent condition.  (106458-1AU)

2301. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes three full and/or partial 50 round green and white boxes of Remington  38-40 Win., 180
gr., SP cartridges in overall very good condition.  There is one full box, a partial containing 34 cartridges and a box containing 42 fired
casings.  (106458-1AV)

2302. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes three boxes of 8x60S.  First is a partial ten round box (9 cartridges 1 casing) of German man-
ufactured 8x60S.  The cartridges are overall lightly discolored but remain in very good overall condition.  Second is a full sealed ten round
box of RWS 8x60S, 12.1 g., cartridges in presumed excellent condition.  Third is a full 20 round box of RWS 8x60S, 12.1 g., cartridges with
overall light discoloration along the brass in about very good condition.  (106458-1AW)
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2303. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes two boxes of 9.3x72R.  First is a full 20 round box of AFSCO custom ammunition 9.3x72R, soft
point bullets in overall very good condition.  Second is a partial ten round box (9 cartridges 1 casing) of Norma 9.3x72R, 13 gr., SP car-
tridges in overall very good condition.  (106458-1AX)

2304. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot contains four full 50 round boxes of 32 ACP.  There are two boxes of Winchester Western, 71 gr., metal
cased cartridges and two boxes of Western, 71 gr., metal cased cartridges all in excellent condition.  (106458-1AY)

2305. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot contains three full 50 round boxes of 32 ACP.  First is a blue and white, red lettered box of Winchester
Staynless 32 ACP.  The box remains in very good condition with light scuffing overall the edges and has a few spots of fading present in the
blue.  The cartridges have light tarnish near all over the brass and remain in about good overall condition.  Second are two boxes of Fiocchi
73 gr., FMJ cartridges with bright overall brass in excellent condition.  (106458-1AZ)

2306. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  This lot includes eleven full and/or partial boxes of 22 LR rimfire cartridges.  First is a partial box con-
taining 49 Hornady 22 LR cartridges housed in a Winchester Super Speed box.  The lubricated copper coated rimfire cartridges are in very
good overall condition.  Second is a partial 50 round box (44) of Western Super-X, 22 LR, 40 gr., Lubaloy coated bullets in overall excellent
condition.  Third is a full 50 round box of Peter's Rustless Target, 22 LR standard velocity cartridges in excellent condition.  Fourth is a par-
tial 50 round box of Peters High Velocity 22 LR Rustless-Gildkote cartridges in very good overall condition.  Fifth are seven boxes of Federal
Hi-Power 22 LR high velocity cartridges in overall excellent condition.  There are six full 50 round boxes and a partial box of mixed federal
22 LR containing 13 rimfire cartridges.  (106458-1AAA)

2307. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes four full and/or partial boxes of 380 ACP.  First is a partial 50 round box (44 total 23 cartridges
and 21 fired casings) of Western X, 380 ACP, 95 gr., FMJ cartridges in overall good condition.  Second are three full 50 round boxes of
Winchester 380 ACP 95 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  (106458-1AAB)

2308. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes four full and/or partial boxes of 9mm.  First are two full 50 round boxes of Winchester Western,
9mm Luger, 115 gr., FMJ cartridges in overall excellent condition.  Second are two 50 round boxes of Remington Kleanbore 9mm Luger,
124 gr., FMJ cartridges in overall very good condition.  There is one full 50 round and a partial containing 23 cartridges.  (106458-1AAC)

2309. LOT OF REMINGTON RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  This lot contains eleven full and/or partial boxes of 22 LR cartridges.  First are two
full 50 round boxes of Kleanbore Standard Velocity in the green box with white lettering in about excellent condition.  Second are two 50
round red, white and green boxes of Hi-Speed 22 LR, one full one partial containing 37 rimfire cartridges in very good condition.  The boxes
show moderate scuffing and have separated but present end flaps.  Third are two full 50 round green and white lettered boxes of Hi-Speed
Kleanbore 22 LR, one is hollow points and both are in very good plus condition.  Fourth is a full 50 round box of Kleanbore Police Target
Master 22 LR, cartridges in excellent condition.  Fifth is a full 50 round box of Kleanbore 22 LR, in the green and red label box in good over-
all condition with most cartridges showing varying levels of tarnish on the brass.  Sixth is a partial 50 round box (40) of Remington Hi-Speed
22 Long Rifle Shot in very good condition with the box having taped end flaps.  Seventh is a full 50 round red and white box with blue Hi-
Speed label in excellent condition.  Eighth is a partial 50 round box (13) Rifle Match 22 LR cartridges in excellent condition.  (106458-1AAD)

2310. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION  Includes five full and/or partial boxes of 30-60 ammunition.  First are two boxes of High Velocity
30-06 Springfield, 150 gr., Core-Lokt PSP cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a partial 20 round box (19 cartridges-1 casing) of
High Velocity 30-06 Springfield, Core-Lokt SP cartridges in good overall condition showing varying levels of oxidation on the brass or bul-
lets.  Third is a partial 20 round box (18 cartridges) of Hi-Speed 30-06 Springfield, 180 gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridges in near excellent con-
dition.  Fourth is a partial box of brass containing 14 casings in good overall condition.  (106458-1AAI)

2311. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION This lot includes a full mixed 20 round box of 25 Rem., SP cartridges all in overall very good con-
dition.   The cartridges all have Remington head stamps and there are 18 SP solid bullets and 2 lead tips SP.  They come in a partial dog
bone style box missing its end flaps with several small scuff marks.  (106458-1AAX)

2312. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains four full and or partial boxes of 32 S&W.  First are two full 50 round boxes of Remington 32
S&W Long, 98 gr., Lead cartridges in overall very good condition in the green box with white lettering.  Second is a partial 50 round box
(29) of Remington Kleanbore 32 S&W Long, 98 gr., Lead cartridges in the green and red label box in overall good condition.  Fourth is a
partial 50 round box (20) of Winchester 32 S&W, 85 gr., Lead cartridges in overall good condition.  (106458-1AAL)

2313. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot includes six full and or partial boxes of 30 Rem.  First are four full 20 round boxes of Remington Express
30 Rem., 160 gr., M.C. bullets in overall very good condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Remington Express 30 Rem., 170 gr., Core-
Lokt bullets in very good overall condition.  Third is a partial 20 round box (15) of Peters High Velocity 30 Rem., 170 gr., Inner-Belted SP car-
tridges in overall very good condition.  (106458-1AAK)

2314. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three boxes, first is a partial 20 round box (17 cartridges and 3 cases) of Remington High Velocity 25-
35 Win., 117 gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridges in very good condition showing light discoloration in the brass.  Second is a partial 20 round box
(19) of Remington Express 25-35 Win., 117 gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridges in overall good condition in a tattered box with the cartridges show-
ing varying levels of tarnish on the brass.  Third is a full 20 round box of Winchester Super Speed 25-35 Win., 117 gr., SP cartridges in over-
all very good condition with mostly bright brass.  (106458-1AAY)

2315. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes four boxes, first is a full 50 round yellow and white box of Winchester  9mm, 115., FMJ cartridges in
excellent condition.  Second is a full 50 round box of I.M.I. UZI 9mm, 115 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  Third is a full 50 round
box of Remington 9mm, 124 gr., FMJ cartridges in very good condition showing light tarnish on some of the brass.  Fourth is a partial 50
round box (12 cartridges, 38 casings) of S&W 9mm, 115 gr., JHP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106458-1AAE)

2316. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes six boxes, first are two full 20 round boxes of Winchester Super Speed Silvertip 30 rem., 170
gr., expanding cartridges in very good condition with overall lightly tarnished brass.  Second are two full 20 round boxes of Western Super
X; first is a standing bear box with 30 Rem., 170 gr., expanding Silvertip cartridges, second is a Super X box with 30 Rem., 170 gr., Lubaloy
SPBT cartridges.  Both boxes contain cartridges in good overall condition with varying levels of light tarnish on the brass.  Third is a full 20
round Bear box of Winchester Silvertip 30 Rem., 170 gr., controlled expanding cartridges in very good overall condition.  The box has over-
all light scuffing and a separated but present endflap.  Fourth is a partial 20 round box (11) of Western Super X 30 Rem., 170 gr., expand-
ing cartridges in overall excellent condition.  (106458-1AAF)

2317. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot contains two boxes, first is a full 25 round box of DWM 6.35mm (25 ACP) in overall very good condi-
tion with lightly tarnished brass.  Second is a partial 50 round box (34) of Western X 25 ACP, 50 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.
(106458-1AAZ)

2318. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot contains three boxes, first is a full 20 round box of Remington Express 32 Rem., 170 gr., Core-Lokt SP
cartridges in very good condition showing light tarnish on the brass.  Second is a full 20 round box of Western Super-Speed 32 Rem., 170
gr., Silvertip expanding cartridges in excellent condition.  Third is a full 20 round mixed head stamp box of 32 Rem., to include (4) marked
R-P / 32 REM, (6) silvertip marked Super-X / 32 REM, (10) REM-UMC / 32 REM all in good condition showing light tarnish on the brass
and housed in a Remington Hi-Speed box.  (106458-1AAH)
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2319. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  This lot includes four boxes, first are two 20 round boxes of Remington High Velocity 222 Rem.,
50 gr., PSP cartridges with light tarnish on the brass in very good overall condition.  One box is full the other a partial containing 13 cartridges
and 7 fired casings.  Second are two full 50 round boxes of Fiocchi 380 ACP, 95 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  (106458-1AAG)

2320. LOT OF AMMUNITION AND MAGAZINES  This lot includes three boxes of ammunition and two magazines.  First are two 30 round
M1 Carbine magazines sealed in oil skin in presumed excellent condition.  Second are two sealed 15 round boxes of Interarmco .303 British,
174 gr., RN bullets in presumed excellent condition.  Third is a full 20 round box of .303 British, 150 gr., SP cartridges in very good condi-
tion showing light tarnish on some of the brass and flattening of the points.  (106458-1AAJ)

2321. LOT OF MIXED OBSCURE AMMUNITION  This lot contains two boxes, First is a partial 20 round box of Winchester 40-60 Win.  The
top half of the two piece box is missing and the bottom contains 19 cartridges in about good condition showing overall tarnished brass and
light oxidation on the lead.  Second is a full 20 round two piece box of Winchester 38-56, 255 gr., RN cartridges in fair condition.  The car-
tridges are overall tarnished with some oxidation on the brass and lead.  The box rates fair-good with overall scuffing, ingrained dirt stain-
ing, but does have a near complete, legible label.  (106458-1AAW)

2322. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  This lot includes four boxes and a ten round belt loop holder.  First are two full 20 round
boxes of Remington High Velocity 30-30 Win., 170 gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of
Remington Hi-Speed 30-30 Win., 170 gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridges in very good condition with dull colored brass.  Third is a full 20 round
box of mixed head stamp 38-55 Win., to include; (4) Peters / 38-55, and (16) WRA / 38-55 all in very good condition with mostly bright
brass. They are housed in a green and red labeled Remington box.  Fourth is a ten round Federal belt loop holder with 10 rounds of Imperial
38-55 cartridges in overall very good condition.  (106458-1AAT)

2323. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes two boxes, first is a full ten round box of Kynoch 6.5mm Mannlicher Schoenauer 160 gr., metal
covered soft nose cartridges in overall very good condition.  Second is a mixed 20 round box of 6.5mm Mannlicher-Schoenauer cartridges
to include; (2) Kynoch, and (18) Western manufactured cartridges all showing varying levels of light tarnish on the brass.  The cartridges
are in a partial Western box.  (106458-1AAP)

2324. LOT OF MILITARY SURPLUS AMMUNITION  This lot includes six boxes.  First are four full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP with label that
reads "20 Cartridges, Pistol, Ball. / Caliber .45 M 1911 / For Automatic Pistol, Cal. .45 M 1911 / powder, bullseye, No.2, Army Lot 96.
Cartridge Lot No. 336 / Frankford Arsenal / B503".  The boxes all have good labels, separated seams, and open end flaps.  The cartridges
range in condition from fair to very good with varying levels of tarnish and oxidation on the brass.  Second is a full 20 round box of 45 ACP
with label that reads "20 Pistol Ball Cartridges, Cal. .45 /Model of 1911 / for Automatic Pistol, Cal. .45, Model of 1911 / Smokeless Powder
muzzle velocity 800+/- 25 feet per second bullseye powder H46 / Manufactured at Frankford Arsenal / Class 47 Division 1 Drawing 5 and
the cartridges rate fair with overall oxidation.  The box rates fair-good with one long split seam but remains intact.  Third is a full sealed 50
round box of surplus 45 ACP ball ammunition Lot E-C -S-25090 in presumed excellent condition.  (106458-1AAR)

2325. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes a partial 20 round box of Remington High-Velocity 458 Win. Mag., 500 gr., metal case bullets in near
excellent condition.  The box contains 16 cartridges and 2 fired casings.  (105804-2)

2326. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two boxes, first is a partial 20 round dog bone style box of Remington UMC High Velocity .45-70 Win.,
300 gr., SP cartridges  in good overall condition.  The box is missing an end flap and has overall scuffing, tape repairs, and ingrained dirt
staining.  The cartridges are show minor oxidation on the lead and slight tarnish on the brass.  Second is a partial 20 round box of mixed
head stamp 45-70 GVT cartridges.  There are 16 total and are marked as follows; (2) U.M.C. / SH / 45-70, (1) U.S.C. CO / 45-70, (13) R-
P / 45-70 and are housed in a Remington Hi-Speed Box.  The cartridges are in good overall condition.  (105804-2A)

2327. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes two boxes, first is a sealed box of 45 ACP ball cartridges.  The label reads "50 Cartridges / Pistol
Ball / Caliber .45 M1911 / Ammunition Lot E.C.-24723XC / repacked E.C. 8-44" and the cartridges are in presumed excellent condition.  Second
is a full 50 round box of Remington 45 Automatic Colt, 230 gr., metal cased cartridges in near excellent condition.  The green and white dog
bone style box rates very good plus with a couple of light scuffs along the edge and has a pencil mark in one corner.  (105804-2B)

2328. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes two full 20 round boxes of C.I.L. Dominion 22 Savage, 70 gr., PSP cartridges in the blue in yel-
low box in very good overall condition.  (105804-2C)

2329. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot includes two boxes, first is a partial 50 round box (40 cartridges, 4 fired casings) of Winchester Western 32-
20 Win., 100 gr., lead cartridges in overall good condition.  Second is a full mixed box of Remington and UMC head stamped 32-20 Win.  There
are multiple configurations and the cartridges range in condition from fair to very good with varying levels of oxidation on the brass.  (105804-2D)

2330. LOT OF CROSSMAN AIR RIFLES.  This lot includes two, first is a Crosman Model 140 Air Rifle.  This pump rifle will likely need a seal
kit as it doesn’t build pressure when pumped however the metal surfaces retain near all of their black enamel finish and the stock has been
lightly cleaned and refinished.  Second is a Crosman Pump Master 760 with Crosman 4-15 rifle scope with standard crosshair reticle and
slightly cloudy optics.  The metal surfaces retain near all their original black enamel finish with a few light scattered scratches visible.  The
stock rates about good overall with light handling marks and the forend has 12 grooves cut into each side and a repaired crack that runs
its full length.  This air rifle will likely need a seal kit as well because it does not build pressure when pumped.  (106852-6, 5)

2331. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two green and white lettered dog bone style boxes of Remington .45 Automatic Colt, 230 gr., FMC
cartridges ranging in condition from fair to very good with varying levels of oxidation on the lead and brass.  The boxes rate about good with
overall light dirt staining, scuff marks, and separated seams.  All pieces are included and there is a full 50 round and partial containing 23
mixed head stamp to include (4) Rem-UMC / 45 ACP and (19) E C S / 43.  (106458-1AAQ)

2332. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes three full and or partial boxes of 45 ACP.  First is a full 50 round box of Western Super Match 45
ACP, 210 gr., Lead bullets in excellent condition.  Second is a full 50 round box Peters Rustless 45 ACP, 230 gr., FMC cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  Third is a partial 50 round box (36) of Federal American Eagle 45 ACP, 230 gr., FMC cartridges in excellent condition.  (106458-1AAN)

2333. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes three boxes, first is a full 50 round mixed box of 32 ACP that has (8) W W / 32-Auto marked
head stamps and (42) Magtech 32 ACP, 71 gr., FMC cartridges in overall excellent condition.  Second is a partial 50 round box (40) of
Remington Kleanbore 32 ACP, 71 gr., FMC cartridges in very good overall condition showing light tarnish on the brass.  Third is full 50 round
box of Western Lubaloy 32 ACP, 74 gr., FMC cartridges in overall very good condition with lightly tarnished brass.  (105804-2E)

2334. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  This lot includes five full and/or partial boxes.  First is a partial 50 round box (43) of Western
Lubaloy 32 Long Colt, 82 gr., cartridges in very good condition.  Second is a full 50 round mixed box of Remington 32 Colt.  There are (10)
Short Colt, and (42) Long Colt all showing varying levels of light tarnish in very good overall condition.  Third is a full 50 round box of
Winchester Western 32 S&W, 85 gr., lead cartridges in good overall condition with bright brass and white oxidation on the lead.  Fourth is a
partial 50 round box (35) of Peters 32 S&W Long, 88 gr., lead cartridges in good overall condition with lightly tarnished brass and white oxi-
dation present on the lead.  Fifth is a partial 50 round box (38 cartridges, 4 fired casings) of Remington 32 S&W 88 gr., lead cartridges in very
good condition with light amounts of discoloration on some of the brass and spots of white oxidation on some of the lead.  (105804-2F)
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2335. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  This lot includes three boxes and a bag.  First is a partial 50 round (32) two piece box of
U.M.C. 32 S&W, 88 gr., lead bullets.  The cartridges are in good overall condition with lightly tarnished brass and spots of white oxidation
on the lead.  The two piece box rates very good with 90% of the labels present with overall light scuffing and ingrained dirt staining.  Second
is a partial 50 round (13) box of Remington Kleanbore .32 Short Rimfire.  The box is in fair condition with overall dirt staining, a separated
end flap, and a small section of the box missing.  The cartridges rate good with overall light tarnish and white oxidation on the lead.  Third
is a partial 50 round (35) box of mixed Remington U.M.C. 32 S&W cartridges varying in condition from fair to good with overall light tarnish
and oxidation housed in a Remington U.M.C. box that is missing its end flaps.  Fourth is a plastic bag containing 29 cartridges to include:
(21) Western marked 38 S&W, (3) Rem. U.M.C. marked 38 S&W blanks, (5) assorted manufacture 38 Long Colt cartridges all in very good
condition showing light tarnish on the brass.  (105804-2G)

2336. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes six full and/or partial boxes.  First are four boxes of RWS 8x57 JR cartridges.  There are two
sealed ten round boxes, a partial ten round box containing nine cartridges and one casing and a box containing ten fired casings.  The sealed
boxes have cartridges that are in presumed very good condition and the partial has cartridges in fair condition with overall oxidation on the
brass and lead.  Second is a partial ten round box of DWM 8x57 JR cartridges.  There are five cartridges and four fired casings in overall
good condition.  Third is a partial ten round box of DWM 8x56 Mannlicher Schoenauer cartridges.  There are six cartridges and one fired
casing all in very good overall condition.  (105804-3)

2337. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot contains three 20 round boxes of Norma 8x57JR, 196 gr., SPRN cartridges.  There are two full boxes
and a partial containing 14 cartridges and 6 fired casings all in very good condition.  (105804-3A)

2338. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  This lot contains five full and/or partial boxes.  First is a partial 20 round (11) box of
Winchester marked 32-40 cartridges housed in a 32 Winchester box in overall very good condition with spot amounts of white oxidation on
the lead.  Second is a partial 50 round (26 cartridges, 24 fired casings) box of Remington High Velocity 38 Short Colt, 125 gr., lead car-
tridges in near excellent condition.  Third is a partial 50 round box of Western X 44-40 Win., 200 gr., SP cartridges in overall very good con-
dition.  Fourth is a partial 20 round (14 cartridges, 6 fired casing) box of Winchester Super X 45 Colt, 225 gr., silvertip HP cartridges in excel-
lent condition.  Fifth is a partial 50 round (48 cartridges, 2 fired casings) box of Winchester Western 25-20 Win., 86 gr., SP cartridges in
excellent condition.  (105804-3B)

2339. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot contains two full 50 round boxes of Remington 5mm Rimfire, 38 gr., HP cartridges in excellent condi-
tion.  (105804-3C)

2340. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  This lot includes five 25 round boxes.  First is a partial 25 round (22) one piece Winchester Ranger 12 ga., 2 3/4",
No. 00 Buck in overall very good condition.  The shotshells are lightly faded in color but remain near excellent.  The box is complete with
overall light scuffing, ingrained dirt staining, and spots of faint water damage.  Second is a partial 25 round (21) box of Western Super X 12
ga., 2 3/4", No. 4 Magnum shotshells in overall excellent condition.  Third is a full 25 round box of Remington Express 12 ga., 2 3/4", No. 7
1/2 shot in overall very good condition.  Fourth is a full 25 round, one piece box of Peters Rustless 12 ga., 2 3/4", No. 00 Buck.  The box has
a flying mallard scene with overall light staining and scuffing along the edges in very good condition.  Fifth is a partial 25 round (22) mixed
box of Winchester manufactured 12 ga., sporting loads housed in a Dove & Quail box all in very good overall condition.  (105804-5)

2341. FRAMED PORE LIL MOSE  This print is titled "He Makes a Garden" by R.F. Outcault.  This print is part of a series of 70 comic strips that
ran in the New York Herald during the early 1900's.  Mose is a young seven year old boy living life alone except for his bear, cat, dog, and
monkey in New York City during the early 1900's, who encounters many life lessons and adventures in these, now viewed, "politically incor-
rect" comics.  R.F. Outcault was better known for other comic works like "Yellow Kid" and "Buster Brown".     The frame measures 16"x20"
with a viewing area of 9 1/2"x13 1/2".   The colors on this print are vibrant and it is in excellent overall condition.    (107217-3)
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2342. SAMBO TARGET  A Wyandotte Toys free standing tin Sambo tar-
get measuring 14"x23" overall with removable wire stand.  Part of a
suction cup dart game that came with a metal pistol, darts and the
board (this lot includes target only).  The colors remain vibrant on this
target however there are several light scratches and two small spots
where some flaking has happened.  One spot is in the lower right cor-
ner the other at the top left.  There are two small circular holes and
what appears to be a small puncture likely from a knife tip in the tar-
get and it has overall light dings expected with a child's tin toy but this
item remains in excellent condition.  (107217-1)

2343. LEATHER POWDER FLASK   This is a very
nice 8" tall stitched leather flask that is marked only
“patent” on the fire-proof, screwoff top. The body of

the flask shows scattered light scuffs with a few tiny
dings and the eyelets are still present and the
stitching remains tight.  Features four position
spout graduated from 2 1/2 to
3 1/4 drams. This is a very nice
looking leather covered flask in
excellent condition.  (107217-9)
2344. POWDER FLASK
This lot includes an
unmarked Hawksley style
flask with pinecone sur-
face.  The body of the
flask is very nice and the
seam remains tight.
All four tether rings
are present and
there is an
unmarked, fireproof
screw-off patent
top.  This is a
lovely flask very
similar in
design to the
one pictured
on page 297
of Riling's
book The
P o w d e r

Flask Book.
This would be a

lovely addition to any black powder collec-
tion. The four position charger is graduated
for 2 1/4 to 3 drams. (107217-9A)

2345. WINCHESTER SHOTSHELL SALESMAN SAMPLE   A small
two piece black box with off-white label that reads "Samples of Winchester

Loaded and empty Paper Shotshells".  The label is 95-97% complete missing
only a few very minor spots due to light wear.  The box contains four shot-
shells; first is an empty paper hull New Rival shotshell, second a Leader V with
observation window, third a New Rival with observation window and fourth, a
Repeater with observation window. (107217-10)

2346. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION   Includes a full sealed box of
Winchester Repeating Arms Co. .32 Long Rimfire.  The natural colored box
with orange and green label rates about excellent with 95% of the labeling
intact.  There are areas of light ingrained dirt staining, minor scuff marks along
the edges and a partially split seam along the right side edge and top.  This is
an about excellent example that would enhance any collection.  (107217-10A)
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2347. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  Includes an open but full 50 round two piece box of Winchester 32 Rimfire "Lesmok" cartridges.  The
natural colored box with yellow side label rates near excellent with overall light ingrained dirt staining and scuffing along most of the edges.  The
labels remain 95% complete with a small 1/4" section missing from the side label.  The cartridges are in good overall condition showing light amounts
of tarnish on the brass and dried lube on the lead.  This is an overall very good plus condition box of Winchester 32 Rimfire.  (107217-10B)

2348. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  Includes a full sealed 50 round two piece box of Winchester 25 Stevens Rimfire cartridges.
The natural color box is in very good plus condition showing sharp corners and has a separated seam along the left side top.  The green
and orange labels are 98% complete showing light dirt staining, a couple of small scuff marks, and has a small pencil marking along the
right side edge.  This is a great looking box that would fit well in any collection.  (107217-10C)

2349. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  Includes an open full 50 round two piece box of United States Cartridge Co. 32 Colt Police Positive
cartridges.  The box is in very good condition with a few scuff marks along the edges and still has sharp pointed corners.  The labels are 75%
complete, the top label has some minor loss due to scuffing along the edges.  The side label is missing pieces with the largest section missing
from the front and left side.  The cartridges are in very good condition showing light discoloration in the brass.  A nice box overall.  (107217-10D)

2350. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  Includes two sealed 50 round boxes of Winchester .32 caliber blank cartridges.  The natural
colored boxes rate excellent and the labels are complete.  The top labels have a “Primed Shells” sticker placed diagonally over them cover-
ing a portion of the small print.  These are two excellent condition boxes overall.  (107217-10E)

2351. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  Includes a partial 20 round two piece box of .32 Winchester Special.  The natural color box
with orange label and black lettering shows overall light ingrained dirt staining, a few minor scuff marks and the right side of the top has a
split seam along the edge.  The labels remain complete and clearly visible and there are pencil markings along the back edge.  There are 15
cartridges in overall fair condition showing varying levels of oxidation on the brass and lead.  (107217-10F)

2352. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  Includes a sealed 20 round two piece box of .40-72 Winchester cartridges.  The natural color
box with orange label and black lettering rates excellent.  The box shows a few minor scuffs along the edges and slightly rounded corners.
The labels are mostly complete with the top showing a few flakes on the edge.  This is an excellent condition box overall.  (107217-10G)

2353. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  Includes a sealed 20 round box of Winchester .30 Army.  The natural color box with red label
and black lettering rates excellent.  The labels are mostly complete with some loss due to light flaking and scuff marks.  The box shows some
minor scuffing along a few of the edges and the corners remain sharp.  (107217-10H)

2354. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  Includes a full 20 round two piece box of U.M.C., .40-60-210 cartridges for Winchester rifles.  The
natural color box and labels are complete.  The top lid has a small tear on the back left side and there is light dirt staining near all over.  The lime
green label still has vibrant color and cartridges are in overall very good condition showing light tarnish on some of the brass.  (107217-10I) 

2355. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  Includes a full mixed head stamp two piece 20 round box of Winchester .38-55 cartridges.  The nat-
ural color box with green labels and black lettering rates good overall.  The top shows two separated seams at the edges and there is ingrained dirt
staining near all over.  The bottom label is only about 50% complete missing the top section.  The top label is 90% complete missing a sliver off the
lower right corner.  The mixed head stamp cartridges rate about good with overall tarnish and spots of oxidation on the brass.  (107217-10J)

2356. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  Includes a sealed 20 round two piece box of Winchester 22 High Power cartridges.  The nat-
ural color box with orange labels, and black lettering rates excellent.  There are a few light scuff marks and the corners remain sharp.  The
labels are 99% complete with a few small minor flakes missing of the edges.  This is an excellent condition box that would be a quality addi-
tion to any collection.  (107217-10K)
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2357. 1912 STEVENS
SHOTGUN CATALOG  This 7
3/4" x 9", 48 page catalog No.
10 has a grayish brown cover
with tan printing and a black
border.  Condition is very good
with a worn binder, a light
water stain on a few pages in
the upper right hand corner
and most of the lower right
hand corners having been
folded at one time.  The perfo-
rated order blank in the back is
missing.  (107217-7)
2358. OLD BURGESS GUN
CO. CATALOG This 4 5/8” x
7 3/4”, 20 page catalog has a
light green cover with a photo
of the factory on the front and
blue printing that says “THE /
BURGESS GUN CO / BUFFA-
LO / NEW YORK / USA /
1893”.  This catalog is in near
excellent condition with light
wear and a couple small wrin-
kles.  The cover gives the indi-
cation that this is a reproduced
catalog maybe from the 60’s.
The inside paper has the feel
and texture to it of older paper.
(107217-7A)
2359. BANNERMAN
CATALOG Dated April 1889,
27 page catalog is 5 1/2" x 8
1/2" in size. The tan cover has
black printing and a cannon.
The address (1114 Butler

Street) has a line drawn through it and a rubber stamped (118
Broadway Street) address has been added.  Condition is excellent
overall.  (107217-7B)

2360. LYMAN SIGHTS AND RIFLES CATALOG  This 3 1/4"x6", 96
page catalog has a light green cover with an 1894 rifle pictured in
the center of the gray text.  There are two Winchester rifles pictured
on the back cover as well.  The cover shows a few small wrinkles
along the spine and there is a small tear on the opening edge.  The
catalog appears complete and there is light foxing on some of the
pages.  This copy is in near excellent condition. (107217-7C)

2361. HUNTING COLLECTIBLE   This lot includes an Illustrated
Hazard Powder Blue Ribbon Quacking Duck envelope.  The enve-
lope is addressed to "Geo. A Swallows Brownsville UT." with hand
written correspondence from F.E. Keyes post scribed by H.M.K.,
likely one of their employees.  The letter is dated April 7, 1902.  This
is a cool piece of advertising history with a local tie in excellent con-
dition.  (107217-7F)
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2362. WINCHESTER COUNTER FELT  This
yellow felt has green lettering with black
outline and reads "The Celebrated /
Winchester / Repeating Rifles / Shotguns
/ Ammunition / for sale here".  The colors
remain mostly bright with some light
overall staining.  There are a few small
spots that show minor wear one near the
“W” and one near the “R” in rifles.  The
back is stamp marked with "Use
Winchester Rifles & Ammunition" / "C.E.
Akins Manufacturer Felt Mats".  This
counter mat is in excellent condition.
(107217-7G)

2363. FOX GUN CATALOG  This brown illus-
trated cover catalog measure 6 3/4"x9
3/4" with dark brown and green lettering.
The illustration is titled "A Fox Gets the
Game" and was featured on this
brochure from 1913-1924 during which
slight changes were made to include new
products.  This particular brochure dates
between 1915-17 according to informa-
tion gathered on the A.H. Fox Collector's
website that states the addition of the
Fox-Kautzky single trigger was added at
this time and in 1918 Fox shrunk this
brochure down to a pocket size.  This is
really a neat piece of memorabilia for the
fox collector.  (107217-7H)

2364. PARKER GUN CATALOG  This catalog is 7 3/4"x 8 3/4", with 35
pages and glued in price change index with effective change date if
January 24, 1916.  The tan cover with black lettering and border has a
flying geese scene.  The cover shows a few minor wrinkles along the
spine and the string binding remains intact.  There are a few pages that
have small tears along the lover corners and/or have been stuck togeth-
er and separated at some point in its lifetime.  This is a handsome very
good condition catalog from a much adorn gun maker.  (107217-7I)

2365. SMITH & WESSON CATALOG  This 1915 catalog is 7" x 10", with 30
pages.  Pages 5, 6, 7, and 8 are missing and appear to have been cut out some
time ago.  The white illustrated cover (by Philip Lyford) shows overall light
ingrained dirt staining with a few moisture spots as well.  The pages show
spots of light foxing and a 1915 price index is included.   Although missing a
couple of pages this catalog remains in very good condition.  (107217-7J)
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2366. LOT OF GUN CATALOGS  This lot includes two first is a Marlin Fire Arms Co., catalog date June 1897.  The catalog is 4 1/4" x 7", with
192 pages.  The brown paper cover is lettered with a silver colored lettering and has a small tear along the spine.  The catalog is in overall
very good condition.  Second is an L.C. Smith catalog that is 6" x 8" with illustrated pointing dog cover and 23 pages of text.  The back
cover is missing and the front has been taped to the last page.  The booklet is in fair overall condition with all pages present.  (107217-7K)

2367. LOT OF BLADES  This lot includes two razors and a sporting knife.  First is a Monarch fixed blade sporting knife with 5" clip point blade
with overall length of 9".  The imitation stag handle rate very good overall and is held in place by a crew on pommel with multi-colored leather
washers.  The blade has overall light oxidation staining and appears to have been sharpened and the knife comes with a fitted leather sheath
that is in fair overall condition.  Second item is a Harrison Bros. & Howson hollow ground straight razor measuring 10" overall with a 3" cut-
ting edge.  The blade shows overall light oxidation staining and the markings remain crisp and legible.  The razor comes in an appropriate-
ly marked case.  Third is a Geo. Savage & Sons wedge style straight razor measuring 10" overall with a 3 1/4" cutting edge.  The blade is
etched with floral designs around Fine India Steel.  There are a few scattered spots of light fine oxidation staining and a couple of small chips
in the handle and overall very good example with unmarked travel case.  (107217-6)

2368. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON CATALOGS  This lot includes three catalogs.  First is a 4"x5 3/8", 48 page catalog with brown cover show-
ing the S&W logo over 1903.  The catalog has several light impressions in the cover that transfer into the pages but remains in very good
overall condition.  There is a sticker on the back cover that reads "Personal Firearms Record Book Co. / P.O. Box 201 / Park Ridge Illinois
60068" and is likely a reprint.  Second is a 6"x6 1/2", 42 page catalog with green cover and silver outlined black lettering titled "The Revolver".
The catalog has some light ruffling of the edges and some of the pages are starting to show light foxing but it remains in overall very good
condition.  Third is a 6 1/2"x 9 1/2", 68 page Smith & Wesson Revolver catalog reprint by Jayco in 1962.  The silver color cover shows light
fading and there is light foxing around the parts of the edges.  The catalog is complete and in near excellent condition.  (107271-7L)

2369. LOT OF CATALOGS  This lot includes three catalogs:
First is a 4 1/2"x6" F. Bannerman catalog.  The green
paper cover shows a Spencer Repeating Shotgun with
front and back pictures of awards that it won.  The cata-
log lists H. Boker & Co., as manufacturer and this catalog
is complete in good overall condition.  Second is an 8
1/2"x11", 24 page 1935 dated Marbles Outing
Equipment catalog.  There is overall very light dirt staining
on the cover and the catalog is complete and remains in
very good condition.  Third is 9"x 11 1/4" 48 page
Lancaster's catalog.  The brown cover with black letter-
ing has a few minor nicks in the edges and the pages are
show light foxing and the catalog remains complete in
very good overall condition.  (107217-7L)

2370. WINCHESTER CATALOG  This catalog is 5 1/2"x7
3/4" with 144 pages.  The front blue cover with white, red,
and blue lettering has a punch dot marking that reads
"Franklin Institute Philadelphia".  The catalog is dated
1933 and titled Winchester World Standard Guns and
Ammunition.  The cover page is torn near the spine but
remains connected and there has been a brown paper
cover attached with glue to the spine.  It is numbered in
pencil “683” in the upper left corner and 1933 in the right
corner.  This was likely part of their reference library and
remains in about very good condition.  (107217-7M)

2371. GLASS MINNOW TRAP  This unmarked trap measures
11" long by 6" deep and stands 8" tall on its wire legs.  The
inlet comes through the bottom of the jug and the cap has
three 5/16" holes drilled in it.  There is a wire harness
around the bottle that acts as a carry handle and legs for
the trap.  There are a couple of tear shaped imperfections
in the glass and this vintage trap remains in excellent con-
dition.  (107217-5)

2372. ORVIS GLASS MINNOW TRAP  This trap is marked
“C.F. Orvis / Maker/ Manchester Vt” and measures 14"
long, 8" wide and stands 8" tall on its feet.  The lid has
many 1/8" diameter holes drilled in the shape of a snow
flake.  The original instruction sheet is included and this
model has the large wire feet and screw off cap.  An over-
all excellent example of these collectible Vermont made
sporting goods.  (107217-5A)
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2373. ORVIS GLASS MINNOW TRAP  This is marked “C.F.
Orvis / Maker/ Manchester Vt” and measures 14" long, 8"
wide and stands 8" tall with its feet.  The screw on lid has
multiple 1/8" holes drilled in a snowflake pattern and there
are several light dings around the rim.  The wire feet are
part of a harness that includes a carry handle and this vin-
tage fish trap remains in excellent condition.  (107217-5B)

2374. LOT OF FISHING CREELS  This includes two French
weave style creels.  The first is unmarked and measures
12"x6"x8" overall.  The leather strap is missing and the
closure is torn off at the bottom where it would go over
the brass “key handle” style stud.  The lid is held in place
with wire wraps as the original wraps have fallen off.
Second is an unmarked likely European made creel that
measures 15"x8"x9" overall with a 2"x3" cutout in the lid.
The tether strap is missing however the fish head tip is
still secured to the lid and the lid is secured with wire ties.  The shoulder strap is missing and some of the weave is lifting along the top on
the backside.  These are two good overall condition creels that could be repaired or hung as decorations.  (107217-4)

2375. LOT OF FISHING CREELS  This lot includes two French weave style creels.  First is a “JTL” marked creel measuring 13"x6"x8" overall.
The lid is secured with wire wrap, the shoulder strap is present however part of the leather has split and is no longer useable.  The leather
clasp is dry and cracking in areas with metal reinforcements that show a crown with the initials “JTL” inside.  Second is a similar marked creel
measuring 14"x6 1/2"x9" overall.  The lid is starting to unravel along the back edge and is secured with bread ties to the basket.  The straps
are missing, however the crown shaped emblem with the “JTL” initials is still secured to the lid.  These baskets are in good overall condition
and would make add flare to any rustic or camp style décor.  (107217-4A)

2376. LOT OF RELOADING SUPPLIES  This lot includes reloading dies and brass for 9mm Bergmann Bayard.  There is a three die set of RCBS
dies, part number 56664, group H, all in excellent condition with plastic case.  Also included with this lot are four 50 round boxes of Midway
9mm Bergmann Bayard brass.  There are three full 50 round boxes of primed brass and a partial 50 round box of primed and fired casings.
This box includes (15) primed cases and (31) fired casings all items are in excellent condition.  (107131-7)

2377. LOT OF PRIMERS   Includes four 100 count packs.  First are two sealed Winchester Staynless Primers No.115 both in overall excellent
condition.  Second is a sealed Winchester Staynless Primers No. 120 in excellent condition.  Third is a Western Improved No. 7 non-mer-
curic, non-corrosive smokeless powder in excellent condition.  (107217-4B)

2378. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  This lot includes three boxes.  First are two full 20 round two piece boxes of Remington
Arms Co., 32-40 Win., 165 gr., SP cartridges.  The boxes are in fair condition with ingrained dirt staining and multiple separations along the
seams, tape repairs, and have overall scuffing.  The cartridges rate good with overall tarnished brass.  Second is a partial 50 round box of
Winchester Super Speed 32-20 Win. H.V., 80 gr., HP cartridges in overall good condition.  The box contains 30 cartridges and 20 fired cas-
ings and is missing both end flaps.  (106458-1AAV)

2379. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes both commercial and surplus 8mm Mauser.  First is a partial 20 round box (13 cartridges, 7
fired casings) of Remington High Velocity 8mm Mauser 170 gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridges in very good condition with overall light tarnish on
the brass.  Second is a partial 96 round box (62 cartridges, 25 casings) of Portuguese manufactured ball ammunition.  The head stamps are
marked FCPQ / 46 and the cartridges are in overall good plus condition showing overall light tarnish on the brass with a few having split
necks.  (106458-1AAU)

2380. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes two boxes.  First is a full 20 round box of Western 33 Win., 200gr., Lubaloy SP cartridges in
good overall condition.  The box is tattered and missing both end flaps and part of the right side.  The cartridges are overall lightly tarnished.
Second is full 20 round box of Winchester 33 Win., 200 gr., SP cartridges.  The yellow and red box rates fair to about good missing one end
flap the other separated but present with overall scuffing and ingrained dirt staining.  The cartridges have overall bright brass and are in very
good condition.  (106458-1AAM)

2381. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes three 20 round boxes.  First is a full box of mixed head stamp 33 Win., to include: 18 REM-
UMC / 33 CF marked and 2 WRA / 33 WIN marked cartridges in overall very good condition housed in a red and green Remington box
that is missing its end flaps.  Second is a partial box of mixed head stamp 33 Win., to include: 8 PETERS / 33 WCF marked, 7 WRA / 33
WIN marked, and 3 REM-UMC / 33 CF marked head stamps all in good overall condition housed in a tattered red and green Remington
box.  Third is a full box of Remington Kleanbore 33 Win., 200 gr., SP cartridges.  The box is in good overall condition and the cartridges rate
about excellent with overall bright brass.  (106458-1AAMA)

2382. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes six full and/or partial boxes of 45 ACP.  First are two full 20 round boxes of Cor Bon 45 ACP +P,
200 gr., JHP cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Cor Bon 45 ACP, 185 gr., JHP cartridges in excellent condi-
tion.  Third is a full 20 round box of Winchester Super-X 45 ACP, 185 gr., Silvertip HP cartridges in excellent condition.  Fourth is 20 rounds
of mixed manufacture 45 ACP to include: 10 Federal FMJ cartridges, 4 CCI aluminum cased FMJ cartridges, 6 Federal FMJ HP cartridges all
in excellent condition housed in a Winchester Super-X box.  Fifth are 11 rounds of mixed manufacture 45 ACP housed in a Speer Gold Dot
box that includes; 7 Winchester Western Black Talon cartridges, and 4 Speer Gold Dot 185 gr., JHP all in excellent condition.  (106180-4)
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2383. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS AND PRIMERS  This lot includes 19 mixed assorted manufacture 12 ga., and 16 ga. shotshells and four full and
or partial boxes of primers.  First is a full 100 count pack of Winchester No. 1W improved primers.  Second is a full 100 count pack of U.S.
Primers No. 4 adapted to Climax and Ajax paper shotshells.  Third is a partial 100 count (32) of Winchester New No. 4 primers.  Fourth is
a partial 250 count (53) of Winchester Improved Primers No. 2.  All items range in condition from good to very good.  (106180-1)

2384. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot includes a 10 round 9mm Beretta 92FS magazine.  It is marked "PB Cal 9 Para- Made in U.S.A. ACKK., MD”
and is in overall excellent condition.  (106180-3)

2385. LOT OF MIXED SHOTSHELLS  This lot includes four full boxes of .410 bore and 12 ga., shotshells.  First are two full 25 round boxes of
Remington Express Long Range .410, 2 1/2", No. 6 Shot.  Second is a full 25 round box of Remington Express Long Range .410, 2 1/2", No. 4
shot.  Third is a full 25 round box of Remington Hypersonic Steel 12 ga., 3", No. 2 shot.  All items in this lot are in excellent condition.  (106180-2)

2386. LOT OF MIXED SHOTSHELLS  This lot includes five boxes of assorted gauge shotshells.  First is a full (5) round box of Remington
Slugger 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 Oz, rifled slugs.  Second is a partial 25 round box (24) of Western Super X Mark 5 .410 bore, 2 1/2", No. 7 1/2
shot.  Third is a full 25 round box of Remington Shur Shot 12 ga., 2 3/4", No. 6 shot.  Fourth is a full 25 round box of Peters Rustless High
Velocity 16 ga., 2 9/16", No. 4 shot.  Fifth is a full 25 round box of Peters Rustless High Velocity 20 ga., 2 3/4", No. 3 Buck.  The shotshells
in this lot are in very good overall condition.  (105804-5A)

2387. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  This lot includes two Winchester Silvertip bear boxes.  First is a full 20 round box of 300
H&H Magnum, 180 gr., controlled expanding bullets in very good condition showing overall light tarnish on the brass.  The box rates fair with
multiple scuff marks, split seams and has a 3/4"x1" abrasion on the top left corner.  Second is a partial 20 round box (19) of mixed head
stamp 257 Roberts housed in a Silvertip Bear box.  The cartridges rate fair with overall tarnish and oxidation on the brass and tips.  The box
is in poor condition missing an end flap with overall light dirt staining, scuff marks and has a tape repaired seam.  (105804-5B)

2388. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  This lot includes seven full and or partial boxes of rimfire and center fire cartridges.  First is
a 50 round box of Winchester 25 ACP, 45 gr., EP cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a partial 50 round box (37) of Remington High
Velocity 25 ACP, 50 gr., FMC cartridges in very good condition showing light discoloration of the brass.  Third is partial 20 round box (19),
(1) Super Speed marked (18) REM-UMC marked) of Remington Hi-Speed 219 Zipper, 56 gr., Mushroom bullets in good overall condition
showing light tarnish overall.  Fourth is a full 20 round pack of CCI Maxi-Mag, 22 WMR, Shotshells in excellent condition.  Fifth is a full 50
round box of Remington Viper 22 LR, cartridges in excellent condition.  Sixth are two 50 round boxes of Western 25 Stevens, 65 gr., Lubaloy
cartridges in overall good condition showing varying amounts of tarnish or light oxidation on the cartridges.  The boxes one full one partial
(22 with mixed head stamps) are in poor condition missing end flaps with moderate scuff marks, split seams and tape repairs.  (105804-5C)

2389. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 915 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #VAD1688, 9mm, 4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal
surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 97% of their factory original matte blue finish, but exhibit some light scratches along the left
side of the slide.  The checkered black synthetic grips rate near excellent, exhibiting only some minor light signs of handling.  The pistol fea-
tures a decocker safety and includes a single 15 round blued magazine. (131795-15) (200/400)

2390. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #333174, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with an excel-
lent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 98% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit some faint
scratches along the cylinder.  The checkered black synthetic grips feature a target logo and rate very good, but exhibit signs of handling as
well as a chip missing from the butt of the left panel.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention, as the cylinder stop fails to engage.
(137196-1) (100/200)

2391. HENRY GOLDEN BOY LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #GB008599V, 17 HMR, 20" octagon barrel with an excellent, bright bore.
The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 90% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit fading as well as a patch of light
oxidation blemishing along the top of the barrel and a few minor light instances of oxidation staining; in addition, the barrel exhibits some
fading and loss of finish around the installed scope base.  The brasslite receiver and buttplate remain mostly bright but do exhibit some loss
of finish.  The smooth walnut forearm and stock both rate excellent and exhibit no signs of damage.  The rifle features a fixed front sight, but
the factory rear sight has since been removed and filled with a slot blank.  Installed above the receiver are a set of scope rings on a one
piece base. (137192-38) (200/300)

2392. MARLIN MODEL 336RC LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #P28053, 35 Remington, 20" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The
metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 85% of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting general light fading, silvering along
edges, and some minor light scratches.  The smooth walnut forearm and stock rate very good, but exhibit several light dings and scratch-
es; the Marlin bullseye inlay is missing from the stock.  The rifle features a fixed front and adjustable rear set of open iron sights.  The “P”
prefix of the serial number identifies this particular Model 336 as having been produced in 1957. (137116-1) {C&R} (200/300)

2393. IVER JOHNSON TARGET MODEL 55 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #C13452, 22 LR, 6" barrel with an excellent, bright
bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 95% of their blued finish, but exhibit silvering around the muzzle as well as
scratches and light oxidation staining along the cylinder.  The checkered imitation wood "Owl Head" target grips rate very good plus but do
exhibit some minor light handling marks predominantly along the butt of the grip. (136940-166) {C&R} (100/200)

2394. IVER JOHNSON U.S. REVOLVER COMPANY DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #F15692, 38 S&W, 4 1/2" barrel with an excel-
lent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 80% of their blued finish, but exhibit some light scratches along the bar-
rel and are toning to a mottled brownish-gray color.  The checkered black synthetic grips rate very good plus, with only the left panel exhibit-
ing signs of handling.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention, as the cylinder stop fails to engage. (136940-237) {C&R} (75/150)

2395. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #B91529, 32 S&W, 4" barrel with
a near excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 90% of their blued finish, but exhibit light oxidation stain-
ing along the barrel as well as minor light scratches along the cylinder; the butt and spine of the grip also exhibit light fading to a brown
patina.  The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good plus but exhibit some minor light signs of handling.  The revolver
requires some mechanical attention, as the cylinder stop fails to engage. (136940-245) {C&R} (150/250)

2396. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #65, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with an
excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 95% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but do exhib-
it several minor light scratches as well as some isolated minor flaking along areas of the barrel around the cylinder.  The genuine mother-
of-pearl grips rate near excellent and exhibit no signs of damage.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention, as the cylinder stop fails
to engage. (136940-45) {C&R} (150/250)

2397. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #H47080, 38 S&W, 4" barrel with an excel-
lent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 95% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibits
some minor light scratches as well as isolated oxidation along the right side of the frame; in addition, the grip surfaces exhibit some areas
of brown patina.  The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good but do exhibit some minor light signs of previous han-
dling. (136940-40) {C&R} (150/250)
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2398. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial
#O59971, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a dark bore which exhibits oxidation and pitting.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 70%
of their blued finish, but exhibit some minor pitting around the muzzle.  In addition, the frame has begun to fade and displays areas of light
brown color; the grips surfaces also display a brown patina.  The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate near excellent and exhib-
it only a couple of extremely minor handling marks.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention, as the cylinder stop fails to engage.
(136940-33) {C&R} (75/150)

2399. IVER JOHNSON SNUB NOSE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #J15817, 38 Special, 2 3/8" barrel with a near excellent, bright
bore which exhibits some slightly darkened grooves.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 96% of their matte blued fin-
ish, but exhibit several minor light scratches as well as a light turn ring along the cylinder.  The checkered black synthetic grips rate excel-
lent and exhibit no discernible signs of damage.  The revolver features a loading gate on the right side of the frame and includes a factory
ejector tool in its original packaging. (136940-162) (150/250)

2400. IVER JOHNSON U.S. REVOLVER COMPANY DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #C2724, 38 S&W, 2 1/2" barrel with a very
good, mostly bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 80% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit
oxidation staining along the right side of the frame and brown patina emerging along the grip surfaces.  The checkered black synthetic grips
rate very good plus and exhibit only some minor light handling marks.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop
fails to engage; the hammer will not lock using single action. (136940-239) {C&R} (50/100)

2401. IVER JOHNSON US REVOLVER COMPANY DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #B2772, 32 S&W, 2 1/2" barrel with a very good,
somewhat bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 90% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit some
minor flaking and oxidation, predominantly along the top strap.  The checkered black synthetic grips rate near excellent and exhibit only a
couple of extremely minor handling marks. (136940-232) {C&R} (50/75)

2402. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #H11923, 38 S&W, 4"
barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate good, but have lost much of their factory original blued finish; the cylinder also
exhibits deep scratches.  The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" target grips rate near very good, but exhibit several light handling marks
and signs of wear, as well as the right panel exhibiting a chip missing adjacent to the spine of the revolver's frame.  The timing requires pro-
fessional attention in order to restore the revolver's action. (136940-46) {C&R} (75/150)

2403. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 57A TARGET DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #J60764, 22 LR, 6" barrel with an excellent, bright
bore.  The metal surfaces rate good, but have lost much of their factory original blued finish.  The smooth walnut target grips rate good, but
exhibit a repaired chip along the front strap as well as other minor light handling marks.  The revolver features an adjustable front sight, but
is missing its adjustable rear sight. (136940-171) {C&R} (50/100)

2404. IVER JOHNSON TARGET SEALED 8 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #M16500, 22 LR, 6" barrel with a near excellent, bright
bore.  The metal surfaces rate good, but have lost much of their factory original blued finish, particularly along the barrel and front strap.  The
checkered walnut target grips rate very good, but exhibit numerous light handling marks. (136940-169) {C&R} (100/200)

2405. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 67S VIKING TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #R5242, 32 S&W, 2 3/4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.
The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 95% of their matte blued finish, but do exhibit some minor light scratches as well
as isolated faint pitting along the front sight ramp.  The smooth imitation wood grips rate very good, but exhibit several light scratches as
well as some damage along the butt. (136940-161) (150/250)

2406. RUGER 10/22 40TH ANNIVERSARY COMMEMORATIVE SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #255-96763, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel
with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 98% of their factory original blued finish, but exhib-
it an isolated area of minor light oxidation just rear of the front sight.  The smooth walnut stock rates excellent and exhibits only a few neg-
ligible handling marks.  A 2" diameter commemorative medallion is inlaid in the right side of the stock.  The rifle features a set of factory
open sights as well as a set of see-thru scope rings mounted atop the receiver; sling swivel studs are also present.  No magazine is includ-
ed with the rifle. (137093-1) (200/300)

2407. RUGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #198753, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate
near excellent and retain 98% plus of their factory original blued finish.  The smooth walnut stock rates very good plus, but exhibits several
minor faint to light handling marks.  In addition to the set of factory open sights, a Bushnell Custom .22 3-7x scope is mounted atop the
receiver.  The optic features a classic crosshair reticle and displays a crisp clear sight picture; included with the scope are a set of plastic lens
covers.  Included with rifle are three 10 round magazines.  Ruger factory records indicate that this particular 10/22 was manufactured in
1969. (137095-8) (250/350)

2408. REMINGTON MODEL 742BDL DELUXE SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #B7275128, 308 Winchester, 22" barrel with an excellent, bright
bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 97% of their blued finish, but exhibit extremely minor faint oxidation staining
along the sides of the receiver as well as a patch of minor light scratches along the left side of the receiver.  The basket-weave checkered
Monte Carlo walnut stock and forend rate very good, but exhibit several light dings and scratches; the forend exhibits a few minor chips
along the top edges as well as the upper left corner which has broken off and been lost from the right side of the nosecap.  The rifle fea-
tures a set of iron sights as well as a 1.5-4.5x scope.  The optic features a fine crosshair reticle which displays a crisp clear sight picture;
included with the scope are a set of leather lens covers.  Included with the rifle is a single detachable 4 round box magazine.  The factory
"EV" code stamped on the barrel indicates that this particular Model 742 was manufactured in October of 1979. (137087-3) (250/450)

2409. REMINGTON MODEL 742BDL DELUXE SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #7344664, 30-06 Springfield, 22" barrel with an excellent, bright
bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 98% of their blued finish.  The basket-weave checkered Monte Carlo walnut
stock and forend rate very good, but exhibit a few minor light handling marks.  The rifle features a ramp front and adjustable rear set of open
iron sights, sling swivel studs are also present.  The factory detachable box magazine is not included with this rifle. (137142-17) (200/400)

2410. REMINGTON MODEL 742 WOODSMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #201941, 308 Winchester, 22" barrel with a near excel-
lent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 95% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit some minor light
scratches along the barrel as well as minor light oxidation staining on either side of the receiver.  The checkered walnut forend rates near
excellent and exhibits only negligible minor light handling marks.  The stock, meanwhile, rates very good but has lost considerable varnish
and exhibits an approximately 2" crack running from the receiver rearward.  The rifle features a ramp front and adjustable rear set of open
iron sights, but does not include its factory detachable box magazine.  The factory "RM" code stamped on the barrel indicates that this par-
ticular Model 742 was manufactured in November of 1965. (137142-16) (200/300)
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2411. RUSSIAN M44 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY IZHEVSK serial #ZHP212, 7.62x54R, 20" barrel with a near excel-
lent bore which exhibits light frosting in the grooves.  The metal surfaces rate very good but retain very little of their factory original blued
finish, having converted to a gunmetal gray color with protected finish remaining in certain isolated areas.  In addition, the rear sides of the
triggerguard exhibit grind marks.  The smooth walnut stock exhibits extensive handling and impact marks, but remains in fair condition for
a military surplus shooter.  The receiver is dated 1943 with the receiver, bolt, and buttplate all displaying matching serial numbers; howev-
er, the magazine floorplate features a non-matching serial number.  The side-folding spike bayonet features a pre-1946 mount, which lacks
the later addition of a protective ear.  Despite the carbine's designation as Model 1944, Izhevsk produced a limited quantity of 50,000 M44s
in 1943 making this rifle a desirable early example.  The rifle does not display any readily visible importer marks or discernible cartouches.
Included with the rifle are its cleaning rod and green canvas sling. (137104-8) {C&R} (200/400)

2412. RUSSIAN M44 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY IZHVESK serial #SF4608, 7.62x54R, 21" barrel with an dark heav-
ily oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 95% of their arsenal refinished blue, but exhibit areas of minor light
fading as well as some bright silvering around the muzzle.  The side-folding spike bayonet has been cut from the rifle and the integral mount
grounded down, with black paint having then been applied to the area.  The smooth blonde walnut stock rates good, but exhibits a repaired
crack in the left side measuring 4 1/2" and running from the back of the grip toward the muzzle, as well as a 4" repaired section of wood
along the right side where a cut-out exists for the side folding bayonet (a chip is also present in this location); there is also a repaired break
in the upper handguard just rearward of the rear barrel band.  In addition, the stock also exhibits several minor light handling and impact
marks associated with a lifetime of service use.  The receiver, bolt, magazine floorplate, and buttplate all display matching serials numbers.
The rifle does not display any readily visible importer marks or discernible cartouches.  Included with the rifle is a black nylon sling, howev-
er the cleaning rod is absent. (137165-7) (150/250)

2413. GERMAN GEWEHR 88 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LOEWE serial #5579d, 8mm Mauser, 29" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The
metal surfaces rate near very good but retain none of their original blued finish, having since converted to a mottled brown color with areas
of gray and light surface oxidation blending throughout.  There are also areas of light pitting along the sides of barrel shroud as well as por-
tions of the bolt; in addition, the barrel has been cut approximately 11" forward of the receiver but has no bearing on the mechanical func-
tion of the rifle.  The walnut buttstock rates good but exhibits extensive handling and impact marks associated with a lifetime of service use,
with light chipping along the top edges of the forearm and around the buttplate.  A small brass oval disc stamped "8" is installed at the toe.
The imperial German markings are still partially visible on the right side of the butt, along with a large carved "J".  The receiver markings are
faint and the numbers are not matching.   The rifle does not display any readily visible importer markings.  An about good condition exam-
ple overall.  (136983-45) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

2414. REMINGTON MODEL 33 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE  22 LR, 24" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces
rate near very good but retain none of their original blued finish, having since converted to a mottled brown color with areas of gray blending
throughout.  The smooth walnut stock rates very good, but exhibits several minor light handling marks as well as significant crazing; the bot-
tom butt of the stock exhibits a repaired section of wood measuring approximately 2" long.  The bottom of the grip displays the letters "LPS"
carved into the wood.  The rear of the bolt must be manually cocked in order for the rifle to fire. (137106-55) {C&R} (75/150)

2415. GLENFIELD MODEL 10 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #71312442, 22 LR, 22" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.
The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 95% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit scattered light oxidation with heav-
ier concentrations around the rear sight and bolt handle.  The walnut stock rates near excellent and features a squirrel engraving along either
side of the grip area.  The rear of the bolt must be manually cocked in order for the rifle to fire. (137087-2) (50/100)

2416. STEVENS MODEL 15-A SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE  22 LR, 24" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces
rate very good and retains about 90% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit considerable light surface oxidation as well as some
minor light oxidation staining.  The smooth walnut stock rates very good plus and exhibits only a few minor light handling marks as well as
some flaking of the black paint adorning the tip of the forend; no buttplate is present on the rifle. (137142-11) (50/100)

2417. WINCHESTER MODEL 60 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE  22 LR, 23" barrel with a near excellent, bright bore.  The metal sur-
faces rate very good and retain about 40% of their factory original blued finish, but are converting to a brownish-gray color.  The smooth
walnut stock rates very good plus and exhibits only a few minor light handling marks as well as an impact mark along the left side of the
buttplate. (137151-13) {C&R} (75/150)

2418. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 750 "PIONEER" SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE  22 LR, 24" barrel with an
excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 95% of their factory original blued finish but exhibit considerable
faint surface oxidation with some areas of heavier concentration.  The smooth walnut stock rates very good, but exhibits numerous minor
faint to light handling marks as well as a chip missing from the bottom right corner of the buttplate. (137142-12) (50/100)

2419. MARLIN MODEL 39 CENTURY LIMITED EDITION LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #30604, 22 LR, 20" octagon barrel with an
excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 90% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit light surface
oxidation and oxidation blemishing along the barrel and magazine tube as well as some minor light fading at the receiver.  The smooth wal-
nut straight stock and forearm rate very good plus and exhibit negligible minor light handling marks.  The right side of the stock features an
inlayed commemorative medallion which measures 2"x1"; a commemorative medallion is also affixed to the right side of the receiver and
measures 1" in diameter.  A hammer extension is installed on the rifle. (137137-3) (300/500)

2420. SAVAGE MODEL 110 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #F347875, 270 Winchester, 22" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal sur-
faces rate very good plus and retain about 96% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibits some fading along the top of the barrel.
The checkered Monte Carlo walnut stock rates near excellent and exhibits only a few minor light handling marks.  The rifle does not pos-
sess and iron sights, but does feature a Simmons Pro 50 2.5-10x scope.  The optic features a duplex reticle and displays a crisp clear sight
picture.  The rifle also features a set of sling swivel studs and a 1/2" brown rubber recoil pad. (137165-4) (200/400)

2421. MOSIN NAGANT M91 SPORTING RIFLE BY NEW ENGLAND WESTINGHOUSE COMPANY sporterized bolt action rifle seri-
al #976271, 7.62x54R, 22 1/2" barrel with a good bore which exhibits dark frosting in the grooves.  The metal surfaces rate near very good
and retain about 70% of their amateur black enamel refinish, exhibiting considerable fading throughout; portions of the receiver also display
a slight greenish-gray color.  The barrel bands, forend cap, bolt, magazine, and buttplate have thinned to a mottled brownish-gray color.  The
laminated walnut stock rates very good but exhibits several light handling marks.  The rifle maintains the original curved rear sight appara-
tus, but the military front sight has since been replaced with a large front sight block.  The bolt handle has been turned down, a set of sling
swivels also installed.  None of the stamped serial numbers correspond with one another, and the rifle does not display any readily visible
importer marks or discernible cartouches.  The barrel shank displays the Russian imperial eagle with New England Westinghouse Company
stamping and is dated 1915. (137154-15) (50/75)

2422. GLENFIELD MODEL 75 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #69210402, 22 LR, 18" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal sur-
faces rate very good plus and retain about 95% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit some minor light oxidation staining along
the barrel, as well as a few areas of minor fading and silvering along the receiver.  The smooth walnut Monte Carlo stock rates very good
plus but exhibits some minor light scuffs and other handling marks.  The rifle features a set of open iron sights, as well as sling swivels.
(137165-44) (100/200)
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2423. MAGAZINE LOT Consists of a single detachable box magazine for an H&K Model 630 semi-auto rifle in 223 Remington.  The magazine rates
near excellent but exhibits numerous light marks, likely due to use-related wear.  The magazine possesses a 10 round capacity. (137195-4A)

2424. MAGAZINE LOT Consists of a single detachable box magazine for an H&K Model 770 semi-auto rifle in 308 Winchester.  The magazine
rates near excellent but exhibits some light marks, likely due to use-related wear.  The magazine possesses a 3 round capacity. (137195-10A)

2425. MAGAZINE LOT Consists of a single detachable box magazine for an H&K Model 770 semi-auto rifle in 308 Winchester.  The magazine rates
excellent but exhibits some minor light marks, likely due to use-related wear.  The magazine possesses a 10 round capacity. (137195-10B)

2426. MAGAZINE LOT Consists of a single detachable box magazine for an H&K Model 770 semi-auto rifle in 308 Winchester.  The mag-
azine rates very good plus but exhibits numerous light marks, likely due to use-related wear.  The magazine possesses a 10 round
capacity. (137195-10C)

2427. MAGAZINE LOT Consists of a single detachable box magazine for a Valmet M76 semi-auto rifle in 308 Winchester.  The magazine rates
near excellent but exhibits some light marks and minor fading, likely due to use-related wear.  The magazine possesses a 20 round capaci-
ty. (136520-469A)

2428. MAGAZINE LOT Consists of a single detachable box magazine for a Valmet M78 semi-auto rifle in 308 Winchester.  The magazine
rates very good but exhibit some minor light marks as well as fading, likely due to use-related wear.  The magazine possesses a 20 round
capacity. (136520-469B)

2429. MAGAZINE LOT Consists of a single detachable box magazine for a Valmet M78 semi-auto rifle in 308 Winchester.  The magazine
rates very good but exhibit some minor light marks as well as fading, likely due to use-related wear.  The magazine possesses a 20 round
capacity. (136520-469C)

2430. ROMANIAN SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #EF1196-1958, 7.62x39mm, 20" barrel with a near excellent, bright bore.  The metal sur-
faces rate very good plus and retain about 97% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit a few minor light handling marks.  The smooth
walnut stock rates near very good but exhibit a mostly repaired crack curving down from the rear of the receiver, it measures about 7 1/2"
along the left side of the stock and about 2" down the back of the grip, the top handguard exhibits a 2 1/4" crack.  The receiver and bolt
carrier display matching serial numbers, with the bolt DC-penciled to match.  The right side of the barrel displays an importer marking from
CAI and Cugir.  The rifle maintains its underfolding blade bayonet and features an installed black rubber recoil pad, which brings the over-
all length of pull to 13 1/2".  Also installed on the rifle is a Tapco receiver cover with integral scope mount, included is an NcStar 4x30 scope.
The optic features a duplex reticle and displays a crisp, clear sight picture; accompanying the scope is a set of Buttler Creek flip-up lens
caps.  The rifle also includes a green canvas sling. (137165-38) (200/400)

2431. YUGOSLAVIAN M59/66 SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #G-188691, 7.62x39mm, 22" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal
surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 96% of their factory original matte blued finish, but exhibit numerous minor faint to light
scratches throughout.  The smooth walnut stock rates near excellent and exhibit only a few minor light handling and impact marks.  The
receiver, receiver cover, bolt carrier, bolt, triggerguard, magazine floorplate, and stock all display matching serials numbers.  The right side
of the barrel displays an importer marking from IAI of Knox, TN.  The rifle maintains its flip-up phosphorous night sights and grenade launch-
er ladder sights, as well as the underfolding blade bayonet.  Included with the rifle are its cleaning rod, a green canvas sling, and a clean-
ing kit stored in the butt trap. (137106-57) {C&R} (300/500)

2432. POLISH T-44 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #MK03319, 7.62x54R, 21" barrel with an example, bright bore.  The
metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 98% of their factory original blued finish, with only a few extremely minor light handling marks.
The barrel shank displays an "Oval 11" which identifies the rifle as a Polish production: each of the nations in the Eastern Bloc were given a
number code, with Poland's being 11.  The barrel bands display an exquisite plum coloring.  The smooth walnut stock rates excellent and like-
wise exhibits very few extremely minor light handling marks.  The right side of the stock exhibits a cartouche of the letters "OW" in a diamond:
a common, but not universal, proof mark seen on the stocks of these carbines.  The receiver, bolt, magazine floorplate, and buttplate all dis-
play matching serials numbers.  The underside of the bayonet mount displays an importer marking from Intrac Arms International of Knox, TN.
The 1952 dated rifle maintains its side-folding spike bayonet and includes a standard issue cleaning rod.  An overall superb example of these
quality M44-pattern carbines which are highly regarded by both shooters and collectors. (137165-47) {C&R} (250/450)

2433. MOSIN NAGANT M91 SPORTING RIFLE BY REMINGTON ARMORY serial #550243, 7.62x54R, 24" barrel with an excellent,
bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 90% of the reblued finish, but exhibits light fading to display a slight green-
ish-gray coloring from an obscured parkerized finish; the barrel band has since thinned to a mottled gray color with spatterings of light to
darker brown patina.  In addition, the metal surfaces also exhibit a few minor light handling marks.  The smooth walnut stock has been cut
down from its military configuration but rates very good plus nonetheless.  The cleaning rod trench and sling inlet have been filled, and there
are very few handling marks.  The receiver and magazine floorplate display matching serial numbers; the bolt and buttplate are numbered
to other rifles.  The original rear sight has been removed and replaced with a peep sight at the rear of the bolt, the original military front sight
has also been replaced with a sporter front sight block.  Additionally, the bolt handle has been turned down, and the receiver drilled and
tapped for a scope mount.  Finally, the rifle features a set of installed sling swivels.  The barrel shank displays the Russian imperial eagle with
Remington Armory stamping and is dated 1917.  The rifle does not display any readily visible importer marks or discernible cartouches.  A
venerable sporterized rifle which would likely serve as an adequate and economical hunting companion. (137154-11) (100/200)

2434. U.S. MODEL 1884 TRAPDOOR DRILL RIFLE LOT.  This lot consists of a drill rifle by Springfield Armory serial #517540, 27" plugged
barrel.  This non-functioning scale replica mimics the look of a Model 1884 rifle and could be used for parades or as a wall hanger.  The
metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 80% of their blued finish, but exhibit minor light oxidation staining as well as some minor
light fading.  The wooden portion of the barrel retains about 60% of its black paint, but has become worn down by age and handling.  The
smooth walnut straight stock rates near very good, but exhibits extensive scratches as well as a 3/4" crack running rearward from the right
side of the receiver.  A fine example overall. (137129-4) {NON-GUN} (300/500)

2435. LOT OF .577 SNIDER DIES AND BRASS  This lot consists of a three-piece die set and shell holder for loading 577 Snider ammuni-
tion.  The dies are not maker-marked but very well made, they are marked only “M577” and “M577 OLR” and appeared to be decapper,
sizer and seater-crimper.  There are 21 pieces of brass included, they are headstamped “NDFS/577S” and all rate excellent.  There is a shell
holder included which is stamped “19”, dies and shell holder all rate excellent and will fit RCBS presses (and any which use the same thread
and shell holder dimensions).  (36648-3)

2436. LOT OF ANTIQUE MUSKET PARTS  This lot consists of a Springfield Armory lock and triggerguard for a Model 1861 Rifle-Musket.
The lock and hammer have been lightly cleaned and are a bright silvery gunmetal patina with sharp edges and some areas of light oxida-
tion staining here and there.  The markings remain crisp, only the center of the Federal Eagle is light and the lock functions well mechani-
cally.  The triggerplate and guard assembly is a similar gunmetal gray with extremely light handling marks, some sparsely scattered light oxi-
dation staining and light pinprick pitting in the grasping area to the rear of the triggerguard bow.  The trigger is a darker case-hardened
gray and the sling swivel is present.  A very good lot of U.S. model 1861 rifle-musket parts.  (34095-112B)
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2437. INDIAN TALWAR SWORD  This is an iron talwar, made for the tourist trade.  The blade is almost 32” long, gently curving.  It is an over-
all dull gray and oxidized patina and is somewhat rudimentarily hammered iron, only partially finished.  The hilt with the disc pommel now an
overall soft oxidized patina with some active rust, the disc pommel slightly misshapen.  A purple velvet covered wooden scabbard is includ-
ed.  (33856-6A4)

2438. U.S. MODEL 1860 CAVALRY SABER REMNANT  This is a regulation U.S. model 1860 cavalry saber with a portion of its blade bro-
ken off.  The blade measures 24” overall length, the broken section has been dressed slightly to remove the sharp edges.  The blade is an
overall oxidized brown patina.  The dual branched guard is a dark green-ocher patina with the thumb quillon bent forward.  There is no grip
wrap intact and the wooden handle itself is split full-length both obverse and reverse.  There are remnants of a “U.S.” marking, the date may
possibly be 1861, the inspectors initials are no longer leg-
ible.  (35782-10)     

2439. UNION ARMS COMPANY POCKET REVOLVER
BY BACON MANUFACTURING COMPANY serial
#80, 32 RF, 3 7/8” octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized
and pitted bore.  This is a fine condition revolver that saw
limited production due to Rollin White patent infringe-
ments.  The barrel has flaked to purple with generous amounts of original blue
finish interspersed.  The cylinder has strong blue finish that is thinning to purple and to
pewter on portions of its circumference.  The frame is pleasing pewter with crisp factory
engraving of loose foliate scroll with punch dot shading.  The hammer has strong case-hardened col-
ors present.  Light oxidation blemishes and fine pinprick pitting are also found on the metal surfaces.
The grips are fair with flaking finish, random small scratches and a series of dents on the bottoms of both
panels.  The right panel has a crack running up the middle, through the escutcheon and slightly beyond.  It is also miss-
ing a small, 1” long, narrow chip on the rear heel area.  The gun is mechanically functional with all appropriate parts
correctly matching.  (86229-74) {ANTIQUE} [Elliot Riggs Collection]                                                         (500/700)

2440. MANHATTAN ARMS COMPANY POCKET REVOLVER serial #130, 22 RF, 2 1/4” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.  Manhattan
Arms was a trade name and not to be confused with Manhattan Firearms Company.  This revolver is in excellent condition with factory
applied punch dot engraving.  The engraving is best described as crude and covers the sides of the frame with wedges on the barrel and
cylinder for about 50% coverage.  The gun retains about 96% nickel finish on the frame but the cylinder has flaked to gunmetal gray.  These
surfaces have the occasional oxidation blemish and fine pinprick pitting.  The hammer and trigger are mostly brown with a few hints of
case-hardened colors.  The checkered hard rubber grips are in excellent condition with two different grip panels.  They are a very close
match with subtle differences on the outside but more noticeable on the inside.   The little gun still functions.  (86229-256) {ANTIQUE}
[Elliot Riggs Collection] (200/400)

2441. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON AUTO-EJECTING TOP BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #283444, 32 S&W Long,
3 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore.  This revolver retains about 90% plus original blue finish with evidence of light cleaning on the left side
of the frame.  There is also scattered oxidation blemishes and heavy pitting in several locations on the frame and cylinder.  Fairly strong case-
hardened colors are present on the hammer and top latch plus the blue finish on the trigger is thinning.  The checkered hard rubber grips
are in very good condition with no blemishes but a small chip is missing from the base of the left panel.  The revolver is still functional and
all appropriate parts, including the grips, are numbered to the gun.  (87195-16) {C&R} (50/125)

2442. COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #246918, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore.
This is a well-used Great War era pistol (1917) with some honest wear.  The metal surfaces retain about 15–20% original blue finish found
in the protected areas of the frame and slide.  The remaining metal surfaces have flaked to pewter with blending purples, browns and gray.
Oxidation staining and fine pinprick pitting is present along with handling marks.  The checkered hard rubber grips are period correct with
muted Rampant Colt and worn diamond points on the base of the panels plus a small crack on the back of the right panel at the escutcheon.
The gun includes a pair of correctly marked magazines: one appears to be the original with scattered oxidation staining and the second is
as new.  If you want a shooter this is your gun.  (87183-2) {C&R} (100/200)

2443. MANHATTAN FIREARMS COMPANY UNDERHAMMER PERCUSSION TARGET PISTOL serial #9, .40 cal., 5 3/4” half round,
half octagon screw out barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting light oxidation and pitting.  The metal surfaces are gunmetal gray with
scattered light oxidation stains and pinprick pitting as well as light dents, dings and scratches.  The octagonal flats have light tool marks.
The smooth un-numbered walnut grips are in good to very good condition with scattered dents, dings and scratches.  The frame has thin-
ning light scroll engraving with punch dot highlights running down the backstraps. The top flat is marked “Manhattan F.A. Mfg. Co” with
“New York” and “Cast Steel” on other flats.  The original rear sight is present but a very large, handcrafted “V” notch rear sight has been
added that is screw adjustable for elevation.  There is a hole drilled and tapped into the frame below and slightly offset from the rear sight.
The front bead has been replaced with dovetailed, arrow shaped bead front sight with hood.  The hammer may have been replaced or mod-
ified for target shooting and shows light damage from use.  The frame parts have correct matching numbers but the barrel does not (#8.)
(86229-53) {ANTIQUE} [Elliot Riggs Collection] (200/400)

2444. TOY PISTOL LOT This lot consist of a single “Hero” toy cap pistol in very good condition.  The metal surfaces are gray with a few oxida-
tion blemishes.  The hammer has a large flat face to strike a period paper cap that is fitted into a “U” shaped receptacle on the frame.  The
pistol is cast in two pieces to resemble a top break revolver and measures about 5” long x 2 1/2” high. (86229-562) 

2445. UNMARKED “ECLIPSE” SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #616, 22 Short, 2 1/2” smoothbore barrel with heavy oxidation and pit-
ting.  This tiny pistol is in very good condition.  The pistol retains about 70% original nickel plated finish with scattered light freckling and the
two barrel flats have later applied engine turning.  The smooth walnut grips rate about good with later applied finish covering scattered light
dents, dings and scratches.  The number “418” has been stamped on the outside of the left panel.  The pistol still functions with a tight bar-
rel to frame fit but slight looseness in the barrel detent.  (86229-522) {ANTIQUE} [Elliot Riggs Collection] (250/350)

2446. ILLEGIBLE SOUTHERNER DERINGER serial #9979, 41 RF, 2 1/2” octagon barrel with a moderately oxidized and pitted bore.  This is
a good condition Southerner.  The barrel has flaked to pewter with scattered light pinprick pitting and oxidation staining which has obliter-
ated all address markings except the first three letters of the city.  The “Southerner” marking is visible but very light.   The frame is ochre
with scattered light dents, dings and scratches.  Someone attempted to initial the right side of the frame with possibly “H I” present and per-
haps another letter preceding them.  The smooth rosewood grips are in fair to good condition with moderate handling marks; both panels
have wood broken away at the base in line with the grip pins and heavy slot damage is present on the right panel’s screw.  The barrel is off
face and loose.  The hammer still functions but “sticks” on cocking and the barrel, extractor and grips have correct matching numbers.
(86229-423) {ANTIQUE} [Elliot Riggs Collection] (75/150)
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2447. BELGIAN PINFIRE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER 12mm pinfire, 5 7/8” barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting slight frosting.  This
Belgian proofed copy of the French Model 1858 Lefachaux revolver is in very good condition.  The metal surfaces on the barrel and frame are
gunmetal gray with brown oxidation staining, pitting and handling marks.  Light traces of original case-hardened colors are visible on the frame
and hammer, especially on the sides of the hammer slot.  The cylinder has generous amounts of original blue finish that thins to plum with
scattered light oxidation stains and pinprick pitting.  The trigger has some straw color present.  The checkered hardwood grips rate very good
with limited and scattered dents.  The gun still times and locks up beautifully.  (86229-78) {ANTIQUE} [Elliot Riggs Collection] (200/400)

2448. BROWN MANUFACTURING SOUTHERNER DERINGER serial #7014, 41 RF, 2 1/2” octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized and pit-
ted bore.  This is a good condition Southerner.  The barrel is gunmetal gray with brown overtones and a small patch of surviving original
blue on the bottom.  The barrel also exhibits scattered light oxidation blemishes, handling marks and pinprick pitting.  The frame has worn
to dark ochre with some light handling marks and a piece of approximately .050” thick brass applied to the butt.  The un-numbered grips
rate excellent but appear to be replacements or refurbished originals that leave the frame slightly proud around the perimeter.  The added
metal on the butt removed the serial number but the barrel and extractor’s numbers match.  The frame to barrel fit is slightly loose and the
gun still functions.   (86229-415) {ANTIQUE} [Elliot Riggs Collection] (200/300)

2449. HYDE & SHATTUCK KENO SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #777, 22 RF, 2 1/2” smooth bore barrel with light oxidation blemishes
and pitting.  This is a very good condition pistol.  The barrel has flaked to gunmetal gray with scattered light pinprick pitting and oxidation
blemishes.  The frame has about 95% original nickel plating with scattered areas of flaking and bubbling finish plus, light tool marks under
the finish.  The hammer has worn to gray with muted case-hardened colors present.  The smooth walnut grips rate very good but are not
numbered to the gun (#517.) There are tiny chips missing on both panels at the front of the frame juncture and the fit leaves the frame slight-
ly proud.  The barrel is numbered to the gun with a slightly loose fit to the frame and the gun is still functional.  (86229-523) {ANTIQUE}
[Elliot Riggs Collection] (200/300)

2450. TIPPING & LAWDEN MODEL 2B PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #4069, 30 RF, 3” four barrel cluster with moderately oxidized and pit-
ted bores.  This is a good condition pepperbox that has parts and mechanical issues.  The barrels are a brown patina with surface pitting
and oxidation blemishes.  The frame is ochre with scattered light handling marks.  The hammer assembly and trigger are brown with a few
traces of color on the hammer body.  The checkered gutta-percha replacement grips are in poor condition with handling marks on the exte-
rior, poor fit to the frame and signs of repairs on the inside around the bottom grip retainer.  They were originally equipped with a through
screw and escutcheons which has pulled through the left panel causing considerable damage on the inside.  It appears an attempt was
made to modify the base of these replacement grips to utilize the Tipping & Lawden retention system with poor results.  The number “297”
is stamped on the base of the butt and appears to be later applied inventory number.  The hammer is in need of mechanical attention, the
frame screws all have slot damage and barrel to frame fit is loose.  (86229-383) {ANTIQUE} [Elliot Riggs Collection] (150/250)

2451. UNMARKED SOUTHERNER DERINGER serial #5596, 41 RF, 2 1/2” octagon barrel with a moderately oxidized and pitted bore.  This
pistol is disassembled with evidence of the parts being cleaned.  The barrel has been cleaned to silver with light tool marks and is numbered
“619”.  The frame is an even straw with strong edges and light handling marks remaining.  The provided grip panels are in fair to very good
condition with light handling wear and marks on the right panel.  The left panel is a fair condition replacement with no escutcheon, moder-
ate handling marks and is equipped for a common wood screw.  Also included are a lightly cleaned trigger, hammer, un-numbered extrac-
tor, and (10) assorted springs, pins, parts and screws.  (86229-407) {ANTIQUE} [Elliot Riggs Collection] (100/200)

2452. MANHATTAN FIREARMS COMPANY PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #55, .30 cal., 3” six barrel cluster with oxidized and pitted
bores.  This is a very good condition pepperbox pistol.  The barrel cluster has flaked to smoky gray with brown overtones.  The frame is
gunmetal gray with crisp factory scroll and punch dot engraving.  The metal surfaces have scattered light oxidation blemishes and pin-
prick pitting.  The walnut grips rate very good with light to moderate handling marks.  The back of the left panel has a big “N” carved in
it.  The grips, mainspring, bar hammer and mainspring have correct matching numbers but the markings on the barrel are worn away
except for “New York” and “Cast Steel.”  The trigger mechanism still works but the barrel cluster no longer rotates.  (86229-124)
{ANTIQUE} [Elliot Riggs Collection] (200/300)

2453. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SPORTSMAN MODEL 999 TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #B18754, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an
excellent but bulged bore.  The bulge is about half way down the bore of this late variation gun.  This early war revolver retains about 95%
original blue finish with thinning foregrip, scattered light oxidation blemishes, scratches and numerous small impact marks in the metal.  The
oversized one piece walnut grip rates very good overall with light handling marks and a ding on the backstrap over the grip screw.  This
revolver has the windage adjustable rear sight, elevation adjustable front sight, address on the right side of the barrel, small square cylinder
release button and safety rim cylinder.  (87132-10) {C&R} (200/300)

2454. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consist of about (18) rounds of .30 Short rimfire ammunition.  This .30 caliber U.M.C.
manufactured rimfire ammunition is head stamped “U” and is loaded with a round nose, heeled lead bullet with an overall length of about
.835”.  The ammunition has lightly tarnished cases with lightly oxidized lead bullets.  (86229-140A)

2455. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consist of about (36) rounds of .30 Short rimfire ammunition.  This .30 caliber
Winchester manufactured rimfire ammunition is head stamped “H” and is loaded with a round nose, heeled lead bullet with an overall length
of about .835”.  The ammunition has lightly tarnished cases with lightly oxidized lead bullets.  (86229-282A)

2456. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consist of about (12) rounds of .30 Short rimfire ammunition.  This .30 caliber rimfire
ammunition has no head stamp and is loaded with a round nose, heeled lead bullet with an overall length of about .815”.  The ammunition
has lightly tarnished cases with lightly oxidized lead bullets.  Two of the rounds have firing pin strikes on the rim with one having been hit
twice and still failed to fire.   (86229-282B)

2457. NEW ENGLAND FIREARMS SB1 PARDNER SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #NH498523, 20 gauge, 25 1/2” barrel choked mod-
ified with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces have been given an application of black paint that has started to flake from wear and a chem-
ical contact, leaving about 60% on the frame with streaks of original case-hardened metal visible were it has flaked.  The barrel has streaked
to a mottled mix of black and brown with about 50% reapplied finish left but the original blue finish is still present under the paint and remains
strong.  The barrel under the forend was not painted and the metal surfaces have scattered light oxidation blemishes.  The stocks have been
lightly cleaned and refinished with a heavy coat of poorly applied varnish.  The lock up is tight and it is mechanically functional.  The perfect
gun for woods loafing, bottom of the boat or the pickup.  (87165-26) (50/150)

2458. NEW ENGLAND FIREARMS SB2 PARDNER SINGLE SHOT TURKEY SHOTGUN serial #NK408357, 10 Gauge, 23” barrel with
a near excellent bore and removable choke.  There are some limited light oxidation stains and subsequent shallow pitting running the length
of the bore on the bottom.  This shotgun retains about 70% original blue finish with a strip of freckling running from the receiver to the muz-
zle on the right side along with scattered high edge wear and handling marks.  The buttstock and forend have been lightly cleaned and
refinished.  They rate very good to excellent with light handling marks and few scratches in the forend.  The rear of the receiver has varnish
on it from the stock refinish.  A set of non-detachable sling swivels and adjustable 1” nylon sling has been added.  A single extra full choke
is provided that extends beyond the end of the barrel 1”.  This is just what you need to get that next gobbler.  (87165-45) (75/150)
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2459. COLT MODEL 1908 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #40504, 380 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore.
The front half of the barrel’s exterior has a series of small score marks from a tool running parallel with the bore.  This 1921 era pistol retains
about 50% original blue finish with the slide having flaked to a mottled mix of gray, brown and plum.  The grip frame is thinning to plum and
silver with scattered oxidation blemishes, light areas of pitting and handling marks present on the metal surfaces.  The synthetic grips are a
modern reproduction of the first issue hard rubber type with the scalloped border around the word “Colt” in lieu of the straight border type.
The pistol includes a single correctly marked magazine with light oxidation stains.  (87115-15) {C&R} (250/350)

2460. MAUSER MODEL 1914 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #353673, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.  This pistol retains
about 40% original blue finish with most of the finish flaking to brown with plum overtones.  There are a few scattered oxidation blemishes
and pits present.  The grips have been poorly re-checkered with overruns on the borders and scattered handling marks.  The left side of
the one piece grip has a crack running its length with a large chip missing at the top of the crack by the frame.  The gun is still functional
and is provided with a single magazine.  (87087-102) {C&R} (100/200)

2461. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #61801, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore.  The refinished surface
retains 95-97% bright nickel with some light pitting, dings and scratches, many of which are under the new nickel finish.  The upper por-
tion of the magazine release is broken off.  The hard rubber grips rate very good and are fading towards brown with a few minor handling
marks and some light wear.  (126724-14) {C&R} (200/400)

2462. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #6374, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright lightly frosted near excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with areas of oxidation and pitting and some flaking to brown.  The trigger and magazine release
exhibit near excellent case colors with some fading to gray.  The metal grips are primarily blue showing some light wear with areas of oxi-
dation and pitting.  (126724-5) {C&R} (200/400)

2463. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #106530, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a lightly frosted very good bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 80% original blue with flaking and fading to brown and gray, scattered scratches, and scattered freckling and spotty oxida-
tion.  The trigger exhibits excellent case colors with the magazine release fading to gray.  The hard rubber grips are fading toward brown
but rate about excellent showing little if any signs of use.  (126724-49) {C&R} (150/350)

2464. WINCHESTER MODEL 67 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces are a brown patina with multiple scratches from cleaning and some scattered spotty oxidation.  The pistolgrip walnut stock rates about
very good with multiple scratches and dings and an amateurishly applied added finish.  Though not an eye pleaser, this rifle should make a
good shooter.  (127165-50) {C&R} (75/150)

2465. LOT OF AIR RIFLES  This lot consists of two air rifles.  First is a Marksman model 0035 air rifle 177 Cal, 18” barrel with an excellent bore
and break barrel cocking.  The metal surfaces on this Spanish made rifle retain 90% blue fading in places to brown with some scattered
freckling and light oxidation.  The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with several minor handling marks.  The gun features a
globe front and adjustable rear sight.  The second air rifle is unmarked with a hang tag marked “Sure Shot”, 177 Cal, 17” barrel with a light-
ly corroded dirty bore and an underlever cocking mechanism.  It appears that dirt has been shot from this gun and that some of the dirt is
fallen back into the action as there is a gritty sound when cocking.  The metal surfaces are about very good with scattered spotty oxidation.
The stock appears refinished and rates near excellent as is.  It has a rear adjustable sight with a missing adjustment screw.  (127165-52A,B)

2466. LOT OF LONG GUN SOFT CASES   This lot consist of 12 padded long gun soft cases with full length zippers that are in near excellent
to excellent condition showing little signs of use ranging from 47-52” in length.  (127011-4)

2467. LOT OF PISTOL CASES   This lot consists of two Doskocil black plastic pistol cases in very good condition with one showing some oil
staining on its interior and a little light soiling on its exterior.  The second has a like new interior and some remnants of a masking tape label
on its exterior.  They measure 11 x 7 x 2 1/2”.  (127076-31)

2468. LOT OF PISTOL RUGS   This lots consists of 24 zippered pistol rugs made of fabric, suede or vinyl and ranging from 7 to 15” in length.
Most are in near excellent or excellent condition.  Some have markings on them.  (127035-54A)

2469. LOT OF PISTOL RUGS   This lot consists of 25 zippered pistol rugs made of fabric, suede of vinyl and ranging from 7 to 14” in length.
Most are in near excellent or excellent condition.  (127035-54B)

2470. COLT MAGAZINE LOT   This lot consists of a single magazine for a 45 ACP Colt 1911.  The magazine is unmarked except for an “R” on
the upper side of the baseplate tang.  It has very good blue with some scattered oxidation and light pitting.  (127196-3A)

2471. COLT MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of a single magazine for a 22 LR Colt Woodsman that is in overall excellent condition with near
excellent blue showing a few spots of silvering from use.  The metal base is marked “Colt Cal. .22 LR”.  (127169-1A)

2472. LOT OF MAGAZINES  This lot consists of two magazines for a High Standard Olympic pistol in 22 Short.  The first is in-the-white with a
little scattered oxidation and the baseplate showing a light brown patina and stamped “Hi-Standard”.  The second magazine has a green
plastic follower and a five shot restrictor and is 97% blue with a few scattered spots of oxidation and the face of the baseplate in-the-white
with some oxidation.  (126520-4006A)

2473. LOT OF LONG GUN SLEEVES   This lot consists of nine long gun sleeves all measuring about 48” and in near excellent condition show-
ing little signs of use.  Eight are by Bore Stores that are a gray fabric with Velcro flap closure measuring about 48” and one by L.L. Bean that
is green felt with an elastic closure.  (127053-18)

2474. AMT BACKUP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #F00293, 22LR, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The stainless steel finish rates
near excellent with a few minor handling blemishes.  The checkered Lexan grips rate excellent with a faint handling mark or two.  The gun
features a grip safety and comes with a single finger extension magazine.  (127087-126) (250/450)

2475. STERLING ARMS MODEL 400 MARK II SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #G58165, 380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The stainless steel finish rates near excellent with a few minor handling marks.  The checkered wood grips also rate near excellent showing
a few dings and scratches and a couple of spots of thinning finish.  (127113-8) (150/250)

2476. COLT WOODSMAN TARGET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #58595, 22 LR, 6 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces on this First Series Woodsman retain 80% original blue with areas thinning to gray and brown and a few spots of oxidation
and pitting.  The checkered hardwood grips rate near excellent showing some light flattening of the checkering.  This pistol features
adjustable front and rear sights and it comes with a single magazine.  (127115-19) {C&R} (200/400)

2477. HIGH STANDARD MODEL G SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1295, 380 ACP, 5” barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
50% original blue with areas faded to gray and some areas of oxidation and light pitting.  The checkered black plastic grips rate near excel-
lent with a couple of small dings and minor handling marks.  (127115-21) {C&R} (150/250)

2478. JP SAUER & SOHN MODEL 1913 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #52407, 32 ACP, 3” barrel with a gray frosted bore.  The metal sur-
faces are 98% refinished blue with multiple minor scratches and pits showing through the finish.  The black hard rubber grips with S&S logo
are fading to brown and rate very good with a few minor handling marks and several tiny holes that are likely manufacturing blemishes.
(127115-18) {C&R} (75/150)
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2479. DEUTSCHE WERKE ORTGIES VEST POCKET AUTOMATIC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #46968, 25 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a gray
moderately pitted bore.  The bright nickel finish rates very good with a couple of spots where the finish looks cloudy, some thinning towards
gray, multiple light scratches and some light pitting.  The hardwood grips with inlaid Deutsche Werke medallions rate very good with some
light wear and multiple minor scratches and dings.  (127106-18) {C&R} (150/250)

2480. DEUTSCHE WERKE ORTGIES VEST POCKET AUTOMATIC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #103818, 25 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a
lightly frosted gray bore.  The metal surfaces are primarily in-the-white with scattered light pitting and oxidation staining, and remnants of
blue remaining on the upper portions of the frame.  The hardwood grips with inlaid Deutsche Werke medallions rate very good with some
light wear and multiple minor scratches and dings.  Comes with an oversized leather flap holster.  (127058-2) {C&R} (100/200)

2481. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #85913, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a gray moderately pitted bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 90% original blue with some thinning towards brown, a few scattered spots of oxidation and multiple minor handling marks.
The trigger shows excellent case colors on the flats with the face fading to gray as is the magazine release.  The hard rubber grips rate excel-
lent with crisp detail and a couple of faint handling marks.  (127024-23) {C&R} (200/400)

2482. BAUER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #108045, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The stainless steel finish rates near
excellent with a couple of spots of light oxidation around the triggerguard and a few minor handling marks.  The pearlite grips also rate near
excellent showing a couple of light scratches.  (127087-124) (100/200)

2483. BAUER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #078329, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The stainless steel finish rates excel-
lent with a couple of faint handling marks.  The pearlite grips rate about excellent with a tiny crack by the retention screw on the left side.
(127075-S18254) (100/200)

2484. CZ MODEL 38 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #275381, 380 ACP, 4 5/8” barrel with a lightly frosted very good bore.  The metal surfaces
retain about 85% original blue with areas thinning to gray and brown, some scattered light spotty oxidation and freckling, a few scratches
and a little light pitting.  The brown plastic grips rate very good to near excellent showing several light handling marks and light wear.
(127087-116) {C&R} (200/400)

2485. CZ MODEL 24 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #10042, 380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a lightly frosted very good bore.  The metal surfaces
are primarily a brown patina with about 30% blue still present showing some light oxidation and pitting.  The one piece hardwood grip rates
very good to near excellent with multiple light handling marks.  The gun has what is likely a military acceptance stamp (lion proof mark with
“26”) on the side of the frame and the assigned military unit number “26P 5385” on the front gripstrap.  The magazine is marked “P Mod
27”, but does hold the 380 ACP cartridge properly.  (127078-108) {C&R} (150/350)

2486. REMINGTON MODEL 51 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PA60401, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  The frame retains 90% what
appears to be original blue showing some thinning primarily on the gripframe and triggerguard toward brown with some scattered light
freckling and some oxidation and pitting on the trigger.  The slide appears refinished displaying a plum color with some silvering towards
the muzzle and a few spots of oxidation and light pitting.  Some of the hardware is a Nitre blue.  The checkered Remington marked hard
rubber grips rate about excellent with a few light handling marks.  (127073-2) {C&R} (250/450)

2487. ENGRAVED BERNARDELLI VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #2722, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a lightly frosted very
good bore.  The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with some thinning to gray, areas of oxidation, and some light handling marks.  The
bakelite grips rate near excellent showing several light handling blemishes.  The pistol has very nice loose scroll engraving on its slide, a
loose checkered scroll on the grip straps, and a light outline scroll on the frame.  The year 1946 is stamped into the right side of the frame.
(127087-132) {C&R} (150/250)

2488. DAISY POWER LINE MODEL 722 AIR PISTOL 22 Cal, 9 1/2” barrel.  Side-lever cocking single-stroke pneumatic single shot with right-
handed plastic target grips.  This pistol is in overall near excellent condition showing a few light handling marks.  It comes with a factory box,
a handful of pellets, and a set of four silhouette targets.  A nice starter set for the beginner competitive air pistol shooter.  (127192-89)

2489. RAVEN MODEL MP-25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #814098, 25 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with a lightly frosted good bore showing a little
mild pitting.  The chrome finish rates near excellent having dulled a little and showing a few minor handling marks.  The walnut grips rate
excellent with a few minor handling marks.  Comes with an Uncle Mike’s fabric holster.  (127151-12) (30/50)

2490. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON BICYCLE TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #6576, 32 CF, 2” barrel with a gray lightly pitted bore.
The nickel finish rates near excellent with a couple of tiny spots of flaking, a little scattered light pitting, a couple of freckles of oxidation and
multiple minor scratches.  The pearl grips rate near excellent with an irregularity to the profile on the right side and a little cracking in the
surface on the left.  (127151-10) {C&R} (150/250)

2491. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON TOP BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #338047, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” ribbed barrel with
a gray frosted bore showing some pitting.  The metal surfaces on this third model auto ejecting revolver retain 60-70% original blue with
areas of fading and flaking turning to gray with some scattered light freckles, oxidation, and pitting.  The hard rubber grips with target logo
rate very good with some moderate wear, multiple minor scratches and a chip in the butt on the right side.  The frame, cylinder, barrel and
grips are numbered alike.  Comes with a leather holster.  (127151-11) {C&R} (75/150)

2492. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER BALL AMMUNITION  This lot includes six packages.  First is a bag containing 14 fired casings, with FC /
7mm Mauser marked head stamps.  Second is a bag with 12 rounds of 7mm ball ammunition and 5 five round stripper clips.  The ammuni-
tion is head stamp marked F N / 70.  Third is a full 10 round box of O.F.V. 1979 marked, 7.62mm M-80 cartridges with head stamp markings
that date 77, 78 with overall tarnish and light oxidation on the brass.  Fourth is a sealed 20 round box of Argentine manufactured 7.62x51mm
in presumed excellent condition.  Fifth is a full 20 round box of 7.62-SV cartridges with BXN / 55 head stamps.  These are green tipped ball
cartridges in excellent condition.  Sixth is a full 20 round box of 1952 dated 7.9mm ball cartridges in excellent condition.  (105804-5D)

2493. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  This lot contains five full and or partial boxes of center fire cartridges and brass.  First is a
partial 20 round box (17 cartridges 2 fired casings) of Winchester Super-X 308 Win., 180 gr., PPSP cartridges in very good condition show-
ing light tarnish on the brass.  Second is a partial 20 round box (18 cartridges, 2 fired casings), of Prvi Partizan 30-06 Springfield SP car-
tridges in very good condition.  Third is a partial 20 round box (4 cartridges 16 fired casings) of Hansen Cartridge Co., 30-06 Springfield,
150 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  Fourth is a full 20 round box of Winchester Silvertip .30 Government '06, 180 gr., controlled
expanding bullets in the bear logo box.  The cartridges and box rate good overall.  Fifth is a partial 20 round box (18) of Remington Kleanbore
Hi-Speed 30-06 Springfield, 180 gr., SP cartridges in good overall condition showing varying amounts of tarnish on the brass.  Sixth is a bag
of 40 +/- pieces of assorted manufacturer fired 30-30 brass in very good condition.  (105804-5E)

2494. SHOOTERS LOT  This lot includes an assortment of brass, cartridges, ammunition boxes, and primers.  First are six sealed 100 count tins
of Remington Arms Co. Percussion Caps in excellent condition.  Second is a bag containing 37 assorted manufacture and gauge shotshells
to include 12 ga., 20 ga., and 28 ga., all in good to very good condition.  Third is two piece Winchester .38-55 Smokeless soft point car-
tridge box containing 15 assorted fired casing in overall good condition.  The natural color box with orange label and black lettering rates
very good showing some minor scuffing and a small split in the seam of the right side front corner.  Fourth is a two piece empty box of
Winchester .38 Win., soft point smokeless cartridges.  The box is in fair condition showing moderate dirt staining near all over, several wrin-
kles and has an 1 3/4" tear in the bottom half of the box.  Fifth is a partial 50 round box (13) of Winchester 25-20 86 gr., lead bullets.  The
box rates good overall and the cartridges fair.  (105804-5F)
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2495. HIAWATHA BUST  This is an interesting hand painted chalk statue of the leader of the Iroquois Confederacy.  The colors remain vibrant
showing dingy white brown (imitated bone color) on the earrings, multi colored beaded bear claw necklaces, with jet black hair and brick
red body.  There are a few areas where the paint has flaked leaving spots of bright white mostly on its head.  This statue likely spent some
time in a Cigar Store somewhere and measures 29"x 18"x12" overall.  (106312-4) [Extra shipping will apply]

2496. LEG IRON LOT  Includes an unmarked 30 lb cast iron ball with ankle shackle and heavy 1 1/2" link chain measuring 41" in length.  The
metal surfaces are mostly a brown patina with flakes of black enamel remaining.  There is moderate oxidation present on the ball and shack-
le.  This is a neat item that would make a great decoration piece.  (106312-2)

2497. LEGITIMUS COLLINS & CO. MACHETE  This item is marked “U.S.N. / MK-I / Legitimus / Collins & Co. / 1942”.  It measures 31 1/4"
overall with a 26 in blade.  The handle is made of a black composite material and is secured with four steel rivets and has several light han-
dling marks visible.  The blade appears to have been honed and the metal shows moderate oxidation staining.  (106312-12)

2498. LOT OF CIVIL WAR PRINTS  This lot contains three matte framed prints with brief overview of specific engagements during the Civil War.
All three prints measure 16"x20" overall and the first print is titled "Battle of Dranesville, VA., December 20, 1861" with illustration by Henry
Lovie.  There is light staining on the matting around the black and white sketch but it remains in very good condition.  The second print is
titled "Battle of Antietam Creek, MD., September 17, 1862" with illustration by Edwin Forbes. The third print is titled "Siege of Vicksburg" with
illustration by F.B. Schell.  Prints number two and three have a plastic film over them and remain in excellent condition.  (106312-8) 

2499. U.S. MODEL 1918 TRENCH KNIFE  This L.F. & C. marked knife measures 11 3/4" overall with 7" ground and buffed double edge blade
that has overall protein staining and spots of light fine pitting near the handle.  The brass handle shows strong markings and has British War
Department proofs.  This is an overall good condition example of these sought after war time collectibles.  (106312-11B)

2500. DECORATIVE WEAPONS LOT  This lot includes 2 modern made primitive style weapons.  First is a wooden mace measuring 19" over-
all with a 4" diameter burl making the head.  The mace was hand carved and coated with a dark colored finish that gives it a charred wood
feel.  Second is a bow and arrow that measures 33" in length with a single arrow affix to the shaft and string.  These are interesting scaled
down versions that would make fantastic additions to any medieval décor.  (106312-11A, 11D)

2501. CONTEMPORARY CROSSBOW  Measures 19" in length with a 22" bow.  The crossbow has a rudimentary trigger assembly that is
linked together with thin gauge wire and the stock is wrapped partially with leather.  The end of the steel bow has bear heads where the
string attaches.  This is a neat looking wall hanger.  (106312-11D1)

2502. RIFLEMAN'S KNIFE  This is a handmade knife measuring 13" overall with an 8 1/4" double edge blade.  The blade has overall light oxida-
tion staining and the cutting edges are rounded over and the blade is marked with "Texas / 1863 / CSA" likely a modern stamp.  The handle is
solid wood with cross checking on either side and has two oval brass plates adhered with tacks.  The first one reads "Chuck" and the other is
hard to decipher.  This is a neat looking knife that would look great hanging with "Ole Betsy" above the mantle.  (107129-15) (75/150)

2503. FRAMED PRINT  This is a "Soldiers Memorial" of Company A, 81st Regiment, New York Volunteers.  The framed print measures 18"x23"
overall.  The print lists the names of all the soldiers and engagements they were at showing a mustered into service date of Dec. 20, 1861
at Oswego N.Y.  The information on this print was originally published Sept. 8, 1863 and this contemporary piece remains in excellent con-
dition.  (106312-9)

2504. CARTRIDGE BOX  This “C S” marked cartridge box by A.W. Decrow shows overall dried and crazed leather that remains supple.  The
box remains complete with all loops and closures intact.  The brass plate and closure stud are an overall dark tarnished brass tone and the
stitching that holds the plate has come loose.  The box is marked “A.W. Decrow / Maker / Bangor ME.” on the inside flap and is in good
overall condition.  (106312-11F)

2505. CANVAS LOT  This lot includes two items first is a U.S. marked RIA 1916 horse feed bag.  The canvas shows some overall light staining
and the web straps are complete however the leather tie strap has broken off.  Second is a U.S. marked dispatch bag.  The item measures
12"x13" closed and shows overall light staining.  Both items remain in good to very good overall condition.  (106312-11I)

2506. TRENCH ART HELMET  This ornate M1 style helmet is adorned with a variety of brass painted medallions, coin shaped figures, animal
heads and miniature statues.  It has a section of small chains with diamond shapes dangling from the rear and what appears to be a wide
spread phoenix over a sun face medallion.  The helmet is mostly rust brown in color aside from the attached brass painted ornaments and
the head liner is partially torn out.  This is an interesting piece of trench art in very good condition.  (106312-11E)

2507. TRUNK LOT  This 36"x21"x23" trunk is green in color with brass reinforcements on the corners and edges.  There are wooden slats
secured with rivets on all sides for increased structural strength and the interior is lined with a green and white floral print.  The sides have
Colt painted inside a diamond, the leather handles are dried and cracking, and the interior shelf is missing.  The lock has been popped and
is attached to the clasp and no keys are included.  This trunk remains in very good condition.  (106312-11) [Extra Shipping will apply]

2508. WOODEN AMMUNITION CAN  This can measures 12 3/4"x4 1/2"x8" and is constructed with dovetail joints and steel hardware.  It is
unmarked and well made, missing its carry handle but remains in excellent condition.  (106312-11G)

2509. LOT OF ANTIQUE IRON GOODS  This lot contains two items.  First is a set of unmarked iron restraints that are overall oxidized but
remain in good condition (no key is provided).  Second item is a 9" bucket with hang wire that is marked "Palmer-Price Co., Newark N.J.".
The bucket is in fair condition showing several patches in the bottom with rot holes present as well.  (106312-11C, 7)

2510. SCALE MODEL SCHOONER  This three mast ship measures 35" long and stands near 32" tall.  Great attention was paid to detail on
this handsome model to include dinghies, anchor chains, realistic looking blocks, portholes and more.  The tallest mast has a small section
held together by tape and could likely be repaired properly.  This is an overall very good condition scale model.  (106312-3) [Shipping not
available on this item]  

2511. ORIENTAL LOT  This lot contains two items.  First is a carved stone piece that has a Buddha face design.  The stone appears to have been
dropped and repaired some time ago as there are spots of visible adhesive in some of the cracks.  The head weighs about 20lbs and is in good
overall condition.  Second item is a small modern carved bone dagger on a wooden display stand.  The dagger measures 11" overall when
sheathed and has a 5 1/2" carved bone blade.  The handle is lightly carved and pops off when removal from sheath is attempted.  The sheath
is elegantly carved with a dragon stomping through a floral back drop.  This is an interesting lot in overall good condition.  (106312-5, 1)

2512. FRAMED PORTRAIT  This 18 1/2"x22 1/2" framed print is a portrait of an unidentified enlisted man likely during the Civil War.  The por-
trait is in very good overall condition with the frame showing multiple scratches in the finish, heaviest on the corners.  (106312-9A)

2513. FRAMED PORTRAIT  This 18 1/2"x22 1/2" oval framed canvas portrait is of an unidentified officer likely during the Civil War era.  The
frame shows overall light scratches, and chips and is missing the glass however the portrait remains in very good condition.  (106312-9B)

2514. MAGAZINE LOT   This lot includes an unmarked MG 34/42 basket drum magazine.  The magazine appears complete with an added layer
of green enamel and is in excellent condition.  (107000-3)

2515. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes a 33" long linked metal belt of 8mm Mauser ball ammunition.  The mixed head stamp cartridges
are linked with non-disintegrating MG 42 links and are in very good overall condition.  (107000-5)
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2516. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes four full 20 round boxes of Olympic Ammunition 8x57 JS, 180 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent
condition.  One of the boxes has some minor crinkling on the edges but it does not affect the cartridges.  (10700-4)

2517. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot includes four full 20 round boxes of Olympic Ammunition 8x57 JS, 180 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent
condition.  (107000-4A)

2518. LOT OF MG-42 ACCESSORIES  This lot includes four items.  First are two barrel mitts each one is marked "8415-12-319-6778 /
Schulze, Brakel / 6/94 / Bund" both in excellent condition.  Second is an 8mm broken shell extractor in very good condition.  Third is a starter
link for an ammunition belt with five dummy cartridges in overall excellent condition.  (107000-8)      

2519. LOT OF MILITARY SURPLUS  This lot includes two small ammunition cans, non-disintegrating machine gun links and linked 8mm ball
ammunition.  The first can contains three empty 50 round links in excellent condition the second can contains three full 50 round links with
head stamp marked "7.92x57 / 02" cartridges that have bright brass and are in excellent condition. (107000-6)

2520. LOT OF BALL AMMUNITION  This lot includes approximately 1000 loose rounds of 8mm ball ammunition in a large ammo can.  The
cartridges have head stamp marks of "F N M / 71-14" and remain bright in overall excellent condition.  (107000-7)

2521. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  This lot contains three full and/or partial boxes.  First is a full 50 round box of Federal Classic
9mm Luger +P, 115 gr., Hi-Shok JHP cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a partial 50 round box (37) of Winchester  9mm Luger,
115 gr., FMJ cartridges in fair condition showing overall tarnish and/or oxidation on the brass.  Third is a partial 20 round box of Remington
Hi-Speed 32 Win. Special, 170 gr., Core-Lokt SP bullets in good overall condition showing light tarnish on the brass.  (107174-1B, 1C)

2522. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  This lot contains two boxes.  First is a full 25 round box of Winchester Super-X High Brass .410 bore, 2 1/2", 1/2
Oz, No. 6 Shot game loads in excellent condition.  Second is a partial 25 round box (15) of Remington Express .410 bore, 3", 3/4 Oz., No.
7 1/2 shot in good overall condition with some light oxidation on some of the brass.  (107174-1A)

2523. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  This lot includes a partial brick of Winchester Super-X 22 LR cartridges.  There are five full boxes
and a partial containing 17 cartridges.  The cartridges in the partial box all have small amounts of white oxidation on the brass the full boxes
remain bright in excellent condition.  Also included with this lot is a full 50 round box of Winchester Wildcat 22 cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (107174-1)

2524. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  This lot includes a full 500 round brick of Remington High Velocity 22 LR "golden bullets".  The outer
sleeve shows minor water damage and the individual 50 round boxes do as well.  The cartridges have a very light layer of white oxidation
starting to form on the lead and remain in good overall condition.  (107174-1D)

2525. LOT OF MG 34/42 / M53 PARTS  This lot includes four booster cones.  There are two 11mm, one 12mm, and one 13.5mm cones all
in excellent condition most marked with electric pencil as to the diameter.  (107000-9)

2526. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  This lot includes a mixture of three calibers.  First are 61 loose rounds of Remington 38
special nickel-brass cartridges with lead round nose bullets.  Second are 50 loose rounds of Remington .357 Magnum nickel-brass car-
tridges with lead round nose bullets.  Third are two full 50 round boxes of CCI Stinger 22LR cartridges all items are in very good to excel-
lent condition.  (107137-4)

2527. SENTINEL GUN SAFE  This 12 long gun safe measures 55"x21"x16" with keyed lock (one key included).  The green painted safe is not
fire rated and has three adjustable compartments on the door with hanging two tier shelf in the middle if the cabinet.  There are overall light
scratches in the finish and there is a large dent in the right side corner about 12" from the top but does not impede the functions of the safe.
This safe remains in good overall condition.  (106854-5) [Item must be picked up] 

2528. SCOPE LOT   This is a Swift Riflescope Model No. 657M 6x40 with windage and elevation adjustments and excellent optics.  The scope
appears unused with a matte black surface that shows a couple of small scratches and included are attached rings, factory box, manual and
warranty sheet.  (76758-53A)

2529. LOT OF ACCESSORIES   This lot consists of two items beginning with a Lee Loader complete reloading tool for 270 Win.  This is a com-
plete kit with the following components: priming chamber, bullet seater, decapping chamber, stop collar, lock nut, sizing die, body, powder
measure, decapper and priming rod.  Items come with the original box with form fitting compartments, charge table, and instruction sheet.
The kit rates excellent.  The other item is an Outers Deluxe gun cleaning kit for rifles, pistols and shotguns. This is a complete and unused
kit that consists of a three piece rod with swivel handle, five phosphor bronze bore brushes, tip adaptors, cleaning patches, nitro solvent
bore cleaner, gun oil and a silicone cloth.  The kit comes with instruction sheet and the items are stored securely in a compartmentalized felt
lined tray within an impressive wood case with brass closure and top featuring a carved identification of “Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation”
with its elk and mountainous background logo.  The box shows a couple of minor handling marks.  (76758-52A)

2530. RELOADING LOT   This lot consists of two items beginning with a Lee Loader complete reloading tool for 270 Win.  This is a complete kit
with the following components: priming chamber, bullet seater, decapping chamber, stop collar, lock nut, sizing die, body, powder measure,
decapper and priming rod.  Items come in original box in a form fitting Styrofoam tray and rate very good with light oxidation on a few items.
The other item is a Hornady New Dimension two die set, full length for 6.5x55/Scan.  The dies appear unused and rate excellent and come
with instructions and in original plastic box with sleeve.  (76758-52B)

2531. LOT OF DIES   This lot consists of two sets of dies beginning with a Lee 3 die set for 44 mag. and incudes a universal shell holder and
powder dipper.  The set appears unused and remains in excellent condition in original plastic case.  The other item is a two die set for 30-
06 by Pacific Durachrome Dies rating excellent and in original plastic case.  (76758-52C)

2532. LOT OF RELOADING EQUIPMENT   This lot consists of two items beginning with an RCBS Hand Priming Tool with instructions and
appears as new in original box.  The other item is an Automatic Primer Feed by Redding Reloading Equipment that also rates as new in the
original box.  (76758-52D)

2533. LOT OF GUN SUPPLIES AND PARTS    The supplies portion of this lot refers to two Acraglas Gel kits for bedding and repair jobs. One
appears complete and in excellent condition with resin, hardener, release agent, dye measuring spoon, mixing cup and stir stick.  The instruc-
tions are missing.  The second kit rates very good with some light staining and seems complete with the exception of the dye envelopes
which are missing.  The instruction sheet is included and both kits come in the original box.  The parts portion of the lot includes a Redfield
micrometer No. 80 Series receiver sight rating near excellent.  Other parts include an unmarked rubber butt pad, target trigger assembly,
screws and sling swivels with studs.  The conditions range from very good to excellent.  (76758-52E)  

2534. LOT OF ACCESSORIES   This lot consists of six items beginning with two reproduction powder flasks with straps.  Next is an apparently
unused and excellent condition Lee bullet mold with dual cavity and .450 diameter.  Next is a factory box for a Taurus PT92 with manual and
two excellent Astra A-75 9mm.  Also included is a factory sealed Perma Blue gun blue kit for touch up or full rebluing by Birchwood Casey.
The last item is an original hard plastic rifle case molded to fit a disassembled AR 15 rifle by Rock River Arms that includes the egg crate
foam inserts.  The overall condition of the lot is excellent.  (76301-8B)    
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2535. RELOADING PRESS   This is a T-Mag II loading press that is in excellent condition and likely unused.  It comes in the original box with
Styrofoam insert and includes priming arm but includes no other separate components. Included is the Lyman booklet on reloading that also
serves as a cast bullet guide.  (76758-52F)

2536. RELOADING PRESS   This is an MEC 600 JR Mark V shotshell reloader for 16 ga. with no loose accessories or components.  The press
rates very good with some grime and light wear marks.  (76758-52G)

2537. LOT OF GUN SLEEVES   This is a lot of 11 soft gun sleeves for long arms from various manufacturers and with shells of nylon, vinyl or
cloth.  The overall condition is excellent.  (76758-60A)

2538. LOT OF GUN CASES   This is a lot of two hard plastic cases with foam inserts beginning with a green one measuring 48” x 12” by Protecto
and comes with four packages of a variety of targets and a cloth bag suitable for a hand gun.  The other case is black and tapered for a
scoped gun and with a length of 52”.  Each case rates excellent.  (76758-60B)

2539. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of 11 boxes of 22 LR.: (1) factory sealed 550 rd. of Federal high velocity, 36 gr. copper plat-
ed HP (plus approximately 30 loose rds.); (1) full 100 rd. box of Winchester Super-X high velocity; (7) full 50 rd. and (1) containing eight
rds. of CCI Blazer; (1) containing approximately 25 rds. of Winchester Super X No. 12 Shot.  The overall condition is excellent.  (76301-7A)

2540. LOT OF AMMUNITION AND BRASS   This lot consists of nine boxes including the first seven with ammunition: (1) full 50 rd. of
American Eagle .357 Magnum high velocity, 158 gr. jacketed SP; (1) full 25 rd. of Speer Gold Dot 357 mag., 170 gr., GDSP; (1) containing
nine rds. of M&M Reloads 357 mag., 158 gr. CPFP; (2) factory sealed apparently 50 rd. and (1) virtually full of that size of M&M Reloads
38 Spcl., 148 gr., WC.; (1) factory sealed ten rd. of CCI 38 special/357 Magnum Shotshells, 9 shot.  The last two contain fired casings: (2)
full 50 rd. of mixed .357 magnum.  The overall condition of the lot is excellent.  (76301-7B)

2541. LOT OF AMMUNITION AND BRASS   This lot consists of eight boxes including the first six that are full 50 rd. boxes of ammunition:
(4) of MFS 9mm Luger, 115 gr., FMJ; (1) of PMC FMJ made to military specs.; (1) of M&M Reloads 9 mm, 125 gr., RN.  The last two boxes
contain a total of 99 rds. of mixed fired casings of 9mm.  (76301-6A)

2542. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of five boxes of 9mm Luger: (1) full 100 rd. of Remington UMC 115 gr., JHP; (1) full 50 rd.
and (1) containing 31 rds. of UMC 115 gr., metal case; (1) full 50 rd. and (1) containing approximately 40 rds. of Winchester USA 115 gr.
FMJ.  The overall condition is excellent.  (76301-6B)

2543. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of 14 boxes of .223  ammunition and four 50 rd. boxes of fired casings: (8) full 20 rd. of Wolf
Military Classic 55 gr., SP; (3) PMC Bronze 55 gr., FMJ-BT; (2) full 50 rd. of Black Hills remanufactured 55 gr. SP; (1) containing 29 rds. of
I. M. G. (Guatamalen manufactured) FMJ with head stamps dated 2000. Also included are 19 rds. of loose mixed .223.  The fired casings
are in Black Hills Ammunition boxes.  The overall condition of the lot is excellent.  (76301-5)

2544. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of six boxes of 7.62 x 39mm: (5) full 20 rd. of Russian manufactured 1984 dated HP L. C. B.,
123 gr. ball rating excellent.  (1) containing 14 rds. of Remington 125 gr. Ptd. SP rating very good with light tarnish.  Also included are two
ten rd. stripper clips suitable for the caliber.  (76301-6)

2545. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS   This lot consists of four boxes of 12 ga.: (1) full 25 rd. and (1) containing 23 rds. of Remington Nitro Steel 12
ga., 3”, 1 shot; (1) full 20 rd. and (1) containing 23 rds. of Federal 2 3/4”, 4 shot.  Also included are two rds. of Remington: (1) Sport Load
2 3/4”, 8 shot; (1) Gun Club 2 3/4”, 8 shot.  The overall condition is excellent with a very small amount showing light tarnish.  The boxes are
contained in a green metal military can.  (76301-1A)

2546. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS   This lot consists of six full boxes of 12 ga.: (2) 25 rd. of Federal Field & Target Lead, 2 3/4”, 8 shot; (1) 25 rd. of
Rio Target Load, 2 3/4”, 8 shot; (2) five rd. of Winchester Super X, 3”, 00 Buck,  unplated shot; (1) of Remington Slugger, 2 3/4”, Mag.  The
condition is excellent and the items are contained in a green metal military can. (76301-1B)

2547. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS   This lot consists of five full 25 rd. boxes of Winchester 20 ga., 2 3/4”, 6 shot: (2) of Pheasant (1 oz. shot); (3) of
Rabbit & Squirrel (7/8 oz. shot).  This is an excellent condition lot and contained in a green plastic ammunition can.  (76301-1C)

2548. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS   This lot consists of five 25 rd. size boxes of 20 ga.: (2) full of Remington All Purpose Load, 2 3/4”, 8 shot; (1) full
of Remington Steel Shot Waterfowl Loads, 3”, 3 shot; (1) containing 12 rds. of Remington Peters, 2 3/4”, 6 shot and seven rds. of Remington
Express, 2 3/4”, rifled slug; (1) containing five rds. of Remington Express, 2 3/4”, 8 shot and one rd. of Remington Express rifled slug.  The
lot rates very good to excellent and is contained in a green metal military can.  (76301-1D)

2549. SPOTTING SCOPE LOT   This is a Barska 20-60x60 spotting scope with tripod, soft carry case, papers and 2004 dated manual.  The
scope rates excellent with crisp optics and a few handling marks but appears to have seen little, if any use whatsoever.  All of the items fit
nicely in the compartmentalized and padded original hard case with key and shoulder strap. The case exterior exhibits dirt, likely from poor
storage.  (76301-9)

2550. LOT OF RELOADING SUPPLIES   This is a hinged plastic carry case by Black & Decker with a separate and compartmentalized top
section that currently holds conical and round lead balls, a bore mop, six virtually full cans of percussion caps and small tools.  There is also
a removable tray that rests atop the main compartment and is suitable for the patches, screwdriver, pliers, tray and other small items.  The
large section contains a multitude of items including but not restricted to two leather shot pouches, two jars of hot shot patch & bullet lube,
bore butter, number 13 bore cleaner and an unopened package of Thompson Center 45-50 patches.  The items rate very good to excel-
lent overall.  (76301-2)

2551. LOT OF DECOYS   This lot consists of three decoys by Feather Flex Decoys in their original box beginning with a Rigor Rabbit Predator
Decoy, useful for drawing attention away from the hunter and comes with a water resistant case that shields the electronics.  Next is a Single
Hen Turkey Decoy with a polyethylene foam body that folds to pocket size and returns to shape.  Last is Bubba, a full body jake, a wind acti-
vated decoy that is also collapsible. Each of the decoys rates excellent and is likely unused however the boxes exhibit the results of poor
storage with dirt stains and impressions evident.  (76301-10)

2552. IVER JOHNSON U.S. REVOLVER COMPANY DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #E14397, 32 S&W, 2 1/2" barrel with a good
bore which exhibits some oxidation and pitting.  The metal surfaces rate very good but retain none of their factory original finish and having
converted to a gunmetal gray color; the butt of the grip also exhibits some minor light pitting.  The checkered black synthetic grips rate very
good plus to near excellent, exhibiting only some minor light signs of previous handling.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention
as the cylinder stop fails to engage. (136940-233) {C&R} (25/75)

2553. IVER JOHNSON FIRST MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #45222, 32 S&W, 2" barrel with a good bore
which exhibits oxidation and pitting throughout.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 60% of their factory original nick-
el plated finish, but exhibit areas of flaking around the cylinder and numerous minor light scratches along the cylinder.  The checkered black
synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good plus to near excellent and exhibit only some minor light signs of previous handling.  The revolver
requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to engage. (136940-105) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)
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2554. IVER JOHNSON FIRST MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A40115, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a very good
plus, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 80% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit areas
of flaking around the cylinder, giving way to oxidation.  The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good plus, but are some-
what worn from handling and exhibit a small 1/2" crack in the lower right corner of the left panel.  The revolver requires some mechanical
attention as the cylinder stop fails to engage. (136940-52) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

2555. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #G71741, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with an excel-
lent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 40% of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting considerable fad-
ing to a mottled brownish-gray color, with a few areas of silvering, particularly along the butt and spine of the grip.  The checkered black
synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good plus and exhibit only some light signs of previous handling. (136940-35) {C&R} (100/200)

2556. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #R25126, 38 S&W, 3" barrel with
a good bore which exhibits some light oxidation and pitting.  The metal surfaces rate very good but retain little of their factory original blued
finish and exhibit considerable fading to a mottled brownish-gray color, with a few areas of extremely fine surface oxidation.  The checkered
black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate near excellent and exhibit only a few minor light scratches.  The revolver requires some mechanical
attention as the cylinder stop fails to engage. (136940-30) {C&R} (75/150)

2557. IVER JOHNSON U.S. REVOLVER COMPANY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #40267, 38 S&W, 3" barrel with an
excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good but retain little of their factory original blued finish and exhibit considerable fading
to a mottled brownish-gray color, with a few areas of extremely fine surface oxidation.  The checkered black synthetic grips rate near very
good, but exhibit some worn checkering and other light sign of previous handling; the right side grip panel is broken in half, but both sec-
tion are firmly secured to the frame.  The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to engage. (136940-234)
{C&R} (50/100)

2558. NAVY ARMS PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #168918, 44 Caliber, 7 1/2" barrel with a good bore which exhibits some light oxida-
tion throughout.  The metal surfaces rate good but retain only about 20% of their reblued finish, having largely thinned to a mottled brown-
ish-gray color.  The brass frame, triggerguard, and grip rate near very good, but likewise have lost much of their original luster, the grip sur-
faces in particular have faded to brown patina.  The smooth walnut grips are oversized for the revolver but rate very good, although exhibit-
ing a few minor scuffs and other light handling marks. (137129-9) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

2559. B. VALE BRITISH DOUBLE PERCUSSION SHOTGUN 12 Gauge, 29" barrel with very good bores, which exhibit light oxidation
throughout.  The metal surfaces rate very good but retain little of their factory original blued finish, having faded to striated brownish-gray
color.  The right side percussion hammer had at one time broken off but has since been restored, albeit crudely and with the break highly
visible.  The checkered walnut straight stock rates very good plus and exhibits only a few minor light handling marks as well as a small 3/4"
crack in the right side forend, running down from the barrel rearward.  The shotgun features a trap in the right side of the stock and includes
the likely original ramrod. (137129-7) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

2560. EURO ARMS MODEL 1853 REPRODUCTION PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #4604, 58 Caliber, 32" barrel with a very good bore
which exhibits some areas of light oxidation.  The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 97% of their factory original blued fin-
ish.  The case-hardened receiver and hammer both rate excellent and retain about 98% of their factory original vibrant colors.  The brass
barrel bands, forend cap, triggerguard, trap, and buttplate rate very good plus and retain about 96% of their factory original luster, but have
dulled slightly with age and handling.  The smooth walnut stock rates excellent and exhibits only a couple of extremely minor light marks
along the left side of the barrel.  Included with the rifle is a stainless steel ramrod. (137129-5) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

2561. SPORTERIZED YUGOSLAVIAN ZASTAVA M98/48 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #J940, 30-06 Springfield, 25" barrel
with an excellent, bright bore.  These rifles were German arms refurbished and adopted by Yugoslavia in the post-war period; the "Preduzece
44" marking on the left side of the receiver stands for the arsenal which reworked K98ks.  This particular rifle was refurbished by Yugoslavia
sometime before 1950, as the receiver is stamped simply "M98" rather than the later "M98/48".  This rifle does not display any visible importer
marks.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 95% of their reblued finish, but do exhibit some minor light surface oxidation as
well as what appear to be areas of dried oil; much of the triggerguard and magazine floorplate have faded to a mottled gray color.  The smooth
walnut California-style Monte Carlo stock features a set of royal blue synthetic diamond inlays and rates very good plus, but does exhibit some
light handling marks as well as an approximately 4" crack under the comb.  The receiver and magazine floorplate display matching serial num-
bers.  The bolt displays the remains of what was probably the same serial number; to install the scope the bolt was shaved down and most
of the number lost as a result.  The rifle does not include any iron sights, but does feature a WesternField 4x33 riflescope mounted on a set
of side-folding Weaver scope rings.  The optic features a classic crosshair reticle and displays a crisp, clear sight picture.  Unfortunately, the
bolt does not clear the scope and requires the optic be folded to the side in order to cycle the action.  Included with the rifle are a set of sling
swivels.  Would likely be an excellent hunting partner if higher scope rings are installed. (137087-16) (150/250)

2562. SPORTERIZED POLISH K29 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #14026M, 8mm Mauser, 24" barrel with a good bore which
exhibits oxidation and pitting the entire length.  The metal surfaces rate good and retain about 40% of their reblued finish, but exhibit sig-
nificant fading as well as oxidation and obscured pitting; some instances of bright silvering are also visible.  In addition, the barrel shank
exhibits a crude cut, exposing the barrel.  The walnut Monte Carlo stock features a black forend cap and rates good, but is considerably
rough to the touch.  The rifle maintains its military iron sights.  Aside from the imperial eagle, much of the marks on the barrel shank have
been stripped; however it is possible to barely make out that the rifle was manufactured in 1932.  The barrel and receiver display matching
serial numbers, with the magazine floorplate having been restamped to match. (137075-S18250) (100/200)

2563. BRITISH NO. 4 MK I* BOLT ACTION SPORTING RIFLE BY LONG BRANCH serial #29L7920, 303 British, 25" barrel with an
excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 90% of their arsenal refinish, but exhibit some minor light
fading and a few handling marks.  The smooth walnut cut-down military stock rates very good, with only a few minor light handling marks
but also a 4 3/4" crack running along the underside of the stock from the butt forward; the buttplate is missing and the wood around the
area has been heavily worn.  The right side of the stock exhibits an "FR" mark.  Featured with the stock is a Pachmayr slip-on recoil pad;
also included is an uninstalled replacement buttplate.  The rifle maintains its original rear sight apparatus; the front sight block has had its
foresight protector removed.  The rifle features a bayonet lug and set of sling swivels.  The receiver is dated 1943, with the serial number
corresponding to the included detachable box magazine. (137154-9) (200/400)

2564. SPORTERIZED U.S. MODEL 1903-A3 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY REMINGTON serial #3141343, 30-06 Springfield, 20" barrel with
a near excellent, bright bore which exhibits some faint frosting in the grooves.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 98%
of their reblued finish.  The smooth walnut Monte Carlo stock rates very good plus, but exhibits a 3/4" crack in the upper corner of the forend
tip and wrapping around to the right side of the stock, the grip cap also exhibits a 3/4" crack; there are a few negligible light handling marks
as well as a small chip forward of the rear sling swivel stud.  Featured with the stock is a ventilated brown Pachmayr recoil pad which brings
the overall length of pull to 13 1/2".  The rifle possesses no iron sights, but a Weaver 60-B 2.5x scope is installed atop the receiver on a set
of Weaver scope rings.  The optic features a post-and-crosshair reticle and displays a crisp, clear sight picture.  Also featured with the rifle are
a set of sling swivels.  A venerable former battle rifle which would prove more than adequate for hunting. (137067-10) (250/450)
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2565. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 SADDLE RING CARBINE serial #3251827M, 44 Magnum, 20" barrel with a near excellent, bright bore.
The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 85% of their blued finish, but exhibit considerable light to moderate oxidation staining
along the barrel and magazine tube.  The smooth walnut rates near excellent and exhibits only a few minor light handling marks.  Included
with the stock is a slip-on Pachmayr recoil pad.  The rifle features a hooded ramp front sight; the rear sight has since been replaced by a
Weaver scope base with a patridge rear sight arbitrarily installed.  Included with the rifle is a dark brown leather sling.  Winchester factory
records indicate that this particular Model 94 was manufactured in 1968. (137192-33) (150/250)

2566. WINCHESTER RANGER LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #5385968, 30-30 Winchester, 20" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.
The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 98% of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting only some minor light scratch-
es.  The smooth walnut straight stock and forend both rate excellent and exhibit only a few minor faint handling marks.  The stock features
a black rubber recoil pad which brings the overall length of pull to 14 1/2".  The rifle features a set of open iron sights, as well as a Bushnell
Sportview 1.5-4.5x riflescope.  The optic features a duplex reticle and displays a crisp, clear sight picture.  The rifle also features a set of
sling swivel studs and includes a black nylon and camo pattern sling on a set of quick-detach sling swivels. (137176-22) (200/400)

2567. STEVENS NO. 70 "VISIBLE LOADER" SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #0526, 22 LR, 22" barrel with a very good, but lightly frosted
bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 95% of their reblued finish, with the magazine tube exhibiting moderate loss.  The
factory original case-hardened receiver has since been buffed and subsequently blued, giving way to its current exquisite plum color.  The
receiver does exhibit some minor faint to light marks.  The smooth walnut straight stock rates very good plus, but does exhibit several minor
light handling marks as well as a chip missing from the bottom of the butt.  The factory metal buttplate is absent from the rifle.  The ribbed
walnut forearm rates very good, but exhibits some minor light handling marks as well as a 3/8" crack in the left side, running from the rear
of the wood toward the screw.  The rifle features a set of open iron sights.  Some mechanical attention should be given to the action, as the
slide is somewhat stiff. (137165-6) (250/450)

2568. STEVENS MODEL 73Y SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #P423118, 22 LR, 18" barrel with a near excellent, bright bore.
The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 96% of the factory original blued finish, but exhibits some minor faint surface oxi-
dation along the barrel as well as some light scratches along the top of the receiver.  The smooth walnut stock rates near very good, but
exhibits extensive noticeable handling-related wear and other marks.  The rifle features a set of open iron sights; the bolt automatically
engages the safety when the action is cycled. (137067-1) (50/100)

2569. GLENFIELD MODEL 25 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #18686936, 22 LR, 22" with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate
very good plus and retain about 95% of their blued finish, but exhibit some minor light handling marks as well as some minor light surface
oxidation, predominantly around the rear sight.  The barrel exhibits a small circumferential mark 15 1/2" forward of the receiver.  A mis-
measured guide-mark for decreasing barrel length, the right side of the barrel exhibits a cut along this line about 1/16" into the barrel thick-
ness.  The smooth walnut Monte Carlo stock rates near excellent but exhibits a few minor light handling marks as well as negligible thin-
ning of its varnish.  The rifle features an adjustable open rear sight, but is missing the front sight as well as the forward sling swivel.  No
magazine is included with the rifle. (137033-2) (25/50)

2570. REMINGTON MODEL 700ADL DELUXE BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #6320748, 25-06 Remington, 24" barrel with an excellent,
bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 90% of their blued finish, but exhibit general light fading as well as some
minor light scratches on the barrel and receiver, there is also some minor light oxidation staining along the right side of the barrel shank.
The checkered walnut Monte Carlo stock rates very good, but has lost some varnish, particularly along the butt as well as the bottom of the
grip.  The stock also exhibit numerous, albeit light, scratches and scuffs.  The rifle features a ramp front and adjustable rear set of open iron
sights.  In addition, the rifle features a set of sling swivels and includes a dark brown leather sling as well as a one-piece scope mount.  The
factory "AT" code stamped on the barrel indicates that the rifle was manufactured in March of 1970. (137192-13) (150/350)

2571. WINCHESTER MODEL 70 MAGNUM BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #850797, 338 Winchester Magnum, 24" barrel with an excellent,
bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 70% of their blued finish, but exhibit areas of corrosion to a mottled
gray/blue color.  In addition, the receiver exhibits a few minor faint to light handling marks.  The checkered walnut Monte Carlo stock rates
very good plus but exhibits some minor areas of faded or lost varnish.  The stock features a ventilated recoil pad which brings the overall
length of pull to 14".  The rifle features a ramp front and adjustable rear set of open iron sights.  In addition, the rifle features a set of sling
swivels.  Winchester factory records indicate that this Model 70 was manufactured in 1966. (137192-6) (250/450)

2572. SAVAGE MODEL 110-P PREMIER GRADE BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #50406, 7mm Remington Magnum, 25" barrel with an
excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 90% of their blued finish, but exhibit some minor faint heat
corrosion.  The barrel has been buffed and cleaned, leaving it in a pleasing pewter state but retaining a minor area of blue around the front
sight; the metal exhibits a few minor light scratches.  The rifle features a jeweled bolt which exhibits an acquired light smoky gray appear-
ance.  The checkered French walnut Monte Carlo stock features a factory brown recoil pad and rates very good plus, displaying exquisite
grain in the butt; the stock exhibits some minor light handling marks as well as a 1/4" crack in the upper corner of the rosewood forend tip.
Iron sights were installed on the rifle, but both have since been replaced with dovetail slot blanks.  The rifle also features a set of sling swiv-
el studs.  (137192-14) (200/400)

2573. REMINGTON MODEL 722 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #375779, 222 Remington, 26" barrel with a near excellent, bright bore.  The
metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 70% of the factory original blued finish, but exhibit considerable corrosion to areas of a mot-
tled gray color.  The smooth walnut stock rates near excellent and exhibits only some minor light handling marks.  The rifle maintains its ramp
front sight, but the rear sight has sing been removed; a Redfield 1" Tube 3-9x riflescope has been installed above the receiver on a one-
piece base.  The scope also exhibits some discoloration of its blued finish, but exhibits a crisp clear sight picture with a classic crosshair ret-
icle.  An adequate varmint rifle if one is willing to overlook the somewhat rough exterior.  The factory "CC" code stamped on the barrel indi-
cates that the rifle was manufactured in April of 1956. (137192-12) (150/350)

2574. REMINGTON MODEL 788 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #6001892, 308 Winchester, 22" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The
metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 98% of their blued finish, with very few minor light handling marks.  The smooth walnut Monte
Carlo stock rates very good, but exhibits a few minor light handling marks as well as a 2 1/4" crack in the left side of the stock, running from
the installed aperture sight rearward; there is also a sizeable section cut out of the wood below the installed sight.  The rifle features a ramp
front sight, which has since converted to nice plum color; the rear sight has been removed, with two drilled and tapped holes marking where
it once sat; replacing this absent rear sight is a Williams aperture sight installed at the rear of the receiver.  The receiver has also been drilled
and tapped.  The rifle features a set of sling swivels with brown leather sling, and includes a single-stack blued detachable box magazine.
(136900-D29704) (250/450)

2575. SCOPE LOT Consists of a single Redfield 1" Tube 4x riflescope.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 99% of their factory
original black finish, with only a couple of extremely minor marks.  The optic features a classic crosshair reticle and displays a crisp, clear
sight picture. (136520-573A)

2576. SCOPE LOT Consists of a single Thompson Center Hawken Hunter 1.5-5x32 riflescope.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain
about 98% of their factory original matte black finish, with only a couple of negligible marks from mounting.  The optic features a duplex ret-
icle and displays a crisp, clear sight picture. (137192-19A)
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2577. SCOPE LOT Consists of a single Leupold Vari-X III 3.5-10x riflescope.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 95% of their
factory original black finish, but exhibit some minor discoloration.  The optic features a duplex reticle and displays a crisp, clear sight picture.
(137192-18A)

2578. SCOPE LOT Consists of a single Leupold Vari-X IIc 3-9x40mm riflescope.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 98% of their
factory original matte black finish, with only a couple of negligible faint marks from mounting.  The optic features a duplex reticle and dis-
plays a crisp, clear sight picture. (137192-3A)

2579. SCOPE LOT Consists of a single Leupold M8 2x extended eye relief scope.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 95%
of their factory original black finish, but exhibit some minor discoloration.  The optic features a duplex post-and-crosshair reticle and displays
a crisp, clear sight picture. (137192-33A)

2580. SCOPE LOT Consists of a single Leupold Vari-X III 1.5-5x riflescope.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 99% of their fac-
tory original black finish.  The optic features a duplex reticle and displays a crisp, clear sight picture. Included with the scope are a set of QD
lens covers. (137107-26A)

2581. SCOPE LOT Consists of a single Redfield "Denver USA" 1-4x riflescope.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain 98% plus of the fac-
tory original black finish.  The optic features a duplex reticle and displays a crisp, clear sight picture. (136520-1757A)

2582. SCOPE LOT Consists of a single Shepherd 22 LR 2.5-7.5x riflescope.  The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 96% of their
factory original black finish.  The optic features a ranging reticle designed for 22 LR bullet drop and displays a crisp, clear sight picture.
Included with the scope are a set of transparent plastic lens covers. (137087-7A)

2583. SCOPE LOT Consists of a single Leupold Vari-X II 3-9x riflescope.  The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 97% of their
factory original black finish, exhibiting only some light discoloration.  The optic features a duplex reticle and displays a crisp, clear sight pic-
ture. (137192-9A)

2584. SCOPE LOT Consists of a single Burris Fullfield 1.75-5x riflescope.  The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 97% of their
factory original matte black finish, exhibiting only some light discoloration.  The optic features a duplex reticle and displays a crisp, clear sight
picture. (137192-4A) 

2585. RAY MITCHELL UNDERHAMMER PERCUSSION
BUGGY RIFLE 38 Cal, 22” octagon barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces are a brown patina with vise marks and a couple of other small
tool marks, and some scratches and dings.  The hardwood stock rates about excel-
lent with a few minor dings and scratches.  The gun features a brass blade front sight and
a rear leaf sight, and the barrel has been turned for a starter.  The crescent buttplate is a gray
and brown patina.  There is a brass strap on the toeline.  The maker’s name is marked on the stock under
the buttplate.  This modern made rifle was created in Lebanon, NH in the style of the 1800’s gunsmith D.H. Hilliard
of Cornish, NH.  (126852-2) {ANTIQUE}                                                                                        (400/600)

2586. COLT OFFICERS MODEL MATCH REVOLVER serial #79943, 22 LR, 6” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.  The finish on this fifth
issue revolver can best be described as a pitted re-blue.  All the exterior metal surfaces are evenly covered in moderate pitting that has
re-applied blue finish.  There is some light scattered surface oxidation present for an overall rating of about 85%.  The checkered walnut
aftermarket target stocks with gold medallions with eagle motif are in very good to excellent condition with light handling marks.  The
adjustable Colt Micro sights still function plus timing and lockup remains excellent.  (87022-154)[Mark Benenson Collection] (200/400)
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